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PREFACE

The sixth annual conference of the North East Association for Institutional

?

Research was held October 14-16, 1979 at the Otesaga Hotel in Cooperstown, New

York. The theme of the conference was Inatitutional Re4warA and (71,..at:.7,c,

A copy of the conference program is included as an appendix to 'ills

publication.

There were some 65 participants in the program and 105 registrants at the

conference. The papers included in this puhlication are from the ones which

. were submitted to the proceedings screening committee, chaired by Pat Terenzini.

The papers are published as submitted.

The successful conference was the result of the work of many members. Our

appreciation goes especially to Robert Grose (Amherst College), Program Chairman,

and Sister Ann Luciano (Western New England College), Local Arrangement Chairman.

Many of the details of arranging the papers for publication were ably

handled by Rita Jaros,of the Office of Institutional Research, University of

Connecticut.
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AN ACADEMIC INCOME-COST MODEL FOR 1NtTfTUTIONAL PLANNING

Edward D. Joidan

The Catholic University Of America

An Academic Unit Income-Cost Model is designed to provide a continuous

method of analyzing income and costs associated with the various academic

units as related to each,other and to the institution as a whole. With

the assumptions tated below the model can be used as a managemerr. planning

tool within the academic community by revealing past trends and possible

future expectations. The basic input data are derived from the standard

statistical files and the standard auditor's report.

A solvency ratio is derived by taking the ratio of total associated

income to total associated costs. Different sets of solvency ratios for

each academic unit are developed corresponding to different service credit

assumptions for tuition income: Service credit is a term usee to desc.:ibe

the redistribution of tuition income to compensate the academic units that

provide teaching services to non-major students. An underlying assumption

of the Income-Cost Model is that a percentage of tuition income is allocated

to the academic uni, ich claims the student as a major. The remaining

percentage of the stueent's tuition is distributed among thosc units

teaching the major student using the induced course load matrix.

Academic Related Income

Total academic related income allocated to the various academic units

is shown in Table I. The income is comprised of Tuition, Service Credit

(3 cases), Fees, Sales and Services, Recovery of Indirect Costs and Non-

Scholarship Endowment (endowed chairs). On the university level., Tuition

and Fees account for 95% of academic related total income, followed by

Recovery of Indirect Costs, 3%; and the remaining categories, about 2% of



. ACADEMIC

TABLE I

TOTAL INCOME ($) BY ACADEMIC UNIT (YEAR)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

SERVICE SERVICE SERVICE
CREDIT CREDIT CREDIT

LINN' TUITION (CASE 1) (CASE 2) (CASE 3)

(5) (6) (7)

SALES. RECOVERY
AND OF INDIR

FEES SERVICE COSTS

(8) (9)

NON TOTAL
SCOOL INCOME
ENDOWM (CASE 1)

(10)

TOTAL
INOMCCASEE2)

(11)

TOTAL
INCOME
(CASE 3)

627278'. 353344 471107 588925 1229.84 154786 304097 39488 7247486 7365249 7483067

825951 12160 16213 20267 21025 4354 3436 0 866926 870978 875033

2734489 (544128) (725476) (906908) 39347 , 0 265954 0 2495662 2314314 2132882

2219955 (13568) (18090) (22614) 85360 0 13060 4142 2308949 2304427 2299903

1127408 (90112) (120145) (150191) 137157 10198 10203 0 1194855 1164822 1134775

1240700 (43136) (57512) (71896) 23363 0 67166 1875 1288967 1274591 1260207

2116015 (3-3520) (495341) (619219) 30239 0 68030 0 1842764 1718944 1595065

I 243019 376640 502167 627753 3632 0 1693 5769 630752 756280 , 881865

1346897 320320 427077 533883 17872 0 0 134968 1820057 1926813 2033620

UNASSIGNED
277335 0 0 0 0 . 277335 277335 277335

UNIVERSITY
18404556 0 480978 169338 733639 185242 19973753 19973753 19973753



.

total income. Note that
I
the Service Credit formulas do not afTect liniversity

totals, but redistribute tuition income among individual academic. units.

Table II outlines the Service Credit calculations. Student credit

hours (SCH) taught (column' 1) by academic units and SCH taken by student
A

majors are obtained from student statisti.cal files and course enrollment

files. The SCH taught is subdivided into SCH taught to majors (column 3)

and,SCH taught to non-majors (colbmn 4) for the various academic units. .

SCH taken by.majors is listed in column 5. Column 7 represents the net.1

SCH taught by a school or department less the SCH taken by its majors. A

Ii16.4itive entry in this column denotes that the academic unit teaches

credit hours to non-majors (service students) than its own majors receive

from other academic uni4s. A negative entry indicates that the academic

maiors receive mote credit hours from other academic units than the

unit ...eaches to non-majors.

Service credit rates are computed by dividing the full-time under-

graduate tuition rate by 30 (credits), and then mU4tiplying by the

percentage to be alldcated to the service school or department

Case 1: $3200/30 x 60% = $ 64.00 ( 60% to service dept; 40V to home dept)
Case 2: $3200130 x 80% = $ 85.33 ( 80% 6.service dept; 20% to home.dept)
Case 3A3200/30 x 100% = $106.67 (100%*-iO service dept; 0% to home dept)

The Case 1 (60%/40%) distribution has.beeh in effect since the initial

presentation of the Income-Cost Model for 1971-72. The Case 2 (80%/20%)

distribution has been added to enable cOmparability with some other

selected universities, which operate under the 80%/20% model. State

universities often are budgeted by the Case 3 (100%/0%) distribution of

tuition income.

3
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(1) (2)

ADJ

-

SERVICE CREDfT

TABLE II

(YEAR)

(7)

SCH TAU
(8)9

SERVICE
(9)

SERVICE

(10)

SERVICE

BY ACADEMIC UNIT

(3)

SCH TAd
(1)'

SCH TAU
. (5) (6)

ADJ

ACAIIEMIC SCH TAU SCH TAU MAJORS NON-MAJ .SCH TAK SCH TAK LESS CREDIT CREDIT CREDIT

IT ACAD YR ACAD YR ACAD YR ACAD fR ACAD YR ACAD YR SCH TAK (CASE 1) (CASE 2) (CASE 3)

A b2807 52807 39794 13013 47286 47286 5521 353344 471107 588925

{z 4883 4883 3851 1032 4693 4693 1.9.10 12160 16213 202671

15699 15699 15118 581 24201 24201 (8502) (544128) (725476) (90691111

17501 17501 17420 ,.' 81 17713 17713 (212) (13568) (18090: (22614)

8787 8787 8109 678 10195 10195 (1408) (90112) (120145) (150191)

F 9664 9664 9457 207 10338 10338 (674) (43136) (57512) (71896)

10993 10993 10896 97 16798 16798 (5805) (371520) (495341) (619219)

7509 7509 1407 6102 1624 1624 5885 376640 502167 627753

14232 14232 8199 6033 9227 9227 5005 320320 427077 533883

142C5 . 142075 0 0 142075 142075 0

.0



Academic Unit Costs

The total cost of each academic unit is developed. Total Direct Cost

consists of Instruction, Library, Student Aid, Academic Space Charges,

Public Service and Academic Computer Charges. "Modified" direct cost

cxclude academic space charges, student aid and continuing education

and workshop expenditure from the direct cost total. It is upon this

modified direct cost base that associated Mdirect Costs are distTibuted.

Indirect cdst categories are Student Services, Institutional Support,, Non-

Academic Plant and Mandatory Transfers. These categories combined give an

indirect cost rate of 39% when applied to modified direct costs.

An example of the percentage distributions of some of the major

expenditure items as related to direct and total costs would be:-

Amount

Percentage of

Direct Cost

Percentage of

Total Cost

Instruction $12,731,997 66.1% 51.1%

Library 1,557.383 8.1 6.2,

Student Aid 2,704,060 14.0 1.0.9

Academic Space 1,659,239 8.6 6.7

Other 625,187 -* 3.2' 2.5

Total Direct Cost $19,277,866 100.0%, 77.4%

Student Services 1,343,962 5.4

Institutional Support 2,688,843 10.8

Plant (Non-Academic) 1,108,115 4.4

Mandatory Transfers 494,349 2.0

Total Indirect Cost $ 5,635,269 22..6%

Total Cost $24,913,135 100.0%

Solvency Ratios

The academic unit solvency ratio is derived by dividing total academic

associated income by total associated costs. Table III presents three sets

of solvency ratios for each school, corresponding to the three service

cyrdit a5suwptions on tuition income. The results of the different

5



ACADEMIC
UNIT

(1)

INCOME
(CASE I)

SOLVENCY

TABLE III

(YEAR)

(5)

SOLVENCY
(CASE 1)

(6)

SOLVENCY
(CASE 2)

(7)

SOLVENCY
(CASE 3)

BY ACADEMIC UNIT

(2)

WOME
(CASE 2)

(3)

INCOME
(CASE 3)

(4)

COST
,

A 724748b 7365249 7483067 10266521 70.59 71.74 . 72.89

B 866926 870978 875033 1211969 71.53 71.86 72.20

C 24956b2 2314314 2132882 3367778 74.10 68.72 'II' 63.33

1

D 2308949 2304427 2299903 2250232 102.61 102.41 102.21
ol

i L 1194855 11o4822 1134775 1689792 70.71 68.93 67.15

F 128896' 1274591 1260207 1204503 107.01 105.82 104.62

G 1842764 1718944 1595065 1629654 113.08 105.48 97.88

H 630752 756280 881865 873109 72.24 86.62 101.00

I 1820057 1926813 2033620 2170411 83.86 88.78 93.70

UNASSIGNED 277335 277335 277335 249166 111.31 111.31 111.31

UNIVERSITY 19973753 19973753 19973753 24913135 80.17 80.17 80.17



service credit assumptions are kept separate, leading to three cases of

income and also three different solvency ratios. It should be.noted

that these service credit assumptions change the distribution of total

university tuition income among the various academic units; however,

the total university tuition income remains unchanged under these' y
assumptions and hence university-wide solvency ratios remain constanc

for the three cases.

The university-wide solvency ratio of 80.17% indicates that the

income associated with the academic units accounts for 80.17% of thc

total operating costs of the university (exc1udin,1 separately funded

operations such as auxiliary enterprises, sponsored research, etc.). In

order to achieve a balanced financial condition, the remaining 19.83% of

income is obtained from outside sources such as private gifts. For the
A

individual schools or departments, a solvency ratio above 100% indicates

that the total associated income exceeds the total associated cost and

contrawtes to the university as a whole.

Subsidies

The subsidy of an academic unit represents the difference, in

doilars, between income and costs. Table IV presents the direct cost

suhsidy (columns 2, 3 and 4) defined as total income less direct cost, and

the total cost subsidy (columns 6, 7 and 8) defined as total income less

total cost. The three different income assumptions can result in three

subsidy levels for each academic unit. A positive direct cost subsidy

indicates recovery of all direct costs and a contribution toward associated

indirect costs. A negative direct cost subsidy indicates a partial recovery

or direct costs.

7



TABLE IV

SUBSIDY (S) BY ACADEMIC UNIT (YEAR)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
ACAD DIRECT DIRECT COST DIRECT COST DIRECT COST TOTAL TOTAL COST TOTAL COST TOTAL COST
UNIT COST SUBSIDY 1) SUBSIDY (2 ) SUBSIDY (3) COST SUBSIDY (1) SUBSIDY (2) SUBSIDY (3

A 7996959 (749473) (631710) (513892) 10266521 (3019035) . (2901272) (2783454)

B 931837 (64911) (60859) (56804) 1211969 (345043) (340991) (336936)

C 2650798 (155136) (336484) (517916) 3367778 (872116) (1053464) (1234896)

0 1696022 612927 608405 603881 2250232 58717 54195 49671

E 1303149 (108294) (138327) (168374) 1689792 (494937) (524970) (555017)

F 900551 388416 374040 359656 1204503 84464 70088 55704

6 1243213 599551 475731 351852 1629654 213110 89290 (34589)

H 643183 (12431) 1130 238682 873109 (242357) (116829) 8756

I 1662988 157069 263r, '70632 2170411 (350354) (243598) (136791)

UNASSIGNED
249166 28169 41 249166 28169 28169 28169

UNIVERSITY

19277866 695887 24913135 (4939382) (4939382) (4939382)



It should be noted that "direct cost" is defined to include instruction

expenditures, prorated distributions of library costs, student aid, academic

space charges, public service expenditures (where appropriate) and academic

computer costs.

For the university, total academic related income exceeds direct

costs; hence a positive direct cost subsidy is indicated for the university

as a whole. Among the schools the direct cost subsidy ranged from a high

of $749,473 to a contribution of $612,927 by one school. Individual

academic units with solvency ratios of less than 100%, but a positive

direct cost subsidy, have met all direct costs and have made a partial

contribution toward associated indirect costs. A negative direct cost

subsidy shows only partial recovery of direct costs.

A positive total cost subsidy (columns 6, 7 and 8) indicates that the

academic unit has met all direct and associated indirect costs, and from a
.

university viewpoint is helping to reduce dependency on outside revenue.

This is equivalent to a solvency ratio of 100% or greater.

Solvency ratios over a time frame of several years can be plotted by

k..1mputer graphics techniques to develop longitudinal trends as shown in

Figure 1 for the university and one of the academic units.



r !CURE 1

LONGITUDINAL SOLVENCY RATIO
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A Formula Budgeting Incentive,factor

in a Declining Enrollthent Environment

John J. Kehoe

Pennsylvania Department of Education

During the last 20 years, higher education had experienced a

phenbmenal rate of growth. This growth had been characterized by.rapid

enrollment increases resulting in higher operating budgets and expansion

of faciljties. In order to cope with the rising costs associated with

such growth, state government appropriations increased 375 percent between

1960 and 1970 (Chambers, 1969, p. 854). As this increase in appropriations

continued, it became more evident that greater objectivity should be

exercised in determining institutional needs and allocating funds. In the'

1960's, the formula approach to budgeting was examined with renewed

. interest as an effective tool to plan and allocate the ever-increasing

appropriations equitably.

This fact was also confirmed by Rourke and Brooks who state, "Many

legislator; assert that the determination of an overall level of support

for higher education within a state...can be made rather quickly, in any

legislative session. The real conflict arises over the distribution of

funds among state institutions of higher education. It is here that an

allocation formula enters the picture as a politically acceptable means of

slicing the academic pie." (Rourke & Brooks, 1966, p. 79)

The 1970's, however, have painted a different picture. The public,.in

witnessing its income erodel by taxes and inflation, had become less willing



to support higher education programs that were unnecessary and inefficient..

!ri addition to this, the public wanted greater control of its resources

through greater institutionaol autonomy. As Hale and Rawson pointed out,

the higher education governing and coordinating agencies were confronted

with the problem of responding to accountability pressures without usurping

institutional autonomy (Hale and Rawson, 1976, p. 19). As a result,

statewide funding formul.a.s were again relied upon tnis time as an

accountability instrument in the allocation of funds. Internal allocations

were to he determined by the institutions themselves.

Types of Formulas

It is generally accepted that there are two basic types of formulas

used in funding higher education--base formulas and functional formulas

(Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education, 1969, p. 48).

The base formula uses percentage faclors of the tctal cost of the

instructional program to estimate future funding in a specific budget

area. The comOutational method used in this formula is the percentage of

base factor method (PBF) which assumes a correlation between an established

base factor, such as total faculty salaries and certain other activities

(Gross, 1973, p. 86). This type of formula has a certain logical appeal

since the primary function of higher education As the teaching of students,

and other activities are subordinate to this function (Gross, 1973, p. 86).

Although the base formula is relatively easy to prepare and present, Miller

argues that this simplicity helps to create basic weaknesses. These

weaknesses inclIde a lack of consistent relationship between workload

factors such ,as libraries, physical plant operation and maintenance, and



faculty salaries (Miller, 964).

Functional formulas use factors directly related to.a specific budget'

ckegory in establishing future funding requirements (Hale and Rawson, p.

23). This type of formula can be'more dependable in rrojecting budget

costs since workload factors related to expenditures are included in the

ta1Lu1ations Two widely used computational methods are identified with

functional formulasthe rate-pwr-base factor unit (RBFU) and the
/
bas.!-

factor position ratio with salary rates (RF-PR/SR) method. The rate-per

base-factor unit is determined by multiplying a liven base factor, such as

c,edit hours or enrollment, times a specific unit rate previously determined

through experience. The base-factor position ratio with salary rates

justilies the number of employee positions as- a result of'a preestablished

4;

base factor and the number of personnel. These employee positions are then

multiplied by the average salary in each levet to*determine the total

employee costs.

Due to the inherent nature oi such formulas,.certain issues regarding

formula implementation have been raised. Some critics Maintain that budget

formulas, due to their.generalizability within statesare incapable of

recognizing arid, thus, fostering program quality. They further conten'd

that learning, not production, should be the basic function of an institu-

tilon (Moss and Gaither, op cit. p. 554).

Another uiticism is tilot budget formulas have a great potenOal for

4 "leveling" effect. This effect, which is the product of equalization,

tends to help the low-quality institutions at the expense of the higher-

quality institutions creating, in essence, a leveling of quality.

'



hudget formulas have also been criticized on the basis of using

factors eistinq at a certain point in time, This inflexibility may

result in inadequate operating aOropriations in subsequent years.

Terhaps the most serious criticism attributed to budget formulas is

their unresponsiveness to declining enrollment. As enrollment in higher

educational institutions ieclines, tne capacity to provide adequate

resourCes diminishes.

3udgt Formulas_are_Unresponsive to.Declining Enrorments

This criticism is extremely important at this point in time when all

-indications point to a future decline in college enrollment. This

inability to cope with declining enrollment is primarily due to the linear

nature of most formulas. As Figure 1 indicates, linear cost formulas are

'unab-ft.to recognize the economies of scale principle.

Hi.01

Figure 1

Theoretical Comparison of Average Cost Curve
witerunding_ from Linear Cost-Per-Student Formula

Downward Slopin!; Actual

Average Cost Cutv'e

Funding from Linear Cost-
Per-Student. Formula

of University

i

--

c()IltiA': W. K. Botwell, "Formula Budgeting on the Down Side" in
F;Iludis ((d.) Strat_zies fo_r Bu4etipg, San Francisco,

Pass, 1973, p. 43.

(Reprinted with Permission of Publisher)
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As this figure indicates, the level of average dollars per student

remains the same as.the cost per student declines with increasing enrollment.

Such formulas tend to be an increasing burden on funders as. inrollment

increases. Nevertheless, as Boutwell indicates, "some educators.not only

chose to ignore this downward sloping cost curve, but actually claimed that

it did not exist." (Boutwell, 1973)

Due to this increased strain on funders, revisions to formulas emerged

to provide,cost savings. Such revisfons recognized that economies of scale

could be realized, despite the objections from educotors that an erosion of

quality would occur. This effect of formula adjusting is illustrated in

Figure 2.

Average
AlllarsB

Pur

StuJont

Figure 2

Theoretical Comparison of Average Cost
Curve and Average,Funds Received Per'Student

Theoretical tqual Avefage
Cost Curve for Constant
Quality Program

Average Funds Received
/// from Funders

ID'

S
5

S
6

S
7

Size of InstitutionS2 S3 S4

ur:.e: W. : . Boutwell, "Formula Bud,geting on the Down Side," in
G. Valu.dis (ed.) Strategies_for Bud.w.ins, San Froocisco:_

ossey-Bass, Summer 1973, p.. 44.

(Reprinted with Permission of Publisher)



As Figure 2 indicates, funders have successfully adjusted the formulas

to reduce levels of funding as economies of scale are realized. A prnblem

for educators emerges, however, when enrollments decrease. Having long

espoused the validity of the linear formula concept, they are finding

flinders arguing that budget reductiom, must he absorbed at vate equal to

the ED' line.

At Ahis point, it becomes apparent that the most perferable technique

for incorporating these factors is the Base Factor/Position Ratio with

Salary Rates. Gross feels that this method is preferable for the

instruction category since, unlike the Rate per Base Factor method, it

would not:

1. imperil the quality of undergraduate educatipn over a

period of time.

2, increase the cost di'fferentiation between graduate and

undergraduate educatim or

3. promote the proliferations of graduate programs (Gross, op

cit. p. 101).

In addition to this (as noted earlier) linear cost per studeri+ formulas

(such as the PBF method) ignore the economies of scale principle. The

Percentage of Base Factor metheJ, on the other hand, does not provide the

flexibility and objectivity needed to accurately consider institutional

needs,

The problem still remains, however, of how to cope with declining

enrollments. From a central funding agency's perspective funding should

28
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be consistent, equitable and efficient. Consistency.implies adherence to

the policies and missions of the agency and 'institutions served.

Equitability is the means of ensuring that similar institutions are

treated 'similarly. The equitability level is most easily operationalized

at the'lowest possible level of funding--the programmatic level.

Efficiency is the process wh.ereby adequate levels of assistance are

provided for adequate levels of need. Efficiency is most easily

operationdlized through the economy of scale principle. This principle

is most easily seen graphically,, whereby unit cost decreases as size .

increases.-

In order to ensure economy of operation, certain standards should be

established. Such standdrds, as full-time enrollment and student/faculty

ratios, have been utilized at both the institutipnal and state level as

adequate indicators of prevailing conditions. Incentives should be given

as standards are met (or approximated) and discentives provided as

standards are not adhered to.

The student/faculty ratio is the actual ratio that the institution

had been operating with in that year. The basic premise behind an

incentive provision in the formula is that there,is an optimum

student/faculty ratio that institutions should strive for. This optimum

represents the full. entitlement (111.0) that only districts achieving this

figure can attain, Institutions above and below this figure are, in

effect, penalized in direct proportion to the distance of their student/

faculty ratio from this optimum.

These institutions with ratios above this optimum figure may, on the



surface, appear to be extremely efficient in their operation, In reality,

however, this may not be an ideal situation. It has been postulated that

the quality of programs would be adversely affected as the ratio increases.

In addition, as enrollments continue to decline, faculty bargaining agree-

ments will tend to protect the increasing numbers of tenured professors,

thus i-esulting in a slower, rate of attrition. Another consideration, and

perhaps the most important one, is the necessity for preserving institutional

viability in the face of declining enrollment. Such a provision would

enable a cost-effective"institution encumbered with a large faculty to

effectively cope with declining enrollment while preserving those programs

and operations deemed essential to its survival.

On the other side of the coin, an institution whose student/faculty

ratio is below the optimum would tend to be rewarded as it makes an effort

to achieve the optimum. This incentive would help improve the efficiency

of these institutions in helping to-reduce costs. As a protection for

these institutions against declining enrollments, the optimum student/

faculty ratio could be adjusted downward as conditions warrant.

As a result, the mathematical relationship of the instructional

components can best be examined in the following expression:

Total Projected Full-Time Hours Weight for Student/

Credit Hours t per FTE X Level of t FacJlty X

Instruction Ratio

Incentive X Avg. Ins. Cost Per
Faculty Member

= Total Needed for Instruction

The incentive is calculated as follows:

If actual student/faculty ratio is greater than optimum

student/faculty ratio, ho entive = Optimum f Actual.

30
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If actual student/faculty ratio is less than or equal to

optimum student/faculty ratio, Incentive = Actual Optimum.

The actual and formulated,perfpupil instructional costs were then

compared for the 14 Pennsylvania.state colleges at four possible stages.

of enrollment: the same enrollment, 5 percent enrollment decline,
A

10 percent enrollment decline, and 15 percent enrollment decline. As can

be expected when controlling for total costs, each 5 percent decline in

enrollment increases the actual per pupil funding costs. However, the

incentive factor has the effect of reducing the magnitude of the formulated

per pupil cost and in many cases keeps this figure constant as their

incentive factor decreases.

This phenomenon iS illustrated in Table 1.

The graphic representations of the actual and formulated systemwide

distributions in Table I are presented in Figure 3. As enrollments decline

the actual distribution maintains the same relationship but simply moves

higher on the Y-axis (as per pupil costs increase). The formulated

distributions, however, take a different pattern as enrollments begin to

decline. A significant curvilinear relationship begins to emerge

illustrating a greater economy of scale. This economy is maximized with a

10 percent enrollment decline (with these cost figures) and begins to

become straighter and more horizontal with a 15 percent enrollment decline.

This illustrates that at this point, the optimum student-faculty ratio may

be in need of revision. The specific mix or shape of the distribution is

flexible and may change as the individual requirements of the system

warrant, thus providing an effective mechanism for policy review.



Table 1

ACTUAL AND FORMULATED
PER PUPIL COSTS

FOR VARIOUS LEVELS OF ENROLLMENT

INS1 IT UT ION

100%

Actual Formulated
1 $

95%

Actual Formulated
$ $

90%

Actual Formulated
$ $

85%

Actual Formulated
$ $

1 1174 1124 1235 1225 1304 1225 1381 1225

(.9523) (.9578) (.9500) (.9000)

2 1577 1412 1660 1412 1752 1412 1855 1412

(.8947) (.8420) (.7890) (.7368)

3 1298 1219 1366 1351 1442 1382 1527 1382

(.9473) (.9643) (.9444) (.8888)

4 1414 1220 1488 1352 1571 1507 1663 1638

(.8695) (.9090) (.9523) (.9762)

1227 1105 1292 1224 1364 1363 1444 1363

(.9047) (.9500) (.9961) (.9473)

6 1593 1273 1677 1273 1770 1273 1874 1273

( 8000) (.7500) (.7000) (.6600)

7 1270 23 1337 1213 1411 1213 1494 1213

(.9545) (.9090) (.8636) (.8181)

8 1409 1308 1483 1308 1566 1308 1658 1308

(.9500) (.9000) (.8500) (.8000)

9

10

1440 1386
(.9444)

1605 1375

1516 1386

(.8888)

1690 1375

1600 1386

(.8568)

1784 1375

1694 1386

(.8333)

1889 1375

(.8421) (.7894) (.7654) (.7368)

11 1401 1069 1474 1185 1556 1320 1648 1480

(.7692) (.8000) (.8333) (.9090)

12 1240 1163 1306 1288 1378 1324 1459 1324

(.9523) (.9578) (.9500) (.9000)
'

1 i 1335 1253 1406 1388 1484 1424 1571 1424

(.9536) (.9582) (.9507) (.9030)

14 1266 1175 1333 1175 1407 1175 1490 1175

(.9047) (.8743) (.8571) (.8095)



Same Enrollment

Site
(In) r .33 (n.s.)

Figure 3

ACTUAL DISTRIBUTION

5% Enrollment Decline

Size

(In) r = .33 (n.s.)

10% Enrollment Decline 15% Enrollment Decline

Size Size
(In) r = .33 (n.s.) (In) r = .33 (n.s.)

3 3 (In) r .33 (n.$)

FORMULATED DISTRIBUTION

Size

(In) r = .57
p_s.02

Size

(10 r = .58
p< .01

Size

(In) r = .43 (n.s.)
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Energy Conservation Techniaues for Schools

Peter J. Philliou

Wentworth Institute of Technology

Schools consume 11,'", of the total energy expended in the United States

for environmental control of buildings. This results in the cost of utili-

ties for educational facilities being estimated at two billion dollars

during the 1976-1977 school year - a 337 increase in two years - and puts

education'in a difficult position, caught between rising costs and angry

taxpayers. The future looks gloomy for school administrators who are faced

with rising fuel costs and declining enrollment which mean energy will

consume a higher and higher percentage of the school budget dollar.

I believe the technology and "know how" exist in order to keep energy

costs reasonable. This is a big issue. It cannot be covered completely

within the limits of this proposal so I will concentrate on methodology

how to attack the problem rathe7 than on dettiled procedure. With each

school building there are many variables such as:

1. age and building condition
2. type of control systems
3. occupancy pattern
4. degree of comfort required for learning
5. heating and cooling systems
6. others

One approach is to consider energy conservation in buildings in three stages.



Stage 1_:ss_fuel to do_less work. This is the easiest to understand and

the easiest to imolement. Examples are: turning down the 'thermostats and

turning off the lights.

Staue ?: Less fuel to do_the_same work. This is just as easy to understand

although far less easy to accompflsh. It takes some designing and some in-

vestment. EY.amples are: adding building insulation, installing storm windows

and changing incandescent lighting to flourescent. This stat,2 of conserva-

tion involves the intelligent use of known methods, components, and informa-

tion rather than the development and modification of technology.

At Wentworth Institute of Technology we are utilizing a comnuter

program to optimize the savings with each mod;fication. Let me now briefly

discuss the inputs to the program and what results can be obtained.

Figure #1 presents a schematic of input dat-to the computer program.

The output from the programs are:

(1) where all the energy is consumed per year
f2) comparative'sivings which-would result from various enerely

conservation alternatives
(3) computation of lifeicycie costs

Today I will show results for one building, Beatty Hall, at Wentworth.,

It is a general purpose building and contains the library, cafeteria, class-

rooms, offices'and a student center.

Figure #2 is'a sumar showing where and how all the energy is being

consumed per year in Beatty Hall. Nate that it includes heating, domestic

hot water, interior liuhting and fans.

The next sten is to comoare savings which would result from various

energy conservation alternatives. I will look at two today:

(a) reduced outside ventilation

(h) reduced lighting

3 7
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Figure #1
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Figure # 2
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Figure 43 presents the computer output for the reduced outsideyenti-

lation case. This results in a 56'. savings ($4965) for the outside venti-.

lation energy costs. Note also a savings,of $1609 on fan power since a

smaller motor is required. The'cOst of a new motor and installation is

'a3275 which results in a first year savings of approximately $3300 or a

simple payback of six months.

Figure 44 presents the computer output for the reduced lighting case.

This results in an interior lighting savings of 25% or $4986. However,

there is a loss of S1108 in the heating balance which results in a net

savings of approximately $3900 per year.

Additionz,i studies have been made on storm windows (payback of eiaht

years) and wall insulation (payback of 91/2 years). These have not been

recommended because of the long payback period. Note that if government

matching.funds were available it would be feasible to go ahead with the

storm windows and wall insulation.

Star 3: Less fuel to do more work. This stage offers the greatest op-

portunity for fuel conservation, but extensive research and development is

needed to accomplish these savings. Cogeneration is the examole I will

address today. The concept is, however, not new. It was recognized early

by local power companies who sold steam produced in conjunction with elec-

tricity for heating and industrial use. There are many different technical

methods devised, all of them based on the fact that generating electricity

wastes about twice as much energy in the form of heat as can be turned into

electricity.

In the Final Report of the Governor's Commission on Cogeneration, "co-

generation" is defined as the "simultaneous production of electricity and
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Figure f'4
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useful heat."

There are many applications and they all look like figure #5 where we

generate electricity and the exhausts (gases and water jackets) are utilized

for heating and/or cooling. I will look at two applications. One I will

call "total energy systems" where the diesel generator system is used to

generate all the electrical needs thereby making no connection with the

local utility and using the exhausts for all heAting, cooling and hot water

needs. Figure #6 shows a list of projects by Cummins in operation or being

desighed. One total system in a school is in the Boston area. The V)1den

Catholic is equipped with three diesel powered generatorF. The heat by-

product is used to warm the high school, supply hot water, and to proyide

cooling. Th three diesels provide .18 megawatts each and only two are

needed at any one time, the third in reserve. The original capital costs

of the three engines as well as the boilers were paid off at the end of the

plant's seventh year.

The second application I will call "Peak shaving." Figure #7 shows

the electrical demand profile.for Wentworth. The two 100 kw diesel gene-

rators were used to shave off 200 kw from 8:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. five days

a week. ,Figure #8 presents the assumptions used in the cost study, and

Figure it() gives the results for two cases:

(a) savings without heat exchangers

(h) savings with engine block and exhaust recovery units

The savings for case (a) is $817 per month, and an additional $420

per month is saved using heat exchangers.
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Diesel Cogeneration

Source: "Cogeneration: Its Benefits to New England"
Final Re7)ort of the 'novernor's Commission on Cogeneration
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Results without Heat Exchangers

Electrical Saving

Diesel Fuel Costs

General Maintenance
Costs

NET SAVINGS PER MONTH:

$1,610/month

$623/month

$170/month

$817.00

Results with

Engine Block and Exhaust Recovery

Units

Savings would be: $420/month

(Does not include cost of recovery units.)

Figure #9
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FUTURE TASKS******

*COMPUTER ENERGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

(in the process of capturing
selection process)

*IMPLEMENT PEAK SHAVING

*FEASIBILITY OF TOTAL ENERGY SYSTEM

*DEVELOP NEW CURRICULUM

A) Alternative Energy Systems

B) Energy Conservation Analysis

C) Building Energy Control Systems

D) Building Operations and Maintenance

******FUTURE TASKS

Figure #10
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SUMMARY

4,

All of the above will be integrated into a computer control energy

management system. We are in the process of discussing with vendors our

requirements and needs for installation of a computer control-system.

(See Figure #10 for future tasks.)

In the final phase, the objective will be adding the following

courses into the Wentworth curricula.

1. Energy Conservation Analyses Course

2. Building Operations and Maintenance Course

3. Building Energy Control Systems

4. Alternative Energy Systems Course



Instructional Cost Analysis at a Small College

William W. Watts

The King's College

Most applications of instructional cost analysis have relied heavibt

upon t.ephisticated computer systems and a high degree of specialized per-

sonnel support. It is tempting to conclude that such studies are beyond

the reach of a small institution.

Attemp'..s to develop awongoing program for instructional cost analysis

at The Kiny's College have proved successful. It is both possible and

desirable to perform these studies at a college of our size.

The King's College, founded in 1938, is an evanglical liberal arts

colley.e located in the suburban coriaunity of Ei.iarcliff Manor, New York.

The Collecje is a four year coeducational institution with 9N of the studInts

residert on campus as full-time students. The current student body nunbers

P7C.

The institutional mission is abbreviated by four broad purposes: a

liberal arts foundation; an integrated, interdsciplinary Christien worle

view; stu6,nts' development as whole persons; fAudents' commitment to God

and service to others. This mission is further articulated by a careiuIly

stated "Philosophy of Education". The latter statement serves as basis for

twelve "Goals for the student".

Academic curriculum planning is done in light of the Goals for the

Student. Each goal finds expression in some course-related experiences.

In particular, the Core Curriculum is closely linked, point-by-point, with

the Goals for the Student.



The Core Curriculum Wocounts for 53 hf the 130 credits required for

graduation. 'Of these.53, 3? credits ore for specific courses. Student;

have esomo -degit!e of choice in Inc reraining 21 credits. The Core includes

9 credits of interdcpartpontal courses, with the bulk of the core reprecnt-

-,,

ing courses taught along standard departrental lines.

In addition to the Core Curriculum,-students must complete from

to 72 credits ir major and related requirements. The.College offers 10-

majors with the B.:. degree and 6 majors with the' B,S. degree. Although

a small program, an A.A. degree is also available. In MaY 1979, there :-re

86 B.S. graduates, 6B B.A. graduates-and C in the A.A. category. Our

five largect majors are'Business, Physical [ducation, EleMentary EducLtion,

Biolu9v, end Pvchology.

Seeing the eced for um° systeLhtic approaches to data collection,

anal)si, ond dissemination, the College hr2gan an institutional research

fun(tion in 1,.:75. With sooe reorpnizati'on of personnel, the new Registrar

alsu tcianp the first Director of Institutional Recarch.

Activit. in institutional re:.earch begn in June 1976, when tIr Cofle(;e

invittd .to participate s a pilot inrtitntion in th,-.! Instructicral

Cost r;Ldulc of a project sponsored by the Council for the Advance;ant of

S!r7111 Co1ic,cs (CAF.C). The overall project hac_; evolved into CASC's Pln-

ni t. nd Cata System (ITS).

It is by virtue of membership in CAcX that King's becamr., eligible fur

a U. . Office of Education Title III grant for Institutional Development.

The Cnllene, along with 51 other institutions (of the total of 217 CASC

Colleges) is now in th fourth and l'a:t year of this Fee'rally funded

ptoject. lhe 52-membcr SNall Colley,e ConFortium provides technical assis-
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op

tance in: planning, rilanagement information systems, and fiscal'management; -

marketing, admissions/recruitment, attrition/retention, and financial re-

source development; curriculum, career, and student development; faculty':

development and evaluation, administrator development and evaluation, and

organizational development. Under the sponsorship of this projedt,ve have

generated such items as market studies retention studies,'a Factbook, an

advising manual, student life surveys, a goals study and instructional cost

analysis.

)

Our first Instructional Cost Analysis was begun 'In June 197G, for the

1975-76 academic year. Supporting funds were provided by the Institutional

Development Project. At the time, our stu:!en :. recoi.ds were all in manual

'Torn, with the result that much tire wes spent in coding the course inforrje,

tin for,k6perehing on camrus. Do.ta were processed at Drake University

using NCHEMS software. Our involvement in.the CASC project cost us apprcx-

iWely S700.00 for on-campus expenses; ComPuter processing and consultatiee

were 'provided Othout charge from CASC.

The CASC pro)ect gave us student data reports, personnel data repori.s,

direct costs per credit ard\full costs per credit. Our involvement in

this project covered the months of June 1976 through March 1977, a period of

ten months.

During the 1976-77 year, the College also used Institutional Develop-

ment funds to automate student records. Every effort was made to have data

elements compatible with NCHEMS input formats, for purposes of future cost

studies.

During this same tire period, the College was invited to particiute

in an Institutional Information System project, sponsored by the New York
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!,tAt- Ft ,irtliont of Education's Office of Postsecondary Researh, Infor-

lhAtInn t,y,tems and Institutional Aid.

iltad the tit! of our first meeting with tne tcchnical,consultant pre-

i(!-J! hy the Stott (...pent about nine months to complete the three no<oles

Cf trif prcirct: fho Student Data Module (SDM), the Personnel Data Module

(1rM), the Accounts Crossover Module (ACM). We estimate that S500.00

sont for kL)punching time, cards, shipping, telephone and various

1 t,,r i. Pet,,ennel time, which was not included in this amount, is

estir,!tf'd dt thtee ' four person-weeks.

It Wild be noted that the State project marked our second year of

Thus, sm.:. of our time end costs v:ere reduced IN hcv-

in,; 111H i'f-tAic.us tHerier,le with the modules, ari by having developed a

ro(or6 sv!,ter' vhich is cenTatible with NCHEMS foumat.

ii th,? course of our involverent in the State Educatio:: projct,

\.,11. Ale to oLt-jh software, throu6h our corputer company's users croup,

c, to perforti the sal,c 1.;pe of anal:/sis. For a modest cost

o, . we sccorc.d three pre(.;rams from the RACE users group.

(.11' a CJonral Aotecnjon ax:muter. lhe cru con-

t. :1 1( iloh)tes of main rtErery and oi.crates under a Disk ranagerQnt

lhe peripherals include Wo disk drive!.,, which handle 5 megAyt.2

le disV pocks, 6nd a 400 cord-per-minute printer. Data input is pro-

y tyo ktypund, urits in the computer room.

Ljn() the GUA6F pruciram for the Indueed Course Load Matrix (ICLM),

ki-twrotf..d reports Sirilar to those provided Ly thE NCHEMS Student Data

111, .
Hnce thiiT, first on-campus study covered the sup year as did that

!,,,o!ed ry the tducation 1-4.-partr.ent, we Wore ahle to cenpare results.



The comparisons were quite favorable, giving us confidence to continue

conducting the onalyses on campus.

During the 1977-78 year, our Computer Director rewrote the ICLM pro-

gram so thdt now the ICLM reports are routinely generated by virtually no

dato input, using student records files which have already been mounted by

the Registrr's Office. Cost data, in the form of direct cost per credit

hour, are determined by manual computations. We are currently developing

programs to analyze faculty and accounting data, thereby eliminating most of

the remaining manual,procedures.

Three types of reports are generated by our ICLM program. Table I

shows the Induced Course Load Matrix. One such page is generated for each

tedching deportment. Column I lists the names of all majors takirg cotTsff

in the department. Column 2 indicates the avelage numher of credits trDker

by that major, in the departrent, by en FTE student, where an FTE student

is defined itS having 0 semester hours. Column 3 indicates the FTE enroll-

r,ent. Thit. is found by taking the /otal credits consumed, across all deirl.-

ments, by students in this rajor, and dividing by 30. The FTI2 ENRL number

is therefore constant for a given major, regardless of the department r(l.ortc

on the my page.

Column 4, the JAM, represents, the total credits taught by the depart-

ment listed at the top of the page, to the given major. An important re-

lationship to note is that:

ICLM FTE ENRL

Column 5 gives the percent of the depTtment's credits taught to the

major on that line. The last column reports the per cent of the total A-cdits

tdken by the given major which arelin this department. Column 5 should add
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to 10W, hut colurn 6, in general, will not.

Table II gives a report of the number of student credits taught by

each departnt. Table ill reports the number of ste,ent credits taken by

euch major. Data frcn c. these two tables serve as inputs to the next phose

of analysis, computation of direct cost per credit hour.

The College is currently interested in direct costs only. Direct cost

per credit hour is determined for teaching departments by a manual proced-

ure wtich uses e simple worksheet for performing calculations. The total

direct cost for a dcpartrent consists of faculty salaries, fringe bencllit!

and the remainder of departmental expenses, as reported on the general

ledger of the College. Where a faculty nember's load is spread across more

than one dcpartent, the salary and fringe Lenefits.arr allocatcd in prp,-;r-

tion to thr ref..pective teaching loads in each departcc:nt. In cases where

an accc 'Int en the ledder includes more that one teachirg dcparLpent, no7,-

persennel c)penses are allocated to the departments in proportion to the

nul..ter of ,.tuCent credits taught by each one. (lhen.wc do the analysi:' by

upper and 4,t_r division, similar allocations are performed.)

The direct cost per credit hour fcr a teaching deparrment is found by

dividing thc direct cost (as determined according to the previous paragraph)

by the total nuftber of credits taught. In a formula:

Allocated CoLpensaLion J. Allocated Expenses
Cost per credit =

where compensation equals salary plus fringe benefits.

At prcsent, e have accumulated credit information for the past four

acaderic years and cost information for the first threl2 of these years.

The data arc incl!;ded in the Collev,'s Facthook. Those reports gi'/e an

overvim. of trends and comparisons among departr,ents and majors.
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TA3LE II

Credi t Dr-T t-.1")7.

TABLE II'
CREDIT BY MAJOR-1978_79

DEPA!2:17.T-.T .; TS

)' Mlior Student Credits1.

4

3 4384.0
4 )

2 92.0
3 2115.5
4 422.0

5
5 2623.0

6
6 1226.5

27
.n 7 1707.0

6 957.5
26

9 174.5
29

10 1-/07.5
_

11 31.5
71.

- 12
/ 13 93.5

14 266.5

15 173.0

16 3097.5
1.

17 99.0
.1t) 13 755.0
17 19 2044.5

20 412.0

1C;
21

22

656.0
814.0

21 23 73.0

24 1137.0
26214.50
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During this year, we will be developing a Departmental Profile form,

on which will be included a four year report of credits taught, number of

majors, number of graduates, number of credits consumed by majors, cost

per credit hour, and average su(:tion size.'

ihere are several important lessons that we believe we have learned

from uur participation in cost analysis proredures:

1.) Success is highly dependent upon tqp-level administrative supnort.

Since the coordinator of this project must gather data from several off-ices,

(s)he must have ready access to the data required and have assurance of

the consistency of interrelated items.

2.) The process is as_irportant as the results. The NCHEMS procedures

have helped u.s to estahlish a hotter informational system, both in student

reeordr, and in other areas li!here inconsistencies of data were brought to

light, through the process.

3.) Exter611 assistence is highly desiNble for initietino the cyct-r1;

suhseguept analyss can.beTerformed.yuch,more_inf:rsensivelyt_rapid-

ly. iinc! accur,Aely. Inc CASC Planning end Lta System Module on Instruc-

tional Cost Analysis offers this type of initial experience for the small

college (CASC, 1979).

4.) A small collegf should he selective in its use of the very soph-

isticated set of NCHEMS options. The flexibility of the NCHEMS softare

is both valuable and overwhelming. We have used only a small portion .of

its capabilities. have found tit ICEM (or SCM) data to be most useful.

For cost figures, we have calculated direct costs, and not full costs. The

upper/lower division distinction has not been used. The amount of effort



required to do the Accounts Crosover rodule and the Data rmagement Module

electronically is much greater than vie can justify. Manuai calculations

provide the financial results cf interest to us. We have not attcopted to

do the Resource Pequirment Prediction Model .

.

S.) The cellege must recognize those constraints which limit

the usefulness of the results. The small college, at least in New York State,

is constrained by the State Education Department's expectation that there

Aw a minimulo numLer of faculty and PhD's within a department in order to

sustain a major.

The wall college is often characterized by a strong sense of commun-

ity aed a firm cev.litment to a set of well-defined goals. It cannot he

all thiwis to all people, nor can it make decisions purely on ecor(mic

geeur,i,. In a large university, a move to decrease,costs r....ay produce an

imperceptible ripple effect; at the small college, the same magnitude of

chewy r y estro a program nr move the institutign away from its missicn.

6.) Cepn3retive cte-4-4-nre ,uterestine, hut not very useful 1.4e have

LtTH fortunote to iind data from ,a group of colleges reasonebly similar

to ours. :n a c,ereral sense, we found our cost figures to be ccmparcLde

to theirs. However, because there are so many differences in geographic

econemics, academic programs, accounting systems, and data collection Fro-

cedutes, we Ow found it impossible to use any such comparative data for

deeisiun-making purposes. flu r most helpful cowparisons have been those

ationq departments at our own institution as well as trend analyses.

7.) The most appropriate apprNich to coct stuoy data is "soft wan-
. _ _ _ _ _ _ _

aeewent" rather than uhrird wananement". ( Bacchetti, 1977, pp. 5,6.) The

data do nut MAP aeademic program d(cisions tot us. There are no formulae

-
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for which t1 q. numbers can crank'out'decisions for dropping or trimming

progrel Rother, the data, when viewed over-several years, across depart-

ments, can If inplAs to departmental profiles, which assist us in making

better decisions.than we coul(1 make without the data.

8.) In(tru"ctioral cost_analvsjs should be but ong_altuALDL1

coqyehynsive, intceratedgproach to institutional research and develop-

went. By such a study is limited in scope and usefulness, be-_ _

caw,e. it ignores so much about the institution.

* * * * * * * * * *

Given these eight lessons learned, there are certain questions for

which instructional coc.t data can help us find ansers:

1.) "A 4!epertment asks to increase the number of its faculty. Should

we incr,.:ase (cr decrease0
2.) Which departments are showing declinirg interest? (For majors?

for ner-rajors1 ,

3.) A department arAs for more physical space. Is the request jvt-

ifii.ble?

4.) A dcpartment i..rgues for a sizeable budget increase. On whA lasis

can the increas(: be approved (or denied)?

5.) Can budget dollars be freed for othcr purposes by adjusting the

mix of part-time and full-time instructors in a given department?

C.) What departments seem to be overv.orked? Can these be identified

and helped?

CONCLU'ION

As with other colleges, we recognize that the whole area of instructional

4
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.

cost analysis is evolving,' and that new applications are developing with

time. At the King's College, we have found that instructional ;cost analysis

is within the reach of a small college. As an exercise in institutional

resuara, .thr% analysis has becn successfully executed within the constraints

of our financiol and personnel resources. We have found that it is both

possible and worthwhile to do instructional cost analysis at a small college.
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CREATIVE- CHANGE THROUGH COOPERATION

ThP Maryland Community College Research Group:
A'Cooperative Approach that Enhances Effective

Immunity College Institutional Research in Maryland

Roger C. Andersen

Director pf Institutional Research and Planning
Allenany Community College

James D. Tschechtelin
Director of Planning and Research

Maryland State Poard,for Community Collenes

Overview. Although the main title of our presentation is "Creative

Change Through Cooperation," the subtitle is "The Maryland Community

College Research Group: A Cooperative Approach that Enhances Effec-

tive Community College Institutional Research in Maryland." Our pre-

sentation consists of two parts, both of which describe aspects of the

Maryland Community C6llege Research Group (MCCRG). The first part

describes the MCCRG with a special emphasis.placed on the role it plays

in fostering community college institutionarresearch in Maryland. The

wcond part of our nresentation details two recently complete] studies

conducted via the assistance of the MCCRG. One of these studies was of

all 197R community college graduates in Maryland. The other was of

emoloyers of these 1978 community college graduates. Of particular in-

terest to most of us today is the new Vocational Education Data System

or "unn." As my co-presentor will relate shortly, these two'studies

provide much of the information needed for the %gm.

The Maryand Community College Research Group. Maryland is atypical

among the fifty states in that lt has a high degree of coordination and

an effective communication network established at the public commUnity



college level. As one illustration of this, in Maryland, dere are

statewide organizations that consist of each of the major administrative

officer-, at the two-year college level. These groups include the presi-

dents, academic deans, occupational deans, public relations officers,

datd processing directors, business officers, and institutional research

directors. nf this great multitude of organizations, two of the most

active and respected of these groups are the Council for Community College

Presidents and the Maryland Community College Research Group.

Organized nine years ago, the Maryland Community College Resealch

Group (MCCRG) is an effective forum for promoting the effective use of

community college institutional research in Maryland. The MCCRG consists

of the institutional research directors/personnul of the 17 public commu-

nity colleges in-Maryland, the Director of Planning and Research of the

Maryland State Board for Community Colleges (the coordinating agency for

the locally governed community colleges), and other professional staff

of Maryland community colleges and agencies. The MCCRG meets about

eight times a year hosted by one of the community colleges.

Any professional association usually has among its purposes for es-

tablishment the following:

(1) to provide channels of communication among the members, including

a forum for the interchange of ideas about new techniques, strategies,

and methodologies;

f) to encourage the growth and maturation of the profession; and

(3) to offer a program of interest that will lead to an expansion of the

professional's knowledge and hopefully lead itself to relevant decision-

making for the more effective and/or efficient operation of the profes-

sional's institution.

\C,



The wider the scope of the organization, the more expanded role

it plays.

In terms of the profession of institutional research, the Associa-

tion for Institutional Research provides a national organization along

with the fkmerican Fducation Research Association. Regional organiza-

tions are miltitudinous, including the North East Association for Insti-

tutional Research, founded in December, 1974. These organizations are

important, productive, and provide the practicing professional with the

opportunity to discuss, seek assistance, and share information regarding

their common problems and issues.

However, a great number of problems and issues differ drastically

from region to region, and from state to state. Even within a state,

the problems of one level of higher education (i.e., the state colleges)

may be fairly different from the concerns at another level (i.e., the

community colleges). Therefore, these problems and issues.are best ad-

dressed in an organization that is composed of those individuals and

institutions of similar type within a state. The MCCRG is such an organi-

zation in Maryland.

The MCCRG has two major areas of emphasis:

(1) providing a forum to explore and research pertinent statewide and

national issues relevant to the community colleges in Maryland; and

(?) establishing and fostering inter-institutional research activities

among the community colleges in Maryland.

In regard to the first point above, at present one of the great con-

cerns in Maryland is the community college funding formula. During the

past year, members of the MCr2RG carefully studied the problem, reviewed



various proposed alternatives, and drafted a comprehensive document that

was forwarded to the Maryland State Board for Community Colleges and each

of the community college presidents in Maryland. It will surely have an

impact on the final funding formula (although that formula is still being

developed and reviewed). Maryland is one of the only community colleges

in the United States with a cowprehensive community college evaluation

system. nriginated by members of the State Board for Community Colleges,

members of the MCCRG provided assistance in its development, and provide

all of the data that make the system possible. A thitid issue of conArn

on the national front is the Vocatonal Education Data System. After

study of this issue, the MCCRG endorsed a detailed response to this system

that was subsequently adopted by the Maryland State Board for Community

Colleges as an official position.

Although a coordinated approach to state and national issues has

strengthened the role of institutional rese?rch in Maryland, there can be

little doubt that the communication network established via the MCCRG has

greatly fostered inter-institutional research activities in Maryland.

The formal organization of the MCCRG provides a means to cooklinate studies

that involve all of the 17 community colleges in Maryland. Through the

informal organization, numerous research studies that involve a number of

these institutions take place continuously. There is no doubt that the

MCCRG has fostered a stronger institutional research program at each commu-

nity college in Maryland, including Allegany Community College. Its impact

on decision-making at all levels, and especially at the level of the Presi-

dent's Council and the Board of TrOstees at Allegany, has peen significant.

'laving 17 institutions as resources for whatever issue orconcern is



/.
applicable to Allegany is a tremendous advantage in the carrying out

of rosponcibilities in the areas of institutional research and planning.

At least oke a year, part of the MCCRG is devoted to a report

by each member as to present and projected research activities. These

cessions inevitably lead to requests for completed studies, and coopera-

tive approaches to common areas of identified need. It is rare for any

institution to be confronted with a problem or issue that one of the

other sixteen institutions of similar type have not faced in the recent

pact nr will alsn he facing in the near future. This information sharing

allows institutions to:review other 'approaches to the problem, save the

futility of "re-inventing the wheel," and often allows for direct repli-

cation of studies and approaches. Among the areas in which institutions

have worked together within the past three years have been:

the development of an administrative evaluation system
a study of outcomes of a community college education

an assessment of attrition/retencion at Maryland community
colleges

the future of the community college in both Maryland and
in the U.S.

- a study of "per-credit hour" tuition policies

The advantages that are associated-with a statewide organization for

in,titutional research among institutions of the s; le type, as evidenced

by the Maryland Community College Research Group in Maryland, are that

the organitation provides:

(1) an effective forum to address statewide and national' issues;

r') a means to foster inter-institutional research among institutions
of the same type;

(3) a forum for the interchange of ideas and research, most of which is
directly related to the practical day-to-day decision-making of each
collroe; and



(4) A greater appreciation for the profession of institutional research
And its impact on both institutional and statewide decision-making.

added dimension to institutional research that the MCCRG pro-

vide'. lllegdmi, among other community colleges in Maryland, is the

contrihution that I relate to you today. In my opinion, organi-

zatiow, like the ",CCRG that are conducive to practical decision-making

Are As e,,sential to an effective institutional research operation as

notinndl And regional forums that of necessity direct themselves to a

larger scope.

If your state does not have an institutional research organization

that caters tn the special needs of your type of institution, and these

words sound anpealing, I hope to have planted a seed or two today. The

MCCRG 'Jtarted hack in 197n by a telephone call, a small meeting of three

institutions, and a goal: to establish an effective assoCiation of insti-

tutiPnal re,,earch on the community college level in Maryland and to fos-

tor A inoperative spirit to institutional research. Thie, is usually how

All roich ac,sociations started including NEAIR. Today, as the ninth

chairperson of the MCCRG, 1 feel that this goal has been and continues to

he achieved.

Two recent Projects. The Maryland Community College Research Group and

the ',tato Board for Community Colleges (State Board) have cooperated on

,.eyeral projects during the past four years. There are several advantages

tO d ,;vc,fecti of state-local cooperation in research. First, the studies

ore otten improved through the interaction involved. For example, the

experience of each college in constructing questionnaires can lead to a

hetter instrument. Se(.1ni, a hetter response rate can usually be achieved

with a local appeal in thc cover letter. Thira, use of a common instrument



enables colleges to compare their results Wth the state average for

pach item. In fart, several colleges have requested cohort college

printouts, so that a large college can compare its results with colleges

of similar size. Two of the moSt recent projects were the.graduat.

follow-up study and the employer follow-up study.

Graduate foIlow-ua. The primary purpose of the /study was to help

the colleges and the State Board evaluate the extent, to which they are

helping students to achieve their educational gnals. The study also

provided data for the State Board's Program Data Monitoring System (a

nrogram evaluation system) and for.the Vocational Education Data System.

nuestionnaires were designed by the Maryland CommUnity College Research

Group, and sere printed by the State Board. Eactli college added its own

cover letter and mailed the questionnaires to it graduates. In March,

1

197q, questionnaires were sent to 6,975 graduateS of fiscal year 1(178,
1

and 4,??3 responses were received, for a respons rate of 61 percent.

\

Computer analysis was done by Ole state Board, and college and statewide

\

printouts were distributed to each institution.

The most frequent educational goal of the gradOates was career devel-

opment (3q percent), followed by preparation for transfer (32 percent).

The rPmainder were interested in exploration of a new'career or self-
\

enrichment. Fighty-five percent of the graduates said that they achieved

their goal, with sinnificantly hicilher rates of goal achievement for women

and whites. The study asked why Persons attended the community college,

and ;urprisingly, low cost was not among the top two reasers selected.

\

The graduates checked convenient location and attractive programs most

often (34 percent checking each item).



rqlout throe-fourths of the graduates were employed, 56 percent full-

time dnd ?1 percent part-time. However, among grSduates who had employment

(loal. , C) percent were employed full-time. There were no significant

difforences hy sex or race in employment goal achievement. Four-fifths

of the graduates were employed in a job that was related to their program

of study, and 02 percent stayed in Maryland or the District of Columbia

for their employment. Several questions were asked of the graduates who

were sill looking for work. Most respondents said that there were too

few openings in their field, but interestingly, only three percent said

that the salary was too low in their field.

About 41) Percent of the graduates did some transfer work at a four-

year college. However, among graduates who had transfer goals, three-

fourths transferred. There were no significant differences by sex or race

in transfer goal achievement. Most students selected a transfer college in

Maryland, and most of those chose a state-operated institution. The majority

of transfer students lost three credits or less in the transfer process,

and earned a 'R' or better average at th2 transfer college.

In the community college, a study of the graduates is a study of the

academic success of the college. The results are positive, giving excellent

reinforcement to the faculty and beautiful material for press releases.

Thew twn uses are important and legitimate. However, the graduate follow-

UP also provides detailed information by program that can stimulate critical

program evaluation, and the data is being used in Maryland for this Purpose

as well.

Employer follow:up. The purpose of the employer follow-up is to help

colleges improve their occupational programs. The study also provides data

needed for the Vocational Education Data System (VEDS). Questionnaires for
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the employer follow-up were designed by the Maryland Community College

Research 0roup, and included the five items specifically required by

VM. The questionnaires were printed by the State Board and mailed

hv the colleges. The names and addresses of employers were derived

from the graduate follow-up study, and the population consisted of the

employers of students who graduated from career programs, were employed

full-time in a field related to their training, and who gave permission

to contact their employer. Questionnaires were sent to 962 employers,

and 784 responses were received, for a response rate of 81 percent.

Computer analysis was done by the State Board, and colleoe and statewide

printouts were distributed to each institution. The completed question-

naires were returned to the colleges, and sent to the faculty in each

occupational program to read the open-ended responses.

Employers gave the highest ratings for interpersonal skills, such

as the ahility to communicate with superiors and the ability to work well

with others. On the former item, 60 percent said that the preparation

wa% more than adequate and only 2 percent said inadequate. The programs

with the highest ratings in ability to work well with others were Secre-

tarial and rire Science, and programs with lowest ratings were Electronics

and Radiology.

The item consistently rated lowest by employers was familiarity with

test or lahoratory equipment, where 27 percent said that the preparation

was more than adequate and q percent said inadequate. On this item,

Secretarial Science and Law Enforcement programs were rated highest, and

Electronics and Nurs;ng were rated lowest.

Employers rated the performance of joh skills somewhere between inter-

personal skills and familiarity with equipment, with 40 percent saying that



job skills were more than adequate, and only 6 percent saying inadequate.

Secretarial science and Business programs were rated highest on the per-

formanco of joh skills, and Nursing and nata Processing were rated lowest.

In general, the results are seen as a clear endorsement of the career

programs in Maryland's community colleges. Ninety-seven percent of, the

employers said they would hire another graduate from the same program.

The central problem with the study is the small number of responses for

each program. Of 77 programs, onfy 15 had more than 10 respoAdents state-

wide. Such numhers are predictable with the small-study poPulation; afeer

the study has been conducted for several years, the responses by program

can he aggregated to improve the data.. For the present, ehe best use of

the employer follow-up may come through the, personal review of the open-

ended questions hy the faculty at each community college.

Summary. It may be easier for a single college to do institutional

research projects on its own. It may be easier for a state agency to

mandate that all colleges conduct a cookbook study. While more time and

effort may be required to conduct state coordinated institutional research,

the rewards can be great. The data may be cleaner, and the study will

certainly provide more comparative information. The, statewide analysis

can Play an important role in policy formation at the state level.

The graduate and employer follow-up studies, conducted on a regular

-basis, are excellent for complying with the VEDS, and they are impressive

pn a camnus about to encounter an accreditation visit. However, the primary

reason for a comprehensive statewide follow-up system is to improve the

quality of education for the student. Beyond all the tables and chi-squares,
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if the facultv member teaching data processing is stimulated to take

another look at the course and make some changes, then all of the

questionnaires .ind computer runs are worth it. A statewide follow-up

system, Oth colleges and a state agency cooperating, has beeo an

effective part of program evaluation and improvement in Maryland.



STRATEGIC LONG RANGE PLANNING FOR UNIVERSITIES

Michael E. Baker
Carnegie-Mellon University

Introduction

The multiple and often broad-based objectives of a college or

university make strategic planning a particular challenge. This paper

represents the rtsults of thinking about and doing strategic long

range planning at, Carnegie-Mellon University (CMU). A structure for

strategic planning analysis is presented which integrates existing

techniques. 'Examples are provided of planning activities at CMU. The

iollowing sections of this paper will discuss the definition ,of

strategic planning, strategic planning anlysis, a university planning

process, a strategic planning framework, eximples of strategic

planning, and conclusions about this V.eld.

Definition of Strategic Plarning

Planning is the process of preparing for the future. Strategic

planning involves those decisions whie:i are of major importance to an

oL:r.anization. Strategic issues are visible, global and significant.
1

Examples of strategi,c issues for a university are tuition, faculty and

staff salaries, size and quality of freshman class, departmental

budets and tenure quota!, Strategic decisions usually involve

c.tions of generating and allocating resources.

Strategic planning,.as with any planning, caLnot be done succes-

111y in a vacuum. Defining a context for planning is especially

inportant for strategic issues. One framework for defining a context

is the WOTS-UP method.
2

The acronym stands far weaknesses, oppor-



tunities, threats and strengths. The following examples show the

types of issues that would be included in this strategic planning

framework at Carnegie-Mellon.
0

Strengths: Faculty productivity and student quality.

Weaknesses: Age, condition and suitability of physical
space; geographic distribution of entering
students.

Opportunities: Growth,in sponsored research; strong demand for
professional education.

Threats: Increased inflation and decline in numbers
of high school graduates.

Robert Shirley has presented a similar framework for strategic

planning.3 Many other frameworks also exist. Tho main point is 'to

use some framework to insure that the kind of issues mentioned above

will be included in planring.

After strategic issues have been identified and plans are being

made, it is useful to check for constraints or interactions among

strategic areas. The existence of these interactions reinforces the

importance of setting up a global or systems view of an institution

and its environment for strategic planning. Once a strategic

framework has been developed the rest of the planning process can

c'
begin.

Strategic Planning Analysis

4
iA strategic planning analysis s the next step after tne

strategic planning framework has been developed and the appropriate

information collected. A strategic planning analysis should answer

the questions: "Where are the institution's competitive advantages

and therefore where should a greater portion of resources be placed?"
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The concept is to strengthen the university by emphasizing programs

which have (ar are expected to have) canparative advantages. The need

for 'strategic planning is well stated by Fred Harcleroad, "No college

university, private or public, now has tr can hope to have the

resources needed to do everything well. An insitution will have to

decide whether ta do a few thirgs well or many things poorly." 5

The Boston Consulting Group (BCG) hal developed a method of

strategic. analysis called the "product market matrix".
6

In its

simplest form the matrix has two dimensions: market share and

expected market growth. This simple, but powerful analysis works well

for the private sector where profits are usually related to market

share. To maximize profits a firm therefore concentrates on products

with high market share in growing markets and cuts back on products

with low market share in deciining markets.

Certainly a more complex analysis is needed.for universities. As

a public sector organization there are multiple goals which can't be

captured with a single "bottom line". Peter Doyle and James Lynch

made the first tyctension of the BCG matrix for a.university. They

used the dimensions of market share and market size.
7

This author

feels that this adaptation is inappropriate since market growth is a

better determinant of strategic importance than mark.,J;; ,size is.

James Hollowood
8

has made another adaptation of the BCG matrix

for universities. 4ollowood's matrix has the dimensions of market

share and the maturity of a field. Hollowood argues that market

growth is a function of the maturity of a field. The notion of

maturity of a field is an important concept. but it is not -



sbstant1a. change from the basic mar ket share and market growth

matrix .

Lawless , Lev and Wright
9

prov ided this author with the idea of

the missing dimt.nsions from a strategic analysis for universities.

They arg-ued that, prcgram quality and the centrality of each program to

the university's mission were important dimensions. This author feels

that a synthesis of BCG's market share and market growth approach and

Lawless et al's quality ard centrality dimensions is an appropriate

basis for Jr.iversity strategic planning analysis .

The importance f market share and market growth has alruady

been discussed with their obv ious economic impact. Program quality

and centrality are important becausJ of the nature of universities.

Qual ity is important for two reasons . First , in many student choice

and research funding decisions, ci al ity is a primary factor. . Second ,

it is important for a university to have a relatively uniform level of

quality. Centrality is important because of the interdependence of

academic fields in terms of teaching and research. Carnegie-Mellon ,

for example , would be handicapped without a strong mathematics

department, .

Givel i:.he four-dimensional analysis posed by the author,, an

institution c.ould pA relatively more resources in high market share ,

high market growth , high qual ity and central academic programs. The

Ccnputer Science Department at Carnegie-Mellon is an example of such a

program. In fact , the S'.1ccess or this department was 'the result of a

strategic deci5ir.1 made years ago. Conversely, a university would put

relativel y fe wer resources in lowrir market share , lower (or negative)

market growth, lOwer qual ity and less central academic programs.
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Figure 1 :,hows an example matrix for Carnegie-Mellon with two of the

four strategic analysis dimensions.

Market

GROWING
AREA

STABLE OR
DECLIMNG

Figure 1

ProductMarket Matrix

CMU Example Departments

Academic Ranking (Quality)

HIGH
RANKING

NOT
RANKED

CHEMICAL SOCIAL
ENGINEERING. SCIENCES
COMPUTER BIOLOGY
SCIENCE.
MANAGEMENT.

PH'YSICS MOD-ERN
LANGUAGES

PRAMA
.

It should be noted that although the .creation of a strategic

planning analysis is relatively straightforward, its application to

decision-making is not. First, as with any analysis, strategies are

suggested to decision-makers rather than determined by the analysis.

The decision-makers will always need to use their Judgment in taking

action, especially since they are aware of complexities which the



mo1'.1 0an't take into

resource

a0(r)1Int. Second, the amount of change in

allocati .11 will always be constrained by a university's

Tenured faculty cannot be dismissed without great

disrupt.1 Nh !Mr n institution or facilities may not be easily

oonverte,i frum one purpose tA) another. Third, many strategic

decisiow; it Clrne6e-Me11on.haie not, been at the level of emphasizing

field A versw. field B but instead at questions of which

sub,specialties withih fields should be emphasized. And finally, all

major decisions will be implemented through regular organizatn

proees:a-. The next section of this piper will discuss an example of

a univeroity planniv process which focuses on strategic issues.

A University :,traogic Planning Process

There are thee important issues in conducting strategic

plannint;: it must te,done periodically, it should be done in a common

format for ei ;ubuniL, and it should deal with strategic issues.

Table I collew,e planning outline being uscd at

Carnegie-ellon. The CAU planning process will occur during the

197q-Scl ictii p3r. TniF, plann1n4 will be the first major planning

effort 1976-7Y. Th(: )utline is (1.-siv,ned to stress strategic

plflrtin con:serwl. The points addressed in the outline are expected

to pro.iuoe pl;m: wi 1 can be canpared and assimilated at the

univeriAity level.
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Table 1

ColleEe Planning Outline

1) Strategic Environment
a) College goals statement
b) External environment
c) Strengths and weaknesses
d) Internal relationships with other CMU units

2) Opportunities Analysis
a) Specific areas with opportunities
b) Pros and cons of each

3) Strategic Plan
a) The college's recommended plan for utilizing the

ailable alternatives should specify actions that
Ill be taken as well as major alternatives that will

not be adopted.
b) llementation

4) Evaluation Plan
a) Assessing success of the strategic plan
b) Means of tracking competitors

Another procedural issue is important in planning. At CMU the

planning is top-down. The president sets the goals of the University

and provides a framework for each college to conduct their planning.

Bottom-up planning is an equally valid method. In either case there

will be discussion and plan modifications once any planning takes

place ard people at a different level of the organization respond.

And while CMU focuses on departments in strategic planning,

institutional mission areas are another basis for structuring planning

efforts.
10

The next sections of this paper will discuss some specific

strategic planning examples at Carnegie-Mellon.

BJdget Planning

A major issue in budgeting is how to integrate information about

academic departments and how to translate that into budget decisions.
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Al though definitive procedures have not been developed ,

,

Carnegie-Mellon has had some useful experiences concerning .these

issues.

In planning the CHU 1980-81 budget in September,, 1979,

departmental indicators were used to present summary information.

Table 2 lists these indicators. In each case the indicator was not

presented in basic units of,data such as dollars or units taught, but

were converted to quintiles'. The budget indicators were included to

represent past strategic decisions. The research and units taught

tre'i indicators measure market change. Research overhead recovered

addresses research productivity and budget need. Units taught outside

own department is a measure: of teaching centrality. Finally,' the

income, analysis supplement is a composite measure which is a proxy

summary for teaching and research market share.

Table 2-

Departmental Indicators Used In

Budget Planning

BUDGET
- Yearly Budget Increase % (5 year average, annualized)

- Last Year's Budget Increase %

RESEARCH
*- Yearly Research Increase % (5 year average,

annualized)

-- Research Overhead Recovered per Faculty

TEACHING
- Yearly Units Taught Increase % (4 year average,

annualized)

- Units Taught Last Year to Students Outside of Own
College

COMPOSITE
- Academic Department Income Analysis Supplement %



The academic' department income analysis is computed in the

following way. Gross revenue is assigned on the jasis of units taught

and re!,earch overhead recovered. Charges are calculated for nis-

tration, library, computer cenGe services,:and assigned space. Net

revenue is then gross revenue 1-2ss cnarges. Then the supplement is

the departmerA's educational and general operating budget less their

net 'revenue. The supplemt basically measures the extent which

endowment income is used to support each department. Of course, care

must be used in comparing departments. The physicl sciences 3re

usually much more expensive to support than the humanities, for

example.

A delphi survey technique was then used by top university

administrators to rate the budget priority of each department for

1980-81. After the second round of s'irveys, convergence was reached

for over half the departments. More rounds were not completed oecalise

this process was only a guide to budget decisons, not a precise

determinant, nor was it intended to be. In any system, top managers

neel to apply their judgments to the results of a planning process.

In addition, at CMU budgets are given to deans who then decide

departmertal budgets. CMU's process is also top-down, starting with

budgets hosed on expected revenue:, rather than with departmental lists

of needs.

The result of this effort was a preliminary budget which was

different at the college level from an across-the-board increase. On

.)e hard, the difference from an even increase was only about half a

ent of the funds allocated. On the other hari, 1980-81 is a year

in 'which (NU plans to emphasize salary increases rather than depart-
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mental strategic importance. A rather different planning method was

used in plannins for the Planning Department.

Planning for the Planning Department

The experience during the summer of 1979 of planning for a

Planning Department at CarnegieMellon was valuable for two reasons.

First, it was a prototypical procedure for any strategic planning.

The two major functions of planning were involved: the identification

of a set of potential projects or activities and the selection of a

subset if the initial group of projects which would be done. Second,

.-.1d was sed to deal with the issue of a lack of an easily

ider.ied.market share for the Planning Department's. eff.-Tts.

planning process began with three meetings at which all

burner proejcts and proposed projects were discuz:sed. The

codcentrated on explaining some of the projects, reviewing

past ?ffectiveness, and considering the organization environment in

which the department operates. Next, dimenslons of project value were

created. Valuation was an important issue since Planning does not

charge for its servIces nor is there a reasonable way of

conceltualizing the market share Planning has of all planning projects

at CarnegieMellon. The method used for valuation was to have each

person in Plannir, rate each project cn a 1 to 5 scale with respect to

value to the University, vnlue to the project client(s), and

professional value to tL: raople in Planning. Weights of .6, .3, and

.1 were assigned respectively to these values. Although arbitrary,

these weights do provide a bas.s for valuing planning projects.

Given "values" of projects and estimating tiAe requirements it
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was possible to produce a list of projects for Planning to complete

dur ing 1979-8(1. Manpower constraints then prov ide a cut-off point for

feasible , high priority projects This method hel ped to reach

decisions to go ahead with a computer-based planning information

system and to delay student attrition studies . The resulting list of

projects al so pr ov ides a basis for d iscussions with top administrators

about priorities . While they shouldn ' t be ex pected to rev iew all

projects, the Pr ovosLs , Vice President, and President can look at five

or ten pro jects aro ...nd the cut-off point .

Conclusion

This author bel ieves that strategic planning is extremely

important . An individual or an organization will always be faced with

more work than resources permit . It is therefore crucial to make

strategic decisions about what should be done and what should not be

done . The strategic planning framework, anal ysis , and processes

outlined in this paper were integrated from existing techniques . The

approaches presented and examples of planning at C24U were prov ided to

be descriptive , rather than normative. More research should be done

on the framework and the processes , especially e.)ncerning the measures

that are used . It is also important to under stand how a framework or

process should var y given the goal s and str ucture of an institution
.
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Planning for Contingencies in the 190's

Jane C. Frank

The critical problems facing colleges and universittes in the comin:i

decade are: (1) declining enrollments (up to 35 percent in New York ,;tate

by 1990, greater'for some institutions); (2) increased costs per student

because of fewer students, changing clientele, rising energy prices, and

rising personnel costs; and (3) declining and changing financial rec,ources

due to increased competition for a declining pool of funds (both public

and private sources). Any one of these problems alone might be handled in

standard ways, but the combination of all three may be deadly unless major

organizational changes are undertaken. Campus environments are not

generally conducive to this type of response. Internal, campus-level pro-

blems include a lack of full awareness of the magnitude of these problems

by many within the institution, a corresponding lack of integrated planning

and leadership, and consequently, general campus inertia. The result is

likely to be that by 1990 most institutions in New York State will.laave

either experienced a decline in enrollment or changed their programs or

clientele to maintain enrollment levels. Each institution h'as to make choices

no which will affect its position during the 1980's. The purpose of this

paper is to suggest those responses and action which appear to be the most

promising for institutOonal pursuit.

There are many k)ossible actions and strategies available to colleges

in response to ONse problems (Frank, 1979). Prior to determining specific

actims, however, each institution l'iust recognize these problems within its



own campus context, be aware of the external situation and constraints,' and

develop an integrated, but ever-changing plan for.responding. The realities
.

which are likely to be most crucial for individual institutions are:

For most institutions, survival and health will require a signifi-

cant planned reduction in enrollment and faculty size.

Institutional _urvivdi and.health will depend greatly on market

positioning.

Development of alternative markets will not, in most cases,

alle'viate enrollment problems and may create particular service

problems and increase costs f"the institutions.

Few institutions will avoid financial problems.

Personnel issues are crucial to institutional survival. Faculty

size and composition will affect costs, programs, educational

quality, and general flexibility. Administrative size, structure,

and effectiveness will be challenoed and under stress.

Phasing out of peripheral academic programs may be a useful

activity for institutions, but s4ch actions will involve

considerable risks,-including'serious personne, problems.

Investments in alternative energy systems and facility uses may

enhance the long term financial position of a campus.

All of these issues may generate conflict internally and with

the public. This conflict, coupled with the participatory

management style prevalent in colleges, contributes to institu-

tional inertia. Leadership in overcoming this inertia, in a

rational wa,i, will be a major contribution to surviva', during

the coming decade. 8 7
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Institutional strategies addressing these.areas will be discussed

urder the two broad headings of marketing and integrated planning for

contingencies.

IntpArated Plahniu for Contingencies

Although colleges and universities have many options for responding

to declining enrollments, the central ones are determininOhe projected,

size and cost of the instituti:n and the corresponding strategies to achieve

it. For most institution's, reduction in size will occur. Prior planning

may make the -eduction less traumatic. Choosing appropriate goals and

supporting,strategies is a primary step; being able to develop alternatives

if it ut.....omes apparent that the goal cannot be met wil.1 probably be an

attribute of most surviving and healthy institutions. Putting energy just

into preventing declining enrollnent anenot being able to cope with con-

stant change, fluctuations, and financial problems is not a good strategy.

As planning for the decade'occurs, all constituencies--faculty,

administration, and support staff--must be part of the process. The tradi-

tional, participitory governance structure on most campuses provides an

avenue for involvement. Per=sonnel issues, curriculum decisions, and

financial concerns affect all. The pf-oducts of their involvement in the

planning process reinforces its importance: (1) a commonalty of under-

standing about the mission and goals of the institution and strategies to

implement them; (2) better allocation and utilization of resources;

(3) energy directed to essential activities; (4) evaluation and based on

objective terms; and (5) ultimately, survival of the institution (Parekh,

1977).
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Institutions then ail to achieve these products because constituents

do not accopt the same assumptions about the future which, in the past, has

remdted in inertia and internal organizational conflict. Particularly for

planning for the 1980's, efforts must be 'made to ulucate the-entire campus

commun'ity about the realities of the decade. It is from both a commOn

premi and a shared goal that institutional cooperation and planning will

progress.

Beyond the participatory effort, there must still be strong mechanisms

to overcLme the conflict and inertia which will certainly remain. No one

will want their program to be cut or their position eliminated. Strong

leadership avi the exercise of central'authority with sensitivity to both

human and institutional needs will be necessary. The needed changes are apt

to be too 'great for general consensus to be sufficient though it will still

be necessary to the degree that it can be attained.

There is no substitute for integrated planning regarding personnel

policy. Reductions in tudents will mean a reduction in staff. For

those few institutions who will not experience an enrollment decline,

personnel costs W11 still be a problem. Salaries affected by inflation,

older and more expensive faculty and staff, and later retirement will

contribute to increased costs. These cost problems may be aggrevated by

coliectivo bargaining agreements, morale problems, institution's need for

flexibility in curriculum planning, and new clientele with different needs.

Each institution should develop a realistic staffing plan which

should be updated annually to reflect budget, enrollment, and program

plans. Details of the plans will vary by institution but may include planned



reduction, reallocation of vacated tenure slots, set ratios of tenured

faculty by rank, maximum probationary period for tenure appointments, non-

tenure appointments, early ret:rement options, guidelines with respect to

the reduction of perconnel because of financial exigency, and retraining

programs (Furniss, 1973; Commission on Academic Tenure, 1973). These

(.-lements are applicable to faculty or staff; no segment of the college

community should.be isolated from the changes.

Part-time staff, while providing flexibility and reduced costs, may

affect the institution's productivity (especially research and student

counseling) and quality of programs and teaching. Any choice involves

risks which must be weighed.

Although personnel costs are the largest single item in the budget,

energy costs are rapidly increasing. Long-term financial planning must

include provisions for dramatically rising energy costs. Investment in

alternative energy systems and corresponding planning of facility ur.,e may

enable some institutions to weather the decade.

Marketin_g

Marketing has'been a popular slogan for the development of recruiting

programs on many campuses for the past decade. Few institutions have

comprehensive marketing programs based on knowledge of the institution,

market positioning, current clientele, and potential markets. Without

such knowledge, an institution may lose its competitive edge and jeopardize

its health and survival.



At the base of any marketing program is the institution's identity

and miion. This includes its educational philosophy, role and scope, and

goals (Shirley and Volkweiri, 1978). Chait (1979) suggests that "mission-

madne'as" should be translated into more actions to better aid the real goal

of institutional survival. Actions follow direction and leadership, which

must be defined by the mission and ccirresponding marketing program. A

mrketing program has two distinct aspects: market positioning and market

development.

Knowledge of the institution in relation to its competition is the

primary basis for Market positioning. With'whom does the institution compete?

In which areas? How well does the institution compete? How do changes by

the competitors affect the institution? How do changes at our institution

affect tt..e competition? These are some of the questions involved with

determining and evaluating an institution's market position. This information

provides a base for planning institutional strategies to raspond effectively

to competition.

Such knowledge and appropriate responses will enhance the institution's

position and thus contribute to its success through the 1980's. One

example is a study by Lay and Maguire (1978) wk have studied Boston College's

competition to monitor the effects of changes in policy at other institutions

on the behavior of applicants which could affect Boston College's policies.

This specific approach is only une.way of monitoring an aspect of competitor

behavior which influences an institution and its market positioning.

tlarketing, however, is more commonly recognized as a cluster of

tm.chniques for market development: to identify the,college's clientele,
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to detemine their need;, to develop progra.s nd services for responding

to those nuds, and to advertise the availability of those programs. This

type of marketing approach will be the most effective way of-strengthening

institutional drawing power and maintaining enrollments. An inability to

keep up with a changing student market may result in losses to competing

institutions. Further, marketing analysis provides the tools for evaluating

alternative market development, i.e, exploring student markets other than

those already served by the institution.

Some examples of.types of marketing analyses are:

Gorman (1976) identified institutional qualities which could be

promoted to attract more trAitional freshmen.

Grites and Teague (1978) investigated the reasons why students

choose not to attend an institution to which they were admitted

and suggested ways to increase those enrollments.

The Atlantic Community College Response Analysis (1979) examined

the needs of the local community and suggested more job skill

training courses, more dissemination of information about. the

school, and the development of one-credit courses for adults.

In each of these cases, the attractiveness and drawing power of the

institution for a specific type Of student is being evaluated. A number

of researchers have looked at the components of attractiveness which should

be monitored. In general terms, they.include the following (Rowse, 1978):

atmosphere--friendliness, warmth, culture, intellectural.orientation, special

interest opportunity, and financial health; curricular or program distinc-

tiveness; general reputation and awareness--institational age and market



area; academic quality--selectivity level, job placement level, and research

orientation; and practicality--cost and convenience, preparation for future,

and admissions standards.

Market development to attract students can have several directions.

The first and easiest is to market the college to its "traditional"' student

type. Some institutional actions are: to accept more students from the

applicant pool, to recruit more in order to increase the number of

applicants, and to increase the yield, i.e., try to get moee students who

are accepted to attend the institution.

The second approach to markec development is to attract new students,

for example, adult learners, minority stujents, and foreign students. The

adult student market has been the fastest growing segment in higher education.

And, although this growth continues, O'Keefe (1977) has documented a slower

rate of growth from +21 percent between 1969-72 to only 8 percent between

1972-75. He concludes that while adult education may grow during the 1980's

it will grow at a slower rate.

Serving adults may also be expensive for an institution. For example,

it takes several part-time students to equal one full-time student but this

does not adequately reflect the costs of certain services to students such

as counseling and record keepinfj. Responding to increased competition from

other agencies or institutions and meeting different needs may also add to

the cost of adult prograns.

Institutions will, however, have more adult students and proportionately.

more minority students--especially black and hispanic--during the1980 decade

(Rowse, 197g). In general, higher education has two choices: (1) to keep,
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current college participation rate for the minority groups and experience

a greater-than-anticipated decline in enrollments, or (2) develop techniques

for recruiting and retaining minority youth in college. The majority of

minority students who graduate from high school enroll in colleye. But,

many fail to complete high school,. College recruitment and cooperative

programs throughout the high school years may be effective, but costly.

Once in college, only abet 40 percent of the minority students ever graduate

compared with their white counterparts' graduation rate of over 50 percent.

If their figures were equalized through special programs, considerably more

young people will graduate and college enrollments with the minority popula-

tions will increase.

Foreign students have increased in numbers and are a votential warket

(Julian and Slattery, 1978). But, although the numbers are increasing, a

smaller proportion of foreign students are enrolling in hi::her education

institutions in the Northeasl. Those that do enroll are seeking degrees

in engineering, business and management, mathematics, and computer science;

they are competing for seats in already popular programs. Before developing

this market, colleges must considcr costs for recruiting, programs, and

services such as counseling and Ivnguage assistance.

Although new markets are touted as possible solutions to declining

enrollments, the realities of coSt, services, and competition appear to

undennine that hope. Each institution must assess its own current situation

and weigh the alternatives carefully.

The development of a market program "brings people, programs, -;

planning, and process together in an objectives-center system" op a continual
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basis (John,;on, 1979). Involvement,of the mdny campus coiltAituencies in

the continual development of a marketing plan to keep abreast of market

positioning and recruitment efforts, will ensure a variety of perspectives

and a campus understanding of the realities of the situation. This campus

involvement in the direction of the institutionthrough market development

is one component of the fight against inertia.

Conclusion

Most higher education institutions will experience enrollment 'dcclines

during the 1980's. The Oagnitude of the decline and the fact that it will

occur in a period of less than ten years weans that all institutions will

feel the impact in some way or other. The internal conflicts generated

by declining enrollments and financial strain may be ameliorated by compre-

- hensive. campus-wide planning coupled with educational leadership.

The Carnegie Foundation's More Than Survival suggests, "a good

place to Start is with the recognition that growth fosters neither the habits

of mind nor the organizational arrangements required for adjusting to declining

growth"--or absolute decline.. New "habits of mind" for tile coming decade

must include two elements: (1) knowledge of the institution, especially

in relation to its competition; and (2) a campus mobilized to confront the

enormous changes of the decade. Even these two elements will not guarantee

institutiondl'health and survival into thc next century, but.they will

pk)vide an institution with its best chance for a promising future.

The framework presented,here--integrated planning for contingencies
.

and.fflarket!ng--holds promise for institutions of higher ecOcation

for a decade of mulOple problems and changes. A recognition of Y.

realities of the 1980's by all campus constituencies is the first seep in

:the process of respondin7, effectively.
95



Integrated planning and marketing provide a framework for developing

'actions and strategies. This is, however, no substitute for educational

leadership by both the faculty and administration, and hard work and com;

mitment by all.

.400°
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On the Use and Misuie of Systems Approaches

Allen H. Kuntz

State University of New York dtluffalo
a

..

American Heritage Dictionary defines a system as :

A group of interacting interrelated or interdependent elements forming or

regarded as forming a collection or an entity.

A set of Interrelated ideas, prigciples, laws, rules, procedures or the

like.

A set of objects or phenomena grouped together fof classification or

analysis:

Systeme (Greek) Akomposite whole.

How could such a notion be ofJaerest to .institutional researchers?

"Systems apOroach", "data base", "management information systems", are buzz

words of the Zeitgeist. Institutional Research functioned before th were

invented, and will function more effectively when they are properly set

into the perspective of an educational setting.

The post sputnik space race spawned theie now feshienable terms so

readily taken into the vocabularies of educators.

Conceptually we are bound by symbols to invent syntax, rules relating

symbols to symbols, and to the ordering of language. Conceptually we cannot

escape the system of languOes except with great difficulty. Nor can we

escape the imposition of our symbols upon an unspeakable, existential, out-

side of self reality. Yet we frequently confuse the symbol with thr:

reality as KorzYbski suggested, and respond to the symbol as if it were

reality. Beyond that, we often behave as if we agreed upon the meaning

our symbols have, univerially, when in fact only the notation of mathe-
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matical operators and numerals Approach some small degree of commonalty.

f
Why did "institutional research" come into being in the first place?

To answer somt questions:

Whp?
Does what?
To whom?

what cost?
,For what end?

In what setting?
, With what effects?

In educational. settings, there are sounds uttered about, purposes,

-

objectiies, managfment, governance, organization, and leadership. Exactly

what might be the meaning of these utteranCes, confuses the mind. There was

a time we heard quite often that education should operate by Imanagement by

objective". That combination of sounds set off massive efforts almost

everyuhereand became a "buzz phrase".

6s a first approximation of agreement about symbols, let us assume the

following:

Ptirpopes express judgments about desirable things which are needed, useful,

good, just.

Objectives determine particular woricto be performed, processes used,-and

resources to be tapped by the adoption of a program of action.

Management is said to be getting a job done, it is the delivering of goods

or services. I The development of work programs, provision and use of

resources of people, plant, equipment, and support services are all

involved.

Governance is said to be the procedural process for relating power to pur-

i'.

pose and for the respont:1; exercise of power. Sometimes it is an

expression of the general -1i1"; determining broad policy' about, objec-

tives, programs, standards, resources, and benefits.
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Organtzation is said to be a structure for the interaction of leadership,'

govirnance, and management, basically translating purpose into perfor-

mance, i.e., the structure of power and work activity.

Leadership persuades those in governance to decide, and encourages..thoie in

management to perform. Academic leadership seeks desirable, definite,

timely, and positive decisions about those who are ierved as well as

thoie who do the serving.
,

Educational institutions may indeed be organized as if they were sys-

tems, but education as the transmistion of a culture, may not be a system,

nor dims education iTccur only within educational institutions. Indeed, it

had been clearly estciblished by the end of the seventeenth century that the

a
teaching elements of educational institutions were successful only to the

degree that *teaching approach accommodated itself to the individual. We

may be a.little slow in recognizing that wisdom.

Similarly, we may be a little slow in recognizing that when a master

course schedule is prepaed, with.sixty percent of the schedule put into

place by exception to the standard time module, that our system is ()le of

exceptions. Thet is an exceptional system.

IAA

Systems approaches have value when we know an objective. They are.also

of value when they-are used with technology, laws, products, and classifica-

tion sc6imes.

Educationally it is possible that ninety percent of the time we do.not

know w6at the objective is, rather we have vague notions about purposes.

Exactly how a task relates to the purpose or objective of the institution is

equally unknown to the institutional manager. This may not be unlike the

condition of jet pilots, flying on instruments, not knowing from where they
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left, not knowing where they are going, but flying at record altitudes and

ichieving record speeds. Technology has a place, but'the superiority of .

man over machine consists of our ability to ask questions'.

- When for;med according to certain rules7 questions can be answered far

faster by machine than by people. Yet a nagging doubt remains that these

may not be among the best questions. It is potAble that the answers we

get come to us about questions not worth asking.

institutional research offices exist to help ilktitutions do the

things that theinititution has to perform anywal. The needs to plan

ahead ,. to seek facts, and to think straight,. intensify as economic and

enrollment declines touch our institutions.

thinking, requires a recognition that rigid
4. °

may give a sterile result. To build bigger

0

The most eluiive of these,

approaches to new situations

systems of computer applications,

to take large amounts ofsUniversity resources in designing a so called

daik based management sfstem, to continue to rush headlong in pursuit; of

bigger, faster, and more complicated reports seems fashionable. Are we

producing better products as a result of our efforts? Certainly the

products are different in our offices,now than they were just fifteen years

ago. Operationaliy,,we continue to behave as if we believed that all we

need to do to improve our functioning consists of designing and implementing

larger computer systems.

Three administrative realms appear quite independent of the neat, tidy,

and secure world known as computing systems. These are, the delineation

of responsibility, the delegation of authority, and,the provision of timely

decisions. All of these are functions of individual personality as these

combine fdto an administrative style. All of them directly impact the

functioning of a University, and all of them defy systematic analysis in
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their execution. It seems a clear wisuse of our computing skills to

provide information which is not used. Clearly, decisions are made 6y

people, and information does not make deasions.

The specification of objectives and functions is predicated upon

knowledge a priori of interaction effects among those who design, those who

implement, those who carry:out, and those who are to receive treatment.

These are never known a priori, but can be discovered by research.

Lest we take up a newidirection as an article Of faith in spawning

a
research, heed the admonition contained in the Hiawatha parody by sir Maurice

Kendall. ("Hiawatha Designs An Experiment" - originally publ4hed in the American

tatistician, tet 1959,11o1 13, No 5. Reprinted by permission).

Hiawatha, mighty hunter
He could shoot ten arrows upwards
Shoot them with such strength and swiftness
That the last had left the bowstring
Ere the first to earth descended..
This was commonly regarded
As a feat of skill and cunning.

One or two sarcastic spirits'
Pointed out to him, however

_That it might be much more useful
If he sometimes hit the target.
Why not shoot a little straighter
And employ a smaller saMple?

Hiawatha, who'at college
Majored in applied statistics

'Consequently felt entitled
To instruct his fellow men on
Any subject whatsoever,
Waxed exceedingly indignant
Talked abqut the law of error,
Talked about truncated normals,
Talked of lo.ls of information,
Talked about his lock of bias f
Pointed out that in the long run

a IndependOnt observations

Even thOugh *hey missed the target
Had an average point of impact
Very near the spot he aimed at
(With the possible exception
Of a set of measure zero.)
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This, they said, was rather doubtful.
Anyway, it didn't Matter -

.
What resulted in the long run;'
Either he must ftit the target
Much more often than at present
Or himself would have to pay for
All'the arrows that he wasted.

Hiawatha, in a temper
,Quoted parts of R. A. Fisher
'Quoted Yates and quoted Finney
Quoted yards of Oscar.Kemothorne
Quoted reams of Cox and Cochran
Quoted Anderson and Bancroft/
Practically in extenso
Trying to impress upon them
That was actually mattered
Was to estimate the error.

One or two of them admitted
-Such a thing might have its uses
Still, they said, he might do better
If he shot a little straighter.

Hiawatha, to convince them
Organized a shooting contest
Laid out in the proper manner

Of designs experimenta4
Recommended in the textbooks
(Mainly.used for tasting tea, but
Sometimes used in other cases)
Randomized,his shooting order
In factorial arrangements
Used in the theory of Gelois
.Fields of ideal polynomials

Got a nicely balanced layout
And successfully confounded
Second-order interactions.

A/1 the other tribal marksmen
Ignorant, benighted creatures,

Of experimental set-ups
Spent their time of preparation
Putting in a-lot of practice
Merely shooting at a target.

Thus it happened in the contest
That-theL. scores were most impressive
With one solitary exception
This (I hate to have to say it)
Was the score of Hiawatha,
Who, as usual, shot 'his arrows
Shot them with great strength and

swiftness
Managing to be unbiased
Mot, however, with his salvo 103
Managing to hit the target.
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There, tiiey said to Hiawatha,

That is what we all expected..

'Hiawatha, nothing daunted,
tailed for pea and.called for paper
Did analysps of variance
Finally produced the figures
Showing beyond peradventure

-Everybedy'else was,biased
And-theivariance ccmponents -
Did not differ_frem each other
Or from Hiawatha's.

This list point, One should acknowledge
- Might have been much more convincing -

If he hadn't been comoelTed to
Estimate his own ccmoonent
From experimental plots in .

Which the values all were missing,
Still, they didn't understand. it
So they cculdn't raise objections
This.is what so often hacoens
wit,' analyses of variance).

Allthe same, qs fellow tfibesmen
Ignorant, belignted heathens.
Tookaway his bow and arrows,
Said that tffough my Hiawatha
Was a brilliant statistician .

Hrwas useless as a bowman,
As.for variance components'
Several of the more outspoken
Made primeval observations
Hurtful.to the finer feelings
Even of a statistician.

In a corner of the forist
Dwells alone my Hiawatha
Permandntly cogitating
On the normal law of error
Won4ering in idle moments
Whetior an.iacreased precision
Might perhaps be rather better
Even at the risk of bias
If thereby one, now and then, could
Register upon the target.

I

f

Clearly, there are approaches to the issues of university administra-

tioA in which computing systems are appropriate.' There are others which are

inappropriate. Wisdom for institutional researchers consists of knowing the

difference, and our first task is establishing the criteria of differences,

realizing that i difference to be a difference must make a difference.
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Expe.rience With Planning .Support Systenis°:

R. Wade Schuette

'Cornell Universfty

Thegepartment of Institutional Planning and.Analysts (IPA) at Cornell

has a 'responsibility for obtaining and structuring information for budgetary

planning, and for reporting to the governing Board of Trustees. Given the

fairly'large scale 9f operations, Co;nell frequenti41 needs to take campus :

surveys of the attitudes or opinions of specific groups to stay in touch

with what's going on on campus. IPA.is involved with making those surveys
.

,

possible, rapid, valtd, and

r/7

asonably inexpensive. In addition to providing .

inforniatIon, the office als o assists in the creation and operition of,such

planning tools as mathematical.models for the analysis of budgetary policies,

upcoming legitlation, etc.

The needs for surveys, budgetary plannfng and analysis, and pre'entation

of data to the Board am'handled, in part, by techniques with the scronyms
p.

CAMPOLL, EFP11, and,The Indicators. The concepts are straight-forward and

Oansportable to other institutions, but not as widely used as those facts

would lead one to expect.

II. CAMPOLL - A Campus Polling Technique and Organization

-Exhibit 1 shows part'of an information package.that is mailed out by

IPA to department heads and other Cornell staff interested in campus polling.

The unique points are that an organization has been permanently established

to carry out campus surveys--a fact that allows it to develop the experience

needed to do the job effettively--and that the organization maintains on-call
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Exhibit 1 .

. .

.

..
... .. CAMPOLii INFORMATION SHEET ..

..

I

A. Adhat.ii CAMPOLL?

CAMPOLL is an en-campus opinion polling organizationwhich conducts
telephone surveys for various delArtmerits. The surveys are.ysed to
gather student .and staff opinions on numerous topics., services,
programs, andyroblems. Tbe informa4iOn often assists'the sponsoring
department inAaking better decisions, improving programs and service%
or just identifying problems requiring attention. EAMPOLL.is an inter-_ mediary between these depqrtments and the:public. Services include
translating concerns into:surveys,,generatinc samples,- collectireg data,analyzing and interpreting resujts. Additionally, reports may bewritten upon requeM'.

I..

11.1, Whitti'deOartmeilts make use of CAMPOLL?

. It vartef from year-to-year; virtually any departmdst mai sponsor
a poll. These are the departments and groups using CAMPOLL last year:

1. Alcohol and Drug Edilcation Committee
2. Career Center, College of\Agriculture and Life Sciences
3. Senior Class of 1979
4. .Division of Camnus Life

c

5. Office of Resident Instruction, College of..Agriculture and
Life Sciences-

5. College ofoArts and Sciences
7 University Health SeMces
8., Little ETeven Group through the Campuleouncil
9. Personnel Services

10. Dean of Studehts Office
11. Transportation Servicesi

C. How does CAMPOLL typically operate?

We meet initially to assess the feasibility of using CAMPOLk to
address your concerns. If we decide the service is appropriatepyou.
formally articulate your concerns in a draft of questions. Wemodify the questionnaire to be apOopriate in,terms of substance and 0format. You specify the appropriate population to be polled and we
select the temple, collect the data through.p011sters, code and
keypunch surveys, and finally statistically analyzeithe results. You
are then presented with A computer generated or written report of the
regults. We will assist in further interpretation of the analysis of
data if needed.

tr-

D. How qualified is the tAMPOLL Staff in conducting 5urvey Research?

Dr. Slovacek and Mr. Levin hive completed graduate work in'EducatiOn

)

t
Research Methodology, Educational Statistics, Survey Research, Rsychometrics
and other releyaht fields. Several staff members have extensive computer
progr4mming -skills. This is the third year IPA has sponsored CAMPOLL;
over a dozen polls are completqd by IPA eiCh year.
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a
.

crew of roughlv 50 students Wpo cecry out the job of a telephone poll :of
. .

the.desired population sample.
0

The orgfnization has its ma, coordinator, and is directed out of.the

Ipkoffice by Dr..Simeon Stovacek. The IPA office is in the best logatiori

for knowing what data-bases are available for.selection df the desired cross-
.

m section of students;.i.acu ty, or employees for the survey' in question. In

addition, an advantage o runhing the operation as in enterprIse (chirges

range fromIl00 to-S1000 for sui-veys) is that the staff is also always there

anci ready togo in case an emergenci survey is needed by the tOp administra-

tiont.

EFPM. .Financial and Student Flow Mbdelin

A number of ittempts have been made to set up computer models for 'both

the general purpose (unrestricted) budget and such things as student flow

and faculiy retireMent. While the early atteMpts generated a fair amount

interest, they.were expensive and had little impact. In the past year, hOw-

ever,' some notable successes hive finally emerged from the process. The

reasons seem to be a combination of prior experience in knowing what'to

avoid, ind the arrival on the market:of EDUCOM's software package called

the EDUCOM Financial Planning Model (EFPM for short.) The author has had

the primary responsibility for introducing this model on campus.

*Information on EFPM can be obtained from the Interuniversity CoMmunicar

tions Council, Inc. (EDUCOM), located in. Princeton, New Jersey. In an .

exceedingly bri71 synopsis, the package=is really an interactive modeling

language that can be learned quickly. It allows for the definition of a

number of line items, various growth funCtions and constraints, complex

budget relationships between items, etc. Ince tet up, the model allows the

Liter to run projections for multiple years, do sensitivity analYsis, and,
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most importantly, it allows for a very rapid (often on-line) change of values

and relationships'between items. The simplest output is basically a financial

spread sheet. A trivial model was set up, snd the Income & Expense statement'

generated is showi in exhibit .2. The numbers tn the examples show bear no

relationship to reality at Cornell; by the way.

With constratnts imposed that the number of students.be between 8000 and

2000C. the number of faculty be between 600 and 2000, the student/faculty,

ratio be between 5 and 20, and that the bottom line be positive (a surplus),

the model can be queried to find out what changes are needed tb meet those

constraints. Exhibit 3 shows the results of sdth a query: it says, for

example, that tne,present nomber of students (16,500) is too low, and that

it would have to be raised to the range 18,200-19,999 for all constraints
I.

to 6e satisfied, if all other vailables remained unchanged.

The model als offers graphical output. EAhibit4, taken from a

different model, showe how the line item called "total" varies with a

change in the "salary % annual growth." Exhibit 5 shows how EFPM can mark

out with "F" Vie set of feasible combinations of a real growth in faculty

salaries (after:inflation) ani a given fraction of faculty retention from

year to year (assuming no new hires, just a loss by attrition.)

The .examples shown,serve a purpose besides explaining to the reader

what EFFM can do -- they are also about the 'limit of complexity that it

is possible to explain to a potential user in one s4tting. It is vital

that an administrator not be overwhelmed by his or her.first exposure to

a computer-based model. The model shown is far simpler than the final

working budget model must be, but the point is that both the model and the

user must evolve together towards that complexity. With EFPM, a very

simple model can be used as a starter, with t!.1 user's interest held by



EDUCOM Financial Planning Model

TRIAL'FORECASY:

FORECAST FOR ADMINCU UNIVERSITY

TUITION INCOME
OTHER INCCPE

-TOTAL INCOME
=ow IMMI

1979

33,000
20,000

GMIN

53,000

'REPCRT NO. 3

1980 -1981 1982
011

34,026 37,782 40,059
720,400 -20,808 -21,224

34,42'6 58;390 -61,283

7FALULI1 LLUAT 17E94 1,664 Vebbi -1,:b6li
AVERAGE FACULTY SALARY 25.000 26.500 28.090 29
FACJOY CCSTS 42,350 44,-09E -46i742 41.545
OTHER EXPFNSE 10,615 10,625 11,887 12,488

TOTAL ExPENSL

SURPLUSIDEFICITI

52,965 54,721 58.619 61.034

mmmirommiwownow

35 -39 -751

Exhibit 2 -- Demonstration 3 year projection

Ehu PERKO: 1983

ID, KAME,

10 IhrLATEL
11 INC1OAC4
12 EJCPGRCh
20 STUDENTS
30 TUIT ION

"1'4- TUTITIt
40 FACULTY

131 FAC.REIN
50 SALARY

312 F.SALGA0

FEASIBILITY RANGE CONSTRAINTS

VALUE, STATUS, MIN, MAX, MIN, MAX:

0.080 0 0.325 4.. 1N0hEl (NONE)
-.0t0 LC -.006 4.* --1NONE1 1144314)
0.040 HI 2.-093 .178 (NONE) (NONE)

16,500 LC 18.200 -19099 -8.000 -10,000
2.030 LC 2.123 44 (NONE) (NONE)

--177074. ----,J707C,NUNET-11;171M3
1,694 HI 825 10611 600 2,000
1.000 HI 0.831 --D.975-1NUE) INONEI

25.000 HI am am 23.779 (NONE) INCNE1
-.010 HI -2.127 -.046 INONE) 1NONE/

KC ifINTRUWTIligIC:

Exhibit 3 -- SearchIng for acceptable ranges



EDUCOM Financial Planning Model

TOTAL
IN PER100

3
TOTAC

IMPACT GRAPH
VS. SALARY X ANKUAL GROwTH

5 119821

15,505

15.146

14,788 .

14,430

14,072

13,713

SALARY.P

+dmmimm+ami-+ammimm.immemwm+awammm,mmmomfommaliall++0141.as
6.00% 7.00X 8.00X 9.002- 10402 1

6.50X 7.502 8.50X 9.50X 10.502

6hibit 4 -- Sensitivity Analysis

1979 THRU 1se3
TKAOELFF

FAC.SALRY REAL GIWITH VS. FACULTY FRACTICN

PUNT)f.SALGRG (f = FEASIBLE

-.000 +

-.010
IMOD

-.020
4

-.030 + ffff
-.040 + f F

MINIP

.05C *

11 Alb IIIIIIfFfF
0.950 0.970 0.9.90

FAC.RETN 0.960 .0.980 1.000

Exhibit 5 -- Search for solutions
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the fun of changing values on-line on a CRT and watching the impact show up

immediately on the "bottom line". The satisfaction an administrator achieves

in mastering such a simple model and finding a set of changes that will

balance the budget is a step that is often ignored in the rush to set up
.

far more complex models which no'one ever feels comfortable with and which

are ultimately ignored due/precisely to that small edge of anxiety.

. Progressing by simple expansions of single lines into mWtiple lines,

and then repeating the process, that simple model has4now expanded here to

one with over 300 variables and 15 sub-reports that explain lines ia the

overall.report4 The "magic" element in gaining acceptance of the model

was the use of the maleability of EFPM to expand the complexity of the

model only as fast as the user requested and found comfortable.

A side benefit of using Immodel is that the user is forced to coma,

to grips with exact definitions of terms that have often been left vague in

the past. I.e., the process of deciding what information js relevant for .

budget planning is assisted greatly by simply accepting the information

needs of the model as a placcb to start.

Ms. Sally Sanderson, in the IPA office, has used EFPM to model the

"student flow" from semester to semester,at Cornell. In that case, the

numbers in therprintout represent students, not dollars, but in all other

respects the process of setting up the model is the same.

III.. The Cornell Quarterly Indicators

After varying experience with ad hoc, annual, and monthly reporting

efforts, IPA has settled on use of quarterly reports for reporting the state

of the campus to top administration and the Board of Trustees. Financial

and other institutional data, both historical and current, are presented and

compared in attempts to locate and highlight variances and trends.

" 11 1
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Cornell Indicat rs
".SECOND QUARTER 1978-1979 REPORT

JANUARY 1979

0 ,Pages

EMPLOYtES -- The number of regular full-time non-student employees
holds steady in the second quarter of this year.

2, 18

STUDENTS -- Applicant quality remains the same as last year, but
the number of applications returned improves.

3'

-- Applications, acceptanCes, and matriculations of the
10est freshman class,are analyzed,by U.S. region.'

4, 19

-- Enrollments are shifting from graduate ,to first
professional and undergraduate at Cornell.

6, 20

-- A survey of undergraduate registrations, withdrawals,
and transfers shows some emerging trends.

8

Uhdergraduates are graduating later, although upper-
class transfers delay graduation less than freshmen.

10, 21

-- Cornell draws a wide range.of foreign students. 11

UTILITIES -- Conservation efforts and fuel-management practices atf,
the Steam Plant have a positive impact on costs.

-- Telephone use grows slightly, but shifts to Direct

12

13
Distance Dialing.

ECONOMY -- Economic price'indices continue to rise. The latest
figures are given for CPI, DPI, HEP1, and Tuition.

14

'FEATURE: COMPARISON WITH PEER INSTITUTIONS -- This is the
initial chapter in a series of articles comparing

16

Cornell with other schools across the country.
This issue considers:

-- Research overhead recovery rates and Federal spending 17

-- Comparative tuition, room & board, and financial aid 17

Exhibit 6
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These reports have been structured around the NACUBO report entitled

Financial Responsiblities of Governing Boards of Colleges and,Universities,

a 1979 publicatibn that has provided a number of valuable ideas and formats.

The reports have been segregated into two portions: the financial balance

sheet data, which are handled by the Controller's office, and the ther

institutional data, which are handled by IPA.in the report Cornell

Quarterly Indicators". An example of the format and contentl of one issue

is shown in exhibit 6.

The articles themselves are prepared in a short, news-weekly style,

with as much graphical display of data as possible in the main portion of .

the !ndicators, and with supporting tables in.the appendices. The Indicators

are distributed to deans and directors, as well as tratees. Over time,

a consistent historical series of tables have been presented, in formats

that are familiar to the aision makers.

The editor of each issue (it varies) and the Director of IPA (who is

John RUdan) meet with the senior ddministration to discuss each issue before

it is publiihed. In the indicators, as well as in EFPM, the use of graphical

methods of conveying.infprmation has been an important part of the successful

acceptance of that technique of providing information.

IV. Conclusions

The three techniques presented for dealing with the tasks of the

institutional research office have proven successful at Cornell. The

key.to success in each case seems to be the use of as much work is needed

at the i.r. level to make the planning datectrivially clear to users at

the decision-making level. That small increment in.clarity and comfortable-

,

ness with the data seems to pay off in terms of acceptance of the results

into the decision making process.



Faculty Resource Reallocation: A Practical Methodology

Frank B. Campanella

Boston College

Introduction

Perhaps in these timers the very use of student-faculty ratios need not

be argued. Outside of the University a number of our publics, from Financing

Authorities to accrediting bodies, to parents of students, exhibit-a continu-

ing interest in these relationships. These groups often use them as a proxy

for educational quality, perhaps even incorrectly at times. There are those,

. too, who are interested in product4 1:y. IP.,:ulty who would like to partici-

pate in productivity gains; those rgue for various reasons that

productivity increases are not pr, , ".k7,T1t.'; and various federal and

state agencies,shigher .Nbbies, interested in

"accouctAsility".

Within the tnstitution y;; at the University

leve: effective long range pla -7,r,Lrer :1,1e of the number of

faculty required to serle a SLJO' jze. This is es-

pecially true in an enro1lment-6evrnc,n. n or in one developing

alternath nlan in preparation for 4jf declining enrollments. At

the School and departmental level these ratios are useful mostly as guide-

lines in making resource allocation decisions.

The purpose of this paper is to suggest a methodology for the use of

student-faculty ratios in making decisions about the allocation and re-

allocation of faculty resources. At the outset it should be clear that

neither the computation nor the application of such ratios is viewed as an
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exact science. On the 'other hand the establishment of student-facultxratios

is nota compleIgly arbitrary exercise either. Deans, chairmen, and faculty

do have ideas about appropriate section sizeynd faculty work-loads, given

the nature of the subject matter to be taught, effective teaching methods,

course levels, and departmental involvement in other scholarly and community

activities. These factors vary widely among departments and within individual

departmeRts. Actual student-faculty ratios should be allowed to vary similarly;

and ideally any system devised to allocate faculty resources should recognize

and be respon:ive to these differences. The purpose of this paper is to des-

cribe such a system and to demonstrate'its use.

Methodology

The proposed student-faculty ratio is defined as: Student Credit Hours

per Full 4ime Equivalent Faculty, (SCH/FTEF). Given the great variations in

credit hour requirements for full-time students across graduate programs, and

the problem of defining graduate and undergraduate FTE's of part-time students,

it was finally decided to use "Student Credit Hours" itseltas the numerator

in the student-faculty ratio, rather than convert credit hour data to FTE

students.

The use of SCH data also offers the advantage that most of those con-

cerned with these sorts of measurements understand and agree on the definition .

of Student Credit Hour. It provides a common measure across departments and

course levels, and finally it is consistent with the methodology employed by

the National Center for Higher Education Management Systems (NCHEMS) in its

1
cost model RRPM.

1

RRPM was used extensively by Boston College as the work-horse for an academic
planning effort cal ried out in 1974-75. It permitted a bottoms-up testing of
the aggregate student-faculty ratio assumptions made by a predecessor Fiscal
Planning grouP.



In the proposed process, academic departments are asked to submit

recommended teaching methodologies, specifying average section sizes by course

level, where course levels are defined as CORE, ELECTIVE, and GRADUATE.

("Lower Division", "Upper Division", etc. -definitions might also be used.) The

average section sizes so submitted by the various departments should generally

be accepted by the College or University as submitted. If these appear to be

unreasonable, they should be negotiated to an igreed on level with the depart-
.

ment. This is critical if the proposed reallocation method is to be effective

and acceptable to the department, when it becomes time to make the difficult

decisions.

The other crttical element, facu]ty Work-Load, is set at the College or

University level. It should recognize the particular problems of various

departments; e.g. the Sciences with very large CORE section sizes and the need

to supervise low crulit hour labs, Nursing with heavy contact hour commitments,

Law with large section sizes and other departments, like History, etc., with

large CORE section sizes and/or other unique teaching methods. All of which

argue for exceptions to a standard semester hour load (e.g. 9 hours).

Given these data, Average Section Size and Faculty Work Load, it ts

palsible to compute an EXPECTED SCH/FTEF Ratio, by course level for each depart-

ment.

Rij = Sij x Wij where:

Rij = Student Credit Hour per FTE Faculty Ratio for the ith department

and jth col'ii'te level

= Average Section Size for the ith department and jth course level

Wij = ,Work Load in hours for the ith department and jth course level
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The number of departmental faculty EXPECTED in any time period t (actual

or planned) bec ome s: F.
t

= y .

where:
i

.F
it

c= Total FTE faculty, EXPECTED for department i,

= Credit ho6rs taught by the ith department for

course level at time t.

at timd t

the j
th

F
it

can be compared with the actual numbers of departmental faculty, the

VARIANCE determined and resource reallocation decisions made as required.

V. = F
it

- J
it

where:
It

%

V = Variance for the i
th

department in period t

J
it

=.Actual FTE faculty for the
ith

department in period t

There are just four reasons why a VARIANCE might occur:

1. Change in Average Section Size for any course levels. (Sij)

2. Change in Average Faculty Work Load for any course levels. (Wij)

3. Change in Mix of SCH across-course levels.

4. Change in the absolute number of SCH taught. ,(Xij)

The proposed methodology will automatically account for conditions 3 and

4 above. The judgment of Deans and department chairmen can be used to permit

VARIANCES caused by 1 and 2, or to decide to reallocate faculty resources to

reduce the VARIANCE and to bring the number of faculty to the number required

r.o accommodate the (actual 'or planned) volume of activity. This can be

accomplished with full consideration of teaching methodologies specified by

the department, while simultaneously reviewing the conditions which affect

the specification of appropriate departmental Faculty work loads.

Application

This methodology has been used at Boston College from a base-period

planning effort in 1974-75 to the end of a four year planning horizon in 1978-79.
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Computation of the SCH/FTEF by Department

1. Assume a department which plans to teach the following credit hours.

CORE 10000"
ELECTIVE *. 6000.
GRADUATE _800

TOTAL 16800

2. Assume further that the department specifies that it-would liki to

teach theslIttedit hours In average section sizet as follows.

CORE - Ayerage Section Size 36
ELECTIVE - Average Section Size 25
GRAD - Average Section Size 10

3. Computation of an SCH/FTEF Ratio for its ELECTIVE courses would be

as follows ASSUMING an average 18 hour (6 sections per year) teaching

load for the faculty,

3a. 6000 SCH 3 SCH/student = 2000-students

2000 students t 25 students/section = 80 sections

80 sections t 6 sections/FTEF = 13.33 FTEF

3b. Thus the SCH/FTEF is 6000 SCH 13.33 FTEF = 450 SCH/FTEF

3c. More simply in termd-of the earlier notation:

R
ij

= S. x W
lj

.0

Mit

R
ij

25 x 18

R. = 450
ij

Similar computations for CORE and GRAD courses would yield the following data.

SCH FTEF SCH/FTEF

CORE 10000 15,43 648
ELECTIVE 6000 13.33 450
GRAD 800' 4.44 180

TOTAL 16800 33.2b 506.0

,

.1n summary, the department would require 33.2 FIE faculty in order to teach

16800 student credit hours, distributed over CORE, ELECTIVE and GRAD courses

in the manner shown.
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If we were now to take the ACTUAL student credit hours taught by a-

depart6ent in any future time period and divide,by the SCH/FTEF ratios as

noted or planned (rect.11ing that these.are generally based on section .sizes,

specified by the department and standard work-115ads), we can determine the

number of FTE faculty a department would be EXPECTED to have in this time

period. These can be compared to ACTUAL FIEF for the department. If a

signfficantivariance results for a given department, given this methodology,

there can now be only three reasons:

1. Amerage Section Size as specified ts too high or too low.

2. The Standard Faculty Work Load (after specified adjustmentt)

is not appropriate for this department.

3. There are too many or too few faculty assigned for the ACTUAL

credit hours taught by the departments.

The application of this methodology leads tO the development of,a set of five

management reports.

Management Reports - Plan vs Actual

Following the example previously introduced, suppose four years later

the department had 34.00 FTEF faculty and was teaching 16100 stUdent credit

- hours distributed as follows:

CORE 11000
ELECTIVE 5000

GRAD 700

TOTAL 16700

Course'
Level

CORE
ELECTIVE

GRAD
TOTAL

Report I
PLANNED TEACHING METHODS

Average
Section Size

Faculty
Work Load SCH per FTEF

36 18 648
25 18 450
10 18 180

- 106 -
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It is important for'all concerned, Deans as well as Chairmen, to have

ready access to the basic data. This is particularly true if reallocation

Aecisions are imminent.

Report II
SCH: PLAN vs ACTUAL

i

Course SCH SCH VARIANCE

Level_ PLAN - ACTUAL SCH %

CORE 10000 . 11000 1000 10.0
ELECTIVE 6000 5000 (1000) (16.7)
GRAD 800 700 owl (12.5)

TOTAL 16800 16700 (100) (0.6)

Report II is a standard "Variance" report.

Report III
FTEF: PLAN vs ACTUAL

Course SCH SCH/FTEF FTEF FTEF VARIANCE

Level ACTUAL PLAN EXPECTED ACTUAL FTEF

CORE 11000. 648 16.98 16.00 (.98)

ELECTIVE 5000 450 11.11 1420 3.09 .

GRAD 700 _180 3.89 3.80 (.09).

TOTAL 16700 31.98 34.00 2.02.--

Report III is the key departmental report. Here ACTUAL tredit hours

taught are divided by PLANNED SCH/FTEF (in Col. 2) to yield EXPECTED numbers

of FTE faculty (in Col. 3). .ACTUAL FTEF are shown in Col. 4 and the

difference betWeen ACTUAL and EXPECTED FTEF are displayed in the VARIANCE

columns. In this example it appears that, there are three too many faculty

serving ELECTIVE courses. One of these might well be shifted within ttie.de-

.. partment to teach CORE level courses, while two Others mightbe reallocated

to other departments. Once again such actions would be taken after acknowledge-
)

ment of the usual caveats; viz,assuming that the teaching methods remain 'valid,

and that other conditions within the departments contique to justify adherence

to the standard faculty work load.



. Here too, it should be noted that there are now three values of the

SCH/FTEF Ratio.i/Operation for this department. Th are identified as

PLANNED, EXPECTED, and ACTUAL.

PLANNED - as shoWn in Table I and in Report I

EXPECTED

ACTUAL

- ACTUAL SCH t EXPECTED FTEF
16700 SCH 31.98 FTEF

- ACTUAL SCH ACTUAL FTEF
16700 SCH t 34.00 FTER

8

506.0 SCH/FTEF

522.2 SCH/FTEF

, 491.2 SCH/FTEF
*

Pie difference between PLANNED and EXPECTED here,'is caused solely by the change

'in mix of the credit hours taught across.the three course.ilevels. Note the
. .

PLAN vs ACTUAL shift of 1000 SCH from the ELECTIVE level to the CORE level:

Since.the CORE level SCH/FTEF, Raito is considerably higher than.that for tne

ELECTIVE level, the departmental Ratio twnicn is a 'weighted average of Wth)-
..

moved from the PLANNED level of 506 to the higher EXPLCTEU level of 5222. rt
4

will require the reallocation of 2.0? FTE faculty to bring the ACTUAl.level of

SCH/I:TEF from.491:2 to the'EXPECTED level of.522.2

A final departmen1101 report (Which can.be of,considerable help tci the.deci-
-

sion makers in making reallocation decisions,'is 'an analysis:over time, of the

composttion of the.total number of0FTE faculty who are on standard .contractS

(tenured and non-tenured), the number which.,are FJE Part-Time, the 'number which

ari FTE Teaching Assistants.and the FtE t'Adjustment" for robbaticals, leavet,

etc. These data taken together, in addition to showing-trends may also indi-,

cate where aition can be taken or where the scope of feasible actions are

limited e,g, by tenure or,by large numbers of part-time facylty etc.

4 A university-wide summary report detailing the key elements ofeach

department's plan and'curregt activity is most helpful to Deans oi multi-
,

department schools and to Vice Presidents,

121
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Report V,
Student Credit Hour and FTE Faculty Data

EXPECTED vs ACTUAL
1978-79

SCH SCH/FTEF FTEF
DEPARIW.-0 PLANNED ACTUAL VAR EXPCTD ACTUAL EXPCTD ACTUAL VAR
Fology
Chem

Geologr
Physics
Math

11378
9275

4 5427

5002

14131

10526
9028
4458
5636

14824

(852)

(247)

(969)

634

693

641

567

675
461

541

607

488
449'

451

499

16.43
15.93
6.61

12.24
27.40

17.33.

18.50
9.92

12.50
29.68

.90

2.57

3.31

.26

2.28
SCIENCM 45213 44472 (741) 566 506 78.61 87.93 9.32
Classics
English
Fine Arts

___

___

---

_.-

---
........

___

_ _ _

......,

___

_ ..e

........

......

___

mme.

---
___

___

mem

___

___

mm

___

momm

....._

___
HUMANITIES --- ___ ___ ,___ ___ ___ ___ __

___ ....._ ___ _ _ . -__ ___ ___ ....._

OC SCI'S ........ _ .... --. ___
, .

COLLEGE 10TALS --- ........ ___

.

Law School ___ ___ ....., ___ ___
Kiiiness Schl

4

.t.
alV JO TA I

___ ___ ......
.

_ _ ... _ _ _ ... _ ... ........ , ___
..--

m
eomm

-..

m..11

.momm

....,

...M.

'Gomm

mo Ms.

a.m.

a.m.

mom.

malm

mdmom

mmdmo

gm mom

mom.=

mm
mom.

a.m..

mom.=

=mom
...M.= 11. OP mom ow.= . momm ammm Momm

a
Summary

While the basic methodology saggested here is not original, (it closely

resembles that of RRPM) the application is quite different.

1. .It is easily understood. -

2. It ii readily, applied. Use of the cnmputer is helpful, but not

at all critical.

3. It is not Cost-oriented and therefore avoids the multitude of'

problems associated with cost modeli. HoWever it does address the

most significant single component of academic department costs. A

component not only significant in its own right, but also the compo-

,

nent.which is primarily responsible for dr4ing other departmental

cost elemens.

4
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4. it it'sensitive to varying teaching methods required by differences

in subject matter and coOrse jevel.

5. It depends on departmental cooperation in specifying conditions

which may later be used to allocate resources to or away from the

department.

6. By avoiding the cost problems, it avoids the joint-product.

criticisms. At the same time it allows for reduced facuity loads

(without focusing on the associated cost increasesi in order to

accommodate'graduate education, or research activities or sholarly

work in areas where the institution aspires to excellence.

a
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The Departmental ProfileA Better Value-added Index

Diana M. Green
Jean V. Morlock

State University of New York at Plattsburgh

Cl

In reporting a study of the differential impact of departments within .

colleges, Rodney Hartnett (1976) noted that "more likely than not, an

academic value-added index for a college as a whole...will obscure more

than q reveals." Although the original reason for producing Departmental

, Profiles was not to reveal these "hidden" differences, the truth of

Hartnett's conjecture became apparent es the answers to questions such as

"How do students choosing various major programs differ?" and,"How are they

alike?" were sought.

In an,attempt to assist the Tious departments to develop a better

understanding Of their students, Departmental Profiles were developed
ft.

based on responses to both freshman and senior iurveys, as well as academic

ability measures. These profiles displayed only the questionnaire items

4'
on-which departmental majors differed significantly* from the total group

of freshmen and/or seniors. Definite programmatic patterns emerged. The

present'study is an outgrowth of that effort, with the purpose of dis-

covering which patterns or variables represent stable or replicable descrip-

tors of particular programs. NB-

Disciplines that represented the broadest range of Orogram diversity

and had a sufficiently large number of urveys.available were chosen. The

Profiles described here are those generated by students majoring in Biology,

Business, Nursing, Psychology, and the Arts (Art, Music, and Theater).

* Tt;ese differences were tested for significance, using a two-tailed

t-test. Alpha level was set at p .05.
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Seniors

In the Senior EvaluittiOn Survey, students applying forsgraduation were

asked to rate the amount of growth thOi had achieved on a five-point scale,

ranging from none to very high, in the following five categories': Intel-

lectual, Social, Personal, Edocational, and Vocational/Professional.

Further evaluations were made (Using the same scale) on the amount of

gréss made in particular abilities and attributes, as well as on the impact

of.courses taken both in and outside the major field. In addition, the

contribution of other activitiestsuch as the library, cultural events,

on-campus howling, to the five arias of growth were assessed. In all,

there were 160 items in the survey. In the last three years, response rate

has varied from 49 to 84%.

When looking at the overall responses of sediors to the various ques-

.

tionnaire items, no patterkis had been evident. All students appeared,to be

rating most of their progrees as average.. "The Departmental Profiles, how-.

ever, revealed distinct difterences among majors in the amount of perceived

progress add impact of courses both in and outside the major.

The dtrongest contrast.occurred- between the Business and Nursing.majors.

Figure 1 illustrates the dissimilarity of these two profiles. the only

items appearing on the graph are those to which both groups Of students res-

ponded in a significantly differe41 manner,when compared to the remainder

of the seniora, in'at least two of the three years studied (1976-77, 1977-78,

and 1978-.79). There are additional items in which one of these two majors
4

differed significantly from the total sample, but the other did not. For

example, Business Majors alone ranked themselvEs higher on "Quantitative

thinking" than the remaining seniors, and Nursing students uniquely rated
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GRUlex ACillEVEMCMTS

Educational Growth

vocationa1/Professional Growth

EVALLATIOW or EXPERIENCE

Vilderstanding the nature of science

r *Background for further education

'Vocabulary, terminology. and Soots

* Vocational training
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courses in their major as having contributed significantly more to their

"Reasoning ability" than did their classmates.

Some of the other departments included,in the current study (e.g.,

Biology and Psychology) revealed similar deviations from the mean, although

not to the same extent. The number of differentiating items is smaller, but

the discipline orientation is still clear. As an example, the Psychology

seniors ranked thenielves lower than average on Vocational/Professional

Growth Achievements and Vocational Training, as a result Of the overall

college experience. The Biology seniors rated the contribution to Social

and Perional Growth of courses in their major field.lower than the average

(as did the Business students), but ranked themselves much higher, than all

the others (including Nursing) on "Understanding the nature of science,

experimentation, and theory."

These findings suggest the validity of the survey instrument because,

in most part, they match intuitions one would have abovt the kinds of

teaching goals; and, therefore, the expected progress students in these

particular major fields should make in thesAbilities. The fact that our

students are able to rate themselves differentially on the items and do not

mark randomay, or worse yet, mark consistently all the items as "average"

lends credence to the inferences that can be made from this survey about

value-added. The responses of the seniors majoring in Art, Theater, and

Music, when combined into a group designated "Arts," yielded more evidence

to support this assumption. As one would expect, the Arts Majors rated

their progress in "Aesthetic sensitivity" well above the average.. "Cultural

events (e.g., Art Exhibits, Plays, Speakers, etc.)" were also judged to have

contributed to their Intellectual, Educational, and Vocational/Professional
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Growth to a significantly higher degree than the average.

Freshmen

Differences in Senior appraisals are provocative, but even more

interesting, perhapS, are the variations exhibited by the entering fresh-

men. The Freshman Survey contains a variety of questions. There are sec-

tions entitled General,Information,
External Support, Your Decision to.

Matriculate, Why Are You Here? Leisure-time Activities, How Do You See Your-

self? Personal Goals, and Growth Expectations. In total, there are 117

items. The questionnaire has been administered during the Summer Orienta-

tion Program. Fortunately almost 902 of the new freshmen attend these ses-

sions and the survey response rate of this group has been over 902 for the

past three years. The following results are based on freshmen who entered

in the Fall of 1977, 1978, and 1979.

Again, as with the seniors, the sharpest contrast, as wen as the

clearest "picture," emergea with the Nursing students. This is undoubtedly

due to the highp competitive, and, therefore, selective nature of the pro-

gram. The cheering Nursing freshmen had significantly higher, high-school

averages and &AT-Verbal Scores, as well as other characteristics that dif-

ferentiated these intensely vocationally-oriented students from other new

students. Figure 2 illustrates the differences between the typical Nursing

student and a new freshman who has not yet chosen a major. As with the

seniors, only items significant in at least two of the three years are die-

played. The typical undeclared major appears to lack vocational orientation

and the drive to succeed. They correctly see themselves as having lower

academic, reading, and mathematical ability. They also judge their persis-

tence to be below average. This latter characteristic is consistent with
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the higher rate of attrition among the undeclared majors and the higher
_._likelihood that students in this group will be academically dismissed

(1 ULuvn and mnrlock, 1978). lbeir personal goals are.not concerned with

attaining specific skills nor meeting the academic requirements for enter-

ing graduate school, but they do see college as a way of improving their
.

chances of making money! They have low expectations for both their educa-

tional and vocational/professional growth.

Although the Nursing and Undeclared Majors share the largest number

of items with significant differences from the total sample, students in

the other three fields responded uniquely and characteristically to some of

the items. For example, the Business and Biology freslimen presort diffIring

profiles (Figure 3). Their scientific interests primarily account for the

'split between these two majors. Many of the items rated higher by Biology

Majors wore also rated higher by Nursing 'students, such as "Academic

ability" and "Drive to succeed." Similarly, the Undeclared Majors shared

some items with the Butiness Majors, in particular, the desire to "Improve

(their) chances of making money." s 1

An interesting spin-off of the study of departmental differences was

the discovery that within the Business Maior are two very distinct subgroups.

It appearsthat there is the same principle operating as with the entire

class, i.e., looking at the major as a whole obscures uany of the more dis-

criminating characteristics of the two different types of students choosing

the field. Figure 4 displays two measures that tend to diff,!rentiate the

more quantitative Accounting student from other Business Majors:, interested

in management, marketing, or multi-national operations. Of particular

interest are the extreme differences In mean SAT-Math scores between thes.s.,,
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two groups. Figure 4 also shows the self-rated mathematical and academic

ability of these students. Clearly the Business and Accountineajors

properly indicate their relative mathematical ability, and AccountineMajors

do indicate their rising level of performance when rating their academic

ability. The existence of significant positive correlations between actual

scores and ratings on the various academic abilities confirms these obser-

vations.

Discriminant Analysis

Previous analyses have demonstrated that the individual programs

studied here caa be differentiated from all other majors as a group. Sever-

al questions remained unanswered by these analyses, however. "Could the

programs be differentiated from each other?" How did variables combine

into dimensions, and which combinations were the best discriminators or

predictors of membership in a group, or major?" A multiple discriminant

analysis was performed on the 1977 senior and 1977 freshman responses, in

order to address these questions.

Table 1 shows the results of the di.:xriminant analysis performed on

the seniors' ratings of the contribution of courses in the major to various

areas of development. Overall group differentiation was significant, as

were all four discriminant functions. The four functions were identified

as 1) understanding science-aesthetic sensitivity, with Biology and Nursing

falling at opposite.ends of this continuum; 2) a social-vocational dimension,

which also discriminated Nursing from Biology; 3) an aesthetic sensitivity-

humanistic factor, discriminating Arts from Business Majors; and, 4) a

social-personal development dimension, which seems most related to Psycho-
%

logy Majors and least to Arts and Biology Malors. In addition to the



IsTable 1. Comparison of Results of DisCriminant Analyses on Comparable Senior and Freshman Items.

Variables

Senior- Contribution of Freshman- Initial Levels
Courses in,Malor of Ability

Discriminant Funtionsi
1 2 3 4 3 4

Personal development
.30 .33 goad.

Social development
.i4 41 .37Tolezance and understanding
.40 .35 .52Apprediation of religion 36 .38

Awareness of different philosophies
Literary acgdaintance

.42 .38
,

4, ..41Aesthetic sensitivity -.40 .65 .66 -.44Writing and speaking ability
.41Reasoning ability
.54

.Ability to see relationships among ideas
.31 .32Critical thinking ability
.30 .36Understanding science .65 .56 .34Quantitative thinking ability
.32Background for (or interest in) further

education in professional field .39 .39
4.4 Socio-economic status .41
42 Vocabulary and facts in various fields
I Vocational training .46 -.31Continuing education

.35

Root (S vayfance explained) 38 28 25 8' 34 31 14

Group Centroids
N

Arts 24 -.64 1.19 2.26 .30 1.76 -.27 1.53 -.08 24Psychology 60 .20 .93 1.35 .99 .08 1.29 .68 41Biology 47 .87 .33 1.17 .38
.1.18
.21 ..93 1.56 .2-4 47Nursing 77 .77 1.78 1.22 .55 . .47 1.24 .20 93BusinesW 133 .11 1.19 .71 .53 .73 .23 1.13 .14 881111Undeclared
.90 .16 1.56 .27 137

Group differentiation Wilks lambda = .188 Wilks lambda = .564
sig p,:.0000 sig p .0000

*Only functions significant at p :05 are shown.
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'ability'ot 'tliese variable
combinations.to 'discriminate between iajors, all

6dna live ot the 20 individual variables had srgnificant V ratios. Similar

retinas were tosnd, using senior ratings of the amount of progress achieved

in 4hese areas, due to the overall collay. exacience.

These analyses again show that Seniors, in the_five curricula studied,

here, have rated their overall colltige experiences and impact of courses in

the major differentially, and in areas consistent with guals one would ex-.

pect departments to have,adopted. The fact that clearer patterns emerge;

.

..from analyses of senior rioings of impact of courses in the mAror leads us
,

to agree with Astin (1977), who contended that "affective Alleges mai be .

attributed in part to tho college'experience;
rather than tiimply to mature-

tional factors."

A multiple discriminant analysis was also per,formed on the six freshman

groups, using items comparable to those used in the senior analyses (Tagle

1). Results most closely, resembled those !from senior ratings of the overall

1211Elit experienc_p_. The similarity of the functions discovered for seniors

. and freshmen, in this cross-sectional study, suggest that intensification

of initial differences is the most probable mechanism of change occurring-

as a result of colleie experience. Those. gromps that began.with higher

ratings on "Aethetic sensitivity"'and "Understanding science" also indica-

ted that they.had made the most progress in these areas. The fact that

'freshmen in those majors, who ind,cated a higher interestan further ethics-
:.

tion in some professional field, rated their progress in "Background for

further education" as greater, together with the emergence of the vocational

training-improved socio-economic-status function, suggests that seniors

are achieving goal4 consonant with their intended professions.
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A pilot lonitudinal :audy. «imp:1ring rating:. oi initial characteristics

and ypal:. WIth senior achievements fur the Clans ui I919.as a whole, 1141S,

adk.d tulther support to these hypotheses. Signilicaut positive correla-

4 ti011'. were.toun4 hetreen ratings of certain goals and later achievements,

particularly vocational goils. In addition, initial levels of ability

-

were significantly correlated with later achievement in at least half of

the abilities assessed.

S4=14.11 MN

".he data rewrted here describe the freshmen with no major declared

and typical undergraduates majorin in five diverse disCiplines (Biology,

Business, Nursing, PsychGlogy, and the Arta) using freshman surveys, senior

surveys, and ability measures. The identification\of the dimensions that

discriminated between these iroups dimonstratea that students with varying

programmatic interests do respond differently to the questionnaire items,

both as entering freshmea and as gr:Aluatink seniors, and that these dif-

terences are consistent with notions one has about the areas of study. /

Thus, looking at senior perceptions of progress at the programmaticElev0

:)rovides a better measure of college impact than is obtained by poOliqg the

responses of the entire class. Furtuer, the fact that.dtudents ratelthe

impact of coUrses in and out6ide the major differentially suggests that

academic programs and courses per se are having some effect on the student's

growth.

The question remains: "Are these sell-perceptions of change a valid

index of value-added?" The restilts of this study lend at least;face vali-

dity to these measures. However, two other possible explanations for the

diversity of responses between programs exist. First, seniors:may be res-

t
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ponding difterently simply because uf their original difterences as fresh-
,

men. Alter surveying the research pn this subject, Teldman and Newcomb

(1970) have concludeti that this Is not the sole explanatioh, but that "dif-

ierential experiences in the several major fields do have impacts beyond

those attributable to initial selection into those fields.'! Current longi-

tudinal studies will provide a more direct measure of change and may help

to answer this question. Second, seniors may be merely accommodating their

responses to the assumed goals of their curriculum, rather than indicating

the extent of their own progress. Correlational studies between the items

on the survey and "hard" achievemert measures may substantiate the validity

of the students' perceptions.. A Preliminary investigation, using the Under-

graduate Prograil Test.in Biology, highlighted the difficulties surrounding

the administration and analyses of a standardized test. The high costs

have temporarily suspended efforts in this direction.

Two observations from this research suggest that seniors are responding

with some accuracy. Confidential peer-administered interviews with indivi-

dual stadents indicate that their ratings are consistent with their verbal

scriptions of their experiences. Freshmen's pel.ceptions of their academie

abilities closely reflect their actual measured abilities, using SAT scores

and high school averages. This implies that seniors also may be able to ac-

curately rate their progress in various abilities. Identification of the

appropriate hard measures(s) of achievement with which to correlate the Sen-

ior Survey remains the mrst perplexing and expensive endeavor. The articu-

lation of specific college-wide and programmatic objectives would enhance

-the assessment of progress towardsthese goals. The college is currently com-

mitted to a continuing search for solutions to both of these problems.
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A Software Approach to Unscheduled Instructional Hours
and Accounting for Their Effect on FTE's and

Facilities Utilization

Kathleen E. Kopf

The State University of,New York

Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to describe the development and uses of a

software approach that the State University of New York at Albany implemented

in Fall, 1976 to manage the instructional workload data base. The package

has allowed the campus to insert into the workload file infomation on

required but unscheduled instructional hours, thus resulting in more complete

arid accurate data. It is hoped that a description of the planning and imple-

mentation process will illustrate the ease, straightforwardness and benefits

of this approach for an automated as well as manual operation.

History

The impetus for developing the approach at SUNYA was two-fold and first

came during Spring of 1976 when I was in the process of confirming section

enrollments and hours of instruction with department chairpersons. This

--onfirmation proceSs was one in which I engaged for every Fall and Spring

semester. During the course of such conversations, coments were made along

the lines of "What you have here is fine as far as it goes, but you know you

are not describing our entire workload." "Not describing our entire work-

load" - almost everyone who has worked with faculty has probably heard something

along those lines at one time or another. Required instructional hours were

not being included in our workload reports. The Office of Institutional Research

duplicates the Registrar's data base at a given point in time and we found that

many courses eluded the scheduling process because they were hard to specify
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as to time and place or because they met at "To Be Arranged" times. Without

concrete data as to day and time, automatic calculation of weekly faculty and

student contact hours was impossible. Something was needed which would handle

this type of instruction in.a routine, systematic fashion.

In addition, during the Fall of 1976, SUNYA was one of several State

University campuses included in an audit of the Central Administration Office

of Capital Facilities. Among other things, we were being cited for under-

utilization of music practice rooms. This seemed absurd. We knew the music

practice rooms received a lot of utilization. That was the problem: we knew

or thought we knew what was going on and yet the data did not confirm our

feelings.

Departments claim their faculty and students work hard: harder than the

FTE's indicate and harder than the instructional facilities can always,support.

They argue that certain course offerings require more faculty contact hours

than others and request additional faculty lines to support these courses.

Social Welfare practicums and Art Studio courses are ones for which additional

faculty are sometimes sought. It is asserted further that language labs,

research labs, music practice rooms and other specialized facilities are used

to the fullest extent possible, and that some students are being denied adequate

access and are forced to utilize inadequate, substitute-types of facilities.

Internal ano external management are receptive and sensitive to such

complaints during budget request or resource allocation hearings and yet, the

data are not available to support the claim. What recourse is open to chair-

persons? What can be done to describe more fully the required instructional

hours of faculty and students as well es the heavy usage of facilities? Can

anything be done on a systematic basis to document this resource drain?

The Fall audit plus the comments of department chairpersons made us

realize that a department-by-department analysis of unscheduled but required
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instruction WdS needed in trder to supplement the Registrar's schedule and,

thus, more completely and accurately describe the workload of oim faculty

and students as Well as the actual utilization of instructional facilities.

Development of the Approach

One role of Institutional Research in the eighties will be that of the

professionally-oriented, skillectanalyst on the outlook for opportunities to

promote the efficient use of scarce resources and to measure accurately the

resources used. Institutional Research personnel should have the training,

the expertise and the knowledge of data systems and how to describe academic

functions in machine-readable format. They are the middlemen in a changing,

chaotic academic economy.!)

Prior to Fall 1976, our office referenced about a dozen pages of penned

notes on additional items to manually include in the workload data base. A

manual approach is fine if you don't have a large volume of courses to work

with. As time went on, however, insertion of known supplemental information

into the data file consumed more and more time. If we were to canvass e!,007

department and attempt to establish a more comprehensive approach, a plan of

action and systems support would be needed. Otherwise, the volume of data

would be too large to deal with in a timely fashion.

A FIRST step in establishing a software approach is to conceptualize a

philosophy of importance. Why go through the work anu effort if you re not

sure about the benefits. Institutional Researchers work frequently with top

level campus management and serve on many committees. It is our responsibility

to point out the uses and benefits of complete, accurate and timely L:ata for

such things as allocation decisions, space reassignments, and under/over

staffing reviews.

Data from each SUNY campus is used by the Central Staff Office of

Institutional Research and Analytical Studies in publication of the STATISTICAL
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ABSTRACTS, a summary of instructional costs and faculty instructional workload

for State-operated postsecondary educational institutions in New York State.

Data is also reviewed and used by the New York State Division of the Budget

and the Department of Audit and Control. It is important that these audiences

have as complete a picture as possible of faculty workload, costs of instruc-

tion, and utilization of instructional facilities.

Many individuals must be involved whenever any project such as this is

undertaken, and you will be asked what is in it for them. The need for and

benefits of the project must be conceptualized so they can be conveyed. If

you're not sure of what you're doing and why, this will come across and you

will not get the results you need.

SECOND, before devoting a lot of time to planning and research, you should

discuss thi general concept, logic, and desired implementation date of what

you would like done with the manager of your programming unit. Be prepared

to give a few examples.of things you would like to see automatically added

to your data base. One straightforward example would be the addition of infor-

mation describing the required hour-a-week additional practice required in

the language lab for French 130B students.

Before medium-scale enhancements ere attempted, you should have a general

understanding of the limitations of your systems and hardware. Find out if

your project is feasible and whether it can be designed, constructed, tested

and implemented within the next six months. If not, you may want to postpone

researching candidate departments and scheduling meetings with chairpersons

because course requirements may change slightly over a six-month period.

THIRD, do your homework. Know yovr information systems, courses,

operating procedures and formulas.

a. Review available program documentltion and flowcharts.

b. Know the required local format and uses of your data.
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c. Know the systems that your system is input to. This may influence

the way you construct your software option.

d. Study campus bulletins and catalogues. Try to find out from the

catalogue whether extra work might be required in addition to

regularly scheduled lectures. Then refer to your Registrar's

schedule to determine whether this additional work is formally

scheduled. Flag those courses that may qualify. Be especially

alert to the possibility of being able to describe additional

required instruction for foreign languages, art studios, psychology,

music, health Professioils, and research courses in the physical and

social sciences. Also keep in mind the extra things that were

included for other departments to determine whether something

similar might be done for the department you are reviewing.

e. Prepare for the meetings you will schedule with chairpersons. This

includes deciding on what questions you should ask and how you should

phrase them. Write them down. Decide how you will record the infor-

mation.

f. Format is important. Decide how you will establish the rules for

additional instructional activities, how you will confirm their

accuracy th chairpersons, how you will convey the data and logic

to programmer for implementation, and how and where the supple-

mental information should appear on reports produced from your

data base.

Description of Data Base

Our local, workload data base was constructed to conform with the require-

ments of the State University Course and Section Analysis file. The data base

had to contain information on not only credit course value and enrollment, but

also hours of instruction, location, and faculty. This data was needed to
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support State-wide space Utilization studies, personnel utilization summaries,

calculation of instruction costs, etc.

To visualize how the workload file is organized, think of a report listing

each department by school and all courses offered within each department. The

report is arranged by page and line number. At least one line is needed to

describe every section of every course. Sometimes, there are two, three or

more lines describing the section. When supplemental information is created

by the software for a particular section of a course, this information is

created in the form of a new line appearing directly after the section to which

it applies. Lines and pages are renumbered during the execution of the soft-

ware to accommodate and record new data in exact page and line number sequence.

There are eighteen major fields for each line in the report. As the data

file which produces the report is being created, the eighteen fields are derived

from one of four soumes. We depended on other offices for our data. The

Registrar's, Personnel, Budget and Facilities Offices played the most important

roles in our data collection effort. To create our workload file, we drew upon

the data bases of these offices. The Student Permanent Record, maintained by

the Registrar's Office, contained unit records for each student and provided

demographic as well as registration information. A Course Master File contaiined

such things as the discipline code, credit value authorized, and department

account number. The Personnel-Budgeting Information System provided the social

security number of the instructor. The Semester Section File, also maintained

by the Registrar's Office, contained the locatior, days and times that the

course meets. Once the local file was created, it had to be file maintained in

order to-reflect the supervisors of independent study students, changes in

meeting times or location, faculty reassignments, etc.

When we were satisfied with the integrity of the data, we utilized an

option in our maintenance software to calculate weekly faculty and student
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contact hours. The software option contains the logic and instructions on

how to deal with the data in the Table of Rules. The Table is nothing more

than a list of coui-ses along with department numbers specifying the number of

contact hours and type of facility that should appear with the course. During

thi exeCution of this option, the Table of Rules is adcessed and used. A

match between the data base and the Table is k2one on the basis of course

abbreviation and department number. For those courses not contained in the

Table, scheduled days and times were read and weekly faculty and student

contact haLrs computed from this. Any course which appeared on the Table was

treated according to the instructions specified.

The use of this option involves more than calculation of contact hours

for what turns out to be pre-existing lines in a report. New, complete

descriptors of instruction are actually created and inserted into their appro-

priate location in the file. cll data for a new (insert) line are either

created from information in the Table or are duplicated from the existing file.

The eighteen major fields for each line are listed on the following page. The

data source for insert lines is indicated in Columns A, B and C.

The size of the file increases by about fifteen percent after the software

option has been used. Through the use of this option, contact hours per FTE

faculty have risen from 11.89 in Fall 1975 to 12.53 in Fa11.1978. Total FTE

faculty was 811 in Fall 1975 and 747 in Fall 1978. Contact hours per FTE student

have gone from 15.79 to 16.85 during that same period. This is significant

considering we had 13,428 FTE students. For those departments where students

ire required to do substantial work in specialized facilities outside of

formally scheduled class periods, inclusion of this supplemental information

dramatically affects their recorded utilization of instructional facilities.

The following example of contact hours for courses before and after the.option

illustrate the impact of this approach.
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Source of Data for New Lines (Inserts)

Field Name

1. camius ramber

'2. department account no.

31 discipline code
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5.\\course level
6. igtion number
7. idstruction type code

8. 'te0m code
9. credi\t value

10. days df instruction
11. beginn g & end times
12. -space required code
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14. building

15. weekly facu y COH

16. weekly studen COH
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18. ssf I faculty name

(COH contact hours)
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The instructors and enrollment will be different because we had to use copies

of reports from two different semesters. Please di,,regard the enrollments
0

and direct your attention to the additic 11 types Of instruction and contact..

hour information being inserted.

ImplAmentation

Implementation involves meeting with department chairpersons, communi-

cat;ng with programmers, reviewing test data for accuracy, documenting.the

software, and getting it into production. In meeting with chairpersons, set

the stage. Explain why you requested the meeting and how you think you can

more accurately and completely portray the department's instructional wortload.

Transmit in writing the courses, data and rules to your programmer as soon as

possible. Schedule a meeting tp review the material and decide on a data base

against which tc test. We used a duplicate of the preceeding semester because

we were familiar with the data and haw it should look.

The programmer/analyst regularly assigned to the Office of Institutional

Research was assigned to us for this project as well. During the Summer and

Fall of 1976. we held alternate meetings: two with chafrpersons and then one

with our programmer/analyst. By mid-term, we had compiled a table of courses

for which special contact hour rules would apply and .had developed the

instructions and the logic, that is, the software to deal with more than ninety

percent of them. With further effort, we were able to utilize the software

approach to include unscheduled, required instructional hours in the data base

by the end of the semester and in time for finalization of our file with

Central Administration. Please keep in mind that the supplemental data we are

talking about are required instructional hours, that is, activities that are

part of the instructional process. This data falls within the parameters of

official guidelines on instructional activities and excludes such things as

travel time and study hours.

;
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Nothing ever stays the same, however, drd an important specification

of ours from the beginning:was that the Table be constructed in such a waY

that we could file maintain the data values ourselves. The type of maintenance

capability we had=envisioned was straightforward. If required additional hours
I.

changed from five to six per week, we wanted to be able to record the change

on a file maintenance sheet, send it down for keypunching, and have our Table

updated. As data bases dekeloped and became more integrated, we had envisioned

ibme day entering the changes onto a.terminal for on-line updating. Pressure

from other users oi programming services has been so great, however, that we

hive not yet been able to establish an on-line capability.

At the present time, there are 354 courses, out of about 1,700 offered

each semester, for which special calculations are nerformed or for which

supplemental information is created. Keeping uP with change, while noi easy,

requires just a little planning, fellow-through and time. It's a good idea

to check with about half the departments every semester to determine whether

the old Igules st,ill apply and whether new courses have been established that

should be added to your inventory. Another primary source of information is

. your Registrar's Office.

The foregoing procedures can be used in a large university or small

WO-year college setting, in a publically financed or private institution,

and in an automated or manual operation. The basic principles of planning,

research, design and implementation would be similar wherever the procedure

is adopted. If it's to be incorporated into a manual operation, results of

interviews wfth chairpirsons still need to be recorded and summarized. A

Table of Contact Hour Rules is a useful summary device.

Our approach to managing required, unscheduled instructional hours is

clear and simple and requires only a modest investment of staff time. That
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staff time, however, must be organized, planned and documented. We have

f;und that a structu:ed approach produces the highest yield.
S.

Uses of the Data

Our experience with the apOroach has been that it is useful but that

its full potential has not yet been fully realized. The areas in which the .

supplemental data has been used, while not numerous, are stfll impress.ive'and

r.

include the foilowing:

1. Lepartmental ability to plan for-some costly (in terms of low

enrollments and thus low FTE's) major-required couras.. A foreign

language department was facing a situation of declining majors and

decreasing FTE's. Lower division major-related courses exacted a

demanding contact hour load: five hours of lecture a week plus.two

hours a week in the language lab. After analyzing the characteristics

of the more !Popular sections, the chairman rescheduled sorpe courses

into popular periods, increased registrations in each of these, but-

reduced,the total number of seCtions offered. He then rearranged the

teaching assignments of his staff and broadened the scope of.his

department's offerings through interdisciplinary and community-interest

courses. In Fall 1978, the department had 77.6 FTE students and 6.81.

FIE faculty for a student/faculty ratio of 11.39. The foregoing

changes resulted in 101 FTE students and 6.9 FTE faculty for a Spring

1979 student/faculty ratio of 14.64.

2 The ability to document during budget hearings Ihe high workload of

custodians and the need to avoid deferred ma'intenance. The rapid

growth of higher education in the 1960's and early 1970's witnessed

the expenditure of billions of dollars for the construction of new

educational facilities. These structures have aged and monSes are

now needed for Major maintenance and repair. During these times of
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fiscal austerity, it is imperative that decision-makers have accurate

and complete data when reviewing maintenance and operationt budget

request. Contact.hours cause wear and tear on our structures. If

we don't fully state the use. we will never receive full support for

maintenance.

3. The ability to demonstrate the need for additional, spicialized

instructional facilities. The nature of several disciplines has

changed dramatically over the past ten years. Our Psychology Depart-

ment was housed in a structure conducive to thelecture mode of

instruction Jut seriously lacking in laboratory facilities. Through

documenting usage and need, the Albany campus was fortunate and

secured significant amounts of rehab monies for a major alterations

project.

4. The ability of the campus scheduling officer to provide for more

efficient use of academic facilities because of the availability of
I`

more complete utilization data. By revising the schedules of

certain Courses, sufficient time can be reserved for students to

use music practice'rooms, labs and studios.

5. The ability to more effectively manale and re-allocate existing

campus space. Most institutions are in a "no growth or modest growth"

situation as far as facilities are concerned. With limited resources

and multiple, sometimes conflicting demands, presidents, vice presidents

and/or space management committees must have accurate data for informed

deciOon-making. The contact hour approach helps sunnlement the

'official schedule and provides managers with more complete information

for intelligent decision making.

It is our responsibility to know as completely, accurately and timely as

possible, the main characteristics of the instructional process. The contact

hour apr.oach provides a measure of help. 150
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FACULTY ACTIVITY ANALYSIS - GROUP SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES

Michael J. Oshier and Louis M. Spiro

State University of New York at Brockpost

Introduction

In late 1970 and early 1971, the academic and administrative vice

presidents along with selected administrative staff, of the State University

College at Brockport began an investigation into the possibility of developing

a survey instrument that would quantify those activities that are associated

with an academic appointment. This concern for evaluation of how our academic

resources were applied stemmed from one very important fact. Budgets were

being tightened and reliable quantitative information was needed to effectively

manage the limited academic resources of the college.

Instrument Development

After severionths of design the committee of academicians and staff

developed a document entitled "The Resource Allocation Survey". The Committee,

to further justify its position, sought institutional acceptance of the survey

on the basis of five reasons/uses for the information.

Reasons For and Oses of the Resource Allocation Survey

1. Develop a sound basis for instructional program planning and

justification.

2. Demonstrate that we are conCerned and responsible stewards of

public monies.

3. Provide a basis for resource reallocation.

4. Provide the departments with experience in self analysis that

will help them develop their own recommendations for improvements

and act upon them.

5. These data and quantitative academic judgement will continu' to

be critical criteria in retlource allocation and use.
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The resource allOcation survey was comprised of eight forms. These forms

solicited information on the level of instruction, mode of instruction', class

size, credit hours, departmental costs, course program applicability, and

faculty workload. The allocatiion of workload form was'the predecessor to

Brockport's Faculty Activity Analysis Survey. There were many inherent

deficiencies in this initial dttempt to quantify faculty activity and cost.

Those difficulties were eipressed in the following recommendations for

improvement. (Cennarino, 1972)

1. It is highly desirable that more data be generated centrally rnd

insofar as possible all of the computations be done centrally.

2. The definitions of research and service must be sharpened with

specific descriptions of the activities which fall in each area.

If this is accomplished it should eliminate the ambiguities in

the third area, instruction.

3. We must convince Deans and Department Chairmen that the information

produced is worth the effort in that it receives consideration in

allocation of resource decisions.

To implement these recommendations various academic activity collection

forms were reviewed. The primary objectives of reviewing these forms were to

analyze formats used to collect the information by percent instead of hours,

expand the categories of faculty activities, and reduce the number of forms

and the amount of information that faculty and department chairpersons were

required to complete.

From this review it was decided that the Faculty Activity Analysis Survey

form designed by the National Center for Higher Education Management Systems

at Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education, Boulder, Colorado,

(NCHEMS) was most applicable to our objective. However, their form was very

time. consuming. to complete and requested the reporting of hours worked. While
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maintaining the design philosophy of the NCHEMS Faculty Activity Analysis

Sur4ey, Brockport developed its own faculty activity analysis instrument. It

incorporated many of the categories of the NCHEMS Faculty Activity Analysis

Survey but substituted their request for disbursement of time by hours worked

with a request for work hours to be reported as a percent of workload. Percent

of workload teporting was critical to the success of the faculty activity

analysis survey. It was learned from the completion of the Resource Allocation'

Survey that faculty had extreme difficulty estimating time devoted to an

activity in relationship to the amount of time in'a day or week. This change

in strategy of requesting percentages to be reported in combination with an

estimated work week resulted in a much more realistic perception of time.

This new form required reporting the percent of workload in sixteen

categories. Those categories and definitions were:

Faculty Activity Analysis - Category Definitions

1. Scheduled Teaching - All activities related to numbered courses

(degree and non-degree) in the current term such as lecturing,

tutoring, supervising laboratory course work, evaluating student

efforts, supervising assistants, etc.

2. Unscheduled Teaching - All teaching-related activities not asso-

ciated with numbered courses.

3. Academic Program Advisement - All activities related to giving

advice to students concerning course scheduling and academic

programs.
S.

4. Course and Curriculum Research and Development - Activities

related to teaching outside the current term.

5. Media Development - Activities related to the development of

video tapes, slides, films, tapes, etc.
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6. Specific Projects - Should have external end products; all research,

scholarship and creative work activities directed toward a definite

end product.

7. General Scholarship for Professional Development - All research,

scholarship and creative work activities related to keeping current

in a professional field.

8. Faculty or Department Administration - All supervisory or manage-

rial activities.

9. Departmental Participation - All activities related to active

participation on departmental (or equivalent unit) committees.

JO. College Participation - Task Forces, Faculty Senate, Special

Committees, etc.

11. Student Oriented Service - All activities related to general

contact with students.

12. Professional Service and Advice - All non-administrative activities

related to performance of assignments in, or consultation to, such

units as the library, counseling center, health clinic.

13. Institution Oriented Service - All activities related to fulfilling

institutional requests such as supplying data.

14. Unproductive Extracurricular Service - All activities related to

tasks currently performed but that should be carried out by compe-

tent .service personnel.

15. Professional Organizations - All activities related to participation

in professional organizations and meetings.

16. Paid Professional Service - All activities related to paid prof-

essional advice, consultations, and services to external agencies.
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The justification for the Faculty Activity Analysis project differed

allys11ght1y from the justification of the Resource Allocation survey. The

iusttfication is best described in the introduction of the institutional

reports compiled from the FacultyeActivity Analysis data. (Dube' and Oshier,

1979) Though the variety of missions, activities, and constituencies that

characterize our academic community is immense, each individual faculty and

d2partment telies to a great extent upon its faculty to motivate students,

transfer knowledge, and/or Perform research. It is upon the collective

shoulders of the College's faculty that the primary burdens of instruction,

research and public service fall. Because the faculty play such a vital role

within the College, it is vital that the college be able to.understand the

allocation of faculty time to different institutional programs. This alloca-

Lion has far-reaching implications on the institution's ability to perform its

designated missions.

The purpose of the study was three-fold:

1. To develop refined and standardized pvocedures for analyzing

faculty activities.

2. To develop and refine techniques for collecting and reporting

data.

3. To eliminate the coatly and time7consuming duplication of data

gathering for various reports required by Central AdMinistration.

The explicit justification for each year's study rested upon 'wo basic

assumptions;

1. That distributions of faculty workload are related somehow to the

quality -F the learning environment created within the College.

2. That distributions of faculty workloads influence the cost of

producing the learning environment.
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Thus, the Faculty Activity Analysis is seen as a tool to allow investi-

gation of the cost of higher education at Brockport. While the results of this

survey do not eApress absolute values, they do express excellent approximations

of actual costs. the data, at least, presents the relative difference in costs

between units. The results of the Faculty Activity Analysis should.serve a

variety of uses, such as:

1.' Discovering what activities consume faculty time and energy.

2. Detecting trends.

3. Identifying inequities in load.

4. Obtaining assignment guidelines.

5. Establishing measures of output to support budget requests.

6. Supporting changes in staffing and curriculum requests.

7. Analyzing the range of responsibilities among faculty members.

A number of analytical questions miiht be asked in evaluation of the data.

Institutional planners and administrators may need as well as desire data -

concerning the following questions:

1. Are faculty efforts appropriately applied to the objectives of the

College?

2. How does the College know if the desired results have been obtained?

3. Is there a controllable relationship between faculty activities and

the desired results such that a decision-maker can redistribute

0

faculty resources Go obtain the existing level of results with less

overall resources or increase the level of results by better utiliza-

tion of existing levels of effort?

4, Do the relative prices of the various resources indicate that some

substitutions among resource groups can achieve the same level of

results at lower costs?

5. What can be done to improve the products of faculty analyses?
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With the 'new f(rm established we continued to collect the information on

a yearly basis, making only slight modifications to the form. While the yearly

information was providing guidance in the allocation and reallocation of re-

sources it was still a historical management resource for decision making. To

transform this historical reporting document into a projection or manipulation

resource instrument we needed a means by which the hisforical facts could,be

used to design future allocation of Cesources. The decision was made to

identify a set of comparable populations overtime upon which to conduct a

series of analyses.

Data Base

Faculty Activity Analysis surveys from 1972 through 1978 formed ehe total

information pool available. Since the first two years were a period of experi-

mentation,they have been omitted from the current analysis. The forms have

remained the same from 1974 through 1978, and this comparability is the major .

advantage of the data bas

Part time faculty have not been included in this analysis because of the

different functions they perform and the different proportions of time they

spend on various activities. Faculty with ranks of Instructor and Lecturer

have also been excluded because of their extremely small numbers.

The remaining data for analysis were the Assistant, Associate, and Full

Professor'ranks from 1974 through 1978. Population size6 were:

1974 1975 106 1977 1978

Assistant 150 :151 139 132 102

.Associate 129 130 135 136 127

Full Professor 103 113 113 107 114

'Total 382 400 387 375 343

These 1,887 surveys have been analyzed and the methods and results are presented

in the following section.
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Analysis and Results

Factor Analysis

This technique was used to analyze the.Faculty Activity variables to

discover the extent of redundancy present. Principal components ihnd factor

analysis procedures from the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences

(SPSS) (Nie, 1975) were used. Varimax rotations were performeu at ihe end of

each of these analyses.

Examination of the correlation-coefficient matrix preceding these factor

analyses showed extremely low'relationships among the variables. The Hie...ant

r value did not exceed 0.42. Thus, it was not surprising that the princip...

components and,factor analysis procedures did not provide meaningful results,

the first factors explained 10.9 percent and 19.7 percent of the total variance,

respectively. Rotated factor matrices did not align more'than one variable on

any one factor.
4

The conclusion was that the Faculty Activity variables were independent

and could be used directly ill the.discriminaac analysis without any modifications.

Discriminant Analysis

The Faculty Activity data base was examined in two different ways. First,

a series of analyses compared each of the faculty ranks separately throughout

the 1974 through 1978 period. Sec(nd, a series df analyses tested the relation-
.

ship among all three faculty ranks for each of the years. In all of these

analyses, the aim was to develop significant discriminant functions that distin-

guished between the faculty rank and year groups being studied. The variables

associated with each function were then used to develop doce concise group

profiles. As a validation of the discriminant functions, each of the indivi-

duals was grouped according tO the.discriminant 'scores. Actual and predicted

group memberships were compared, and a percentage of correct groupings

measured the rate of success.
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The first series of analyses examined Assistant, Associate, and Full

PrQfessors separately from 1974 through 1978 to determine changes in each of

these faculty ranks over time. The following tables present the major details

iof these three analyses, including explained variance and group profiles.

p
Separate Assistant, Associate and Full Professor

Discriminant Analyses from 1974-1978

Function 1 Function 2 Total Classification
..

Assistant 57.37. 28.8% 86.1% 28.67.

Asiociate 67.37. 23.97. 912% 23.77,

Full Professor 59.0% 25.17, 84.77, 29.67,

Assis6int Professor
Discriminant Analysis Croup,Profiles (Mean Values)

Variable

External Projects

Professional Development

Faculty/Dep't. Admin.

College Participation

Student Service

Institutional Service

1974 1975 1976 1977 1978

11.0 9.6 7.8 7.8 8.7

7.4 8.4 8.8 8.7 9.1

3.3 2.7 3.2 5.9 6.2

1.4 1.8 1.2 1.4 1.9

4.0 3.9 3.3 3.0 3.6

1.3 1.5 1.4 1.8 2.0

Student Credit Hours 271.3 361.8 300.3 260.1 249.2

Associate Professor
Discriminant Analysis Group Profiles (Mean Values)

Variable 1974 1975 1976 1947 1978.

Unscheduled Teaching 4.5 5.3. 4.6 3.8 4.8

Academic Advising 3.8 3.3 3.5 4.2 4.6

Department Participation 4.4 5.3 1' 4.6 4.5 4.3

Professional Service 1.4 1.5 1.1 1.0 1.3

Full Professor
Discriminant Analysis Croup Profiles (Mean Values)

Variable 1974, 1975 1976 1977 ' 1978

Scheduled Teaching 39.0 40.6 43.2 45.2 45.3

Media Developmdnt 1.3 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.6

Department Participation 4.6 4.0 3.6 3.4 3.9

College Participation 1.5 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.7

Student Service 3.6 2.4 2.5 2.7 3.2

Professional Service 1.8 1.4 1.0 1.2 1.3

Hours Worked Per Week 55.7 56.1 57.8 53.8 55.8
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These tables show that significant discriminant functions were developed and

that there was a fairly high percentage of explained variance. Low classifi-

cation percentages suggested that on a practical basis, it was very difficult

to distinguish between each of the faculty ranks over time.

Some general observations are that Assistant Professors have shown a

decrease in external project activity and in student credit hours generated.

There has also been an increase in professional development, faculty/department

administration, and institutional service activities. Associate professors

have shown a general inerease in academic advisinvactivities. Full professors

have shown a decrease in media development and an increase in scheduled teaching

and college participation activities.

The second seried of analyses examined all of the faculty ranks within

each of the five years to determine if differences existed between ranks over

time. The following tables provide the major details of these analyses.

Discriminant Analysis of Faculty Ranks By Year

Function 1 Function 2 Total Classificat4.,,n
,

1974 73.37, 26.7% 100.07. 50.37.

1975, 71.3% 26.77. 100.07. 49.07.

1976 72.57. 27.5% 100.07. 44.47.

1977 72.0% 28.07a 100.0% 42.47

1978 55.67. 44.47, 100.07 42.07,

Discriminant Analysis Croup Profiles (Mean Values)
1974

Variable Assistimt Associate Full

Unscheduled Teaching 5.1 4.5 3.5

Course Development 7.2 6.0 5.5

Media Development 0.8 1.0 1.3

Professional Development 7.4 9.0 9.4

Faculty/Dep't. Admin. 3.3 4.8 9.1

College Participation 1.4 2.2 1.5

Professional Service 1.7 1.4 1.8

iustitutional Service t . 3 1.6 1.8

Paid Professional Service 0.5 1.1 0.5

Hours Worked rer Week 59.5 58.2 55.7
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Discriminant Analysis Group Profiles (Mean Values)
1973

Variable Assistant Associate Pull

Unscheduled Teaching 4.6 3.3 3.7

Academic Advising 4.3 3.3 3.3

Faculty/Depit. Admin. 2.7 4.6 9.8

Department Participation ' 4.9 3.3 4.0
A

College Participation 1.8 2.5 1.8

Student Service 3.9 3.1 2.4

Paid Professional Service 0.4 1.0 0.6

Student Credit Hours 301.8 233.7 249.9

Discriminant Analysis Croup Profiles (Mean Values)
1976

Variable Assistaut Associate Full

Scheduled Teaching 44.9 42.7 43.2

Academic Advising 5.1 3.3 3.4

External Projects 7.8 10.3 106

Professional Development 8.8 8.0 10.2

faculty/Dep't. Admin. 3.2 6.3 7.0

Departeent Participation 3.2 4.6 3.6

College Participation 1.2 2.0 1.9

Professional Service 1.3 1.0 1.0

Extr.curricular Service 1.5 2.4 1.6

Student Credit Hours 300.3 283.6 238.6

Discriminant Analysis Group Profiles (Mean Values)
1977

Variable Assistant Associate full

Unscheduled Teaching 5:2 3.8 3.7

Academic Advising 3.0 4.2 3.1

Media Development 0.7 1.0 0.8

Department Paiticipation 4.9 4.5-

College Participation
,

1.4 2.6

.3.4

2.0

Professional Service 1.7 1.0 1.2

Institutional Service 1.8 1.3 1.4

Names Worked Per Week 36.4 36.9 33.8

Discriminant Analysis Group Profiles (Mean Values)
1978

Variable Assistant Associate 7U11

Uescheduled Teaching 4.8 4.8 3.3

Acadeeic Advising 4.6 4.6 3.7

Media Development O. 1.3 0.6

Collegs Participation 1.9. 2.3 2.7

Professional Service 1.7 1.3 1.2

Imstitutional Service 2.0 1.6 1.4

Professional Organisations 2.0 2.6 2.3
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4in 1974, unscheduled teaching, course d elopmert and hours worked per

week dcrease as the faculty rank increases. Media development, professional

development, faculty/department administration and institutional service in-

crease-as rank ilicreases. College participation and paid professional service

are highest and professional service is lowest for Associate Professors.

Faculty/department administration increases as faculty rank increases in

1475. Student service and student credit hours decrease as rank increases.

Unbcheduled teaching, department participation, college partiOpation and

paid professional service are higheet for ARsociate Professors, and academic

adyising is lowest for them.

)In 1976,.external projectA and faculty/department administra ion increase

with increasing faculty rank. Academic advisIng, department participation,

professional service and student credit hours decrease with increasing rank,

Assmciate Professors are lowest in.schcteuled teaching and professional develop-

ment, and highest in college participation and unproductive,extracurricaar

service.

Unscheduled teaching, academic advising, department participation and

institvtional service decrease with increasing faculty rank. AssoCiate pro-

fessors had the highest level of media development, college participation,

and hours worked per week and the lowest leyel of professional service.

In 1978, college participation increases with increasing faculty rank.

Professional service and institutional service decrease with increasing.5ank.

Media development and professional organizations are highest for Associate

Professors, while unscheduled teaching and academic advising are lowest for

Full Professors.

The classification results for each of the five years are much more en-

.ouraging than in the previous analyses. This suggests that.not only are these

significant discriminant functions, but that they can be used in the practical

application of grouping new individuals into the.existing faculty ranks.
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Summary

Some differences did exist between the activities of an individual faculty

rank over a series of years and the changes did show some patterns. The lack

of successful groupings meant that this is an *area to be monitored in the

future, but not one requiring a.continued research emphasis. Of interest is

that there was no similarity between the discriminating variables fur ASsist.,nt

and Associate Professors over the five year period. Variables for Full Pro-

fessors showed only slight similarity to each of the other ranks.

The differences between faculty ranks within a given year were quite

apparent. Over the five year period, the most common discriminating variables

between ranks were: unscheduled teaching, academic advising, media develop-

ment, faculty/department administration, department participation, college

participation, professional service and institutional sc.-vice.

In gener11, over the study period, the three faculty ranks can be charac-.

terized as followS:

1. Assistant Professors - Generally have highest levels in unscheduled

teaching and academic advising, lowest levels in media developmept

and faculty/depaitment administration, moderate to high levels in

department participation, lowest levels in college participation,

and highest levels in professional service and moderate in institu-

tional service.

2. Associate Professors - Ger...ally have moderate to high levels in

unscheduled teaching, moderate levels in academic advising, media

development and faculty/department administration, moderate to high

levels in department participation, high levels in college partici-'

pation, lowest levels in professional service and moderate levels

in institutional service.



I. Full Profes.:.ors - Generally have lowest levels in unscheduled teaching

and academic advising, moderate levels in media development, highest

levels in faculty/department administration, lowest levels in depart-

ment participation, and moderate levels in college participation,

professional service and institutional service.

The intention is to continue to examine these differences later in more

detail. Additional informaticn will be added in the future to make the analysis

more pre(Ase. Under consideration are the additions of tenure status, academic

division and departmental FTE student production. These variables should

provide the ability to establish a series of subgroups within each of the

faculty ranks to discover more about their activity profiles. Another

pospt4ility is to examine groups of individuals before and after tenure

approval or promotion to see how their activity profiles change after these

professional changes.
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A FACULTY FL0W MODEL FOR ESTIMATING

REALISTIC AFFIRMATIVE ACTION GOALS

by

Simeon1P. Slovacek
Cornell'University

This paper addresses the problem of determining what proportion of the
faculty a given affirmative group should be at various points in time.
It contains a derivation and mathematical proof of an algorithm which
expresses this proportion as a function of four quantities: the yearly

attrition rate of all faculty, the proportion of new openings each year
filled by the particular group, the maximum number of years faculty
stay in the system, and, of course, the year of interest. For predicting

the effects of changed policy the cdrrent proportion of the group is also
incorporated in the expression. The allorithm is most useful when applied
to a large faculty.

This relatively simplegtheoretical model seeks to unfold some of the
complexities in predicting progress toward affirmativ action targets.
Complexities arise, cr.' course, through falulty attri ion, retirement,
differential hiring rates and so forth. The model r lates these quantities
to providu more accurate predictiorI based on the lo ical relationship
among these several inputs.

The terms of the model are as follows:

Let
P =

Po =

a =

proportion of the minOrity group on the\faculty in year "y"

proportion of the minority group on the iaculty today - year O.

proportion of faculty lost through attrition per year

2 preportion of faculty retiring per year

= propo tion of the minority group filling new\openings each year.
Also this is the desired endstate proportion\

= maximum possible numberof years on faculty as\suming a fixed
retirement age. Also this is the number of years it would
take to reach equilibrium (P 0 if there weep no attrition.

\

\

y = year starting with 0 for current year, 1 for ne4 year and so
forth
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Then the proportion of the minority group on the faculty in year "y"

can be expr Ised as a function of the above quantities. Essentially, one

establishei /early minority faculty cohorts (i.e., faculty starting in 1979,

faculty starting in 1980, and so forth) each of which has faced attrition

for different lengths of time. The sum of these cohorts comprise the

current minority faculty.

By summing over all cohorts up to year "y" one can determine the

expected proportion a given minority group will be in year "y". The

model vAn be expressed in the following equation:

y N i - 1

P = w (a + r)(1 - a)

i = 1

(eq.1)

The rationale for the model in equation 1 is as follows:

We started out with no minorities. The term (a + r) is the proportion

of faculty replaced each year because of attrition and retirement. The

term w (a + r) is the proportion of minorities added to the faculty
i

each year. The term (1 - a)
- 1

individually adjusts each minority

faculty cohort for attrition according to the number of years (i)

the cohort has been here. Note there is no adjustment for retirement

since minorities are assumed to enter the system as newcomers who

won't retire for N years, and by then we will have attained equilibrium.

It is perhaps easier to visualize the model as a series of two sets

of cohorts moving through time.

166
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Proportions: Minority (Py)

Non-Minority (1-Py)

Year

0 1 2

0 w(a+r)

1 1-w(a+r 1-(above)

11

y

Consider the following non-fictitious example: The attrition rate is

1.39% ( a = .0139) and the maximum stay for faculty members is about 30 years

( N = 30) and the retirement rate is r = .0266. If we assumed there is an

insignificant or 0 proportion of women on the faculty today, what proportion

of thefaculty members would be female in chree years if we started hiring

equal proportions of men and women (w = .5).

1-w

3 < 30 i-1

P
3

2 ( .5) (.0139 + .0266)(.9861)

i = 1

3 i-1

= .02025 2: (.9861)
i=1

(eq. 2)

(eq. 3)

= .02025(.9861)0 + .02025(.9861) + .02025(.9861)
2

(eq. 4)
1

= .05991

In this example, the first term in equation 4 represents

the proportion of new women faculty hired this year. The second term is the

proportion hired last year adjusted for a year's worth of attrition, and

the third term is the proportion hired the year before last adjusted for two

years worth of attrition. (We've assumed attrition occurs at the end of each

year.) Essentially the model compounds attrition for each cohort, and tells

us who is left.
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There is a closed form of this summation which can be derived.

Closed Form of the Model :

y < N

recall Py = 57 w (a+r)

1=-1

since w(a+r) doesn't depend on i equation 5 becomes for y c N:

y < N
1-1

w(a+r) (1-a)

[1=1

the sum in brackets can be replaced by its closed form:

Proof:

w(a+r) ri 1 -
ry

L a J

s = z (1-a)

1=1

1-1

1 - (1-a)'Y

a

(eq. 5)

(eq. 6)

(eq. 7)

(eq. 8)

(1 - a) S = jil (1-a)(1-a)1-1 (eq. 9)
1=1

= (1-a)1 (eq. 10)

i=1

Using Power Series Expansion:
or-

S = (1-a)° + (1-a)
1

+ (1-a
2

) + (1-a)1 (eq.11)

(1-a) S = (1-a)1 + (1-a)2 + (1-a-1+ (1-a)Y (eq.12)
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S - (1-a)

S (1-1+a)

= (1-a)° - (1-a) Y

= 1 - (1 - a)Y

S=
a

= w. (a + r) [ (1-al

a

(eq. 13)

(eq. 14)

(eq. 15)

(eq. 16)

It turns out, as one might suspect, that the attrition rate and

the retirement rate are not independent. After 30 years of cumulative

attrition, a given cohort retires. Therefore we can express the

retirement rate as the proportion of the "30 years in the system" cohort

who survive to retirement age. Thus we can employ equation 1 to solve

for the retirement rate:

r = (a + r) (1 - a)N (eq. 17)

r - r ( -a )N 2 a (1-a)N (eq. 18)

r (1 (1 - a)N) = a (1 - a)N (eq. 19)

r = a (1-a)N (eq. 20)

1 - (1-a)N

Substituting for r in our model (eq. 16) we find:
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P = a + a(l-1)N ( 1 - (1 - a)Y (eq. 21)

)
_a)N

.

\
P = w (a(1-(1-a1N) + a (1-a)N 1-(1-a)- (eq. 22)

P = wa/

(l_a)N ) a )

A
(1414N (j4)N\

Y
1 - (1-a )N

(eq. 23)

P = w (1- (1-a)Y (eq. 24)

k 1 - (1-a)
N)

Thus the proportion of women in years y can be expressed as a function

of year (y) , hiring rate (w), and maximum number of years in the system(N).

Suppose for the moment the initial proportion of women was not

zero (P
0
4 0) . A modification to the model can be developed which

tracks the current proportion of women. The modification would have to

decrement this initial proportion representing historical policy, at the

;ame rate which it increments the proportion of new hires under the new

policy. Since the rate is given by the teflm in parenthesis in equation 24 ,

+he initial non-zero proportion or cohort ages in the following manner:

0
-P = P (eq. 25)

1 - (1-a)N

'he complete model thus becomes

P = P
0

(1 - 1-(1-0Y + w 1- (1-a)Y (eq. 26)

/ 1- (1-a)N /

or
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Thus we now have a, model (eq. 7) which predicts affirmative action

progress for ara subgroup - males, females, and minorities alike. All

,one needslo know is the initial proportion of faculty the affirmative

action group is, the attrition rate, and the maximum number of years

faculty stay in the system.

One of the simplifying assumptions is that the attrition rate is

constant over each age cohort. Clearly, this oversimplifies the plight

of assistant professors who leave because of failing to achieve tenure.

The model can be manipulated to handle the situation of assistant

professors separately. In fact, it is probably better to divide the

faculty into non-tenured and tenured groups and apply the model separately,

but this is a topic for another paper.

SPS/vs



SKETCHES OF INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH AT A COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Carl E. 'Feigenbaum

Brookdale Community College

IP

1. /Introduction. The key value to our thumbnail sketch panel dis-

cussion, talking about sharing ideas, problems, etc., is the perspective

provided by variety--what we, in our various environments, job descrip-

tions, lines of command, and budgets are doing in the wide-open area of

I.R., and thus what we can share, relate to, discuss.

This understanding provided by perspective is a healthy thing. I.R.

among the communitY colleges in New Jersey ranges from a $3 million 15-man

AIDP staff project to a one-man shop simply buying into the State Educa-

tional Computer System. And I'm suve that similar variety exists here.

Speaking of perspectiven-I recently participated in a conference,

sharing a discussion with Prairie View Community College. In preparing my

talk, I concentrated on how we had established e pretty extensive assess-

ment system, considering the available resources, listing a wide range of

activities and generated 'reports. It was only when I met my fellow

presenter at the conferehce that I found out that he was part of the Dallas

County Community College District with a total enrollment of 45,000 and a

research budget of millions. However, I found that our audience profited

from both our discvssions.

FOLLOW-UP SURVFY. The first study I'd like to discuss today was re-
,

cently completed under a grant funded'by the New Jersey Division of Voca-

tional Education. This was a special follow-up study of our Vocational

Program graduates (earning terminal Ae4.S. degrees, designed for immediate
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job entry) who immediately uPon graduation transferred to baccalaureate

study at a four-year college.
1

For assessment and evaluation purposes, Brookdale collects and ana-

lyzes a variety of outcome measures. One part of this system (which I

will diltuss later) is an extensive survey system that collects outcomes

measurements from its graduates. Nine months after graduation, each

graduate is asked to provide measures of job/college status, satisfaction

with his/her status, satisfaction with Brookdale'stpreparation, and satis-

faction with personal growth made as a result of his/her BCC experience.

These outcomes are collected, analyzed, and reported on, and.then become

part of the general evaluation process of our Educational Services.

However, when analyzing such outcomes measures for educational assess-

ment, planning, and curricula development, there has been d rather defi-

nite dichotomy imposed between graduates of Transfer programs (A.A./A.S.)

and graduates of careir-oriented Vocational programs (A.A.S:/Certificates).

It is thought, State law dictates, and curricula are so constructed, that

a Transfer degree program is to provide earnable credits that can be trans-

ferrable vo a baccalaureate degree program, with little qr minimum train-

ing in specific job skills, which is the province of the upper division

college. A Vocational program, on the other hand, is to develop job

skills and knowledge for entry into a chosen career, with inclusion of a

minimum of General Education ciedits that are not necessarily transfer-

rable to a four-year college.

It h'a's been found, in our survey studies, thft this dichotomy does

1

not adequately describe the postgraduation activities of our graduates.

In 1976, 44 (30,3%) of 145 Vocational program graduates who responded to
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the Nine Month Follow-Up indicated that they were currently enrolled in a

four-year college. In 1977, 57 (25%) responded that they had enrolled in

a baccalaureate program.

These outcomes on postgraduation status raised important questions

about the basic assumptions of our evaluation system., our curricula

objectives, and possibly our educational mission. Are we truly meeting

. the objectives of our Vocational graduates? Whj are they continuing theli

education so soon after gradUation from their "terminal" program? Are-

they returning to school because we did not prepare them adequitely for

job entry? °Are they'returning to school because the job market was

closed off and ttiey had to seek neW career paths? Are,they returning to

school because.they chdnged their job objectives andOife style plans,

. -

. even though they were aslequately preparltofor a job in an open field? Are,

the job molds for particular .careers becoming so specialized/detailed that

our training programs 01 have to be extended and enriched, to the level

of baccalaureate degrees?

Will A.A.S. programs become'lower-level transfer units of baccalaure-

ate four-year Vocational programs? Will the,continued transfer trehds,

aided by the apparently easy transfer of Vocatfonal program c-edits, mean

the gradual.change in mission, content, and place of two-year Vocational

programs?

The primaey purpose of our study was to hold personal interviews with

all BCC Vocational program graduates of AY 1977-78 who were locatable in

New Jersey, asking them a series of questions:

What were your original objectives in coming to study at BCC?

What are your educational objectives now, at your current school?

4



Why have you developed these objectives?

How well did BCC meet your objectives for coming to Brookdale?

A second objective was to create a standing network, channel of com-

munication, with the four-year colleges in New Jersey. Me proposed to

establish this channel with the schools to gain wider access to a larger

number of graduates not locatable in our earlier survey effort.

Through introductory letters and phone calls, we explained to iporo-

priate officials (Registrars, Directors of Admissions, Directors cf Com-

Outer Center) of all four-year public and privute colleges in New Jersey

the natpre, purpose, and scope of this project. We Initially requested a

listing of all BCC graduates who were currently enrolled at each school,

by name, address, phone number, Social Security number, number of credits

applied for transfe, and number oficredits accepted for transfer. For a-

variety of reasons (onfidentiality, unavailability) we whittled down our

requests to name and address, but even then we received these basic data

from only four of the 27 colleges solicited. (Five colleges reported no

BCC graduates attendin, so the total number of colleges involved was 32.)

Though we were able to meet most reservations made against releasing such

information, though we aSsured them that all labor burdens would be as-

sumed by our project staff, and though we followed up two times by tele-

/
phone, only four schools were able to provide the data requested

Reasons for inability to comply with our requests runs as follows:

No BCC graduates attending 5

No response
0,

5

Data nat systemized for access 4

Data on information system but not currently

accessible 5
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Data on system and accessible but no personnel
available 2

Restrictions due to concerns about confidentiality 7

Responding 4

32

Just a note: a standing articulation system would be of great help

to both levels--community college and four-year college. We have not.had

much success in New Jersey; one transfer study done .by the State did not

pleate the four,vear colleges because it showed the transfer students

from the comm4-:ty collegei doing better at the four-year colleges than

the indigenous students.

In terms of assessment of BCC preparation, we found that 15 (50%)

graduates came to earn an -A.A.S. degree as a step to a 8.A., that 11

(36.7%) came to get a degree for job entry. As a measure of met objec-

tives, we examined.th current objectives of study at four-year colleges:

4 (13.3%) are currently studying for entry into an allied career field;

16 (53.3%) for advalwement in a current job field, 2 (6.7%) came for up-

grading of job skills. Of the 8 (26.7%) who reported that they were .

studying for entry into a new career field the given reasons were: no

openings in current field (1), did not like current field (2), and

greater opportunities in new field (3). There was not one instance of a

grad listing poor BCC preparation or other program deficiency as reason

for developing new educational objectives. We concluded that Brookdale

did meet these peoples' educational objectives in terms of their inten-

tions for coming to study at BCC.

In terms of new educational objectives, it appears that sizeable
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numbers of these Vocational program graduates had clearly ankfaipatee

baccalaureate study as a not-too-distant element of their echicational.,

plan. That those giving the objectives of Job Advancement, Skills Up-

grading, and Earning a B.A. did enroll so soon fter graduation suggests

that they had study at four-year schools as fairly immediate steps. And

as such, we can wonder why they studied for their A.A.S. degree, if not

to obVin something that could tide them over in their employment until

they did earn their Bachelor's degree.

Transfers of credit do not seem to be a problem.. Data Obm this .

study substantiates the existence of the "reverse pyramidic in.whichIour-

year colleges are accepting for credit those skill courses that they Dee

to be teaching as part of the upper division of the baccalaureate program

and are teaching these graduatei the general education courses that are

the preserve of the low2r division program.

Counseling services have to be improved, in terms of offering trans-
4

fer and job market advice to prospective graduates of both Terminal and

Transfer degree programs. To some extent, counselors will.have to show

their advisees that they are'knowledgeable and concerned, as many gradu-

ates reported that they did not even consult them, valuing their instruc-

tors' advice instead. ,

DEGREE AUDIT SYSTEM. The second topic I'd like to discuss is our

establishment of a Degree Program Audit System that will collect a wide

number of outcomes measures--short-term, long-term longer-term--on each

of our programs. We are a sizeable community college--FTES of 2695 Fall

term, headcount of 9761, 25 degree Programs, total college budgf(t of

$13,400,000. But the Office of Research, Evaluaticn, and Planning is a



small outfit, with two profes,Aonals and one nonacademic research assistant.

Second, our share of the total College budget is .3%. We c t have ex-

tensive interface with the College's computer center (and sometimes, we

have ho interface at all). And lastly, we are on a daily basis so busy

that we don't have tiTe to see the forest for the trees.

In nuts and bolts terw, we are essentially a production team that is

responsible for generating certain production reports, evaluation surveys,

and special assessment studies corducted along the time line of our aca-

demic calendar. As the Office of Research, we are accountable to the

President, though most of our reports are for the Vice President for Edu-

cational Services, who heads a separate division. We need support service$

of computer services, print shop, mail room, Instructional Developmental/

Laboratory, Public Affairs, in order to get our job done; and thus we/ave

to juggle resources end bide time, waiting to get all our compon2nts tied

together.

In nuts Pnd bolts terms, we collect as measures educational outcomes

that result from our instructional/counseling/support/administrative ser-

vices. But there is also a skeleton, a backbone to our flesh; and that is

the educational philosophy of the school, the goals and mission. .The

bones give structure to our evaluation reports.

We are learner-centered, based on the belief that the student who en-

rolls today is coming to learn to the best of his/her abilities. He/she

is not to be penalized for past performance or educational background.

Corollaries are that the student should be able to learn at his/her own

ate, in his/her own style, up to his/her best abilities.
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As such, to accommodate these beliefs, we are multi-media in orienta-

\.
tion, offering a variety of learning alternatives. In order not to punish

for past performance or educational background, we have no punitive grad

ing, no failing grades. For thocx not able to meet learning objectives in

a term, we offer continuing grades--DCR--to give time needed to;complete

those objectives in thejollowing term.

We are based on the mastery of learning, that successful learning is

based on the meeting, by the student, of certain basic competency measures

in each and any subject matter discipline. And, to evalulte this educa-

t .,31 system, the various blocks of our system are:

Opening Term Enrollment Report

Faculty Load Report

Achievement Report (academic achievement for past term, arrayed
by important variables)

. Cumulaitive Achievement Report (academic achievement of :Audent
since term of entry)

Grades Issued Analysis

Deferred Credits Repert

Student Progress Regulation Report (academic probation report)

Students Lacking Basic Entry Skills Report

.Degrees Awarded

Retention Characteristics Report

Nine-Month Graduate Follow-Up Survey

Employers Surve.;

Twenty-Eight, Month Craduate Follow-Up Survey

Contipuation (A.trition) Survey

Student Attitude :orvey



Follow-Up Study on Students Not Succeeding in Basic Skills
Courses.

There are, however, as there always will be, bugs and limitations to

our system. One general problem area is that of imposing a machinery on

an idiosyncratic educational system full of quirks and catches. Another

major problem area is that of basic system deficiencies.

We have no smooth articulation with Computer Services. It reports to

a separate Division, with very little accountability to the general

College and certainly not to us. One example is the receipt by Research

of the SPSS software package with a "Here it is, we can't help you because

we don't know anything about it and we are not going to try." So now I

am the only SPSS authority on campus.

And finally, I have been here two years, I have just gotten the total

system up, and J don't have a feel yet for how well our Evaluation and As-

sessment activities are institutionalized. I don't know yet what data

are used, by whom, for what purposes, and when. This is the basic defi-

ciency of the system, and fortunately or unfortunately, one to which I will

get the answer pretty soon.

EVALUATION OF BASIC SKILLS PROGRAM. The third theme is Evaluating

Developmental Skills Programs (Remedial Programs). What I would like to

presentshere is a rough description of the various considerations/factors/

vdriables that go into evaluating a Developmental Skills Program at the

community college level. I'm going to outline not a formal research-

evaluation design but rather a delineation of major variables/assumptions

that shape our program and the resulting evaluations of its effectiveness.

Grookdale Community College is an open-door institution. As a

1 SO
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comprehensive comunity college, we are open to all those who wish to

seek college level education, regardless of their prior educational ex-

periences or the length of time which has elapsed since last attending

school. Consequently, students may come to BCC lacking basic skills

normally learned in some other prior educational experience. And.in

order to offer such students the opportunity to succeed, we offer a pro-

gram of Developmental Studies. As an open-door school, we have to help

all our students make the most of their educational experfence, for they

are coming to BCC to learn and we don't want to penalfze them now for

prior educational accomplishment in the past.

In philosophical term's, I debate with myself whether the Basic) Skills

mission in the community.college is different in degree or kind from the

mission of the secondary school and liberal arts education of the fours-

year college. We are all playing catch-up, but as a community college we

have a student body that comes on its own to learn,lor its own purposes

that vary from getting a.degree to taking a course for skill upgrading to

taking a course for personal development. And in developing an evaluation

scheme, we have to ask "How.are our students doing as a result of their

Developmental Courses?" and possibly take into account the type of school

population we have with their differing educational objettives. We have

students whd are educationally disadvantaged, economically disadvantaged,

have a different language, are returning to school after a twenty-year ab-

7,ence, are poorly prepared in their prior educational experiences.

And how do we evaluate the effectiveness of the Developmental Skills

Program that is set up to help them? For the past two years, we have been

weiah_ing_ various_ measures to he used, and these measures fall into three



major areas of Concern:.

Is the purpose of our program to help the student achieve a basic

functioning level in the skills of reading, writing, and math? If so, is

evaluation a matter of having the faculty decide on minimal competency

standards and then see how many students can meet these requiremeats and

thus pass the course? Is the purpose of the Developmental Program to get

students to meet course requirements of specific remedial courses and con-

sider the effectiveness of such in terms of numbers passing and failing?

What then is the standard-lormative or competency-based? Does it matter

how many terms it takes for individuals to meet basic requirements? Does

it matter in what,sequence, or with what corequisitesi or with what other

courses the student took with the remedial courses? We collect measures

of how students meet course requirements on our courses. Thus, for Fall

Term 1978, 687 people were enrolled in ENG 100, Of whom 405 completed the

course (59%), 18 took a deferred env.ellment
4

(3%), and 264 did not complete

the course - fail (38%). In RCA, 465 were enrolled,*257 compfeted (55%);

41 deferred (9%), and 167 did not complete (36%). In MTH, 515 were en-

rolled, 171 completed (33%), 88 deferred (17%), and 256 did not complete

(50%).

Is the basic purpose of Developmental Courses to enable the student

to Succeed at his/her studies as a college student, rather than the more

limited one of passing certain course requirements? Does the effective-

ness of our program consist of the'number of students, 1ackin9 basic

skills upon entry,who persist in their college study? Does attendance

in Development Skills reduce attrition, improve retention? There are a

variety of reasons other than academic difficulties that affect



persistence, The educationdlly disadvantaged are usually the economically

disadvantaged, and this introduces external variables of financial, employ-

ment, transportation, and child care difficulties% How do we account for

these?

We collect and report on persistence. For example, for students

starting study in Spring Tfirm 1978, 71 scored below cut-off in Writing.

Of these 71, 43 (60.6%) enrolled in the Developmental Courses. Of these

43, 32 pissed and of these 29 (90..6%) returned for further study. Of the

11 not passing, 5 (45.4%) returned and 6 did not. There were 28 not en-'

rolled (39.4% of the 71 scoring below cut-off) and of these 15 (53.6%)

returned while 46.4!; did not.

If the purpos2 of Basic Skills courses is to help succeed in college

study, then should succesS be expressed in terms of persistence or in

terms of what and how Much is actually learned? What is an acceptable

level of performance, to indicate an effective basic skills program? Do-

we have to control for ability, for cotp.se load, course sequence, program

major?

We are still working on our basic reporting-evaluation instrument for

measuring the effectiveness.of our Developmental Cudrses. We have: a

series of reporting components, of evaluation reports, and,s our purpose

is really to assure that our students are benefiting from our services

(i.e., reporting rather than research), I envision a series of reports

making up our system, with additional reports generated to meet new situa-

tions.

1,83
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The Assessment of the Quality of Student Life

Robert F. Grose

Amherst College

INTRODUCTION

Earlier papers here and elsewhere have reported the development of

a variety of techniques to assess selected aspects of student living. My

current report is in the form of a set of progress notes which I wnuld

like to share with you, not as anything definitive but rather to indicate

some of the att.Apts we have made and very possibly some bad habits that

We are acquiring.

There does seem to be a contagious epidemic of questions.spreading

across the country and lodging most,frequently.in bodies of higher edU-

cation. We are finding that we must fend off nuMerous'inquiries about

student "life" from all sides. For one reason oranother, this past

spring we ended up with three overlapping questionnaires for students in,

as many months. (I have,even been honored by a pleasant parody student

questionnain concocted by our local humor group which they recently

foisted on the student body.) The ac6ompanying samOle pages of question-

naires serve as both negative and positive examples. We reported .earlier

on the Cycles Surveys which follow many of the items developed by Daniel

Kegark at Hampshire College. The Quality of Undergraduate Life Question-

naire overlaps with that but depends upon certain interests of aspecial

committee at Amherst with interest in the progress of coeducation, in

sexual discrimination, the nature of racial discrimination on the campus,

satisfaction with housing for stvdents, and questions.of social life and



fraternities. The third has been developed by Robert Pace at the Center

for the Study of Higher Education at UCLA and was reported to some extent

at the San Diego AIR meetings. (Full copies of the first two question-

naires may be obtained from the author; the College Student Experiences

Scale is available from Dr. Pace at the Higher Education Research

Institute.) For now I would like briefly to touch on the goals of such

investigations, the benchmark problem, the use of open-ended questions,

pas_sible_ot6er measures, a word about methods of analysis and the

.

question of comparisons.

GOALS AND PURPOSES

. Why should we be concerned with.the morale, satisfaction, or "quality

of life" of our students? These appear to be a set of intervening

variables. What complicates matters is that certain qualities of student

life may be looked upon predominately as the input side in which we are

asked to study the effects of certair aspects of student life upon other

variables, academq performance for example. Secondly, we find that the

.qualities of student life are looked upon as moderator or 'environmental

variables, perhaps even process variables, that modulate the major

planned learning experiences. (At least as hoped for by college Catalog

language.) Finally, the quality of student life can appear as output or

as our dependent variable when we are interested in certain'programs that

affect the improvement of conditions and responses of our students.

fn recent years, higher education institutions have shown a greater

concern about students' lives in oruer to provide what is needed to bring

themAo the campus and to keep.them on the campus, sufficently pleased to

continue their studies (and thus, we hope, their learning). It may not



be for the most altruistic reasons we are concerned; we need students to

survive. Students, particularly in the Sixties, have made known to us

their own concerns for the ways in which they live.

But what will our information about the qualities of student life

provide for decision makers? I find several:

A. The development of the applicant as a consumer has brought with

it more probing questions about what "it really is like" to be at a

particular college or university, living as well as study g. The buyer,

our student, wants to know more about the characteristics of "the

commodity" for which he or someone is going to pay, both in time and

money.

B. The tremendous increase in interest in the evaluation of the

quality of programs of institutions bringi with it both concern and

demand for sophisticated knowledge, as well as broadened accountability.

Ce. Very probably a major reason is the matter of "retention manage-

ment," not only for recruiting students, but also for maintaining them on

the campus. We are beginning to emphasize the nature of the student's

existence on the camps as it might relate to attrition.

D. There is of course the general curiosity of students, faculty,

and administrators to say nothing of alumni about "what is really

happening," and the needs to dispel rumors are frequent. Moreover, when

information fs published about one campus, a number of queries arrive as

to how that same set of characteristics can best be desLribed on our own

campus. The media act as many of the multipliers.

E. One very useful function, too, is that of the anticipatony

reference point. Information on the characteristics of the quality of
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student life can sme as bench marks for future comparisons and evalu-

ation. By having repeated measures on morale or on particular aspects 1

of satisfaction and opinion, the later impact of social %vents, of new

administrative policies, of a changed student body, or of innovative

, curriculum changes can better be gauged in reference to initial levels.

(Daniel Kegan cafied these measures "soundings" and I rather like that

metaphor as the college craft moves in and out of the shallows, reefs,

and deep water4

BENCH MARKS OF OTHER KIND6

In examining the quality of undergraduate life in its many facets,

and in asking questions of students as to their satisfaction and

intensity of feeling, we Often must do without anchoring points. Com-

parative institutional research is valuable for these purposes.

What really might be our expectations for how many students are

going to be satisfied at a particular time. What results might we get

if we asked the general public or students in secondary school, or those

in another country how %atisfied" they were, or what is the "quality!

of their lives. Just what kind of place would we have if everyone were

completely satisfied? What would be the tensions for growth and creativ-

ity?

Moreover, what are the likely maxima and minima that would be accept-

able or could be expected? Variability itself also forms one of the

significant features of the pool of judgments of a group of students.

When Amherst students describe their College environment on the Pace

Scalos, there is fairly great agreement on the degree of emphasis on

academic and intellectual qualities, but as for aesthetic, expressive and

11
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creative aspects, the.e is much wider dispersion to be found. We may

even find an occasional rectangular or "U" shaped distribution in some

data; there is no reason at all to expect the magic normal distribution.

One sometimes feels rewarded that one has finally chosen some salient

questions when one can produce rather jagged or multimodal distributions

of student response.

OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONS

We are only beginning to find ways to deal with.a) the important

affective responses of students and b) their communicating those feelings

to us. We all have used open-ended questions in various ways. One of.my

favorites has been one also suggested by Daniel Kegan. It follows the

tradition of sentence completion tests or other projective techniques.

I have shared some of these already with some of you tut just to give the

flavor, here are some responses in.the Cycles Survey this past spring.

Selected student responses would be as follows:

"About Amherst, I feel: Ambivalent.- Granted such an ideal and euphoric a

situation, why dol feel as bored and unsatisfied as I do?"

"Tired. At this point in the semester the year seek too long. One must
work hard. An overachiever surrounded by overachievers Must work
especially hard. But a self...respect and pride comes with the tiredness."

"Positively. Achievement of a 50/50 male/female.ratio soon is important:
We also could use 1 or 2 fast half-backs."

By judicious screening, one.can produce rather different impressiona.

I have used content analysis to get at both the tone and the content, but

this is not always satisfactory. Yet'the answers do have a flavor or

immediacy to themithat can be very helpful. With time, one can get a

pretty .good tense of the different features that amsalient and,can

attempt in fUture questionnaires to incorporate factors, characteristics,
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or events that were mentioned frequently.

VARIETIES OF MEASURES

As studies of the college experience continue, we should be develon-

ing a breadth of techniques for expressing different features of under-

graduate college life. The examples here cited all come from question-

naire materials, and we must keep in mind sbme cautions. We generally

do not have independent evidence the students actually know some of the

items requested or can recall them accurately. Even if they do.know,,we
J.

cannot 5e certain that they would wish to reveal them frank:), to us for

the study idquestion. The auspices under which questionnaires are sent

may determine in good measure not only the kind of responses, but also

even the kinds of individuals choosing to take the timd-tb answer the

questions. For example, at Amherst a committee on the quality of under-
,

graduate life may produce sane bias in responses to it no matter what
A

sampling is attempted.

It should be recognized that these and other questionnaires in the

past have often attempted to discern what is wrong, uncomfortable, or

unpleasant about the student's life. Such questions may elicit exagger-

ation since if in investigator asks over and over again where something-

is troubling one, the usual respondent will attempt to accommodate and

to find something wrong to please the immirer, even thnugh much of his/

.her life may in general be quite satitfactory. (I finally rebelled and

asked students: "During this semester, what do you feel you have done to

improve the quality of life at Amherst?")

You have heard from other reports how successful continuing longitu-

dinal panel interviews'tan be. Witness the excellent work at SUNY
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Buffalo. I have seen less examination of student newspapersor the use

of student diaries, or the development of observers such as faculty or

parents.' One most useful procedure that we have used is students' best

estimates of how they spend their time. Pace has used this approach in

his material, you will notice, at least in terms of the frequency with

which something occurs.

.
METHODS OF ANALYSES

We found that the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences has

considerable merit.in allowing the quick appraisal c` frequencies and

percentages with the fairly flextble further examination by cross tab0-

. lation of any variable by any other to yiel., simple chi squares as well as

the very useful tables of frequehcies and,percentages.
.

A large chart showing by asterisks any significant chi squares for ,
r
.

each question by the cross tabulited variables turned out to be very

helpful for us. That is, if we did a cross tabulation by class (freshman,

sophomore, junior, senior) we sirly noted by one, twdk or three asterisks

increasin0 digrees of statistical significance and placed them in the t

(column against the appropriate uestion. By doing this with a ntimber of
.

crosscutting variables, we were able to discover some interesting patterns

and some leads for further data e amination.

Factor analyses and other pr:cedures for discriminant analysis could

be useful in reducing the facets 'of student reaction to fewer dimensions.

Techniques to highlight possible interactions canoalso help us as well.as
.

what is becoming known as exploratory data analysis and analysis of

qualitative data (AOD).

Perhaps, though, the journalist, the poet, the essayist will help us
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more than the computer digitator. Human patterns', or even vignettes, can

communicate more of many experiences than columns of figures. Eveh a

tape recording of students giving.their own views and suggestions might

be powerful,.

COMPARISONS,

It is difficult to interpret how a group of\students responds to some

aspect of their environment in quantitative terms: One way. is to examine

the degree of satisfactiohlwith a particular feature of the students'

environment in comparison to the satisfaction with other features present
.1

. at the same time. That one can look at the relative profile of dis-

Iforits and satisfaction at a'boint in time. For exampletbe material

fromH1979 Cycles indicates that there is a considerable difference tti

satfsfaction with ttie Amherst Security -Pogram as against,that with the..--/

food and food service. Some 92% were sadsfied With the Security Program,

at itast 'to some extent, whereas a comparable fIgure for food and food -,

service is tmly 48%. Either figure by itSelf would carry less information.

Another Set of comparisons-is found by comparing our students with

those at other institutions.- Such things as the Pace Scales, the Insti-

tutiondl Goals Inventory, or the American Council on Education Incoming

Freshman Inventory are useful in supplying those comparative data. An

example here is agair the Cycles Survey and the'studies thoughtfully

summarized.for the Five Colleges by Larry Benedict and Daniel Blythe

of.the University of Massachusetts, Amherst. Fqr example, satisfaction

with a particular support service such as Health Services is generally

very high except at one institution. Standard items in questionnaires

have a way of creeping ig soithat we can calibrate across different groups
,
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;

and across different campuses.

Perhaps as useful as any otherkind of comparison is the longitu-

dinal use of the same questions.ftom time to time. Again, this was

introduced by.Daniel Kegan at Hqmpshire College who used several common

questions each semester at Hampshire College.

Yet a fourth sort of comparison comes from asking the same or

similar questions to different samples in different questionhaires at

about the same time. We have done this'as a result of the particular

circumstances of last spring and found ourselves with three sets of data

asked oi different student samples in March, in April, and in May

successively.

One concern of the campus was the number contemplating transfer:

Was it going up? Were more women leaving than men? we do not always

have the sense to make sure we ask things in just the same way. In the

quality of uhdergraduate life questionnaire, the question was phrated;-

"Have you Seriously considered transferring to another college within the

last year?" 30% said they had. On the.other hand, when one asked the

same question substituting "during this semester" to a different sample a

little later, the Cycles 'Survey group indicated,only some 15% so respond-

ing. For the previous four years the percentage assenting to this

question whether they had se-iously considered transferring was also

between 13% and 17% during the semester in question.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

What are the useful dimensions of college student life? We do not

yet know. We are just beginning to discover what are the salient

features of the lives of college students that are related to their



0,

growth and development.

Nor are things as tidy.and nicely worked out as our graduate school

course in survey techniques or psychological tests would have us attain.

The overlapping, partially incomplete, fragmentary, and sometimes con-

flicting shards, of evidence are what the institutional research worker-
'

myst deal with again and again.

It is time-consuming, challenging, and often intriguing to attempt

to piece together these various fragments and to try to communicate to .

decision-makers as fairly and as clearly as possible the import of our

pieces of data for policy decision. We have to continue to find ways,

too, of uncovering our own biases and checking them when we can. We can

try to admit them in our reports whenever we can, and I hope we will

continue on our way as probing detectives, confident that even partial

knowledge does have a place in the .scheme of things and still hoping that

. better decisions will be made when ignorance can be reduced even 'a little.

1 93
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QUALITY OF STUDENT LIFE QUESTIONNAIRE - SPRING 1979 - AMHERST COLLEGE

Sample Page (page. 2 of 4-page questionnaire)

41. what lii-fors do you want most in living facilities?

-42. In this semesfar, how many hours a week on the average, do yoq spend fn Class? (Write-
number of hours) .

43. In this semester, how many hours a wiek on the average do you spend studying? (Write
number of hours) 4

44. In this semester, how many hours a week on the( average do you work in a paid job?
1Wr1te number of hours)

On the average, how many times ger week do you go to the Gym: 45. Snack Bar: 46.
Fayerweather Lounge: .47777Fost CIEFiry: 46. Fraternity house: (i.e. if nqT-1 resident
therein) 49. *Smit57 SO. *Mount HoTyoke: 51. *Hampshire: 52. U. Mass.: 53. Other
Places oUlide the Va1177: 54.- *Excluding travel for classes.

SS. In which dining room do you eat most frequently? 3) Garden; 4) West; 5) East;
6) Annei; 7) Vegetarian/Kosher dininTroom; 8) other or off-campus. (Write number)

56. To what extent do you eat with the see group? (Use extent scale)
57. dow many "casual" friends do you now hawe? 1) one to five; 2; six to ten; 3) eleven

to fifteen; 4) more than fifteen; 5) none. (Wite number for citegory)
58. Sow pany people do you consider to be your close (as opposed to casual) friends?

1) one to five; 2) six to ten; 3) eleven to fifteen; 4) mort thah fifteen; 5) none.
(Write number for category)

uhat percent of your close friends are:. (Write percent for each categOiy)
of the same sex: 59.; of the 4410 class (e.g. 1980,.1981): 60.; of a different
socTo-economic baaTround: 61.; of a different racial/ethninickground: 62.;
of a

64. Co you have a riend iTgirlfriend? 1) yes; 2) no.
---65. If yes, is he/s living 1) at Amherst? 2) at one of the other Five,0olleges? :

3) not on one of the campuses but within 25 miles? 4) beyond 25 but closer than
100 miles? 5) beyond 100 miles away? (Wits number) .

dd. How satisfied are you with the progres ,bf coeducation at Amherst? 1) very dis-
satisfied: 2) dissatisftedI 3 . _(MMO number)

67. To what-extent is there sex discrimination at Amherst? (Use extent scale)
RiWmany courses have you taken at Amherst that have been taught by Keen faculty? 68.
Sy men faculty? 61.

Now many Five arege interchange courses have you taken that have been taught by women
faculty? 70. By men faculty? 71.

72. problems do you peallve women students experience that aro different from
those of men students at Amherst?

73. Who: prOblems oo you perceive men students gaper ence that are different Tram time
of women students at Amherst?

plessa circle for each item the number of the category that best describes tne composition of
grottos with wnom you usually Participate:

with men mostly men, mixeo mostly women, with it
only a few women equally a *ew men yomen only varies alone

74. eating meals '1. 2 3 4 i 6 7
75. partying 1 2 3 4 5 6, 7
76. going to a movie,

concert, play 1 2 3 a S 6 7
77. watching sports events 1 - - 2 3 4 S 6 7
78. participating in

extracurricular activ.1 2 3 4 2 .5 6 7
79. engaging in bull

. sessions 1 2' 3 4 5 6 7
80. studying

,
1 , 2 3 4 5 6 7

81. To what extent do you speak up in class? (Use extent scale)
---82. have you Personally witnessed any instances of sex discrimination at Amherst this

year? 1) yes; 2) no. (If yes, would you describe briefly?

93. Uhat de re think will most help to cOmplete the College's transition to a coedu-
cational college?

84. w.ow woul you.couracterite the current social TTfe at Amherst 061-Tege?
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CYCLES SURVEY
Amherst, Hampshire,Maunt
Aolyoke, Smith Colleges
University of Mass.

"SAMPLt PAGE

(Page 1 of 2-page questionnaire)

co"

April, 1979

AHHERST COLUGE

we re trying to ',chat sore about what living at Aeherst.is-like and what types of changes
occUr over a pertod of tine. we need your help in answering the following questions which focus
on your experiences within the past two weeks, and in some cases, throughout yhe spring semester.
P1ease oepLee this survey today and return it to 'CIA, lox 13, via College sail. Thank you
for your assistmce: (Your prompt response will save us the task of a follow-ap mailihg.)

Robert F. Grose

Office of Institur.onal Research

pr questions 1-18 please use this sAinsucnom SCALE for your response:
I 1) very dissatisfied 2) dissatisfied 3) satisfied 4) very satisfied

1. During the past two weeks, how satisfied have you been with your Amherst experience?
2. During the past two weeks, how satisfied have you been sitlayour academie experience? ,

How satisfied Wm you been with your academic advisor this semester?,}i.--....1.

How satisfied have ro. been with rour academic progress Ln the pan two weeks?
How satisfied have you been with rour social experience during the past coo weeks?

i. 30* ..tisfied have yau been with your housing experience during the past two woeks?
How satisfied have you been with the physical aspecti of pur pieseurdonitory/house/
residence daring the past two weeks?

3. maw satisfied have you been with the attitudes and behavior of the other people La your!
4ormitory/house/resi4ence during the past two weeks? *

q How satisfied bre rou with the'progress of coeducation at Amherst?
10. How satisfied are you with fraternities at Amherst?P---

Ill. How satisfied have you been with security on the compus?
12. How satisfied hive you bees with career guidamce sod counseling at Amherst?
13. How satisfied have rim bees with persomal counseling services at Amherst?
14. How satisfied are you with the Amherst College health Sorriest?
1S. How satisfied km you bees with the legistnes/boonds Mtge?

---16. How satisfied hove you bees with the lihrnry resources mod *Mice. stillborn?
17. Hew satisfied are yam with the feed end food service at Ahern College?
8. How satisfied hare you beem with 00.athietic fasilitioi7ind opportonities?.....

..

. .
ew ............................MMMIONINNIMIDINIPM.10
For questions 1941 please use this MINT SCALS for your respomies

0).0orrelevent or did not participate 3) to some 'nen
-- --1)-to-a-very little-extent 4] to a greet extemt

2) to a little Me= 3) to a very greet extent

rtrE: 'Please respond to the following questiias in context of the PAST TWO MSS.......- ..... ......--...............--..............-.-..--...........................
9, I feel t have influence witch. things that happen to as at AMINtst.
0. I like myself.
1. I have been able to participate La end =vete fan while completing my necessary work.

22 I have usually been enesgetic snd enthusiastic.
k 23. i hsve boon ironing of people.
; 24. I have felt lonely.

S. I have felt isolated from most bf the people at Amherst.
L__26. I have Ilked the peopl I live with the past two weeks.
I 27. I have a commitment t an organised group, e.g. orchestra, athletic team, Amherst
re- Student, club. hpt groupt

extent are you satisfied with your average Amherst tours* (neither your best
nor.wmrst course)?

'During the past two weeks, to what extent have you bees involved in the fbllowing activities?
677:2111 . Intellectual . 30. Social 31. Physical

the past two weeks, to what extent have you learned Ln each of theme tbs.:rims?
.32. Latellectuel 33. Social $4. Physical

To,what extent de you prepare your cours assigmmemts prier to each clair
SL To what extent hare you encouateres .P.:trisdnation at Amherst?
37. To what extent have you escuuntend tiscrialuation at Amherst?
)4. Wring this senster, to what extent dc v r4e; faculty embers hove been respoosive to

student needs?
39. Outing this semester, to what extent do -4-44 feel that Student Government has both P

respOnsive to.student needs?
40. During this semester, to what extent do ;ins feel that taniaistratoTs have been

responsive to student needs?

4 ill);
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Sample from "College Student Eiperiences

(Page'5 of,8-pa
DIRECTIONS: In your experience at this collegi durine
the current school year, about how often have you done
each of the following) Indicate your response by filling in
one of the spaces to the left of_eachAtuagoentr_

Clubs and Oroanizetions

Lookeo in the student newspaper for notices
about campus ftents and student organizations.

Attended a program or event put on by a
student group

Read or asked about a club, organization. or
sAident government activity.

Attended a meeting of a club, organization, Or
student government group.

Voted in a student election
Discussed policies ano issues related to campus
activities and student government

C . Worked in some student organization or
soecial Projkt tpuyicatio(fs. student
government, social event. etc.).

0 Discussed reasons for the success or lack of
success of student Oats meetings, activities.
WOVWLa

.2 0 0 Worked cn a cornisee.
0 Met with a facultvWriser or administrator to

discuss the activities of a student organization.

O.

f

Experience in Writing

Used a .3.'t:Ondf V or t''esauru; to look up the
prover mean": of words.

ConsCioushr anCt.systernatiCally thought about
ammar, sentence struCtu re. oaf agraphs.

Aurd voice. and senurnce uf 'Gem or points
.ou were writing

.10 Vd.ote a rough .traft or a paper or essay and
revrseo it vourself before handing it in.

0 :ioent at tent five hours or more writing a
aper (not countidg.time spent in reading

or at the library)

: Asked other people to read something you
wrott icr see if it was Clear to them.

0 (tferred to a book or manual about style of
wr it ing. grammar. etc.

3 Revised a oape or composition two or more
times before you were satisfied with it.

0 0 AstrIO 'II instructor 'or advice and help to
impr.:ve your wrting.

Scale". Copyrighted by C. Robert Pace

e questionnaire)
I

t
DIRECTIONS: In your experience et this *allege OJAI
the current school veer, about hOw often here you done .
esch of the followimundinate_yous-tesponie-by-fillinuin
orse-sifihe *aces to the left elf eech statement.

pm

:0C.0
,000
_030
=0:0

Potions! Experiences

Told.a friend why yOu reacted to another
person the way you did.

Discussed with other students why some groups
-get along smoothly; and other groups don't.

Sought out a friend to help you with a pirrsonal
problem.

Elected a course that dealt with understanding
personal and social behavior.

Identified with a character in a book .or movie
and wondered what you ni gfr have done
under simiiar Circumstpnces.

I. 0 _.,- 0 Reed articles or books about personal
adiustrnent and personality development.

000 Taken a test to measure your abilities. interests,
or attitudes.

0 30 Asked a friend to tell you what he/the really
thought about you.

0000 Been in a group where each person, including
Yourself, talked about his/her personal problems.

0000 Talked with a counselor or other specialist about
problems of a personal nature.

Student AoatisintanceS

Made friends with students whose academic
major field was very different from yours.

3 Made friends with students whose interests
were very different from yours.

Made friends with students whose family
background (economic and social) *is very
different from yours.

0 Made friends with students whose age was
very different from yours.

0 Made fUends with students whose race was
different from yours.

Made friends with students from another
country.

%.,/Th020

Had serious discussions with students whose
philosophy of life or personal values were
very different from youri.

Had serious discussions with students whose
religious beliefs were very different from
yours.

Had serious doscussionawith students whose
political opinions were very differint from
vours.
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GradvInflation: A Review of_the Literature

Wendell G. Lorang

State University of New York at Albany.

4

Evaluition of student performance (grading) has long been a matter of

concern in, American higher education. "The first grading' in America was

descriptive, with comments on the character Of the student placed alongside

comments on the student's intellectual worthiness" (Mayville, 1975, p.6).°

With the introduction of new fields of study and the growth of the elective
C.

system, notions of acceptableoperfOrmance or achievement were bound toyary

and variety of grading formats resulted. Niimeric, alphabetic, Pass/Fail

and Plus/Minus grading were experimental with throughout the 1800s as faculty
a

attempted to4deal with their own discooient with methOds of grading (Small-

wood, 1935). Notice that it was the faculty who initiated change.. Students,

in the view of one historian of American higher education, "more orless ac-

cepted the subjective character of the opinions expressed concerning their

.intellectual.ability" (Smallwoodo.1935, preface).

In our own time, during the:1950s and early 1960s, concern was expressed

over the stability'of grades as the aptitude of the c011ege entrant pool in-
.

creased. "(F)aculties taken as a whole apparently awarded about the same

grades year to year whether their students were brighter)or duller than last

year's. student" (Baird and Feister, 1972).

In the mid-1970s, articles began to appear expressing concern over in-

creases in the amber of A's and B's awarded and in rising grade point aver-

ages. These concerns gained the public's attention through reports carried

in the popular news media. Sharp percentage increases in grades awarded were

cited for such well-known and prestigious institutions as Harvard, Stanford,

Dartmouth and Yale. Explanations, when given, often amounted to accusations
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of-cynicism, disaffection and leniency on the part of_faculty. Se source

Of the alarm.appears to be the belief that higher grades were either un-

earned or undeserved and that the historic role of grades and, indeed, of

higher education,' to "sift and sort" students for graduate school and ca-

.reers was jeopardized. Coming on the-heels of the turbulent-days of anti-

war activism, this concern served to focus critical attention on academic

standards and-the role of higher education in today's society.

Unfortunately, the assumptions underlying the charge of grade infla-

tion and supportable explanations for grade changes are rarely discussed.

This tasy acceptance of unchallenged assumption provides a uieful framework

Jar categcrizing the available literature. One portion of this literature,

including-numerous news media articles (though more.general education Jour-

nals are hot exempt), focuses on identifying the existence of grade infla-

tiOn. A second major group of articles attempts to understand or explain

wfiy the awarding of A's and B's has apparently increased.

In the first category, the mere existente of an inCrease in grades or

grade-point averages over time is sufficient to mertt the loaded phrase

"grade inflation." fhis judgement is made withuut reference to changes in

grading systems, student cnmposition, aptitude, fields of study or prior

preparation, much less the statistical reliability of the changes. For these .

authors, the smial oc educational significance of these findings is limited

to deploring the leniency of faculty gradino practicec and a concrn that high-

er education is forfeiting its role as the differentiator of student ability --

the sifter and sorter of America's yolh. Most interestingly, it has never

been suggested, accOrding to one reviewer, that faculty may be doing a better

job of teachirg or that students are learning more. The view that an increase

in grades reflects a decline in academic standards and not an increase in the
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effectiveness of the teaching enterprise betrays curinus attitudes of the
way

population towards higher education. Besides suggesting that higher edu7

cation may be hela in less esteem than one might hope, it may also indicate,

a predominant view of higher education's role in society as.that of a ere--

dentialling/certifying agent of students and not as imotivator and devel-

oper of intellectual interests and skiiis.

Most reports and journil articles on grade inflation focus on single

institufions. One.researcher, howevero.has been credited with documenting

grade inflation as a. national phenomenon. Based on responses from 134 in-

stitutions (28% of the number contacted) Juola (1974, p.2) concluded that

"These data certainly verify that grade inflation in higher education is

truly occurring and that it is a national trend."° He arrived at this con-

clusion; however, without addressing the representativeness of the sample,

determining the statistical significance of the grade point average changes

he found or recognizing, much leas controllinn for, differences in grade -

point average calculations over time and between institutions.

Suslow (1977) also has concluded from a survey of the leading 50 fed-
,

erally funded research universities (about half of whom provided ',sable in-

formation) that this trend is a national one. Despite their respective de-

ficiencies, these studies have nevertheless influenced perceptions of grade

inflation as a national trend.

Another disturbing aspect of this body of "identifying" literature is

the tendency to suggest unsupported explanations for the apparent increase in

grades. The comment of one author typifies much of the literature -- "Many

of the reasons suggested in this article are unmeasurable and general o the

point of speculation, but I believe they are nonetheless valid" (Davidson,

1975, p. 122).

-
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Birnbaum (1977) offers an excellent summary of these explanations,

. suggesting the following groups:

a

1 Major social cOnditions-affecting soci,ty in general

and higher education in narticular (e.g.,.student acti-

vism related to'Vietnam, the civil rights movement,

new management styles) ,

Changes in student behavior (e.g., better selected,

better prepared, harder working)

Changes in faculty behavior,(e.g., reluctance to eval-
,.

uate; more benign grading practices; and sensivity to

effectc on faculty evaluations, students' future suc-

lf
.cess, and department enrollments)
p.

'Changes in graljng policies (e.g.., different grading

options, like Pass/Fail; exclusion of some §rades from

grade point average calculations; varying withdrawal

policiev; policies which facilitate students' avoiding

lower grades) .

Changes in curriculum (e.g., reduction or eiimination

of required courses, the 'introduction of non-tradition-

al instructional methodologies, new niajors)

Changes in student demography (e.g., increases in the

number of minority enrollments, changet in the diitribu-

tion of students by sex andmajor).

These changes, as noted above, are often cited but rarely investigated.

The one exception-foi studies in the first category (those concerned with

identifying rather than understanding the phenomenon) is changes in student

behavior Some studies (e.g., Chetter, no date; University of Utah, 1976;
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Carney, et. al., 1978; Jaiobs,'JohnSon and Keene, 1978)!have compared

changes in grades with,changes in student aptitude. -Findinglhat stddent

aptitude, as Measured by some combination Of high ichool geides'anb

al admissions examinitfons, has declined while college grades have risen

strengthens their.conciusionithat grade'inflation exists. This chain of

reasoning has several flaws, however. Ffrst, the reaions.behind'the de-

cline in national test scores are fint understood. Moreover, these.tests

admittedly measure only quantitative and verbal aptitude and not diligence,

creativeness, motivation, confoftity and other traits which may influence

college success. indeed, test scores and.high schoot grades rarely aciount

for more th1n 25 - 35% of the variance-in actual college grades (Astin*, 1977).

Thus, not only is the decline in national test.score average not understood,

neither is there.rellable evidence that the national average of grades.has

risen. At any particular institution, grades may well have gone up (even

signific7tly) while test score averages for entering freshmen may have also

risen. Buteven if this were nOt the case, the relationship between grades

and test.scores is tenuous enough to caution against a hasty conclution.

Of the studies falling intO the second,..category*-- those that Otempt

to explain rising grades -- those conducted at Georgia State University, the

University of Wisconsin, Oshkosh ana eansas State University Are among the

best .

At Georgia StattoUniversity, research has been condOcted for several

years on the question of increasing grades and.factors Underlying these in-

creases. Pratber and Smith (1976) found "a tendency for the proportion of

higher grades to decrease as class size increased" (p.360), that "(p)art-

time teachers, instructors and graduate teaching assistants (GTAS) tended

to give higher grades" (p.358), and that "(c)ourses emphasizing quantitattVe

and factual learning tend to have asssigned lower grades. The higher grades
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are'6und in career-oriented courses, stich ass teacher training" (p.358).

4.

In another Georgia State/study, Prather, trititti and Kodias (1979) founa that
%

"The grade point average at this thiiversity has folloWed
the national trend in highir education and has .been in-
creesing for a number. of years, whtle aptitude scores of
the student population have been d e reasin§. During this
time it has also evidenced substant al changes in program&
enrollmentsand turricula. Grades'i 144 individual courses
...'exhibited..small' evidence of systematic inflation, in-
dicating.thatAt is the course mix t at hes 6hanged and
not ener 11 the standard of- radi within individual
courses over t me. e course gr,a e var e w e
disciplinew (p.22). lEmphasis addel.)

Y Y

The authors deffne "systematic inflation" ai an "increase in aver&

.0

,.e grades received by students.in a particular c9urse, after taking into account .

)t

the'students' major fields and. background" (p.14). Such shifting program

enrollments and curricular changes hille also been documehted.by the Carnegie

Council in a nationalistudy of dndergraduate education (Blackburn, tt. al.,

1976).

oifferent conclusions were reached in Atudy conducted.at The Unf-

versity Of Wisconsin, Oshkosh. (pirnbaum, 1q77).. Six hypotheses were tested4

to see if they accounted for an observed increase in the grade point average

from 1968 to 1974: Five were found not to effect the awarding of grades --

"Data from one 'institution therefore indicata that university grade point
vr- 0

atferage%are rising because similar studenisAre getting higher grades in the
A

.same courses with the same level of achievement, ahd not because of unusual

selectivity or achievement, oemographid changes in the student body,-or cur-

riculum alterations:: 4Birnbaum, 1977, p.535). The sixth tpothesis -- that

changes in grading policies have.an effect -- was only.slightly supported.

Finally, researchers at Kansas State University have repaled finding

that three other factors contribute to an increase in grades. Carney et. al

(1978) concluded that student evaluations of faculty for the purpose of sal-

ary, promotion and tenure; criterion-referenced testing (measuring "student

no a 2
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mastering of specific course objectives'and results in grades being as-

signed to what a student achieves arid not according to how he ranks in
4 :,

class" (p.219)X and the increase,in experience-oriented coui-ses,are fac-
,

tors which may irfluenct theAncrelie,in grades. Data from this study,.

as well as a survey soliciting faulty opinion, did not support the cbnten-

tion thlt incNased Ise of withdrawals and iiicompletes contributed to grade
%

inflation.

differen't conclusion was reportedly reached in a UnOersity of Utih.

study (Wagstaff, no date), There ft was decided that'grade inflation from

1965 to 1974 it the lower division was caused,primarily by withdraw'als.

A different approach to research on college grading is the use of
,

adagtion-level theory. Based on several published findings, Goldman and

- Widawski ,(1976) state that "It seems clear that differe;it grading standards

exist for different departments within the same university. Some of these

dtfferences are quite substintial ... (these) grading standards do not dif-

fer capriciously among different fields. instead, those fields with the

'best qualified' students (i.e., highest high schlol GPA and SAT scores)
I

have the most stringent grading standards .... Apparently the assessment of

human performance is rarely absolute -- people ire judged in cOmparison to

th ir peers. If their peers are very highly qualified, then judgment is rig-

:or us" (p.389). -

These'observations provide further insight into the Georgia State Uni-

versity'studies mentioned above. In those studies it was observed that while

no %Ystematic inflation.of grades in individual courses over time was
WI

dent, wide differences did exlst among Alurses in different disciplines.

These differences,.emphastzed by ,shifting program enrollments, appeared-to

"1

contribute to an increase.in the,grade point average at Georgia state. The

adaption-lev41 research, by confirming the existence of different grading

203
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0 standards across disciplines, assists in further undeiltanding the factors

a

underlying increasing grades.

CONCLUSIONS

Except in the 1978 Georgia State University study of 144 courses.in
4

which no systematic grade inflation was found,, thl maj3rity of stuilies --
s

whether simplistie or sunhisticated indicatc,that grades ol grade point

averages are.increasing. Explanations that have been investigated are not

uniformly supported by the research, however. Indeed, the conclusions'of

two of the better iostitutional studies (Georgia State and Wisconsin, at,

Oshkosh) ar2 contradictory. Nevertheless, the research raise% enough

questions and presents findings, albeit tentatfve and at timcs contradictory,

-to warrant reflection before,charging ahead with proposals to change grading

s/stems or raise grade-point average standards for the conferral of honors.

"(W)hether grade inflation constitute a problem and what, if any, remedial

action should be undertaken depend very much on itscauses" (Bromley, et. al.,

1978, p.695)..

It is clear that the causes go beyond what is implied by the term

"inflation" and by the popular perception of laxity,on the part of the fac-
.

ulty. Indeed, according to one author, "the mere awarding of higher grades

does not imply grade inflation if the comparisons are between students of

cifferent ability levels, working at different performance levels, and taking

'different c9urses. (Birnbaum, 1977, p.522).

In order to deal with this issue, it is impoistant to consider the de-,

gree to which our current concern is conditioned by our assumptions about

the.role of grades. An understanding of the assumptions makes clearer why,

fcr so many, an idtrease in grades is grade tnflation. Should grades serve

as a means of sifting and sorting students? Should grading be on an absolute

or relative scale? Should grades measure ach'uement/learning or rank in .
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class? Should grades Abtivate as well as measure performance Are all of

these objectives (iompatible? Can one achieve consistency in the actual e-

valuation process asioming agreement on evaluation goals?

Such a line of inquiry is fruitless, however, without the recognition

that grades' are an arbitrary but required product of the dynamic interaction

between faculty and students in the context of programs of Study. Ore hopes

that it is the interaction and not the grades which are important, but our

perception of higher education's role continues to obscure this fact.
(1,

A better understanding of this interaction is germane not only as it

bears on our immediate topic but also for its broader inplications for higher

education. For example, although there is no direct supporting evidence,

many researchers believe that students are aware of different grading Systems

across majors and that hese differences influence students, particularly

those with "low ability," in theit\choirA of majors. "Differential grading

standards may therefore attract low ability students to,easy grading fields

which, in turn, may lower the adaption-level induced standards of the instruc-

tors in those fields" (Goldman and Hewitt, 1975, p.1601. Furthermore, if ad-

mission standards are lowered in an attempt to maintain enrollments, this re-

search would suggest that because of "low ability", a majority of these stu-

dents would major in the humanities and social sciences which have less strin-

gent grading standards (Goldman et. al.,1974). This movement of students be-

tween areas of study can have a significant impact upon institutions with en-

rollment-driven faculty allocation processes.

In conclusion, institutional researchers owe it to themselves and to

their institutions to understand this process and caution against hasty "re-

forms" which, though politically satisfying, may serve only to obscure funda-

mental issues of grading policy, admissions, standards, curriculum changes

and student course-taking patterns.

2();
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Designing A Town Specific Economic Impact Study
AI

David L. Rumpf, Alison A. Cox, Gary Hill

The University of Massachusetts ,

Economic impact studies attempt to analyze the effect of the presence

nof an educational institution on the local economy. This paper provides ...

some sug;gestions for approaching such a study; the authors recenpy

completed an economic impaet study at the University of Massachusetts/

Amherst.

Overvic4 of the Orocess

The first question that should be asked is, Why should there be an

economic impact study? Sinl performing a study requires expenditures

of both time and money, the goals of the study should be clear. ,The authors

wished to obtain accurate data on retail sales, jobs and income attributable

to the university.

Economic impact studies have.been performed in a variety of ways. Two

helpful references are Caffrey and Isaacs (1971) and Salley (1977). Although

ideas from other impact studies can be used as sub-components in the study

design, the overall approach should reflect the idiosyncrasies of the local

situation. The simpler and mole understandable the desinn, the more likely

that the results of the study will be acceptable, both in the local and the

university community. Since the scope of the study will be limited by fin-

ancial Constraints, the main emphasis should reflect the goals.

Caffrey and Isaacs (1971) suggest appointing a citizen advisory committee

to assist in the study. The citizen advisory committee for the Amherst study
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WdS a very helpful sounding board during the initial design, the

questionnaire testing, and the analysis. The members of the committee

reuresented town government, the business community, and the university

community.

The study findings will be more understandable if the institution's

impact can be described as a proportion of total activity in the area.

A highly respected source of data on total retail sales is Sales and

Marketing Management, (1979). Updated retail sales data are publi,shed

arfnu..11y in July.

Cdreful thought should be given to the question of disseminating the

i'esults and conclusions of the stuff': 00,$r)ds used at the University of

MassIchu,:etts included a technical news release, and an eaSy to

r(.id summary brochure. Copies o .-eport and tne brochure

are available from the
a.

Stud: rerformed at the erst

The Oniversity of Massa,. .%, ;T rollment of almost

1?7) studens and is focat,!d ; if Western MlassaChusetts.'-'

The nearost is !pkin. , which is about twenty-

five .riles distaiTe, The large.t iet equal to The Pioneer

Valley. 'qe localized impact area vio s ' as the eight towns in the

iwediate vicinity o the University; over 75 percent of the University's

emdloyees lived in the eight towns. Three of these towns are major shopping

areas while all eight towns are residential. Since retail sales were a major

focus of the study, the study was designed to identify retail sales for each

of the three shopping towns as well as the eight-town area and the Pioneer

Valley.
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A survey Is designed atop collect accuraie retail expenditure data

e'
and was distributed to a random sample of faculty, staff and students.

The design of the survey was a very critical part of the study. The

citizen advisory committee was used as a pretest group; their ccAments

were very valuable and led to a number of modifications. OPSCAN answer

sheets were used to simplify the data conversion problem. A copy of the

survey.is included as Attachment I. There are two major design flaws

in the survey. First, varying numbers of columns were requir4d for different

questions. This was an attempt to obtain very accurate information on

weekly or monthly expenditures; see questions 21 to 16. We would have

improved our accuracy and lowered the number of errors encountered by

maintaining single column answers with ranges. That is, 0 to $50, $50 to

$100, and'so forth. Secondly, when asking individuals how much they have

spent for various items, the time frame logically varies from weekly to

yearly. Obviously, it would be difficult to standardize wything to the

same period; that is, to have everything in terns of, say monthly expenditures.

But one can group all the weekly items together, monthly items together and

yearly items together.

The total contributed to the local economy was calculated by first

determining average expenditures for students and employees of the University.

These average expenditures were multiplied by the percent spent in each

impact area as reported in tha survey. In this way, the average amount ex-

pended in each impact drea was obtained for resident and non7resident faculty,

staff, and students. This average exoenditure per individual was multiplied

by pie number of individuals as listed in university records to obtain the

total impact.



Results

Results are available in a separate report. Rumpf, 1979).

Cost of_Performing_Study

The total cost ofperforming this study was approximately $6,000.

lhis included about $5,000 in personnel cost and approximately $1,000

in materials and computer usage.
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IMPACT OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT ANIMIST ON THE LOCAL ECONOMY

DISLCTIONS:

To assist us in the data analysis, we are'using a computerized answer sheet. To record your
anwers, completely blacken the correct responses on the Answer sheet in the column(s) corre-
sponding to each question. PLEASE USE A 2 PENCIL. Se careful to erase stray pencil marks and
incorrect inwers.

EXAMPLE:

I. Sea:

1 Male
2 Female

1. Sex:

1 Male
2 Female

2. Age:

0 Under 17
1 17 - 19

2 20 - 21
3 22 - 2$
4 26 - 30
S 31 35

6 36 - 40
7 41 - SO

SI 60
Over 60

If you &TO female, blacken the number 2 in the
column for Question 1 on the answer sheet. Mirk
your response as shown to the left.

3. Relation to the University (choose only

one--your main position; e.g., if you are
a graduate student and are working part-time,
you should mxrk "graduate student"):

1 Stockbridge Student
2 Undergraduate Student
3 Gradumte Student
4 Faculty
S Professional
6 Classified, Clerical
7 Classified, Technical

Classified, Other

4: If you are a student or An employee, as
reported in Question 3, are you full-
or part-time?

0 Not Applicable
1 Full-time studcilt
2 Part-time student
3 Full-time employee
4 Part-time employee,
S Part-time eoployee,
6 Part-time employee,

S. Mirital Status:

6. Number of preschool children living in
your household:

0 None
1 One
2 Two
3 Three
4 Four
S Five
6 Six
7 Seven

Eight or more

7. Number of elementary through high school
age childrem living in your household:

0 None
1 One
2 Two
3 Three
: Four
S Five
6 Six
7 Seven

Eight or more

S. If you are a FACULTY member, what is your
tank?

0 Not Applicable
1 Professor
2 Associate Professor
3 Assistant Profeksor
4 Instructor
S Lecturer
6. Other

D. If you hold a PROFESSIONAL or CLASSIFIED
position, what is your rank?

Mot Applicable
Staff Administrator
Staff'Associate

3 Staff Assistant
4 Grades 1
S Grades 6 10

4. Grades 11 - IS
7 Grades 16 and up
II Other

20 - SO hours per week ,0
10 - 20 hours per week 1

less than 10 hours 2

1 Single (ncver married)
2 Divorced or separated
3 Married
4 Widowed
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Pap 2

MON-STUDINTS CO TO QUESTION 14'

10. If you are"; STUDENT; are you employed?

0 a Not Applicable (go to Question 14)
1 No
2 Part-itme,
3 Part-ti&e,

Full-time,
S Full-ttme,
6 Other

on campus
off campus
on campus

oilikampus

11. Student Residence Status:
5

1 ln-state
2 Regional Student Program
30 Out-of-state, Pnited States
4 Foreign

12. App=axiliately how much money did your parents
conktibutc tu your living expenses (include
tuition and fee% if paid by your parents)
this year?

0 Nut Anplicabte or None
1 Under $500
2 * MO -.$999
3 * $1,000 - $1,499
4 $1.00 $1,999
S $2,000 - $:,499
6 $2,!.00 $:,999
7 $3,000 . $5,999
8 = $4,000 or more

13. Ikni much financial assistince did you receive
in the form of scholarships, fellowships,

loans, tuiition and/or fcc waivers, this year?

None

Undcr
1500 - $999'
$1,000 - $1,499
mum - $1,999
$2,000 - $2,499
$2,500 - S:.99e

$3,000 - $3,999
$4,000 or more

ALL ItI.SPUNDi%1S

14. Your annual salary:

0 Under.$2,S00
1 $2,500 - $4,999
2 $5,0u0 - $7,499
3 $7,500 - $9,999
4 $30,000 - $34,999
S $15,000 - $22.499 S.

6 $22,500 - $29,999
7 $30,000 - $39,999
g $40,000 or more

IS. ipeuse's Oecupatien:

0 Not Applicable
1 Spouse works at Mass
2 Spouse works elsewhere
3 Spouse is Mass student
4 Spouse is student elsewhere
S Spout. is not employed V

16. Spouse's annua: salary:

0 Undir 6,500
1 $2,500 7 $4,999
2 $5,000 - $7,499
3 $7,500 $9,999

:( $10,000 $14,909
$16,000 - $22,499

6 $22.$00 $29,999
7 $30,000 - $391.999
II $40,000 or more

17. All ether sources of funds (consulting,
summer income, interest, dividendi, etc.), '
this noja.

0 w None
1 Under SSCO
2 $S00 - $999
3 $1,000 - $1,999
4 $2,000 - $2,999
S $3,000 - $3,999
6 $4,000 - $'S,999

7 $6,000 - $9,999
II a $10,000 or more

IS. Type of housing in which you live:

1 Live on campus
2 Fraternity or sororIty
3 kg Rent an apartment
4 Rent a house
S Own a cendominibm
6 Own house
7 Live with parents or other relative
8 Other

19. Town in which you live:

1 Amherst
2 Hadley
3 Nerthampt^n

, 4 Selchertown, Leverett, Pelham,
Shutesbury, Sunderland,

S Deerfield, Greenfield, Hatfield,
Montague, Turners Falls

6 Chicopee, Easthampton, Graitby, Ludlow,
Palmer, South Hadley

7 Other Hampden, Hampshise,,and Franklin
County towns

II Other
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20. Would you he living in the greater Ankerst
area if it were aot for '-le Universlty

(that is. if the University did not exist)?

1 Yes
2- Probably
3 Probably not
4 No

In this'section you are requested to indicate
actual dollar ampunts spent, by blackening
appropriate dollar numbers in columns of ones,
tens, hundreds, and thousands. If the exact
amount is not known,.please estimate carefully.

21. Rent or mortvge,per month

If Tour rent equals MO, then
in the columns below-right.

yw first column represents
thousands, the second hun .

dreds, and so on.

If "Not Applicable." mark:

0 0 0 0

Note: If your rent is stored,
enter my ths amount
that yol!

aark is shown

page 3

33. Restaurants and entertainsnet (soviet,
athletic events, etc.), per week:

34. Clothing, per month:

.35. Furniture and appliances, per nal:

36. Car payments (total of installments
and/or lump sum payients for new or

used cars), this zEir:

37 - 41

Of your retail purchases (such as groceries,
clothing, transportation and restaurants), what
percantage of your money do you spend in the
following areas (note that the Zayre/Stop 5 Shop
area, as well as the malls, are in Hadley)?

37. In Amhprst:

0 None
w 1 Under 10%

2 10% - 25%
3 2S% - 40%
4 40% 60%
S 60% - 75%
6 70 - 90%
7 Over 90%

21. Rent or Mortgage for your own home, per month:

22. Local property taxes on own home (annually):

23. Utilities (natural gas, electricity, and
telephone), per iontb:

24. Heating oil per veer:

25. Mater and sewer payments, per me:

26. Refuse collection, perms:

, 27. How many cars (and other vehicles) do
you own? (Use rightmost column only.)

211. Vehicle excise tax, per Lev

29. Transportation (gas, repairs, bus fare),
per month:

30. Health care, not including insurance,

P"

31. Insurance (vehicle, home, health, apartment,
etc.) purchased through local agents, per

32. Groceries, household expenses, per week:

38. In Hadley:

0 None
1 Under 10%
2 10% - 25%
S 20 - 40%
4 40% - 60%
S 60% - 75%
6 75% - 90%
7 OVer 90%

49. In Northampton:

0 None
1 Under 10%
2 10% - 25%
3 25% r 40%
4 40% - 60%
S 60% - 75%
6 75% - 110%

7 Over 90%

40. In other Pioneer Valley towns:

0 None
1 Under 10%
2 JO% r 25%
3 25% - 401
4 40% 60%
S 00% - 75%
6 75% - 110%

7 OVer 90%
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41. In other areas outside the Pioneer

Valley:

8 None
1 Under 10%
2 .10% - 25%

3 25%,- 40%
4 ..40% 60%

S 60% - 75%
6 75% - 90% A

7 Over 90%

46. la other areas out side the Pioneer Valk),

(use rightmost column only):

0 None
1 Under 10%
2 kit 25%
3 75% - '40%

4 40% - 60%
$ 60% 75%
6 75% 90%
7 Over 00%

47. Now often do you have out-of-town quests
(use rightmost-column only)?

42 -46
0 ; Never

'Of your high expense purchases (furnittire. 1 1 - 2 times per year

appliances.. automobiles) what percentage of . 2 3 4 times per year\
your money do you spend in the following areas? 3 S 6.times per year \

4 7 - 8 times per year

42: In Amherst: S Once a month
6 Nos than 4000 a month

0 6 None ,

1 Under VD%
2 10% - 25%

3 25% - 40%
4 40% - 60%

S 60% - 75%

6 75% - 90%
7 Over 901

43. In Hadley (use rightmost column only):

0 None
1 Under 10%
2 10% - 25%

3 25% - 40%
4 40°- - 60%

S 60% - 75%
6 75% - 90%

7 Over 90%

44. In Northampton (use rightmost column only):

0 None

-1 Under 10%
2 10% - 25%

3 25% - 40%
4 40% - 60%

S 60% - 75%
6 75% - 90%
7 Over 90%

45. In other Pioneer Valley towns (use right-
most column only):

0 None
1 Under 10%

2 10% - 25%

3 25% - 40%
4 40% - 60%
S 60% - 75%

6 75% - 90%

7 Over 00%

\\

On an average, how long do your out=of-town
guests stay (use rightmost column only)?

0 Not Applicable
1 Less than a day
2 .Overnight
3 Weekends (or 2-3 days)
4 4-5 days
S A week

6 Nore than a week.

7 Nose than a month
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HIGHER EDUCATION - CONSUMER MOVEMENT: PAST, PREgENT, AND FUTURE

Ronald H. Stein

State University of New York at Buffalo

It is'currently in vogue foi college 'and uniVersity admin-
:it

istrators to view students as dOnsumers of higher education.

This model of student-university relatiOns has been fostered

by federal and state government action., as well as internal

operating practices of colleqes and universities throughout the

country. An exaMple of this acceptanci can even he 'eon imthe-

NEAIR's rcall for papers whlch suggestsm among other topics bl
,

interest, "Aiding tbe student as.consumer". And yet, twdate,

no ono has examine& how far this'movement has developed when

compared.to the wilespftad consumer' mlovement in society. It-, .

. .

is, therefore, the purpose of this paper to assess the develop-

,ment of the student copeumer_model by comparirig itAo the

general*notion of consumerism. The methodology of the study

will be, first, to'present a, short history lf both the consumer

movement and the educational-consunier,movement. .pext, the

current status of the student consumer movementwill be briefly %

reviewed

judicial

state of

with references to Federal and State legislation and

action. Finallye'the paper' Will compare the existent

ithe art of the consumer movement with develoing Vends4 '`

in educational-consumer rights.
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The liotion that the student is a consumer of education is

a vI1ative15, recent development when compared to the general

consumerism movement. Dr. Harvey W. Willie, Chief Chemist for

the U. S. Deptrtment of Agriculture, is generally credited with

being the founder of consumerism. As a result of his crusade

against chemically adulterated food, Congress passed the first .

major federal consumer legislation in the form of the Pure Food

and Drug Act of 1006. The consumer movement received its next

najor impetus when President 'John F. Kennedy delivered his

Special Message on Protecting the Consumer Interest on March 15,

1962 in which he presented to Congress a consumer Bill'of Rights.

These rights included:

(1) The.right to safety -- to be protected agaihst the
marketing of goods which are hazardous to health .'

'or life.
(2) .,The right to be informed --'to be protected against

fraudulent, deceitful, or grossly misleadrhg informs-
tion, advertising, labeling, or other practices, and
to be given the facts he needs to make an informed
choice.

(3) The right to choose" to be assured, wherever pos-
siblel.access to a varietrof products and services
at competitive prices; and in those iadustries in
wilich competition is not Workable and-Government
.regulation is substituted, an assurance of satin-

,: factoiy quality and service it fair prices.
(4) Thb right to be heard -- to be assured that consumer

interests will receive full and sympathetic consider-
ation in the formulatiOn of Government policy, and
fair and expeditious treatment in its administrative
tribunals (Kennedy, 1962).

The trend toward consumir protection in this country can

be traced back to 1965 when Ralph Nader'wrote Unsafe at Any Speed.

The book however, was not we'll received by the American public

2 1
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until the New York Times rtfpo4ed that General Motors had Under-

taken an investigation of Ralph Nader. .The publicity resulted -

in instant success for the book, catapulting Ralph Nader into

the national spotlight and consumerism into the nation's house-

holds.

Consideration.of the student as an educational consumer

is attributable to 1972, when the Federal Interagency Committee

on Education created a subcommittee on consumer proteceion to

study the major problems and issues confronting the student as

a-consumer or purchaser of educational service. In 1973, the

subcomMittee listed 25 educational consumer abuses and concerns

including (1) degree mills; (2) discriminating tefund policies;

(3) misrepresentation in selling, advertising,'" promotional

materials, etc.

In March 1974, the Educational ComMissioneof the States,

HEW's Federal-Interagency Committee ori Education, as well MI

P
other Federal agencies, sponsored the First National Conference

k

on Consumer Piotection and Education Bekond the High SchoOl.

Among the concerns of the conference wire: (1) milleading and

inacCurate advertising; (2) indiscriminate and overly aggressive

recruiting; -(3) lack of fuil disclosure of salient institutional

characteristics useful to the

financial policies, academic

information (Willett, 1975).

consumer,

standards,

such aa its history,

and other relevant



In November 1974, the second National Conference on

Consumer Protection and PostsecOndary Education was held. Vie

reports and recommendations from the conference covered four

main areas: student rights, student responsibilities, insti-

tutional ;rights, and institutional responsibilities.

In December 1974, the Subcommittee 'on Educational Cpnsumer

Protection of' the Federal Interagency Committee orf Education

issued its report, "Towards a Federal Strategy for Protection

of the Consumer of Education": The report presents, as its

overall principle, the fact that "The student is the primary

consumer of educational services. As a result of educational

inexperience,,and a result of the expensive and intangible

nature of the service he is purchasing, and in light of the

potential for consumer abuse, and 'future service contracts'

used by most schools, the educational consumer not only has

responsibilities, but he has important consumer rights"

(Subcommitiee on Educational Consumer Protection, 1974).

In April 1975, President Gerald Ford sent a message to

eich department and agency in the executive branch of government

requesting that they analyze their entire decision-making pro-

cesses in order to determine how additional consumer involve-

ment could make federal agencies more responsive to the needs

of the American consumer. Replying to President Ford's 'direc-

tive, the Office of Education issued their first consumer pro-

tectiim regulations in the form of new requirements included

in the Guaranteed Student Loan Program.
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Prior to 1975, as we have seen, the federal effort had

been, essentially, to use position. papers and iational conferJ

ences in an effort to cajole institutions of higher education

into respecting the rights of students as consumers. It could

even be said that these conferences served as an earli warning

signal by which various federal and state agencies were telling

colleges and universities that, unless they cleaned up their

act, the federal government would be forced to step in and do

it for them. The regulations of the Guaranteed Student Loan

Program of 1975 represent the beginning of the federal govern-

ment regulatory role of college and universities in the area Of

consumer protection. It is these regulations which were expanded

and broadened to become the "consumer information" requirements,

part of the Educational Anendments of 1976.

The student consumer information regulations require that

each institution provide to prospective

upon request, information'about Federal

and enrolled students,

and State financial aid,

institutional costs and academic programs. Also, except where

enrollment Precludes it, the institution must provide a full

time employee to help stUdents obtain this information. The

U. S. Office of Education, upon determining that a college or

university has substantially misrepresented its programs, has

the right to terminate or susAnd the institution from partici-

pating in federal4student financial assistance programs.
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A number of states took their lead from the Federal go.liern-

ment and enacted their own laws. The New York Act, for example,

required that the Commissioner of Education formulate rules and

regulations defining and interpreting the Federal law with

greater specificity including providing, where available, infor-

mation on job placement arid graduate school placement statistics -

to interested students and prospective students.

While increasing nambers of students are.turning to Federal

and State Courts to enforce their rights, and while legal chal-

lenges of institutional practices are on the rise, the Courts

ha generafly not been receptive to student/consumer complaints.

The Courts have traditionally been reluctant to impose their

,wisdom on those whom they believe to be better qualified to make

academic judgments, except when these judgments are motivated

by arbitrarinesse.capriciousness, or bad faith. The Cases which

have been brought are generally based on the premise that the

college catalog constitutes a contract between the student and

the institution. Where the institution has failed to deliver

as promised in the catalog or other literature, the student has

sought judicial redress, including tuition refund and/or damages.

In'one of the most famous cases, a student at the University of

Bridgeport claimed that the required course she had taken was

"worthless" -- that she did not learn anything, except how to

use an overhead projector. Although all students in the course

received an "A", she filed suit for $150.00 in tuition plus the

cost for books and legal fees. The Vice President for Academic



Affairs suggested that, in return for her money; she should
,

give back the three hours of credit and the "A" grade. The

Court sUbsequently dismissed the student's. suAt. %;

In 1975, six medical students at George Washington Univer-

sity filed suit claiming the University was guilty of breach of

contraft because the catalog proyided that tuition would be

raised by no more than $200.00 annually. In 1975, George

Washington University increased tbeir tuition by $1,800 to

85,000 a year. The students were unsuccessful in their action.

Perhaps the most unusual case,may have been-a suit filed

against Columbia University in'1959, in which a student alleged

"that the university had failed to imbue him with 'wisdom, truth,

character, enlightenment, understanding, justice, liberty,

honesty, courage, bfauty4 and similar virtues and qualities',

which he said were promised in various university documents,

speeches by university officials and inscriptions on campus build-

ings" (Chronicle November 24, 1975).1

However, access to the Courts for the educational consumer

does not parallel that which exists for the regular consumer.

If a consumer buys a defective product, he can go to Small Claims

Court, pay a fee, which is usually no more than 'five dollars,

and is able, without legal representation, to have his day in

court. However, at least in New York State, public colleges

and universities, are, in fact, extensions of the state itself

and, as such, can only be sued in the Court of Claims. This is

often a complicated, time-consuming process usually necessitating

use of legal counsel and risk of substantial expense to the

individual.
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In reOting President Kennedy's Consumer Bill of Rights

to the student consumer, one finds that the most progress has

been made in the area of the right to be informed. We have

already discussed the federal effort in this area. With the

passage of the Student Consumer Information Act, the students

are now being stipplied with information on the policies and r

programs of the institution to which they are applying or

Ittending. It is the hope that, with this information, th

students will be in a better position to make an informed choice

of the institution they want to attend, as Well as,to know their

rights relative to that institution. Also, as I mentioned, a

number of states have seen the value of having an informed

student education consumer and have acted to expand the federal

regulations with their own. One area where ihe states have

taken the initiative and an area which is of major significance

to institutional researchers is the recent legislative action

relating to standardized tests. The first sfate to take the

initiative to pass a disclosure law opening this area to consumer

scrutiny. was California. The legislation required that by

November 1979, certain information concerning student tests

must be filed with the California Postsecondary Educational

Commission. Among the information to be opened up to public

scrutiny were copies of tests no longer in use, along with the

correct answers, and data on the reliability and validity of

tests currently in use (National On-Campus Report, November 1978).
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The New York "Truth in Testing" Bill, wiloich is scheduled

to go into effect on January 1, 1980, significantly expands

the sccpe of information which must be made available to the

consumer. The Standardized Testing Law applies to all tests

given in New York State including, but not limited to, tests

typically used as criteria for admission into undergraduate,

graduate, and professional school programs. Each testing

agency is requirea to file with the Commissioner of Education

within thirty days after the results of.a standardized test

are issued, a copy of all teat questions, correct answers, and

the rules for transferring raw scores into reported scores,

and an explanation of the rules. In addition, a subject may,

within ninety days of the release of the test score, request

a copy of the test questions, a copy of his answer sheet, a

copy of the correct answers, an indication of what questions

he answered correctly, and a statement of the raw score used

to calculate the scores sent to the subject. The only tests

excluded fromecomplying with this section of the law are the

College BoaA Ach:evement test, the WE Advancement TeSt, and

tests an institution develops for iti own use. In addition,

esqh testing agency must provide the prospective test taker,

along with the registration form, information about the test

such as,its purpose, how it is to be used, subject matter to

be tested, and how the test results will be interpreted and

rePorted.



Finally, the,regulation prohibits the release of the test

score unless specifically authorized by the subject. However,

the test agency may:Telease all previous scoreivreceived by
,

the'subject on a test to anyone designated by him/her to receive

the current score. iolation of any section of the Article

constitutes'a civil p ty with the sanction not to exceed

five hundred dollars frAach violation.
1

Prior to the passage of the Bill, a numbdr of.testing

agencies lobbied heavily against it. To date, the readtion

has included a strong statement by various testing agencies of

the difficulty of complying with the law, as well as how it,

will significantly increase the costs of the tests. In addiiion,

the Association of American Medical Colleges and the American,

Dental Association decidea to express their displeasure by

boycotting the giving of their examinationi in New York State.

It will be interesting to see if the law is amended before the

January 1, 1980 date, or whether the irarious testing agencies

find it' within their ability to comply with the Act: In addi-

tion, the American Council on Education estimates that at least

twenty more states' will be considering similes proposals during

the next year. More significant, however, is the recent interest

at the federal .level of enacting such a law, and thereby taking

pressure off the individual states. Presenily, the Elementary,

Secondary, and Vocational Education Subcommittee of the House

Education and Labor Committee is considering two bills relating

to testing, H. R. 4949, and H.R.3564. Of the two bills, H.R. 4949,

more closely approximates the New York State'Law by expanding on

the national level the disclosure obligations in the New York

State Law.
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In testimony before the subcommittee, the sponsor of H.R.

1564, Representative Sam M. Gibbons (D-Fla), said "No one would

buy a car or a house without adequate information, but thousands

of students and others must take tests each year that may influence

their entiie future although they are denied inforMation about

the test itself..." (College and University Reports, August 6,

1979). H.R. 3564, called the "Truth in Testing Act.of 1979",

attempts to address what is perceived as an, over-emphasis on'

test results in selection decisions, by limiting the emphasis

that can be placed upon them..

Having discussed the historical evolution of the consumer

movement, the 'student consumer movement, and current developments

within 'the movement, I will now explore future trends in student

consumerism. One method of assessing theAfuture potential of the

student consuner movement is to look at the current rights of

the consumer in society and examine the effect of applying them

to student consumerism. One of the most 'dramatic developmenti in

consumerism is the notion of recall. T-Ae principle of recall

assumes that manufacturers are responsUle for producing products

free of dsfects. Where defects are identified, the manufacturer

may be required to arrange for the return of its product so that

the defect may be corrected. This concept has application to

highor education, as exemplified in the following case: A student

in a medical school is taught a certain procedure by his faculty

member. Two years after the student graduates, the faculty

member learns that the procedure he was teaching was incorrect,

and has been supersedei by a far superior procedure. The faculty

member then notifies the student of the error and requests him .to
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come back for a one-day refresher course on the new procedure.

We approximate this today in licensure programs which have a

continuing education component. As continuing education becomes

the rule rather than the exception for all professions, it will

become the vehicle by which revised or correct information re-'

places defective information.

While the notion of recall makes sense in reference to pro-

fessional education, its application to other areas of higher

education may be more problematic. It is difficult to conceive

of a case in which a'faculty member presents a student in ethics

with a misinterpretation of Piato's Symposium, and, at a later date,.

must contact the student with the purpose of giving him the

correct interpretation.

Product liability represents another major development in

the consumer movement. The courts have acknowledged a producer's

liability for his products. When these products are defective,

and the defect is causally connected to the pain and suffering of

individuals, the manufacturer cannot escape culpability. This

shift in responsibility has led to the suggestion that the maxim

caveat emptor (let the buyer beware) should be changed to caveat

venditor (let the seller beware). Although the concept of product

liability does not presently have an application in higher educa-

tion, it is not difficult to conceive of how this notion,could be

extended to higher education. Let us consider the exa4le used

in the discussion of recall. A medical student is taught a certain

procedure by a faculty member which the faculty member discovers

at a subsequent date to be incorrect. Instead, this time he does

nothing about it. Two years later the student, now a practicing'
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physici,h, uses the procedure and kills his patient. Presently,

the Courts have held that the physician may be spedfor malpractice;

however, that is the extent of the chain. It would not be dif-

ficult, however, to add anOther link to the' chain whereby either

the patient's family or the physician could sue' the faculty membe

and-school on the grounds that they are liable for providing'a

defective produc... We havel'in.fact, seen a similar situation in

the elementary schools in which parents have brought suit against

schoOl boards whdAe their children have graduated from eig1ith grade

but cannot read or write at the fourth grade leyel. Is this not

a form of product liability?

As we' have already seen, the most substantial gains'in the

student consumer movement have occurred In the area' which the

general consumer movement terms *disclosure°. Dtaclosure laws

require the producer to provide accurate information to the con-

sumer to enable hikher to make an intelligent choice as.to whether

to enter into the agreement br purchase the product offered. )We

are all familiar with examples.bf these types of "truth-in" laws,

such as the truth.rin lending law and the'rederal Trade Commission

Legislation requiring the listing of the ingredients in a product

on its label. Againr the purpose of these ladis to provide

the consumer with informat* to.facilitate making an informed choice

As we discussed eaaier, tbe bulk of the Federal and State

government's efforts in tie area of student consumerism hasheen

designed to provide the students with more informatIon to.aid them

in the decision to attend the institution, as well as what their

rights are once they are in attendance. However, the Student

Consumer Information Act/as well ai the states' regulations
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supplementing this act, are quite limited in scope. It can be

said that they stop at the classroom door: These laws make no

effort to provide the student with information he or she needs

to make intelligent decisions about academic matters. Conse-

quently, if we are to look at future movement in this area, it

is likely to be in this area. Departments may come to be expected

to publish informativesand accurate course descriptions for each

course they,offer. The course description will probably ihclude

the name of the instructor, the text used, the basis for grading

in the c urse (exams or papers), method for fin evaludiion in

the cour é, a description of the material the coirse will cover,

and des ription of the prerequisite(s) of the course. 'This infOr-v

mation ill plade a student in a beiter position to deoide if he

*or she iants to take the course. Some of you may comment.that

: this wiJll place an unreasoriable burden.on the faculty and admin-

istrat on. I. would respond by asking you'if this is really much

differ nt from requiring that the.ingredients on a package be

listed on the label.

Higher education received numerous weirnings that, unless.it*

assumed self-regulatory responsibility for remedying the educe-
.

tional abuses and concerns, it was only a matter of time until

the federal governmedt stepped in and assumed such a role. In

1975, we saw the beginning of federal intervention when Congress

enacted the student cOnsumer information requirements. A number

of states quickly followed suit by enactrng their own requirements

for information that must be provided to the student and prospective

student. Redress of abuses through thc Courts has been much

slower.in part due to the Court's reluctance to impose their
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wisdom Off those whom they believe are better qualified. However,

the number, of student consumer cases that are beAng brought,is

on thc rise, and it is onlY a matter of time until they receive

greater receptivity in the Courts.

Finally, when compared to'the general consumer movement,

there are numerous areas into whigh the student consumer movement.

has not yet expanded. Some, naturally are beyond the scope of

the eduCational cbnsumer: for others, however, it may veni well

be only a matter of time before we find even more of our discretion

limited by laws regulating the amount of information that we mint

provide the educational consumer and the acaq:mician being held
ft f

more accountable for the information he:imparts. .

If there is a conclusion.to be made, it is that higher educa-

tion has become an industry, and like any other industry;, it muit

be regulated in oraer to protect .the consumers of its products.
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A Developmental Model for College Attrition

Louis Zrebiec

State University of New York at Bliffalo

Much of the research on College Attrition as reviewed in Astin (1975), /7
4

Pantages and Creedon (1976), and Tinto (1975) points to the need of an

explicit consideration of a developmental model as a theoretical basis of

attrition. In the developmental model, the student is more than the sum of

his parts (i.e., aptitudes, achievements, interests, values, and personal-

ity). ThA.0%, the student.develops in an environment as a whole. Further-

more, the rates of development when viewed in .terms of cognitive and affec-

tive aspects of the lndividual'(i.e., his cognitive domain and affective

domain) differ over the individuals as well as over the sex_cf-the-individ-

uals (e.g., the cognitive areas of Quantitative and Verbal). If the rates- /

at which an individual develops in the cognitive and affective domains and:

in turn his levels of achievements in these domains are significantly lower

than those required to "fit" (Goslin, 1969 and Rootman, 1972),in the insti7.

tutional environment (i.e., the sotial and academic environment as stailted in

Tinto 119i5), then individual's chances of persisting or even surviviqg are

small. Also if the rates at which an indiyidual develops in the cognitive

and affective domains are significantly higher than those required td "fit"

in the institutional environment, the individual's chances of persisting are

still small. Thus, the attrition of an individual in a particular institu-

tion (or environment) is dependent on the rate of development of the individ-

ual and the extent to which the itstitution can absorb or inteirate (Tinto,

1975) the individual and his developmental differences. This paper presents

substantive evidence for the need of a developmental.model incollege attri-
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tion and then delineates a specific model:

Substantive Evidence

The broadest support of the developmental model-for coliege attrition

is based on the purpose-of higher education in America. An original pur-*

pqie of higher education in America was reported as."personal development

through acculturation to the clasiics and to moral principles" (Carnegie

Commission on Higher Education, 1971). Presently, this purpose _of htgher

education in America is "personal development in the education of-an tndi-

vidual student and the provision of an environment for developmental growth"

(Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, 1974). Consequently, to the ex-

tent that the student's development (or rate of development) differs from

thdc implicitiy or explicitly prescribed by the institution of higher educa-

tion, the student becomes an attrition case.

The other supportive evidence falls in the category of phenomenological

evidence. This evidence occurs in the form of theoretical models, types of

analyses, and specific phenomenological differences occurring over the years

at college. Besides demonstrating the occurrence of the anticipated devel-

opmental changes (i.e., cognitive and affective changes), the data indicates

the extent of these changes.

At the most complex level of data representAtion (i.e., the model level),

Tinto's integration apd interaction model (Tinto, 1975), SPady's group with-

drawal model (Spady, 1970), and Rootman's "fit" model (Rootman, 1911) may

all be interpreted in terms of a basic developmental structure. An indivi-

dual stu4e(it enters an unknown environment (i.e., the academic and social

environment of the university) and through a developmental process (or

processes) must be integrated (absorbed) in the unknown envVonment. The

)

failure to develop in such a way as to effect integrations-,ftsults in a
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failure to "fit" in the environment and a subsequent increase in the with-

drawal from the environment. These models fail to explicitly consider this

developmenta/iprocess and in turn the rate of student development in the new

(unkndwn) environment.k,

Specifically, Tinto's model is an institutionally oriented

model. This model emphasizes the integtation and interaction of the student

in the institution. That is, the student is both academically and socially

integrated in the institution. Essentially, Tinto's model is a sociological

as contrasted to learning model. Learning is more than an interaction with

an environment. Learning, at its very least, is an accumulation of the

effects of such interactions.

Rootman's model is a person oriented model. This model emphasizes

person-role "fit' and interpersonal "fit". Person-role hfit" is the

degree of fit between the individual and his role. Interpersonal "fit"

is the degree of fit between the individual and his cohort. However,

such interpersonal relationships and the person's perceived or actual

role can be viewed as components in or results of a developmental process.

Spady's model.is also a "fit" model. This model emphasizes the

degree of fit between the individual and his socializing environment.

The individual's increasing failure to "fit" in the socializing environ-

ment leads to total group withdrawal. This increasing failure to "fit"

may be viewed as an outcome of an on-going process.

The next lowest level of data representation is the analysis level.

The analysis level is a simpler model level than that given above'in

that these models are limited to certain quantitative representations. Such
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models are the stepwise regression analysis model, the stepwise discriminant

analysis, model,. longitudinal models, path analysis models, and conditional

probability models. These models art represented in the analyses reported

in Astirt (1975), Pantages and Cretdon (1978), and Tinto (1975). All af

these analyses emphasize relationships between earlier independent variables

(i.e., cognitive and affective variables) with a later occurring dependent

variable-of persisting or not persisting in the given university-environ-

ment. The regression and discriMinant models are only very simple longitudinal

models-. Currently (Pantages and Creedon, 1978), a need exists for even more

detailed longitudinal models that address the individual ..;tudent's develap-

ment ih the study of the attrition-retention problem. For the same reason,

path,analysis with its more detailed description of the individual student's

development, has al.:a be=me important in the study of the attrition-reten-

tion problem. The 'key phrase is individual student development.

Finally, the most basic level of substantive support of a developmental

model is the data or phenomenological level. Essentially, this level is

the basic determinant of the preceding levels; the models must.represent

the data or the phenomenon. These data show differences in the rate of

development at the time the students encounter the new environment (uni-

versity environment) and differences during the college years as they

progress in the new environment. It is these developmental differefices

that differentiate a persister from an attrition case in the particular

environment.

The data showing differences in the rates of development at the time

the students enter the new environment is best presented in the National

235
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Norms far Entering College Freshmen-Fall 1970 (A.A. Astin, 1970). Those

data are only measures on the developmental levels of the students at this

point in time (i.e., cross sectional representatives). Essentially, the

different levels reported are only the accrued results of the differing

developmental rates of the students. Oifferencts in age, sex, race,

education levels of parents, high school average, rank in class, are some

of the reported developmental levels. The.National Norms for Entering

College Freshmen-Fall 1970 (Astin, 1970) fails to present the rates for

the reported developmental levels. Furthermore, Freedman (1965) has

indicated that rates of cognitive development differ for each individual.

This role may even differ for individuals of a specific age. According

to Freedman (1965), more intelligent indtviduals, in comparison to less

intelligent individuals of the same age, not only have greater increases

in ability measures but are farther from their maximum limits. These

developmental differences for the freshmen males and females from the

sampled colleges and universities do, however, demonstrate differences in

the developmental rates of the students in the population.

The data showing differences in the developmental rates of the stud-

ents as they progress through the college years (university or college) are

well reported in Astin (1972, 1975), Pantages and Creedon (1978) and Tinto

(1975)1_ Essentially, these data show that students with extremely high

developmental levels and, hence, extremely high rates of cognitive and affec-

tive development voluntarily leave a particular environment (college or.



university) for another environment more consistent with their rates of

development and that studpnts with low developmental 'levels and, hence,'

low rates of development are required to leave the given environment

becaust of academic reasons. These data, howeier, show that sane stu-

dents. with low developmental levels can. survive in sane demanding

enviromnents (colleges and universities). Tinto (197ST Presents data

indicating_ that students Tow in, affective development (i.e. , social

interaction) can persist (survive) better in a college or university than

students low in cognitive development (academic interaction). Rootman

(1972) presents data indicating that students low in affective development

(i.e., person-role "fit" or interpersonal "fit,' lay voluntarily leave the .

particular environment. These data suggest the existence of appropr'iate

ranges of developmental rates for different environments (colleges and

univerii ties) .

In sum, both the purpose of higher education in America and the

phencmenological evidence support the explicit consideration of a develop-

mental model in the study.of college attrition. Such a model shall be

considered next. -

A Developmental Model

The proposed developmental model is a probabilistic model relating the

rates of cognitive and affective development in the separate sexes to the

persistence or attrition of students in various intended or actual majors.

The model considers the cognitive and affective levels acquired by the

individual students up to the point of entry into the new environment

(i.e., the antecedent differences), the rates at which the cognitive and

affective development are occurring at this point in time, and, the sex of

the student. Essentially, this model is predicated on the fact that

I.



student persistence or attrition is probabtlistic as contrasted to deter-

ministic. Furthermorer the rates of development are only ratios of the-

changes in idevelopmental levels fortwo successive points in time (i.e., the

change in learning ordi) to the-length of the ttme span separating these

two points in tfme (i.e., the change in time ordt ). Also, these rates of

cognitive and iffective developent orlifisatios, are not only different for

the individual students aver the different aspects of the cognitive and

affective, domains, but are different for the individual sexes. The relation-

t?hip between the level of development amg the rate of development (learning)

is most simply expressed,9 a developmental (or learning) curve.

The modeT is as follows:

for a specific intended or actual major of W and a sex of Med (M)

or Female (F),

Prob (Cell

Attrition

(W, M)

Smaester 1

Prob (Celli,

Attrition

(My F)

Semester 1

o)kr 1, my n, o)
frig (Cell k
attrition (W,' '

l" m n

Total frog (Cell.i, j, k, 1,

(4 14)

and

1, k,
to, n, frig (C0/11, ipk, 1, m, n, o )

)

attrition
1W. F)

Total freq
(W, F)

k, 1, m, n, o )

The definitions of persistor and non-persistor are open at this point.

These categories must, however, be mutually exclusive. For the sake of

completeness, a persistor shall be defined as any student that remains as a

Li
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full-time student to finish his 8.A. degree-. All students that fail to

finish theit.B.A. degrees shall be viewed as attrition cases. Certainly,

these definitions fail to consider the possible types of attrition cases.

Attrition cases may-be categorized al academically successful or academical-

ly unsuccessful. Furthermore, attrition cases may either-leave

voluntarily or involuntarily.

The cells of Cell
i, j, k,

(W, F)
Semester

gin% 09 0
are only those cells resulting

from the subdivisions of the ranges of the scores for the predictor variable

of the antecedent cognitive development (i.e., SAT verbal and SAT Quantitative,

Bigii School Average, Rank in Class) and of antecedent affective development,(i.e.,

California Personality Inventory), the rate of cognitive development (i.e.,

the total number of quality points .. grade x credit hours-- for the

semester), and the rate of effective development (i.e., an inventory of

student social activities and a Personality Inventory Scale). These cells

address only those students with the given major of W and sex of M or F for

the given semester ti.e., Semester 1). By subdividing the ranges of the

individual independent variables into class intervals of a snall enough

size.(i.e., the size used in presenting grouped data in a histogram), the

scores in the separate independent variables may be viewed in terms of

grouped data. The determination of the number of attrition cases in each of

the possible 8 dimensional cells resulting from the subdivision to the

total number of Males (or Females) in the given 8dimensional cell is onty

the proportion of the population with these characteristics (cognitive and

affective) in the given major with a given sex for a particular semester

239



lost by attrition. This proportion when viewed in terms.,of an unchanging

population overthe subsequent:years is the attrition rate in the given

major, for the given sex, in a particular semester. These proportions

may be viewed as the proportions in a multinomial distribution function.

Forsemesters beyond the first, the antecedent lviels should be

represented by the cumulative quality points, the CPt score, and the

student's activity index. These antecedent levels are better indicators

of attrition than those frost high school or those from the time of entry

in the university.

It should be noted that this procedure may be more applicable to the

HEMS codes for the majors instead of the majors. The HEGIS Codes are only

broad classifications of the majors (i.e., the academic disciplines). These

clasSifications were defined by the National Center of Nigher Education Manage-

ment Systems. For only the 19 classifications emphasized in ,the State Uni-

versity of New York Statistical Abstracti,
Fall 1978, sufficient numbers of

'students would be available to insure the fullest representation of the

anticipated score ranges.

The advantage of the present model is that the resultant measures may be .

determined for each succeeding semester and entered in the model for that

particular semester. Thus, the developmental rate of the student is

included in the determination of the student's chances of leaving the parti-

cular college environment. If changes designed to retain the individual.

in the environment are implemented, this model can readily detect the'changes

in the students leaving the environment.
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Tools for Marketing Management and Enrollment Projection

David W. Bradley

Boston University

The purpose of this paper is to present a design for the methodological

integration of the marketing management, long range enrollment planning

aid short-term enrollment projection functions. The adoption of a "tools"

apprOch assumes that an effective means of manipulating and presenting large

\
amounts\of data is necessary for effective enrollment management. This

specific rQdel applies to a large, complex university with a national

recruitment\affort and academic programs suited to vastly different segments
\

of the student)19arket. The inherent concept is applicable to a variety of,

\
institutional :sit' tions, and the computer aids are easily adaptable. This

model is dependent u on substantial computer support, on-line capabilities,
l

accurate historical data and the presence of supportive administrators.

All too often, it seems that a reluctance to work with the voluminous

data necessary to address a myriad of hypothetical enrollment situations

results in ignoring pertinent information. A visuallyseffective report,

summarizing a complex situation and designed by the people responsible for

the research, may assist in developing a facility in using empirical

data in decision-making. By developing these computer aids to address

specific problems in enrollment and marketing management, we have begun

to assemble a methodological framework which ties together different analyses,

but at the same time leaves the responsibility for the design and execution

of the analyses within individual areas of expertise. Perhaps a more impor-

Vint aspect of this concept is the model's abjlity to act as an impetus for

creative and detailed planning, allowing non-quantitative professionals to

contribute to the research which impacts them, to voice their opinions and

to receive immediate feedback.
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A familiar;ty with the work performed in admissions areas is essential to

the understanding of this model. Tile piecemeal qoproach we take in performing

the analyses allows for, the ianipulation of data (and a minimizing of statis-

tical error) in a fashion related to student flow. The Admissions Funnel, a

graphic aid utilized by this office, helps to convey this. In its simplest

form, the funnel.is broken into eight stages: grospects, inquiriess.applicants,

accepted applicants, paid deposits, matriculants, juniors and alumni. These

different stages of conversion, when related to enrollment management, imply the

need for diffcrent analytical techniques, sources of information, qualitative

input, data presentation and levels of decision-making; yet an integrated

framework for projecting through the funnel is necessary if timely results are

to be obtained.

The individual tools in our model relate to the various stagpt of the .

Admission's Funnel. Incorporated into the front end of the model is the ability

to geographically segment and project the student market, arid carry these

segments through the funnel. It also utilizes historical market trends,

curricular trends, recruitment objectives and other inferences.

DEMOGRAPHIC PROJECI11bOEL

mographic Projection Model (Figure 1) is a Computerized routine

which serves as the first step in our projection model. It projects high

school graduates for the fifty states, the outlying territories, the twenty

major metropolitan arca and the total U.S., using data from the National

Center for Education Statistics publication, Statistici of Public Elementary

- 232 1,43
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and Secondary Day Schools, and college participation rates from the Admis-

sions Testing Program publication, College Guide 'to the ATP Summary Repoets.

The example here shows high school graduates and college-bound seniors'from

public secondary schools in the state of Florida. The model is based od a

similar oodel developed by the Colldge Entrance Examination Mak, which i

projects enrollment through class levels using an average.progression factor.

Thisctool incorporates a weighting mechanism to emphasize economitomigration

pattern, if itjs so desired. The computer program-for this and all other

computer fids to be discussed is written in FORTRAN, and can be executed from

a remote terminal or cathode ray tube (CRT).

There are several weaknesses with this model as it now stands. One

fairly simple enhancement would be to incorporate.obvious trends iii a region's

college participation rate into the projection mechinism. Given the dis-

agreement in the profession as to how the current socio-economic'situation

williaffect enrollments in private higher education, we have not utilizea

this approach. Another,more serious problem is the absence of comparable
1

datalfor private elementary and secondary schoels. This being a Sizeable
1

portion of our enrollment target, we arepurrently trying to locate approp-

riate data.

MARKET PLANNING MODEL

The Market Planning Model (Figure 2) also includes a computerized

projection feature, but currently contains no weighting mechanisms or other

variable methodology. Input data consists of projected college-bound seniors

for a target market from the Demographic Projection Model, and historical

admissions data. Whenever possible, the input data can be saved on-line or

in secondary storage, and can be easily read into the,computer program.



The purpose of the Market Planning Model is to enable a u er to draw

inferences as to how changing demographic patterns will affect nstitu-

tional enrollment, all other things remaining constant. The most recent

year's market shares, yields and actual values for each stage of the funnel

are used to project both a steady state and a reactive enrollment picture.

By projecting ahead :.ssuming the need to maintain a steady pool of applicants

from a region, one can see the different shares ofthe market that will be

necessary to accomp'ish this in a period of decline. On the other hand, by

projecting ahead assuming a constant market share, one can begin to get a feel

.for.what the new applicant pool will look like given a constant committment of

resources to the area.

The same projection methodolgy is applied to each stage of the funnel,

using the appropriate conversion ratio to project reactive enrollment (i.e.,

acceptances as a percent of applicants, deposits as a percent of acceptances).

The pessibilities for enhancing the projection methodology of this

program are great, when one considers the different affects changes in recruit-

ment strategy and competitive position will have on conversion trends, and how

the permutations of these\must be examined individually. You may note that

applicants here are projected as a percent of prospects rather than as a percent

of inquiries. This is because we are still uncertain of the tautologies in-

volved in the generation of inquiries, and our belief that the inquiry pool

.reacts immediately to preliminary marketing efforts, whereas the applicant pool

is a truer picture of institutional enrollment patterns. Recent experience

has shown that a dramatic increase in inquiries is not necessarily indicative

of a similar increase in applications.
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INQUIRY CONVERSIGN SUMMARY

The Inquiry Conversion Summary (Figure 3) applies the cohort survival

technique to each initial source of contact with the institution. This

is entirely dependent on a sophisticated system for coding inquiries,

and the ability to match the resulting computer file to the admissions

and Student Search files. The sources of inquiry shown represent activities

such as college fairs, college nights, campus visits, faculty contact,

selfgenerated inquiries'and Student Search. Of particular interest is

the evidence thaX a direct mailing program through the Student Search

Se-vice is not easily-evaluated without such a tool. The significant

portion of prospects contacted by means of the search, but contacting

the University by some other means (19 percent in Florida) is necessary

in justifying an expensive (but effective) marketing program.

The Inquiry Conversion Summary has proven to be an effective tool

for the evaluation of all recruitment activity. When used in conjunction

with the Market Planning Model, it will assist in the allocation of

promotion and recruitment funds and the establishment of objectives for

each geographic target segment. Th'e:use of both state codes and three-

digit zip codes allows for both a regional analysis and the evaluation

of specific recruiting Ivents. Effettive use of these two tools should

enable the user to infer what trends will affect individual target

segments, and to what degree those trends should be incorporated in an

enrollment projection.

Note: Figure 3 was not reproducible, A copy may be Obtained from the
author upon request.



ENROLLMENT PLANNING MODEL

The Enrollment Planning Moderis a variable methodology computerized

'projection routine which projects by region the number of freshman can-

didates accepted to each School and College within 'the University, based

on a determination of what educational trends apply to each curricular

division and what market trends applY to that region. The model is based

on the Enrollment Planning Model which was developed.and is being tested

by the College Entrance Examination Board. The variable methodology

allows the user to choose the market share trend appropriate for indi-

vidual majors within a region (the most current year, a trend, a wcighted

average, etc.), and to project ahead five years using the previously men-

tioned demographic projections.

Individual choices of a basis for projection for each SChool and

. College are necessary at Boston University due to the diversity of the

'undergraduate offerings, their potential to confuse the enrollment plan-
1

ning, the need to differentiate between curricular and demogra71: trends

and the politics involved in establishing individual targets.

This tool has been approved for use by an enrollment committee

which represents several areas of the administration. Through it, al-

ternative enrollment strategies can be tested and evaluated by making use

of qualitative input and objective data. The process is fast, allowing

for informed discussion and timely decisions. A summation of the pro-

jections for all of the regions serves as the foundation for a five-year

enrollment projection. A top administrative decision as to what rate of

matriculation should be maintained, achieved or allowed, again based on

a knowledge of market and institutional information, is the final step

in the five-year projection.

Figure 4
2/8
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The portion of the Boston University model which I have discussed

cooveys the need both to move through the Admissions Funnel using this

fragmented approach, manipulating and massaging the data along the way,

and also to jump from the first to the fourth stages of the funnel (pro-

spects to accepted candidates) while remaining cognizant of the factors

affecting the preliminary conversions. What this translates to is the

need to tie the rather abstract notion of marketing for admissions to

an actual long range projection of an institution's fiscal ,stability.

This would appear to be a symbiotic relattonship, in that seeing the re-

sults of their work included in the University's long range planning adds

credibility, enthusiasm, and a broader perspective to those responsible

for developing an admissions marketing plan, and the use of the model

allows the people responsible for the actual long range planning to be

in touch with the fundamental realities of the marketplace.

The statistical techniques and marketing approaches, while simplis-

tic, serve as a good starting point. They are what has been used in the

past, and are part of an overall message that has been conveyed with vary-

ing degrees of success in recent years. The possibility of incorporating

other environmental variables into the projections is one possibility.

The need to use more sophisticated marketing thought will be obvious to

some. The cyclIcal nature of educational trends, the concept of pro-

duct life cycle and the notion of strategic thrust could (and indeed

should) replace the simple use of fair market share. An awareness of

competitive issues Ad institutional position must be.included in any

geographic analysis and futuristic projection. Perhaps most important

is the need to be comfortable with the application of marketing tech-

niques and terminology, and the realization that what allows there to be
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a difference between marketing and selling is the fact that there are

concerned professionals clarifying the values and goals of the system

beforehand.

The aspect of the Model that has been instrumental in its success

at this institution is its ability to objectively test the subjective,

qualitative input of people involved with the student market on a daily

basis. ,The breaking-up of the front end of the marketing function is en-

tirely dependent upon our organizational set-up, inherent management

style, and the University's objectives. The possibilities Of the tools

themselves override most organizational and departmental divisions. To

cultivate input from people who actually deal with your student markets,

see the trends before they hit the books, who are responsible for

changes in institutional enrollment, can become managable and useful.

Unmentioned as yet is the need to further the scope of this model;

to extend the tools and flovof information through the remainder of the

funnel. Le empirical and intuitive knowledge in the Admissions and

Financial Assistance areas should he useful to more than an enrollment

planning committee, in order to encompass the true meaning of enroll-

ment management. The sharing of information and research with the Office

of Student Life in the area of retention speaks to this extension. The

segmentation of student markets 11 conjunction with development efforts

and the organization of alumni is another opportunity. The graphic

image of a finite funnel becomes an image of a circular nature. The

challenges facing higher education in the next decade may well add a

new dimension to the admissions profession. The development and use

of the appropriate tools can help in bringing this dimension of extended

admissions into the forefront.
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An Analysis of Factors Affecting Migration
of Freshmen Applicants at Selected Public

Institutions of Higher,Education in
Connecticut

. .

Doreen Frankel
1
and Gary M. Cooley
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Connecticut Board of Higher Education

In recent years educational planners and policy makers have become

increasingly concerned with reports of a declining population; more

specifically, with reporti that the number of 18-year-old Americans will

decrease nearly 20 percent during the next decade (Magarell, 1978). Whether ,

the declile in college enrollments will follow the declinq in the 18- to

24-year-old cohort has b n the focus of constderable speculation. Some

experts anticipate that llment gaps will'be filled by older and other

nontraditional students (Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching,

1975) while others expect an even sharper decline due to a slump in demand

for college-educated workers (Dresch, 1975; McPherson, 1978; ihulman

1977; Mollen, 1979)..

Due to an extremely low birthrate, 'the decline in Connecticut's
0

18-year-old population willSbe much more severe than that projected for

the nation, however:

...the number of high school.graduates in Connecticut peaked in
1978 at approximately 47,700 and ivprojected to drop by approxi-
mately 25 percent by 1986 and by 43 percent by 1994. Beginning
in 1994, this decline appears to bottom out. The number of high
school graduates shows a slight increase in 1995, reflecting the
:increase in live births in 1977. Whether this increase represents
a continuous upward trend rather than an episodic aberration in
the decline will depend upon the rate of future births in Connect-
icut (Frankel, Hagan, & Cooley, 1973a, p. 2).

1

This research was based upon a Doctoral Dissertation submitted to the
School of Education, University of Connecticut.
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In a comparative study of the New England states, it was fend that

Connecticdt enrolls the lowest percentage of residents- from other New

England states. Connecticut also enrolls the lowest percenvies.of resi-

dents from the states which are the greatest exporters of students to,New

England--New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania. In 1975, Connecticut

lost approximately 5,148 students to public institutions in New EnOand,

and 16,783 to private institutions in New England (Melican, 1976). At

the present time, only New Jersey, New York, and Illinois surpass Connect-

'cut in out-migrating net losses (Grant & Lind, 1978).

With enrollments declining nationally, and with Connecticut losing

such a large portion of its potential college population, higher education

in Connecticut may suffer profoundly from diminishing enrollments in the

not-too-distant future. Tile need for information on migrating students

has become,more critical to the New England Region for planning.and decision

making due to the substantial out-migration patterns in this area, the

diminishing number of traditional students in the 18- to 21-year-old age

group and the increasing concerns on the.viability of growth in adult and

'nontraditional educational programs (Melican, 1976).

In order to respond to some of these growing concerns about declining

enrollment, a number of recent investigations into the cl4sPs of non-

enrollment following acceptance into specific institutions have bepn

undertaken (Jones, 1975; Carrington &Sedlacek, 1975; Sullivan, 1976).

These studies seek to identify factors importcnt in attracting and not

attracting students, as well as to compare particular characteristics of

the two populations (enrolling and non-enrolling students). Although some

of these determinants of choice have been uncovered, (Raley, 1972) very
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little is known about which individual factors or variables affect these

choices.

Purpose of the Study

This study was an attempt to provide insights inte-the reasons under-

lying student migratory behavior and io determine whether or not future

public policy will be able to influence such behavior. The study sought

to ascertain whether differences existed between three groups of accepted

'applicants to specific institutions of higher education in relation to

selected personal, academic, and financial variables. An examination of

variables 'differentiating between the three applicant groups should yield

information on which students are leaving Connec,ticut, why they are leaving,

and where they are going. Such an analysis could provide planners and

administrators in higher education with information to aid in the develop-

ment of Connecticut public policy in the area'of student migration. In-

sights into group differences within each of the populations could'also

provide admissions personnel with information on factors impacting upon

student decisions concerning c011ege choice.

Method

A sample survey technique was employed in which questionnaires were

sent to 50 percent of the total population of applicants accepted for the,

Fall 1978 freshmen class of the University of Connecticut, the University

of Connecticut Branches, and Central Connecticut State College. The

population was stratified into two groups: those accepting and those not

accepting offers of admission. On the basis of individual responses to

the questionnaire item, "where do you plan to'enroll this Fall?",
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non-enrolling respondents were further partitioned into two groups:

Group 2 included students planning to remain in Connecticut to attend an

institution of higher education and Group 3 included students pianning to

attend an out-of-state institution of higher education.

Therefore, for each of three populations, the University of Connect-

icut, the University of Connecticut Branches, and Centi'al Connecticpt Stite

College, there were three groups of accepted applicants: those stfidents

choosing to enroll (Group 1), those individuals remaining in Conn flcut

'Jut turning down admission to the specified institutions (Group), and

those students enrolling in out-of-state institutions (Group 3)

Overall, 5,369 questionnaires were mailed and 1,901 were Oturred

resulting in a 35 percent response rate which varied between 0 and 44

percent for the respective subsamples. Thus, responses repr sented approxi-

mately 17.5 percent of the total population, witksubsample representing

between 10.5 and 22 percent of the subpopulations.

Multivariate discriminant analysis (Cooley & lohnes, 1962; Tatsuokat

1970) was chosen as the most appropriate statistical technique for analyzing

whether the respective groups could be differentiated from each other on

the basis of the variables constituting the multivarite discriminant space.

The minimization of Wilk's Lambda was selected as the discriminant criterion

-and all hypotheses were tested at the P<.01 level of significance.

Results

Table 1 lists the 41 variables which were in the discriminant analysis.'

Table 2 presents the results of the tests of the general multivariate null

hypotheses for the three major populations.
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1

TABLE 1

VARIAILES INCLUOtD.IN THE
DISCRIMINANT ANALYSES

Sz High. School Type

AAUP Code Nigh School Size

Rank of Institution SAT - Verbal

!nstitutfbn Control SAT - Math

Institution Type Rank in Class

Prestige of Ihstiiution Chosen . Receipt of Honors
0

Importance of Prestige - kEAtricuerfcular Activities

Prestige of Surveyed Institution Academic Aspirations

Campus Visitation Fathers' Education .

Admissions Officer Mothers' Education

Inftitution!i Literature Fathers' Occupation

High School Advisor Mothers' Occupation

High School leacher Number of-Siblings

Alumni Recommendation Only Child

Influence of Parents or Relatives* Oldest Child

Academie Program Youngest Child

Financial Aid Middle Child

Desire School Close to Hoie Family :flaw

Other Parental Expectations

Program Choice Availability

2 5 7- 245 -



TABLE 2
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For each of the three"populations, the'finiversity of Connecticut,

the University of Connecticut, Branches, and Central Connecticut State

College, both the first and second-discriminant functions Were significant

beyond the .001 level of confidence. The probability of obtaining group

differences this large on the basis of samples drawn from the multivariate

discrtminant space would be less than one in a thousand for each population.

Therefore, since there are significant group differences in eaCh of the

three populations, the null hypotheses that group centroids are equal was

rejected. Additionally, since thel.ambdas associated with all functions

were significant, it can be concluded that there are significant dif-

ferences among the groups within each of three populations along both axe

which defined the overall discriminant space.

Since the three general multivariate null hypotheses were rejected, a

stepwise discriminantanalysis was perfoimed,for each population to determine

how many of the 41 variables comprising the total discriminant space were

associated with each of the discriminant functions. Tables 3, 4, and 5

,present the results of the stepwise analyses.

In each of the populations, the first discriminant function primarily

accounted for factors differentiating between enrolling students (Group 1)

f.

and non-enrolling Students (Groups 2 and 3). The variables contributing

heavily to this function related most closely to considerations involving

prestige and elements of choice entering into college selection; hence,

it was identified as a Prestige/Preference function. The second function

appears to differentiate the two groups of non-enrolling students from

each other, those students choosing other Connecticut institutions (Group 2)

from migrant itudents (Group 3). A singular interpretation of this function
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TABLE 3

function 11 Standarditad Discriminant Function

Coefficients: 7h univorsity of Connecticut

variaule Coefficient

institutional Control .61197
Ranh of Choice -.24007
Type of Institution -.21524
'mails of Institutioe Chosen .17749
reptigp of Surveyed Institution -.16510
kAuP Code -.1164a
Institutional Literature .09676
Mimi Scheel Closer to mane -.06813
Availability of Curriculum Choice -.08763
meiia .07937
Importance of Prestige -.07853
Other .06618
financial Aid .04917
CAWS VisitStigh .01398
Receipt of MOON -.04972
High School Teacher .54223
FithOr'S tdmcation .03800
plena .03727
sigh School Advisor -.03267
adwissions Officer .03203
Sill -.03031
mummer of Siblings -.02544
Middle Area Child -.02009
Alumni Recommendation -.00442
Father's Occueetion .00096

function Z. Standardized Discriminant Function

Coefficients: The University of COMOCticht

Vriable Coefficient

AAUP Cele .55909
TYlle of institution Chosan .51231
Desire School Closer te home -.38104

\
Number of Siblings -.27361
Middle Area Child .21164
Sas -.17/74
migh Scheel Teacher -.17968
Institutional Control . .;4330
Pother's Occupation .14105
Media -.11259
financial Aid -.11045
Rank f Choice (Kenn) .10352
Prestige of OConn .10197
Availability of Choice -.09256
Alueni Recommendation .09086
Prestige of Institution Chosen -.08634
AghltsiOns Officer .08300
Institutional kiterstare -.04229
Imeertance of Prestige .01795
Friond .05177
Fatncos CducAtion -.04666
Campus Visitation .31618
Receipt of motors -.00936
Other 2fiO -.0C410
Sigh School Advisor .00319
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TABLE 4

Function 1: StAndareized Oiscrininent Function
Coefficients: The university of Connecticut Iranches

variable Coefficient

°roe of :nstitution .44413

Prestige of uConn trench
Desire Scnool Closer to rome -.15755

emit of Choice fUConn Omen) (reflected) -.12737

:nstitutional Control .11074

Prestige Of iltot1tut1011 Chosen .10920

%rent or Relative -.09336

Oldest Child -.07887
WOOPtiOCO of Prestige e.07159
YOMMOOSt Child -.05493

Academic Proven -.14930

COMO Visitation .04818

Availability of Choice -.04497

Institutional Literature .06494

Other .02427

Alumni Recommendation -.02238

SAT-Math -.02231

Father's Education .f10929

Fuectien 2: Standardized Discriminant Fnct1on
Coefficients: The university of Connecticut Branches

Variable Coefficient

Type of Institution
Prestige of Institution Chinon
Institutiomel Control
Father's Education
Desire kneel Closer to Some
Prestige of 0Conn Armen
sAT.Alth
Other
%Sagest Child

ylc Program
Al I lecemmendetion
I tutiesel Litersture

nobility of Choice ,

of Choice (Moos trench) (reflected)
ImPertence of Prestige
Com visited°,
Oldest Child 1

Psrent or Relative

61
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-.92'13
.51553

. 48430

. 30,73

-.26785
.24351

. 2103
-.1547,
.1114011

\ -.13740
\ 11493

mom
\,fos1211.07773

.05227
42811

.

-.11 .018



TABLE 5

Function I: Stanoarlized Discriminant Funct1on

Coefficlents: Central Connecticut State Zolleoe

Variable Coefficient

Rank oe Choice (CCSC) (reflected) .38569

institutional Control -.16696

700 of Institution .33927

Prestige of CCSC .30170

Prestige of Institution Chosen -.29636

Campus Visitation -.14377

heir* School Closer to 4ome .09650

amp aloe (rtflecte0) -.06914

Academic Aspirations -.06166

Alumni Recommendation -.06611

Number of Siblings -.06639

Youngest Child -.06325

Fathers' Occupation -.04665

Other -.04505

Manors' Wt.:sting, -.04077

Parent or Relative .03471

Institutional Literature -.03218

Importance of Prostige -.110,7

fatherS' Education .00344

SAT-4ertal -.20150

Function 2: Standardtzod Discriminant Function
Coefficients: Central Connecticut State College

Variable Coefficient

Institutional Control -.C9246
Prestige of CCSC -.44126
Fathers' Education .45067,
Prestige of Institution Chasm .36949
SATVerbal .33518
Campus Visitstior -.32644
Institutional Literature -.28975
TYPI of Institution -.27753
Mothers' Education -.27567
Importance of Prestige .24191
Fathers Occupation -.20793
Other -.19751
Rene of Choice (MSC) (reflected) -.11265
Parent or Relative -.15323
Number of Siblings -.12527
Youngest Child .10177
Alumni **commendation -.10174
Academie ASPiretials .35909
Desire School Close to 40016 .05453
AAUP Code (reflectad) -.00383
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was generally not possible since it appeared to be comprised of several

components including prestige and preference variables; socioeconomic

.variables, and external influences. Thi7 complex second function, although

difficult to define, appears to be an attitudinal function which is related

to socioeconomic status and an orientation toward private higher education.

Classification of Individuals

The discriminant analysis provided by SPSS permits, as a subroutine

option, the classification of individuals into their most probable groups

based upon the information contained in the overall reduced discriminant

space. Thus, it is possible to compare the actual known group membership

of individuals with their predicted or assigned group membership.

Table 6 presents the results of the classification analysis and

compares the congruence of predicted group membership with actual group

membership. Based upon the information contained in the reduced discrimi-

nant space, 83.9 percent of all individuals were correctly classified into

their respective groups.

Results and Implications

Despite rapid expansion of its higher education system, as well as

its student financial assistance programs, Connecticut continues to be

one of the top five states in student migration. Losing approximately

one half of its college-going high school graduates to other states

(Frankel, et al., 1979b). LI view of the fact that these migration

patterns have been relatively stable over the past 17 years, it seems
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TABLE 6

Prediction Resul ts

AIIERSI-, 2F CCNNECT:::;T

Actual Grou;
ip. of

Cues
Preoicted Group Seinceftlio

rouo 1 Group 2 Group 3

Groo 1 494. 491. 0. 3.

99.4% 0.0% 1.5%

Group Z 129. 21. 61. 47.

160% 47.3% 36.41

Group 3 488. 65. 39. 284.

13.3% 8.0% 76.7%

Perm,: 3f 1rouped" Cases Correctly Classified: 3415%

TSE J1I1ERS:TY CF C1NNEC"::14T 3RANC4ES

Actual Grouo.

No. of
Cisas

Preoicteo Group NembersniO
Group 1 Grouo 2 Group 3

Group 1 201. 199. 2. 0.

39.0% 1.0% 0.C%

3rouo 2 104. 19. 57. 23.

18.3% 54.8% 26.9%

Group 3 161. 8. . 25. la.
5.0% 15.5% 79.5%

Percent of "Grouped" Cases Correctly Classified: 82.4C%

CENTRAL CONNECTICUT STATE COLLEaE

Actual Group
No. of orepicted Group Membershio

Grouo 1 Group 2 Imp 2

Grouo 1 I63. 163. 5. 0.

0.0%

Group 2 112. /1. 57. 23.
19.6% 33.8% 20.5.1

Group 3 AA. 1.
.
,. 36.

2.3% 15.V: 31.8%

2ercant of 4Groupee Cases Correctly ,:lassifleo: 52.10%
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reasonable to conclude that neither the lack of access to higher education

nor the absence of student financial Lid programs have been the primary

causal factors of Connecticut's extremely high stident out-migration.

From the results obtained in the present study, there is evidence

which suggests that for many students it is not a matter of access; per

se. Rather, the type of educational opportunity being' offered is either

not acceptable or less acceptable than the opportunities being offered

by other institutions.

The most compelling and copsistant result of the present study involved

the Concept of prestige. The assessment of institutional prestige clearly

,dominated the results of the three major discriminant analyses and consis-

tantiy appeared as a major factor in the decision-making behavior of

students. Students who elected to enroll in the institutions included in

this study reported that prestige was a major consideration in their

decision. Similarly, students electing not to accept offers of admission

reported that institutions they had chosen to attend were more prestigious.

Despite Connecticut's remarkable achievement toward providing univer-

sal access, simply making higher education accessable is not a sufficient

achievement unless it is accompanied by the opportunity to participate

in a diverse set of educationally, socially, and economically relevant

programs of appropriate quality. This issue of prestige leads to the need

for an investigation into the relationship between perceived prestige and

quality in Connecticut higher education.
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A METHODOLOGY FOR INSTITUTIONAL PROjECTIONS OF FULL-TIME
UNDERGRADUATE ENROLLMENTS

Adolph I. Katz and Ayse Ergin
New Jersey Department of Higher Education

Stu! Gross

New Jersey Educational Computer Network

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper describes a cohort survival model, residing
in a computer program at the New.Jersey Educational Computer
Network (NJECN), to produce'projections of full-time under-
graduate enrollments in a college.1

The projection methoaology used applies a transition
rate to a count of students in a certain pool, and the
product represents a new count of students who "survived"
tke transition period. The "survivors" can include counts
of people from ,pools other than the one to which the rate is
applied. For instaice, the transition rate which uses
current public high school graduat'es as a reference includes,
in addition to current public high school graduates,
graduates from private high schools, high school, graduates
from previous years, and non-graduates who have earned a ,

General Equivalency Diploma (GED).
(I

The cohort survival model consists of three successive
stages of flow and/or projections: the first establishes
the first-time full-time fre-shman cohort entering the
college from each New Jersey county or from out-of-state.
The second ,stage moves these students together with other
cohorts including students traisferring into the college
without a degree from another institution, students who
have "stopped out" and subsequently return to the institu-
tion (readmits), spring enrollments, and part-time students
who return as full-time students through the four yeais
(two years for community colleges) of each undergraduate
class level to graduation. The third stage of the model
aggregates class level enrollments to compute the total
undergraduate enrollment at the institution for each aca-
demic year between 1977 and 1995.

1The program uses the State Planning System (SPS) software
package deyeloped by the National Center for Higher Educa-
tion Management Systems (NCHEMS).
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II. PROJECTION METHODOLOGY OVERVIEW

Figure 1 is a chart describing the flow to graduation
of the cohort of first-time full-time students-entering a
scollege. The model computes year-to=year enrollments, be-
ginning in 1977 and continuing through 1995. The computer
program starts with actual 1976 enrollments. The values of
the parameters necessary for the operation of the model are
determined by the institution. The set of model parameters
can be derived from data normally provided by the institu-
tion to the Department by means of REGIS reports.

The computer model advances from year-to-year, deter-
mining the new first-time student cohort from each county,
advancing the current freshman, sophomore an4 junior classes
to the next class level for the next academic year, adds
students who enroll at each class level in addition to the
continuing students, adds transfer students to the third
year enrollments at the senior institutions, and finally
determines the number .of unclassified (by class level)
students at the college. The classified and unclassified
students are 'aggregated to obtain the total college enroll-
ment for the year.

III. SIMULATION STUDIES

The model provides an institution with the capability
to change parameters which are a function of institutional
policy and procedures. These parameters include:

1) the College-Going-Rate, by county, of residenis
enrolling full-time at the college;

2) the proportion of out-of-state students enroll-
ing as first-time freshmen;

3) the cla*s-to-class continuation (rev.ention)
rates;

4) the proportion of readmits, nondegree transfers,
etc. to "continuing students;"

5) the size of the transfer cohort (with associate
degree); and

6) the proportion of unclassified students to
classified students.

If an insettution uses historical data to establish
the values of bhe model parameters, it will produce enroll-
ments based essentially on maintaining the "status quo." The
institution can change the model parameters in response to
institutional plans, policy changes, and resource allocationand determine the impact of these system changes on future ,
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enrollments. n making changes, particularly with respect
to College-Going-Rate, each institution should recognize
that there will be competition for students from other
New Jersey instituiions as well as institutions in other
states.

Appendix A is a summary of the model variables and
parameters aim' their asso'ciated symbols.

Appendix B presents, for. a typical two-year and a
Cour-year college, the data required for the model and
the computation of the model parameters from the data.

Appendix C is an enrollment projection report (simu-
lation results) for the four-year model college, and includes
the values of the input variables and parameters, as well as
year-to-year projections of the various student cohorts.

Appendix D is a listing of the equations used to model
the flow diagram *of Figure 1.

Appendix E contains sample forms for compiling insti- .

tutional data in a format that will allow for easy input to
the computer program.

NOTE: Appendices can be obtained from the authors.

IV. DEVELOPING POOLS

There are three basic pools, or groups, of students that
are required by the model: high school graduates, first-time full-time freshmen, and transfer students (with A.A. orA.S. degrees).

h. High School Graduates

A cohort survival methodology was used to
project the numbers of New Jersey public high
school graduates, by county, from 1977 through.
1995. The projection methodology is described
in detail in the report, "Full-Time Under-
graduate Enrollment Projections, 1977-1995
Technical Report."2

Table I presents the actual and projected
public high schook graduates for the period
1966-67.through 1994-95. Figure 2 presents
the same information in graphical form.

2Prepared by the New Jersey Statewide Plan "Demand"
Subcommittee (01A), May 1979
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B. First-Time Full-Time Freshmen

I. New Jersey Residents - The projection
model begins by'calculating the number
of entering first-time freshmen to the
college from each county in New Jersey.
College-bound students from a county
are computed by multiplying the number
of high school gra4uates from the county
by the county "College-Going-Rate." The
College-Going-Rate (OR) for a county,is
defined in this Sods:. as the ratio of all':
first-time full-,time freshmen students
from.the county enrolled in the instieu-
tion the fall of academic year k to
the number of.public high school grld-
uats from the county in the previous
academic year (k - 1)., In addition to
current public high school graduates,
the first-time full-tile freshman
cohort'includes graduates of private
and parochial schools, students who
graduated one or more yearo Ago from a
public or prixite high school, and
students who tin% a G.E.D.

,In mathematical notation, the
College-Going-Rate (CGR) for ccunty j in
Near k is defined as:

CGR
kj FTFTF1, (k)

ESG
j, (k-1)

where .5,

FTFTF County j residents enrolled
in academic year k as first-
time full-time freshmen at
the college (includes current
and previous public high
school graduates, 'current S
previous private high school
Iraduates, G.E.D. holders,
etc.)

HSG
j,k-1 New Jersey public high school

graduates from county j during
academic year k-1



2. Current New JPrsey Public High School graduates -
The number of current high school graduates
enrolling as first-time freshmen is not required
in the model, but it is desirable.to have this
information in order for a college to plan
freshmen recruitment strategies and monitor
the "interest" of high school graduates to
attend college. Data on current high school
graduates enrolling in college, by county, are
not collected as a part of the New Jersey State
Level Information Base. Each college, however,
should have this information available from their
student records.

In mathematical notation, the college-
participation rate.of current public high school
graduates (CPR) from county ki in year k is
defined as:

CPR
kj

CHSGJ,k

HSG (k-1)

where

1 (a)

CHSG County j public high school
graduates who graduated from
high school the previous year
(k-1) and enrolled in the college
in year k..

3. Out-of-State Residents - The numbers of
out-of-stale residents enrolled as
firstrtime full-time freshmen in
New Jersey is computed as a function of
the totaa first-time ..full-time freshman
enrollment. The percentage of out-of-
state first-time students, compared to
total first-time students is a policy
variable (i.e., it can be changed from
mne simulation to the next or it can
change from year-to-year within a
single vbmputer run) in the model.

C. Transfer Students

Transfer students with an A.A. or A.S. degree
are included in the model as a separate variable.
The number of transfers without a two-year degree,
however, are implicitly included in the model by
means pf class level "adjustment factors" (See Sec-
tion V). The number of "Degree" transfers is a
policy variable in the model and, therefore, can
be established by the institution.
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V. THE FLOW OF STUDENT COHORTS WITHIN A COLLEGE

The year-to-year total institutional enrollment is a
function of the previous year class size and the year-to-
year student continuation (retention) rates. In the pro-
jection model, four continuation rates are used (two tor .

the two-year colleges): freshman to sophomore, sophomore
zo junior, junior to senior, and senior to graduation.

A. Freshman Class

The New Jersey entering first-time freshmen
are determined by multiplying the CGR times the
number of high school graduates from each county
The percentage of out-af-state first-time fresh-
men to total first-time freshmen is available as k

policy variable and is used to compute the num-
r of out-of-state residents enrolling in the

/reshman class. The New Jersey and out-of-state
first-time full-time freshmen comprise the total .

first-time tull-time freshman enrollment.

The first-time full-time freshman cohort
does not include students who have been re-
admitted as freshmen, transfer in as freshmen
or convert from a part-tize to full-time atten-
dance status as freshmen. To add these student
cohorts, the first-tthe freshman enrollment is
multiplied by a freshman clais "adjustrent facto-e;
in order to compute the size of the total' freshman
class. The freshman "adjustment factor" is de-
fined as the ratio of all full-timeJreshmen to
the number of first-rtime freshden. ThIS "adjust-
ment factor" can be derived from\historicaf data
of total freshmen and total firsttime full-time
freshmen.

B. Sophomore Claqs

A certain proportion of the full-tire freshman
cohort continue as fulltXime stwients to the soph-
omore year. This proportion depends on continua-
tion rate, defined as the ratio of the number of
full-time students who enrolled in year (k)
to the number of these studints who were,pre-
viously enrolled in year (k-1) as full-time
students. This continuation (or retentiod) rata
multiplied by the total, freshman class generates
the "freshman continuing to sophomore" cohort.

27-)
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In order to determine the size of the total
sophomore class, we must add.sophomores who aro
.readmits, transfers, previously part-time now
enrolled full-time, and so forth. The*atio of
the size of the total sophomore class te'sNed,
number of "continuing freshmen" is defined
sophomore class "adjustment factor." The produce
'of the. "adjustment factor" and the "freshmen
continuing to sophomore" cohort generates the

. total sophomore class.

C. Junior Class

., We determine-the number of sophomores contin-
uing to the junior year in a manner similar to
the computation .of freshmen continuing to the
sophomore year. For the junior year at the senior
institutions, we must also add the cohort of
transfers with an A.A. or A.S. degree. Since
transfers with degrees, plus the continuing sopho-
mores,.do not comprise the entire junior class,
we must again make an adjustment for other cohorts
such as readniits and non-degree transfers... The
ratin of the-total juniof'class to the number of
continuing sophomores plus transfer students is
the junior "adjustment factor" and can be deter-
mined from historical data.

D. Senior Class

The transition rate from the jUnior to the
senioi year and the senior class "adjustment
factor" are computed in a manner nimilar
to the computation of these parameters for
the freshman and sophomore classes. These
paxameters, togethnr with the junior class
enrollmentd of the previous year, are used
to compute the size of the current year's
senior.class.

E. Unclassified Students

Because pf incomplete transfer records,
unreported gradvs, and other problems, it is
often not possible to identifuthe class
level for many students 'enroll:1d in a college.
The proportibn of these' "unclassified-by-level"
students at a college is reasonably constant.
Thus, a ratio of the nuRber of "unclassified
students",to the college's total "classffied"
enrollment can be applied as an adjustment
factrr to rhe "classified"' student cohort to
obtAin the numbers (cohort) of "unclassified"
students. Multiplying this ratio times the
total classified enrollment, we can project,
the numbers of unclassified students. We can
then compute the total cpllege enrollment by
adding the unclassified to the classified enroll-
ments. 273
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F. Graduates

The numbey of graduotes;is determined by
using graduation rate defined or the ratio of
graduates to the number of .lniors. The
graduation ratl can be determined from historical
data on the nupber of graduates compare' -c the
total senior cl.ass enrollment,. The p t of
graduation r.Ite and seniorienrollments the
number of graduates for that year.

VI. DATA

Eight data set& are nr-..,essary to determine model para-
meters:

A. High Sch9o1 Graduates

The number of public high.school graduates by
county is an input variable to the model. The
projections of public high school graduates from
1977 to ig94, by county Ificte available from the
Department of Higher Education's Office of Planning
and Research.

B. First-Time vu11-Tine freshmen

First-time full-time freshmen enrollments
by county of residence are available fro:a
REGIS Form 204xx3. This historical daLa can be
used for the computation of ..eference values ot
the county "College-Goi.:4-RaLes" (CGR). The
CGR is a policy variable in the model.

C. Out-of-State Enrcllments

Out-of-state enrollments, as well as the
total enrollment of first-time full-time
students, are available from HEG1S Form 204xx.
The ratio of outof-state first-time full-time
freshmen to total first-time full-time freshmen
ia included in the model as,a policy variable.

3The last two characters of the N.J. REGIS forms specify the
fall of the year of data collection. The colleges should
use reference data for the years (or ...verage of several vears)
that they consider to be most appropriate for their projections.
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D. Fell-Time.Continuation Rdte

The number of full-time students, by Class\
level, who were enrolled full-time in year k \

and enroll as full-time students in year
k + I are available from HEGIS Form 301xx.
Some of the returning students remain at their
previous class level, but the great majority
advance to the next class level. For exavpie.
some of the full-time freshmen enrolleC in a
college in the fall of 1976 will return as
freshmen the fall of 1977, while, ,thers
return as ..zembers of the sophomore class. The
ratio of enrollments, by class level, in year
k + 1 to enrollment of the same students'in
year k, using data from HEGIS 301xx, is an
approximation of the class level "continuation"
rate. The colleges should have deteiled
oft their continuing students and, therefore,
can compute actual class-to-class "continuation
rates." Historical data can be used to estab-
lish refcrerce values for the "continuation
rates" for each class level. The "continuation
rates" are available as policy variables in the
model.

E. . Enrollment by Class Level

Enrollments by class level are available
from HEGIS Form 205xx or US REGIS 2300-2.3 for
each year. The ratio or. total enrollments, by
class level, to the number of "continuing
students" from the previous year is defined
as the "adjust-ient factor" for that class level.

F. !Transfer Students

The number of studcats with Associate
Degrees transferring to four-year institu-
tions from two-year institutions is availa'ale
from REGIS Form 303xx. Only those transfers
with degrees are included in the model as an
explicit cohort.

G. Graduates

Thc number of graduates is available from
REGIS Form 2300-2.1. The historical ratio uf
graduates to senior enrollments (sophomores
for two-year colleges) can be used as ttle ref-
erence value for the college's "graduaticn rate."
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VII. THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL

The model variables nd parameters and their symbols
are presented in Appendix A. rhe distinction of "static,"
"dynamic," and "exogenous" variables is a requirement of
the SPS software. The modeling equations are presented in
Appendix B.

The following dynamic variables are required for the
first year (initial year) of the model:

Dl to D21 - "In-State First-Time Students Enrolling
by County"

D22 to D42 - "In-State Current PublicSHigh School
Graduates Enrolling by Couaty"

D43 - "Sophomores who were Enrolled as Freshmen
the Previous Year"

D44 - "Juniors who were Enrolled as Sophomores the
Previous Year"

D45 - "Seniors who were Enrolled as Juniors the
Previous Year"

In addition, the model requires values for:

El to E21 - "County Public High School Graduates"
for the Academic Year previous to the
first year of the projections, And

E22 - "AA/AS Degree Holders Who,Transfer into the
Junior Year at the College"

El to E21 a.'e stored in the computer program for academic
years 1975-76 through 1995-96, and therefore do not need to
be entered as data in order to use the model.

The model parameters must be specified for the initial
year as well as for each subsequent year of enrollment of
projections.

The college has the option to initialize the model for
any academic year prior to 1979-80. It is suggested that
1975776 be selected as the initial academic year in order
to provide several years of comparative information between
actual and projected enrollments and thereby provide some
guidelines for "fi:,a-tuning" the model and improving the
reliabillty of the enrollment projections.

276
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Values of Cie model parameters can differ from year to
year. In selecting model parameters, however, a college
should consider historical data trends as well as institu-
tional policies and plans established to acaieve institu-
tionll enrollment goals during the next decade.

As a first estimate of future values of such model
parameters and variables or college-going rates, retention
rates, and transfer enrollments, the college can use current
values of these parameters or variables, an arithmetical
average over several years, or a weighted average such as
a Fibonacci series. In any case, it should ,be rneognized
that current trends tend to continue and.several years are
often required to produce an enrollment change as a result
of changes in institutional policy, actions, or programs.
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TABLE I

ACTUAL AND PROJECTED NEW JERSEY'
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES

Academic
Year

DHE Projections
Number of High
School Graduates

Actual

1966-67k 74,476
1967-68 78,444
1968-69 83,407
1969-70 86,498
1970-71 87,718

1971-72 91,810
1972-73 93,146
1173r74 94,380
1974-75 97,985.
1975-46 97,494
1976-77 98,548

Projetted

1977-78 98,001
1978-69 99,487
1979-80 98,300

1980-81 98,315
1981-82 98,258
1982-83 93,930
1983-84 89,016
1984-85 85,531

1985-86 82,340
1916-87 83,428
1987-88 84,518
1988-89 77,867
1989-90 71,451

1990-91 68,330
1911-92 68,831
1992-93 67,037
1993-94 66,621
1994-95 69,323

I.
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PERCEPTION: IS IT JUST IN THE MIND OF THE BEHOLDER?

hmi Meganathan
Carnegie-Mellon University

Introduction

As the expected decline in enrollment is slowly descending upon,

us, there i3 an increase in competition among insti'tutions of higher

education. Every college and university is expanding its recruiting

efforts to get the best share of its contracting student market.

Each high school senior starts out with an ideal institution that he

or she would like to attend. The college choice process begins with

inviry, application, admission and finally enrollment. In any

marketing strategy it is important to have an accurate knowledge of

what prospective students want. The best way to find out is to ask

them.

Meth4.,d31ogy

At Carnegie Mellon University (CHU) admissions research has

been carried out for the past several years. Surveys were sent to

all the admitted applicants immediately after the final dat:1 for

accepting.admission. They were asked to list all the instit.:tions

to wh.ich they, applied and were accepted. They were asked

extensively about their sources of information about CMU. Finally,

enrollees compared CMU and their second choice school on vacious

institutional characteristics like reputation, physical appearance

of the campus and social life. The non-enrollees compared their

school and CMU on the same factors. In. 1978, 3310 students applied

for almission at CMU. 64% of the applicanti were admitted. 50% of
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the aimittees enrolled at CMU. 2117 surveys were mailed to all

admittees. A total of 1,052 responses (50%) were received from two

mailings. Of this 58% were from enrollees and 42% from the

non-enrollees. The lower response rate for non-enrollees was not a

surprise.

The first part of the study was to analyze the institutions

recruiting from a common market by their share of applicants,

aMmittees and enrollees. In the second part, the institutional

characteristics Jwere studied uiing the students' ratings of the

similarities between the institutions., This paper reports the

latter, the peception study from the 1978 data.

_Perceptions ofIrrollees vs Non-enrollees

Institutions.were compared on 15 factors on a 5 point scale

where '1' was unsatisfactory amd '5' was excellent. The mean

ratings of CMU are listed in Table 1. To quote Anderson (1976),

"Students typically claim they chOse their college to secure

vocational training or to develop their minds; specifically, they"

were attracted by 'good faculty", "high scholastic standards", and

"special curric'ilum" (Baird, 1967).
1

The results support this

pattern with high scores for academic and repuXation factors both

from enrollees and non-enrollees, thus highlighting the strengths of s,

CMU. On all factors the perceptions of enrollees are more positive

than that of non-enrollees. Cost, however, was rated the lowest.

283
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Table 1

Mean Ratings of CMU

Enrollees Non-Enrollees

General Reputation 4.8 4.4
Teaching Rep:;itation 4.7 44
Career'Preparation 4.7 44
Research Reputation 4.6 , 4.2
Reputation of AlJmni 4.6 4.3
Availability of Area orInteres'. 4.6 4.2
Admissions Standards 4.5 4.2

-4'Size of Scbool 4.3 4.0
Attractive Campus 3.9 3.3
Distance.from Home 3.8 3.3
Extracurricular Activities .3.8 3.7
Social Life 3.8 3.6
Athletic Program 3.6 3.5
Student Housing 3.4. 3.3
Cost 2.8 2.8

Scale Used:
Unsatisfactory

1 2 3 4 5

Excellent

75% of the respondents had visited the campus before making

decisiona. The significant differences are listed in .Table 2.

Those Who visited had better perceptions of distance and academic

programs while their ratings of the physical attribuies of the

.campus are lower than those who did not visit.

Table. 2

Mean Ratings by Visit

Enrollees
Visited Did Not Visit

Non-Enrollees
Visited Did Not Visit

Distance 3.3 3.4 3.2
Field of Interest 4.7 4.4 4.1 4.2
Attractive Campus 3.9 3.9 3.2 3.7..
Student Housing 3.4 3.5 3.6
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A comparative statistic, the rating difference between the first

and second choice institutions on similar factors, is a good measure *f

institutional attractiveness. Table 3 lists the mean rating difference

of enrollees. Positive differences indicate stronger characteristics

of CMU while negative ones reflect the weaker. The academic And

reputation factors are rated higher for 'CMU. . Student housing and

athletic programs are less favored. Cost again is the lowest rated../'.

This clearly indicates that enrollees were making a trade-off to get

good quality education. This result was also established by a study of

high school seniors by Jerry Davis and William Van Dusen. They found

that the students are willing to sacrifice lower -Cost-s -and the riiht

size to maximize graduate school preparation and Career preparation at

major private schools.
2

Table 3

Differences of Mean Scores
in Comparing CMU and the Competitors

-"Mean Ratini
Factors

Difference

Enrolleesof

Size of School .9
General Reputation .8

Teaching Reputation .6
Resear.A Reputation .8
Alumni Reputation .8

Admissions Standards .8

Career Preparation .7

Availability of Area of Interest .4
Distance .3

Student Housing - .1
Athletic Programs - .4.

Cost - .6
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AAnalysfs by Market Segmentation

Along with personal preferences, ,types of institutions being
-

compared also influence the rating. Over "300 institutions were listed

by the students. They varied from community collegessto the Ivy League

sebools. Therp was no homogenity either among all of the institutions-

or among all of the students. It therefore made more sense to segment

thia market by some common characteristics and identifY the differences

ando concerts of different groups. "The people in different segments

are differen'tially ivepponsiye to particular product/aervice"

oharadterlstica, including price and quality; they can be reached

through different information media and stvice delivery arrangements,

or can be appealed to through different promotional programs and

content. For efficient and effective marketing, the'identification of

these segments and the structura of the consumer market is an important

esearch task."
3

John Maguire and Robert'Lay at Boston College grouped, the

competing institutions by their selectivity and analyze& student,

perceptions.
4

At OMU, this method was expanded to two dimensions: the

yield ratio and student quality. Only the top 50 inseitLItions-by joint

admissions,were included in the analysis. The yield ratio is used as a

measure of institutional succe among the Aompetitors. Ttit yield

ratio of CMU with a school is:the ratio of the number of students

enrolled at CMU to the total number of students enrolled either at CMU

or the competitor. If the yield ratio is greater than 0.5, then CMU.

enrolls more students than the, competitor from the common poal of

admittees. The average SAT scores of the respondents was used as a

student quality measure'.
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The SAT scores were divided/into three raniges, as. Lower (540=09)9'

Average (600-649) and Higher Quality (650-699) 'and the yield ratio into

Low (0-.5), Medium (.51-.70) and 'High (.71-1.00) yield. Table 4

illustrates how the top 50 schools Were 'pArtitioned along these

dimensions. The first number in each cell is the number of schools in

that category. The lumber inside the parenthesis is the number of

joint aMnits with that group of institutions. j\Two.schools from.each

group are listed to show fthe type of institutions that were grouped

4

together. More public scOools were in the High lleld Lower GUality

group and more prestigiouktodhools'were in the Low Yield Higher Quality

gaup. Most of the schools in the Tiddle column (Average Quality) were

similar to CMU in quality, especially those with low and medium yield

rates.
.10

Table 4

Schools and Enrollees by GrOups

LQ
SAT Scores (540-599)

AQ
(600-649)

HQ

(650-699)

Iilld Ratio
LY

(0 - ..50)

MY

(.51 - .70)

HY

(.71 - 1.00)

1 (9)

RISD

4 (20)

U. of Mich.
NYU

13 (272)
Penn State
Syracuse

8 (127)
RPI

.No*rthwestern

11 (94)
Lehigh
Bucknell

6 (62)
Case Western
Drexel

e

.45. (89)

MIT
Princeton

1 (2)

Rose Hulman

Discriminant analysis was used to explore some of these groups

individually, with the 15 factor ratings of CMU as discriminating

variables. This technique searches for a pattern in the responses that
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would differentiate the enrollees and the non-enrollees. Itselects

and weights the factors.that best .predict the final choice. This

analysis enables a researcher to extract the few important

characteristics that seemed to contribute to the final enrollment

deciHion by group. The classification results and the factors with

significant weights are listed in table 5. A high percentage of

students were classified correctly as enrollees or ndh-enrollees.except.

for the Medium Yield-Average'.Quality group. The institutions in this

group are comparable in size, quality,and reputation and hence stronger

competitors. The lower rate of classification indicates the6ereeptian

overlap as the choice gets harder.

Factors

Table 5

.Major Discriminant Coefficient Signs by Groups

LY LY MY HY HY
AQ HQ AQ LQ. AQ

Cost ... +
DiSt.ance from Home + + +

General Reputation + + -

Teaching Reputation + +
Research Reputation- - _ _ " - _ _ +

:

Reputation of Alumni +

Admissions Standards - - -

.Avail. of Area of Interest - .,=, M 4. 4. 4. +

Size of School +

Attractive Campus + + + +

Student Housing

Extracurricular Activities
Social Life
Athletic Programs

=IP

Percent Correctly Classified

IMP MO

Enrolled 83 90 68 73 91

Non-Enrolled ' 80 84 65 66 91
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The perception study MSS done previously in 1974. Table 6.

compares the relponses on identical factors. Cost is perceived better

, in 1978, probably due to the following reasons. The increase in

lia

tuition rates is lower at CMU pared to the top competitors. Also

60% of the students receive finaiI aid. The decrease in rating for

distance can be explained by the geographic market' expansion of

appliesnts. A good example of marketihg strategy is the favorable

c

change in research reputation. From the results of 1974, it was felt

that CMU's researoh component w40 not being duly publicized and so

research material wap added to the admissions literature.

4

- 276213 ,
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ta

For clarity, only the signs of the weights are listed along with

the tactors. K positive sign indicates,a positive loading and a

negative sign, a negative loading. A student rating CMU highly on the

factors with Positive loadings is likely to be an enrollee. The

non-enrollee would rate tligher on the factors mith,negative loadings

and lower on the ones with positive loadings. Dittance, general

reputation, academic program. availibility and campus appearance seed% to

be important across the groups. Cost is significant., only for the High

Yield-Lower Quality group where more 'public institutions were an

11 aft

Ilternate choice. Facilities, size of schobl and teaching reputation

were also important for the Witt* Yield-Higher Quality group; The

students in the Medium Yield-Average Quality group may have been

discouraged by research.
0

Comparison with Other Studies at CMU
^

S.
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Table 6 6

Mean Scores - 1974 ys. 1978

:

1,74

Enrollees Non-Enrollees

.

Cost 2.5 2.4
DistanCe 4.0 3.6
General Reputation 4.8 4.2

. -Teaching Reputation .4.7 4.2
Research Reputation ,4.3 , 4.0

1978
Enrollees Non-Enrollees

. 2.8 2.8
3.8 . 3.0.
4.8 4.4
4.7 4.4
4.6 4.3

A similar study was done on the yniversity's non-applicants in

1978. Table 7.lists the results on.a ntw factors. The perception of

non-applicants on reputation factors were similar to that of theX
non-enrollees. 1Non-app cants bad also rated extVacurriCular

activities very low.

Table 7

Non-Applicants vs. Admitted Students
Mean Ratings.

Non-Applicants No -Enrollees Enrollees

General Reputation 4.3
.

4.4 4.8
Teaching Reputation 4.2 4.4 4.7
Career Preparation 4.3 4.4 4.7
Student Rousing .3.5 3.3 3.5
Extracurricular Activities 3.6 3.8 3.9

Last Spring CMU conducted a survey:of graduating seniors to

evaluate their vhievtments and peeceptions. The responses of the

Seniors and the aimittees are compared in Table 8. The overall opinion

on housing is low. The consistently negative response on campus

appearance reinforces the need for improvement in that area.

Intramurals received a high positive reSPonse from the Senior students.

Similarly, social events off campus were highly favored by them.
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Table 8

Seniors vs. Admittees
Percent Satisfied

Seniors Admittees

Instruction 81% 'Teaching 88%

.Dora Life 56 Housing .42

Condition of Buildings 32 . Attractive Campus 41

NIntrasurals 92 Athletic Life 43

,Inter-collegiate 62

Social Life on Campus 54

,

Social Life 54

Social Opport. in
Pittsburgh Area 74

Cultural Events Off 6 J

Campus . 88

1

3 or 4 on a 4-point scale, where 4 is most satisfactory.

2
4 or 5 on a 5-point scale, where 5 is excellent.

-

Concluion and Implications

The analysis has confirmed CHU's strong institutional position in

the market. The institution's weaknesses have also been illustrated.

These Studies and comparison; are tgood feedback'. for the Admissions

Office on its campaign efforts S4'1) ks the positive change in research

reputation as shown by the compartn..,:l of the 1974,and0978 perception

studies. The students on camp4a view favorably some of the

4
characteristics like athletic and a-;:ial life and this can be used to

t



, improve the perceptions of admittees on these factors, But the.

opinions of seniors on facilities and appearance are consistent with

that of the admittees. One of the purposes of this research is to

provide meaningful results to the decision-makers. The responses on

cost and reputation reinforce that it is important to maintain the

quality of the institution and to'do.so, that tuition can be raised.

More research is called for regarding physical appearance to determine

the specific improvement's that would have the largest impacts (like

sidewalki, lawns and budieling exteriors 4t.c.).. .Periodic re-evaluation

le academic programs are necessary to meet the needs and demands of the

students. Some a thl programs the non-applicants wanted were not

available at an. On the other hand, some admittees enrolled elsewhere

fo011etter program3 in the fields that CMU offers. Efforts are

underway tc weigh the trade-offs of addition or revision cf. the

programs. Analysis by segments strongly suggest that marketing

strategies Ot be sensitive to the needs of different consumers, to

increase the overall institutional attractiveness.
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. DETERMINING THE "IMPORTANCE" OF REASONS FOR CHOOSING INDIVIDUAL COLLEGES'

Jean M. Stern
410

Siena College

With the dreaded 1980's imminent, colleges are understandably uneasy.

Enrollment projections for full-time equivalent students in higher education

show a decrease of 20 to 30 percent for most regions of New York State by

1990.
1 .

The New York State Education Department has warned colleges and

universities to expect.a decline in the tratiitiOnal college age students, al.

high rate of emigra6on from the state,,and a deteriorating economic base

for providing jobs,'revanues, and state aid to education.

Faced with the nrinkig Etconomic and student pie, most institutions

PIO* turned to some type of planning in an attempt to offset this predicted..

decrease for their own colleges and universities. Plannirig strategies Usually

include the definition of mission statements, goals, and strategies for

attaining these goals. Mission statements are important because successful

competition for students depends on a school's ability to carve out a niche

'for itself in the lar:ge field ofpossible offerings,of higher education and

to project.that special image to potential Clientele.2

1"Underserved Population Groups and Postsecondary Education: Future,
Enrollments and Stilt:lent Access," The University of the State of New York,

The State Education Department Office of Postsecondary Research, Information
Systems and Institutional Aid, Albany, New York, August 1979, pp. 14-19.

2the importance of finding one's niche is based on the concept of
institutional positioning in Douglas V. Leister, "Identifying Institutional
Clientele: Applying Metamarketing in Higher Education Administration,"
Journal of Higher Education, XLVI (July-August 1975), 388.
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Another term for image projection is Maeketing, a process,gaining w$der

acceptance by the educational community, albeit reluctantly, William Ihlanfeldt

identifies three basic components of the concept of marketing in higher educa-

tion: 'research, strategy, and communication.
3

The research component

involves finding the answers to two questions.. First, why do potential-

, candidates like or dislike an institution? Second, how de interested candi-'

dates go about making their choices of institutions?

Strategy is simply determining the best approach to the marketing effort,

given both the data gathered during,the research stage and an assessment of

the institutiun's resources. The third phase, commun4cation, has two aspects:

internal and external. Internal communication is the effective transmittal

of the needs of potential students (the marketplace) to the,faculty, admin-

istrators, public relations officers, student affairs personnel, and admissions

directors, who shape and project the college's image. External communication

presents what the institution has to offer to its potential pool of students.

It is the internal communication aspect of the marketing process that.is

moAt often neglected in collegelarketing and is the problem addressed in

this paper.

Sien4College Freshman Survey .

.In 1977, the Admissions Office of Siena-College began asking freihmen to

identify the factors.which were important in tnfluencing their choice of Siena

College. During the September orientation week, the fre6men were given a

questionnaire (See Appendix A); whose first question asked them to rate eighteen
4

factors as.to whether they wdPe VERY IMPORTANT, SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT, or NOT

IMPORTANT in influencing their decision to,come to Siena College. The eighteen

3
William Ihjanfeldt, "A management Approach to the Buyer's Market,"

Liberal Education, LXI (May 1975), 133-148.
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factors'were a mixture of items depicting the college's stated mission, the

. Admission's Office perception of the Siena image and various policies of the

. Siena recruitment effort.

In analysing the results f the questionnaire, the responses were pre-

sented in terms of the relativ frequency of the three importance responses

to each item. In addition, the responses were reported according to the sex,

residence, and academic division of the students: An excerpt from the report
AV

is reproduced below:

HOW IMPORTANT WAS EACH OF THE VERY SOMEWHAT NOT

FOLLOWING FACTORS IN INFLUENCING IMPORTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT

YOUR DECISION TO CHOOSE SIENA

COLLEGE? T*,,FM TFM TFM%
Liberal Arts Tradition 21 21 20 50 51 48 29 26 32

Albany Area Location 46 49 44 40 37 42 14 14 14

Campus Tour . 22 3) 14 41 39 43 37 30 43
i

Promotional Literature 19 24 16 55 55 55 26 21 29

CamOus Interview 21 28 15 34 33 35 45 39 50

*T = Total Freshmen
'F = Female Freshmen
M = Male Freshmen

TABLE A

Information presented in this manner proved to be very confusing and

somewhat misleading. When given to the members of the long-range planning

committee, various members tried to interpret the results by comparfng the

percentages of the freshmen fndicatin4 VERY IMPORTANT for the eighteen items.

Other committee members compared the NOT IMPORTANT percentages. On the whole,

it was quite difficult to wad? thrOugh all the numbers and to get the overall

impression of the relative importance of the factors.

Comparing only the VERY IMPORTANT or the NOT IMPORTANT columns tended to

be misleading if one were trying to rank the perceived importanc, f the various

factors. For example, from the information in Table A, one would rank the
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Albany area location first in importance, follamed by campus tour,..liberal

arl,ts tradition, campus intervfew, and promotional literature.if the VERY

IMPORTANT column were used. The NOT IMPORTANT Column would give a different

order: Albany area location, promotional literature, liberal arts tradition,

campus tour and.campus interview.

,If the interpreiation of data is confUsing or misleading, administrators

and faculty are not going to pay attehtion to the survey resOlts'or take them

into account when formulating policies which could affect the'college's image

and have repercussiont. for attracting the type of student the college 113

trying to reach. In our case, the committee members feft-the meeting unsure

.of what we had learned from the queitionnaire and perhaps a bit uneaby that

some of,thefr perceptions Of Siena may not have been shared by the freshmen.

,Imoortance Scale

What was.needed was some_way to sumMarize the students' opinions as to

the importance of the varibus factors in choosing Siena College and which

took into account all three importance responses to each item. The Office

of Institutional Research and Planning proposed that the responses to each

item be measured on a simple importance scale, where NOT IMPORTANT was assigned

a value of "0"; SOMEWHAT-IMPORTANT a value of "1"; and VERY IMPORTANT a value

of "2".

The importance score for each item was computed by adding the values of

the individual student responses for that item and then dividing by the total

number of responses. In this way, each item's score would vary between 0 and

; 2. An importance score around "0" indicated that almost all of the freshmen

felt that this item had little importance in.their choice of Siena College.

A score around "2" indicated that this item was very important for the students'

decision. A score around "1" indicated that the freshmen had mixed feelings

about this item.

2 9
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A *possible weakness of this scale is that-a score of "1" could indicate
...

that either most of the students had checke0 SOMEWHATIMPORTANT as'opposed to
l o . ",.

VERY or NOT IWPORTANT, or it cou'ld mean Oat the siUdents were split 6etween "

sCoring the item as yERY IMPORTANT'or NOT IMPORTANT. Either circumstance

would yield the same overall importance score. One possible ediution to the

problem is the computation'of importance Scores for the students on the basis-.

.0 their sex, residence status, and academic,division. If there is a Split .'

among the students on A item, it should break out in one of the subgroups,

i.e., the male freshmen felt that the item was very important,'while the

feiale students felt that the item was not.important.
.

o

Scale Application

4*.

After assigning each item an importance score, it was then possible to

rapk the factors. We found that the following seven factors had scores.

so'

)rever "1":

1. Academic Reputation
2. Size of College

.

3. Campus Appearance
4. AlbanylArea Location
5. Extra-curricular Activity
6. Cost
7. Financial Aid

1.698
1.603.

1.346

1.326
1.159

1.078
1.014

'

4,1

TABLE B
1977 Top ImportanceeScores

Althaugh none of the factors had scores near t'2" indicating a consensus

on what was very important in the choice of Siena College, it still.is possible

to pick Out aspects of Siena's image Which influence choice. Academic reputa-,

tion (as defined by the student) and the size of the college.had the greatest

impact on the freshmen class of 1977. Policies resulting in the loss of

quality programs or an increase in the small size of the college might have

idisastrous effects on recruitment efforts.

t.



b.

The appearance of the campus and the location of.the college in the

Albany area aiso had.mmderate influence.. The college cannot change its

Ocation b t should be.aware ofPthe large number.of commuter students'its
.0

. A location at ts. ANMpus is well-landscaped'and in an attractive subur-
.

ban setting which creates a favorable,impression when the camput is visited.
- .

This may indicate ihe importance of a policy of.strongly encouraging campus

visits for protpective students. The caipus tour item riceixed-a score of

1.' .844, rather low on the scale. This may be explaineh by the fact ihat 40

percent of the freshmen were commuters and thus already familiar with campus

'from having grown up-in the area. ,In fact, freshmen residents did rate the '4

tour higher than the corm/tem. ,

Extracurricular activities, cost and financial aid were only somewhat

important to the group as ewhole. These items, as w!ll as the others,

.require further analysis before interpreting their relative importance for

34ena's ability to attracethè particuflr type of student it desires.

The use pf the imOortance scores made further analysis easier. Since

the importance score for each item was really the average score of the students'

responses, a t-test was used to determine whether.the difference between the'

scores of the categories of the three groupings according to sex, residence
0

wd.academic division'were statistiChtly significant at the .01 level. It
4

was important for the college to'have some Certainty as to actual differences

perceptions,'as the college Was attempting to set policies-for a desired

sexratio ampng.the'students, for attracting commuter students to ease a

campus housing crunch, and for a desired balance among the threeacademic

divisiontk

The importance scale did point.out some significant differences. Many

of them were not,unexpected, such as the commuters considering the location of

the college of prime importance, while the residents were much more influenced

by the size of the college. However, now thete intuitive feelings were docu-
,

mented. - 286 - 298 4.
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The school reilized that the results of.one survey were notenough to

provide the basiS for decisibn-making and is now in.its third year of,surveying

the feeshmen. (See AppOdices.8 and C.) The results o the second siirvey

. 'tiy and large suppprted the reiults of the first survey. Again, t-tests were

used to determine significant differences between the 1977 and 1978 scores

P for each item. The majbr deviation in the 1978 Scores was in the perception

of the importance of,flnancial aid for the.students from thethree.academic

divisions Financial Aid policy had changed during the spring of 1978 and

thequestionnaire and scaling system had been able to measure its effects.

The administrators were delighted with the scale's sensitivity to the.policy*

charige, and the wholioperation of surveying the students and reporting the

results in terms of importance scores gained validity in their,eyes.

Conclusion

Marketing will.gain greater acceptanceis colleges and universities fompete

over the shrinking llool of high school graduates over the next tivo decades..

An important component of marketing is communication - both the external commu-

nication df the college s uniqueness to potential students and,the internal

communication which feeds back the students' perceptions uf the college to

people in positions to make and project policies affecting the college's image.

Very often, communication to college policy-makers breaks down because

of the met6ds in which the information is displayed. The simplerAnd more

concise methbd is the better,one, especially for administrators.and faculty

not trained in and wary of statistics. If the information is easily inter-

pretable, it is more likely to be used and the research departments of the

college or uniVersity become.morlkcentral to the decision-making and planning

processes.

a.
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APPENDIX A
a 0

%

FALL 1977 ADMISSIONS J:rla SURVa OF ENTER4C FRESHNEN

Pl.;.ASZ 1NUICATE:

Male Female
Resident Commuter Division: Arcs Blisiness Science

1. mpw IMPORTANT WAS EACH OF THE FOLLOWING FACTORS IN INFLUENCING YOUR DECISION TO CHOOSE
SIENA COLL= (MARX ONE I* EACH ROW)

1.-Siona'SA.ibera1 rts tradition
2. Catholh. College

3.Tdographic1ocatian (Albany Area)
4, Cost

.

5. Business program
..4. Science program .

7. Financial Aid 4
'8. rresence of Franeiscan-Aaculty

ft 9. Academi,.: reputation ...

O. Campus
IL On-campus Viterview

'Prouitional literature received from the college
rarental influence

14. ,Friends presently attending
iguAetballyrogram

16. Ca=ous appearance
17. Size,of the c011gge
184 '1)4ra-curricular program

Veri, Somewhat Not
Important Important_ Innortant

illl

II. HOORUCH a.PORTANCE DO YOU PLACE ON EACH OF THE ITEMS LISTED BELOW IN RELATIoN TO .:6u,
UNDERCR4DUATE EXPERIE!E? (MAK ONE IN EACH-ROW)

. 1. Ac.demic advi:Ang
4'

2. Career and vocational counseling

3. Joh placement asistance
4. Pry:4!thional $1,-.hoo1 or sraduate school counseling

5. SPit.itnal ccunseling ant! advising
6. Personal aud social counseling
7. R:2dial awiistance
8. Internship opportunities
9. Aea4cmic honors program

.10. independent study opLions
- 11, Oportunity to ueet inOrmally Wth faculty

12. S11 classes
4

...III. TO WttA'; 071,FR COLLECfS WERE YOU OFFERED ADMISSION?

f

-et

,MSMIMIN.MIIM-=1.0./.
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APPENDIX B

FALL 1978 ADMISEIONS OFFICE SURVEY OF ENTERING FRESHMEA

PLEASE INDICATE:
.

Male Female Division: Arts Business Science
Resident Commuter

.I. HOW IMPORTANT WAS EACH OF THE F6LLOWING FACTORS IN INFLuENCING YOUR DECISION TC CHOOSE
SIENA COLLEGE? (MARK ONE IN EACH ROW)

Very Somewhat Not

Ic_.:rtitit_ Important Important

1. Siena's liberal-arts tradition
2. Catholic College
3. Geographic location (Albany Area)
4. Cost 4

5. Business program
6. Sciencg program
7. Financial Aid
8. Presence of Franciscan faculty
9. Academic reputation
10. Campus tour
11. On-campus interview
12. Promotional literature-received from the college .
13. Parental influence

14. Friends presently attending ;

15. Alumnus/a contact
16. High,School counselor's recommendation
17. Basketball program

18. Campus appearance
19. Size'of the college

20. Extra-curricular program

II. IN CHOOSING A COLLEGE, WAS SIENA YOUR FIRST CHOICE?

III. IF NOT, WHICH COLLEOEHWAS YOUR FIRST CHOICE?

Yes No

rv. PLEASE LIST THE OTHER COLLEGES WHICH OFFERED YOU ADMISSION AND RANK THEM ACCORDING TO
YOUR PREFERENCE. (USE 1 TO INDICATE YOUR BIGHEST PREFERENCE.)

301
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APPENDIX C

FALL 1979 ADMISSIONS OFFICE SURVEY OF ENTERING FRESHMEN

PLEASE INDICATE:

Male Ferile
Resident Cimmnter Division: Arts Business Science

I.. HOW IMPORTANT WAS EACH OF THE FOLLOWING FACTORS IN INFLUENCING YOUR DECISION TO
CHOOSE SIENA COLLEGE? (MARK ONE IN EACH ROW)

1. Siena's liberal arts tradition
2. Catholic college
3. Geographic location (Albany aroa)
4. Cost
5. Pusfness program
6. Science program
7. 'Finangial Aid
8. Presence of Franciican faculty
9. Academic reputation
10. Campus tour oeotif o

11. On-campus interview
12. Promotional literature received from the

college
13. Parental influence
14. Friends presently attending
15. Alumnus/a contact
16. High School counselor's recommendation
17. Basketball program
18. Campus appearance
19. Size of the college
20. Extrd-curricular program
21. Community atmosphere

Veri, Somewhat Not

Important Important lEport2aLt

II.. IN CHOOSING A COLLEGE, WAS SIENA YOUR FIRST CHOICE? Ye

III. IF NOT, WEICH COLLEGE WAS YOUR FIRST CHOICE?

WOULD YOU PLEASE MENTION ANY OTHER FACTORS INFLUENCING YOUR CHOICE CF SIENA COLLEGE?

8/79
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Information Systems in Enrollment Management

William T. Griffith

John J. Maguire

Boston College

To,further discuss the probably malevolent impact of the birth decline

on America's independent colleges and universities or the effects of the

harsh inflation still to come upon their tuition levels seems heartless,
0

0

.if not, in fact, cliche. To incorporate the relevances of Management Infor-

mation Atems into this already familiar discussion would likely do Wo more

than render things difficult to take, if mot downright unbearable. No self-

respecting college administrator would plead ignorance on ihe former subject

and not even the most sheepishly modest manager would not claim at least a

general knowledge of,the latter. In any case, should we waste any more breath

or wood pulp on such prosaic topics. We are, however, still troubled as we

doze off at the latest conference on declining college enrollments or.grate at

the often diffused commiserations of the attendees at the annual professional

get-togethers. We all know that there are problems /Acing our institutions

but we don,q all know what to do about them. Some of us "know about" what to

do but not "what to do". *Of course there are those, seemingly "in the knowTM,

who play a variation on what is often purported to be the game of modern medi-

cine: rather than identifying tite symptoms of a physical disease and treating

them (instead of truly curing the patient), they take a step further away by'

identifying the symptoms of institutional health and ostensibly producing those

*symptoms. This Is most often done by constructing a report that will be the

envy of one's extra-institutional colleaguei, which report (1).aggregates

source databwhich is the result of some astute back-pedaling, (2) is conceived

303
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in isolation,from the managerial decision-making process, and, (3) does not

arise as a planned by-product of the operational processes of the institu-

tion. So, the point'is not "knowing about" what tO de'lin order to culti-

vete the holding*of one's own at some round table discusiion but first,

really "knowing", secondly, "knowing howTM, and thirdly, the practical appli-

cation of the theory and technique or, simply, "doing itTM. Once the theOry

is well-marketed within the.institution, as well as thoroughly understood

by those who are to implement the system, it is, as in any team sport, a

matter of "execution".

At this point, it is proper that we set down the specific focus of this

essay. It is not directed to,the institution that is likely to cease opera-

, ,tions.in the cowing.decade. The techniques available for sdch appllcations

as institutional phase-out, or even for determining thelikelihood of such

an event, have no bearing here. Our point of departure assumes that.the

administration of the college or university in question has carefully arrived

at the perception and belief that its institution will, given proper direction,

survive the remaining years of the twentieth.century. An assumption 'implicit

in the above is that the staff of that institution possesses sufficient talent

to "carry it off". In other words, this essay will not attempt to set down

the imaginary processes whereby one can substitute some "cookbook" system_for

talent. It will, however, touch upon the function and organization of that

talent or possiblAbase some criteria which might serve to screen for such

talent. So, at best, we are talking about the healthy institution, at worst,

about the moderately diseased but viable one.

It is axiomatic.that, given a group of people bound together by agree-.

ment to a broad purpose, and sufficiently skilled,to carry out that purpose,



if a problem exists, it is most probably one of.Commueicatioil. A further

axiom is that function determines structure and that structure monitors

function. For examplel'if we propose to start a medical college, ihe pur=

. pose of our'institution will be to produce competent physicians, and,

toward that end; must perform certain functions. Ie order to facilitate

these functions, a bureaucratic structure must be instituted whiCh willte

monitor these processes designed to effect the originally stated objective.

Note, however, that should bu'reaucracy take it upon itself to essentielly

change thosefunctions to suit its own regulative efficacy, then the iirigistal

objectivesiould case to be served. So, here we will discuss communication,

purposes, function and structure. We do not propose to "prove" whether *func-

tion precede; structure, or vice versa, or Whether one needs an information
a

system in order to determine whether there should be an information system.

Such questions of "chicken and egg", "causeless cause' and "unmoved mover"

are not germane to this discussion. We do, however, propose to drive home

the point that the Management Informstion System should be designed after the

structure and function of the organization itself (given that the organi-

zetional setup is" considered to be satisfactory). Conversely, the MIS should

not be used to covertly re-structure the, organization to its own technical or

bureaucratic purposes or simply 'support those institutional functions which

its-developers deem technically expedient.

. Here, we must take a definitional digression to make the proper dis-

tinctIon between "structure" and "system". °The distinction is similar to

that between anatomy and physioldgy. Anatomy deals with structure - what it

is, wtereas physiology deals with process - how it functions.'s(Anthony, p.S)

Most definitions of "system* are, however. CONtding, or at best. loco*.
2112_ auft



plete. For example, Webster's Unabridged Dictiouary defines it as:

"Acomplex unit farmed of many often diverse parts subject to a common plan

or-serving a common purpose". But then a skyscraper would satiify that

definition.. Therefore, what Webster's calls "system", we ch(,)se to call

-struCtiltel%--If you begin with collection of often diverse objects, you

have a "set". Adding "subject to a common purpose" yields a "structure".

To achieve the dynamic correlate of "structure", or "system", you need move-

, ment, flow and transformation. Structure is static; system, dynamic. Of

cr . se these distioctiolsare conceptual and lin in the experience of the

organization itself, but they are, nevec useful.

So, the assumption is that the in,titu e :lready evolved an admin-

istrative structure which suppnmer bv;'r nurpose. In this

instance, one of the organizatio* would be Enrollment

Manafivpitlit, which is a process ".. ;) iften disparate

functiom having tn do with recruict ,1 retaining and

replacing students as they move , et,4 Ah ''-om the University".

(Maguire, p.1) To facilitate this rOcc4' information system, or

better, a "planniny and control system" ;A Os system, which would,

in fact, be only part of the university's total MIS, would help to give life

and communication to the conceived processes and would further the informa-

tional facility for planning, predicting and controlling enrollments while

assisting in the establishment of measures of institutional quality and not,

of itself, transforming institutional purposes.

A useful framework for mapping this process into formal informational

terms within any administered organization would be tri-leveled as follows:

strategic planning, management control and operational control.

Strategic planning "...is identified by terms such as policy formula-
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tion, goal setting, and top management planning" (Anthony, p.15) and would.

be strictly defined as '...the process of deciding on objectives of the

organization, or changes in those objectives and on the policies that are
0

to govern the acquisition, use and disposition of .. resources'. (Athony,

p.16) In terms of Enrollment Management, strategy implies planning such

things as overall enrollment levels, formulating broad marketing policies,

the building of a dormitory, the acquisition of a new campus, ete. To per-

form these functions or to decide whether to perform them requires informa-

tion. That decisional information's source is, in some measure, extra-

institutional, but also requires a workable, internal information system.

At a middle level, and associated with the ongoing administration of

the enterprise is "management control", defined as '...the process by
0

which managers assure that resources are obtained and used rffectivelpin.

the accomplishment of the organization's objectives' 'Anthony, p.17).

Managerial control for enrollment means setting staff Jevels, determining

travel policies, designing admi3sions literature, redesigning financial aid

packaging strategies, monitoring enrollment levels vis a vis the admissions

decisional processes, formulating research projects which will assist in

revealing student attitudes, making overall enrollment projections, moni-

toring student exits and reentrances, etc.

Lastly, is the category of "operational control", distinguished from

the previous level in that it relates to the performance of specific tasks,

and the process of assuring that those tasks are carried out effectively and

fficiently (Anthony, p.18). Given our present focus, the aspect of opera-

tional control would include processing and.monitoring admissions inquiries,

applications, acceptances, deposits, etc.,monitoring financial aid expen-
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dltures, processing grades, transcripts, tracking enrollments, clearing

students for graduation, processing student exit and reentries, etc.

,So, it is of crucial importance that some rather specific information

needs be agreed upowbefore anything else happens. This would require

some protracted meetings between the managemefit of the MIS function and

those directly responsible for the Enrollment Management function. Also

in order would be firm communications among both parties and the insti-

tution's top management regarding system development priorities as well as

the upper eschelon's needsfor information to support strategic decisions

concernin 9 the enrollment, and other related areas. The common errors at

this stage are as follOws: (1) fatlure to enlist the understanding and

support of top management in the development, (2) failure to specify mana-
.

gerial control and strategic information needs before deciding upon and/or

implementing operational/transactional functions (the point being that often

a system will be designed to process transactions and produce lists, failing

to provide for the collection of information in a form which will lend it-

self to higher level report formats or subsequent research demands),

(3) failure to specify the broad data and information flows required to

ground"a successful systems effort, realizing that the administrative struc-

turedoes not alwa,!s (in fact, rarely) perfectly fit these requirements (to

say another way, yoU must enlist the cooperation of key administrators, some

of whom are not directlyNinvolved in the Enrollment Minagiment effort but

who are informationally involved in the very success of that effort), and,

(4) failure to involve key support Staff in the design of the system, as it

is only intelligent to enlist the good sense, expertise and support of those
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'who will make or break the transactional system, which is the foundation

upon which everything else is built.

Now, we are not so naive as to imagine that you will sit _back in'a,

vacuum, with no present information system. and dream fond dreams. We do

mean, however, that you not allow tactical problems to enter into the be-

ginning discussions on system objectives and informition needs. These essen-

tials must have ciear definition from the outset. In the feasibility stage,

it- can be decided, et least in a preliminary fashion, how certain technical/

financial considerations might impinge upon these "essences". The user

should be ready and willing to comromise on the "accidents" but not on the

"substance". In other words, you cannot let the budget people or the NIS-

types defeat your project by allowing Your essential objectives and infor-

mation needs to be watered-down because of any seemingly crucial (buts in

fact, arbitrary) economic/technical biases. Certainly, you cannot live

totally outside of such considerations as money, available technical expert-

tise, the state of the systemi art, hardware and software considerations,.

etc.. You must, however, understand what IS'elsential and.that, if altera-

tions are to be made, it is no Secret to be discovered or revealed months or

years later, when it is all but too late to recover.

Next, you must realize that you cannot have everything "NOW",

something of which the MIS people will be quick to remind you. This point in

the discussions is often the most taxing for the user management (in this

case, the enrollment managers) because it is precisely where the technical

people will surface their most arcane vocabulary, arranged in sentences

which torture the user's sensibilities, carefully designed to "boggle their

minds". In fact, talking from just such a personal experience, some 'pundit

observed that these "computer types" were the post-modern currelate of the



aboriginal shamans.

relationship between

the Opinization, if

Personally, we think that a healthy "adversary"

the users and the MIS staff will, in fact, benefit

both sides.well understand the overalt objectives.

Nevertheless, you will be introduced to the terns "modular" and "inte-

grated", among others. These words t y be used to justify the most out-

rageous surgery (and/or delays) on you, most highly prized ideas. It will

benefit riroshowever, to vcome to terms with such terms. You cannot,

as previously noted, have everything "today" but all of the pieces (modules:

steuuld fit together and 'work together (integrate) as they are installed.

You cannot,- in addition, foreyer avoid the fact that some member(s) of the

user group must be "in the technical know". Someone must understand 16

order of development, both horizontally (through each office or enrollment

vanagement function) and vertically (within each office or, better, logical

subs/stem). Remember, the systems development timetable will effect your

decision making 4s the various modules are installed within each organiza-

tional area and, in steps, from one institutional area to another. For ex-

ample, we might welcome the installment of the data collection modules for

the admissions subsystem, aldng with some simple roster repurts, knowing that
r

-some more sophisticated reports might have to wait until some further devel-

opment has been done on the financial aid or student record subsystems: In

the absence of these computer reports, we might have to do with a manual

ny

'substitute or'simply rely on some approximate data, coupled with our seasoned

intuition. Tangentially, may we note that this "seasoned intuition" should

never, never be abandoned. in fact, many computer reports, when actually

studied, not only support present-time decisions but also further refine

our crucial human understanding of the problem. A case in point would be the
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subject of student attitudes: we should not take i "shoot from the hip"

approach to possible policy changes based on our perceptions of student

attitudes in the absence of any "hard research" or MIS data; neither should

we study the problem forever, never taking appropriate action (an exaggera-

tion of the management science approach). We should cost effectively collect

and study some good information and make an "informed" decision, based ugn
our refined intuition.

Here we can make the point that, crucial to the success of the Enroll-

ment Management project is an intelligent research program. Certainly,

research objectives belong in any institutional discustion of information

systems. We, in the university, are fortunate to have the faculty and

student resources to call us to, and assist us in; the performance of some

extremely important research. At the same time, the enrollment manager's

research must form the.basis for practical decision making and not take the

common academic tack of "purity". Oddly enough, many often relegate such

research to a lesser position, somehow below, and unrelated to, MIS. To

this approach we must award a resounding disagreement. If research programs

for Enrollment Management are conceived in isolation frota basic systems

planning (or not conceived at all), they are doomed, if not to failure, cer-

tainly to the fate of having to surmount tremendous barriers of information

scarcity. One cannot execute decent research if the operational data bases

are not designed with research ends in mind or if personnel are not accorded

to the task because resea-ch is thought to be simply iding, rather than an

essential part of the pastry.

Of course, we cannot, to the great relief of the systems developers,

spend all of our time discussing true "information'k. Usually, the technical

types fall in love with transaction kocessing at the expense of the MIS
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proper. They will welcowe the timeithen the discussion to.such topics as

operitions and transactions. Simply put, this is how all of the raw data

will be captured, in what form, by whom, when, where, and why. Parenthet-

ically, you should always have these six primordial questions ready at hand

to act as a checklist whenever you are doing any planning. While you maY

not have heavily involved your support staffs in earlier phases of the dis-
.

cussions, now is the time... Your interesi here should be to desigrr a data

capturing (processing) system which will insum the accuracy and integrity

el the information at every reporting level (operational, managerial and

strategic). Further, the methodblogy should also be considered in the light

of your organizational substructures, e.g. - the staff organization of the

registrar should conceptually interact with data flow considerations at

this design phase. In fact, spme modifications might be sought in the

organizational pattern ate trme when change is possible and even desirable.

Turning to the Enrollment Management information cycle, let us reveal

our present bias toward on-line systems. First, some definitions are in

order. Generally speaking, Hon-line" means that someone is sitting at a

computer terminal, most likely a CRT, entering data. Mbst users don't always

have a concept of what happens next, save that somehow the data is organized

andappears in detail and aggregate form on.repoks. 'For the sake of fos-

tering a greater understanding, let ut further divide "on-line", into (1) on-

line information display, where we only look et information in our files,

(2) on-line data collection, where we are collecting information in inter-
,

mediate files for later application to the master files, and: (3) on-line

update, where the transactions apply the data directly to the master files.

Each of these would be proper in slightly different contexts. For example,
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S.

,

during grade processing, it alight be more desirable and effieieit to use.a
data collection apprOach, followed by a mass application of grade data to.,
the master files, whereas student exit information could, be entered via!
direct update approach. In any event, it is our feeling that this general
"on-line" ph1losop6 produces some distinct advata0es. First of all, we
must remiod ourselves that our final reports are no better than what is
potentially contained in the oriiinal source data (it Could be worse if

. .

r
...

the report designitself is found wantinc)', Further, the integrity-of the,.

.. .
.

source data can best beinsured by distributing its system entry to those
;umbers of thestaff who best understiitd the meaning of, and.have the dirett
responsibility for, that data. A batch approach'would involve too mUch ate
flowing throug0 a single conduit (viz. -,a keyboard. specialist)., This phi-,

,losophy would not hve the advantageof Nonderstandin at the source"; it
would put another pair'of'hands into the process, Allowing for more error,
backlogs could ariscwhich *Auld slow the reception of the .report's based
upon the specific data'in question, error lists would have to be produced
and processed, end, most iiportant, much data might not bt. as easily cap-.

tured as with the on-line approach.

Taking,this viewpoint into a discussion of the Enrollment Management
information cycle will illustrate the value of the on-line bias. In our .,
opinion, the information story begins before theprelimirilaryapplication,4 4
stage. It is ow preference, made possible by the on-line technology, to
begin with telephone or written inquiries. When a prospectiii apPlicant

. makes his or her first contact with the admissions
officee'someone sitting

at a T.V. terminal is initializing.a compUter recorCfor that person by
virtue of entering tleir name, address, ttc. Given the proper record identi-

.
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fication strategy, this person's admissions (and, if accepted, matriculated,

4etc.), registration, alumni information can be connected to proyide-aggre-

gate activity reports to assist us in coming to an understanding of the

efficiicy of admissions efforts, student withdrawal behavior, oraduation

success rates, placement strategies, etc. Naturally, we are not concerned

With establishing dossiers on our students and are acutely aware of the

rights of privacy o4 the peopleibehind this information. We do beleive,

however, that this kind of data collection strategy will benefit both the

present aW prospective students, as'well as the university, by providing

a foUndation for research and decision support systems which wip insure

the survival of our community and enhance the quality of academic life.

. 'Wore summarizing our position on MIS for Enrollment Management

ill

applicationselet us melte the important point that wye the computer ls

pert of.the reality ofvresent-day MIS and, fu er, that it has enhanced

. the decision makers positlon not only on a quantitative level but on a

qualitative.one, it (the machine) tt not a logical necessity in order to

have4n'1nformation system. And, in fact,, weccatinue to believe th'the
. . . i

...manual collection of information: everyolay, Idmissions application numbers
1

are .e0tered into a ledger book; every day student withdrawal numbers are
.4 .

. similarly recorded. This has several advantages:,if.the computer systei

4

fails,,.we still have this crucial information'at our fingertips; fit provides,

a checIft against computer reports, which is especially helpful during the-

S.

early steps Of systems implementation; iost of all, this manual system,

aloiig with.the activity of comparing it to the automated ,one, causes us

Jo think when we read reports. Questioning what appears to be unquestionable,

paradoxes, information anomalies and "wrinkles" has provided us tot only. with

an Intimate knowledge-of the workings of the systems but also has yielded'.
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us some of oilr greatest insights, setting the tone.for many crucial

decislon situations and research projects.

In review, we posit that you should:

1. Get your definitions Straight as a first step: both general

MIS nomenclature and your own Enrollment Management terms

for rut institutions (such as "withdrawal", "studentTM,

"bed", etc.)

2. Establish the ohjectives of the.Enroltment Management effort

as well as its information support systems and information

cycle.

3. Begin with some report design on each of the three information
ar

levels.

4. Next determtne the data vtlich must be collected to make these

reports ureality.

5. Then move to thil capturing strategies which will "file" thii

data.

6. Involve all levels of the organization in the design and

implementation efforts.

7. Develop a vigorous, practical research program.

8. Remember that-there is no substitute for a job well done.

I
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The Admissions'Rating Process and a Market

Segmentation Analysis of Applicant "Quality"

Robert Lay and John Maguire

Boston College

INTRODUCTION: Admissions 'people often have reason to ponder aboui

why many of the most pr.ssing:problems of the university seem to be

placed on their shoulders. Ongoing controversies over discriminaticin

and questions about student competency reach to the core of our edu-

cational system. These concerns have raised everyone's awareness of

the inticacies and the importance of Admissions policy. Now, with a

projected decline in the number of college going 17-18 year olds o4er

the next 15 years, another serious problem focuses attention an

Admisilons. For many inzbigher education, the fear is not just that

the overall pool will be smpller, but that institutions will have to

lowei their Admissions criteria and that the educational experience

at many institutions will be devalued. It will be a challenge during
4

dasperiod of retrenchment, for higher education to 'maintain professional

standards of fairness and quality.

The goal of Admissions should be to attract and enroll those

students which maximise the quality of the educational experience at

thai institution. It is an integral step towards this goal for an

institution to develop its own definition of the "quality" of an appli-

cant. This definition will vary slightly reflecting differences among

institutions. Each institution should clarify its mission and seek to

latch what it has to offer with those students it can serve best.
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'For Admissions procedurem.to be an objective implementatiod of the

goals of'an institution and to insure fairness of treatment to applicants,

it is desirable to 'systematize, to an extent, the rating process. A

summary, numerical index of4"quality" is very useful because it opens

the whole operation for self-study. If the resultant index can be'

shown to be a valAd representation of the different characteristics and

needs of applicants, it becomes feasible through segmentation analysis

to improve One's treatment of various applicant subgroups.

THE ADMISSIONS RATING PROCEDURE: At Boston. College all decisions on

applicants hinge on theAdmissions Rating Procedure. The Admissions

kiting is a number assigned by a staff member responsible fOr evaluating

fn applicant. .The ratings range on a scale from 1 to 10 (with 1.being

the highest). Staff members, given 100 applications, are to distribute

ratings to average over a cycle as follows:

Rating

os

Frequency

1 1

2 4

3 10

4 10

5 10

6 15

7 15

8 10

9 15

10 10

-

100

Table I
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Within this major constraint, which eliminates variability in

rater's tendencies to weight the high, middle or low end of the scale,

primary emphasis is placed On percentile rpnk Lc high school. This

aphasia was established and continues as this criteria is found to

, most consistently'predict college performance and success at Boston

College. SAT scores, recommendations, examples of writing, etc. are

ordinarily coniidered at the next level. This gives the rater leeway

to move an applicant up or down in rank. HOvever, note that within the

first major constraint, when one applicant is moved up, another must be

'loved down to maintain the same average distribution. This control

over consistency is necessary because of the very real importance the

Admissions Rating has for whether an individual is admitted, granted

housing, offered financial aid, etc. or is not.

Optimally, the decisions which allocate scarce resources are made

to be congruent with the aims of Boston College to bring in the "best"

class. "Quality" then is a relative concept which takes on meaning

operationally from institutional policy. Yet the rating process is not

mechanical. Each rating represents a personal judgment at the end of an

involved process. Figure 1 represents schematically this complexity.

Because the aseessment of an applicant is admittedly a bit mysterious,

a "black box" is used to signify the thought process which mediates between

the characteristics of institution and applicant and the Admissions Rating.

The point is, an Admissions Rating is not and should not be a summary of

an applicant's characteristics. It should be a personal judgment about

how each applicant may improve the educational environment of Boston

College's academic community. Although each rating is in the end



Figure I

A Wdel of the Rating Process

Social Levels

Institution: Tradition Admissions Policy Characteristics
and Goals of Personnel

Applicant:

3tc)

Background
characteristics
(sex, race,
class, etc.)

Achieved

characteristics
(high school rank,
SAT's, etc.)

human assessment

1
applicant's pre-
sentation of self

"Black Box"

rdaissions
Rating
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subjective, the comparative significance of applicant characteristics

may be objectively measured for the full distribution of Admissions

Ratings.

DATA SOURCES: The sample is made tip of over 2400 appncants ccepted

to enroll.in Fall of 1978 who returned an Admissions Questionnaire

mailed out the preceeding summer. Information from the Questionnaire

was merged with data from applicant files.

METHODOLOGY: The sample will be.divided up into 10 Subgroups or

segments which correspond to each idmissions Rating. The segments

will be profiled using ihe major achieved characteristics considered

when rating the applicant. Each quality segment will be further

broken down into matriculant and non-matriculant subgroups to facilitate

comparisons. A path model will be estimated to measure how selected .

achieved and background characteristics contribute to Admissions Rating.

Finally, a few graphs will illustrate the forms of relationships between

quality segments and their evaluations of various aitributes of the

university.

R40068 ADD CONCLUSIONS: Quality segments are profiled in Table II

using three achieved esaracteristics of accepted applicants. The mean

high school percentile and average SAT verbal and math scores are pre-

sentrid in the body of the table. The most notable conclusion is that

Admission Rating successfully segments accepted applicants. The better

the quality according to Admissions aing, the higher the average

achievements of segments. The range and consistency of this pattern

validates the usefulness of this segmentation for differentiating among

accepted applicants.

Since the first level selection criteria is high school percentile,

it is no surprise that one finds a strong, positive association with
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Table II

Achieved Characteristics of Accepted ApplLzantg by .

Admissions Rating of Quality-Class of 1982''

Admissions
Rating

Nigh School
Percentile SAT Verbal SAT Math

a
2

n
2 a

1.54 1.47 604 626 633 677 16 34

.2 3.17 2.17 575 597 601 636 115 153

3 5.16 4.88 538 557 571 605 268 303

4 9.76 8.46 506 542 551 581 310 301

5 15.20 12.94 510 520 556 565 203 187

-6 19.75 20,8T 488 498 519 531 183 143

7 28.67 26.38 458 477 498 523 102 46

8 35.47 34.11 427 442 481 479 28

9 48.84 400 420 16

10 65.17 418 466 5

1Nor accepted applicants mho returned the 1978 Admissions Questionnaire.

Yield

1002

sn

1002

562

472

432

692

512

652
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Admissions Rating. The individuiA1 level cot:elation is .68. This is

kigh correlation, but still leaves over 502 of the variance unexplained.

The two other measured achieved characteristics, verbal and math SAT

scores, also _arrelate well with Admissions Rating. These two variables

add.about 102 to the variance explained in Admissions Rating. The balance

of the uneXplained variance, around 402, must be accounted for by other

unmeasured variables (samples of writing, evaluation in interview, etc.)

and variability in human judgment (i.e. the discretiOn of Admission staff).

A comparison of means between matriculants and nov-matriculants within

rating segments helps to identify the effects of college choice on the

composition of the Class of 1982. On all three achieved characteristics,

non-matriculants scored higher than matriculants in each of the top

five quality segments. This reflects the results of competition between

Boston College and its prestigious competitorn. In the high school

percentile profile, differences between mskriculante and non-matriculants

are relatively small. This is because Boston College ohs matter of

policy awards financial ald(Op to full nempand ausing based partially

on Admissions Rating. And, since high school percentile correlates more

highly with Admissions Rating, the smaller differences reflect the impact

of these policies. Also, many crsapetitors plate more emphasis on

SAT scores when setting policy and'are able to draw away high scorers.

However, the larger SAT differencea may not indicate differential "quality,"

if high school percentile is a better measure of academic ccmpetence and

motivation, as we maintain. 111111

In the last column of Table 2, the Admissions yield for each

quality segment has been calculated. This is a measure of how effectively

Boston College has been able to attract accepted applicants. By

323
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monitoring theseligures fipm 'year toyear, one may measure changes in

one's ability to attract the'most qualified applicants.

In the path diagram presented in Figure 2, it is possiOle to mcasure N

the contribution of high school percentile vs. SAT's while controlling for

three background characteristics: race, sex, and financial need. With the

largest path coefficient (.56), high schOol'perCentile makes the primary

contribution. Yet clearly, SAT scores are also importght (P .34).

In contrast, backgroun4 characteristics have little to do with

Admissions Rating after controlling for high school percentile and SAT's.

Race and financlial need of applicants are insignificant. However, females

do,tend to be rated slightly higher even after controlling for achieved

characteristics. It may be that females excel in other components such as

in written expression,.inithe verbal interview or in high school activities.

But this deserves further study. Interestingly, females are shown to do

better on high school percentile but worse on SAT's (see path diagram).

Without this balance females might-have a much greater advantage.

In Figures 1-5, examples of three patterns of perceptions are graphed.

Figure 3 displays an inverse relationship between the quality of an appli-

cant and the evaluation of the teaching reputation of the University. Said

differently, the more qualified the applicant, the lower Boston College's

teaching reputation is evaluated. Higher quality students are, after all,

comparing Boston College to some very"gorld colleges and universitiee. Other

attributes which fit this pattern are: general reputation, specific aca-

demic programa, college faculty, researcOkreputation, reputation of alumni,

emphasis on graduate programs, religious opportunitlea, high school coun-

selor's rating, and athletic programs. To maximise the quality of appli-

cants, Boston College should adopt a differentiated policy towares quality

segments with respect to these attributes.
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Figure II

A Path Diagram of the Measured Contribution of Applicant
Characteristics to the Admissions Rating of Quality

lac round
Characteristics

Ne

H h School
utile

Achievad
Characteristics

315

lAdissions Rating I

Notes: Path cbefficients are
standardised regression coefficients,
Scales: Race - Non-Whiteml

White 6.0

Sex - Feaalsl
Hale 0

Need Aid - Applied for Aidel
Did not di0

High School
Percentile -

SAT's

Admissions -

Rating

1 to 100, 100 is top.
400 to 1600, 1600 is
top.

1 to 10, 10 is top.
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See Figure 4. Here the mean evaluations of social activities are

graphed. This shows that there is little or no association between the

quality of an applicant and perceptions of ocial activities at Boston

College. Other attributes which follow the same pattern are: male/

female ratio, size of school, variety of courses, Admissions literature,

contact with Admissions personnel, and athletic facilities. There is little

reason to vary one's treatment of quality segments with respect to these

atttibutes.

In Figure 5, note that evaluations of financial aid are high at both

extremes of quality, yet fall in a deep trough among the micidle segments.

This is a direct result of Boston College's aid policy. Ones are awarded

aid up to need and twos and threes are offered substantial aid packages,

and the lowest segments are on athletic or minority scholarships. The

middle segments are only offered federal monies and self-help loans.

Because cost is affected by the financial aid offer, this attribute fol-

lows this third pattern. And since the offer of resident status tends to

be made on the same basis as financial aid, it too fits here. The pattern

described by financial aid.evaluations meastites the effects of a differ-

entiated policy towards quality segments.

IMPLICATIONS: The significant differences in evaluations across quality

segments has validated the utility of Admissions Rating for segmenting

the warket of a university. The three patterns of relationships between

quality and evaluations are of a general nature and are likely to be found

to exiat at many other institutions of higher education. Most importantly,

this eyetematic approach opens up the Admissions process to self-study and

facilitates planning to meet institutional goals for quality with

objective fairness.
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A Study of Dropouts and Persisters at Boston College

Louise Lonabocker, John Maguire and Robert Lay

Boston College

Over the course of the previous decade, one topic which has received

the 'persistent" efforts of institutional researchers is.retention. The

result of such efforts should be information to guide institutions in

finding the reasons.students withdraw. Unfortunately, the results

thus far have provided very few definitive answers to the question, .

"Why do students leave institutions in general and what, if anything, can

be done to increase the liklihood of their retention?"

A review of current research, notably that compiled by Pantages

and Creedon (1978), would provide most reseirchers with a study and

findings replicating their own results. However, it is extremely likely

that a similar study, resulting in contradictory findings, was cited

in that same review. While research methodology can be debated, the

most likely reason for such conflicting results is based on the

differing nature of institutions. And the importance of conducting

retention research at a given institution is one common theory

espoused by all retention investigators.

Customarily, findings at one institution will have little, if

any, validity at another school. Location, dormitory availability,

male-female ratio, quality of the faculty and students, religious

affiliation, social and cultural opportUnities art just a few of the

environmental factors encouraging a student to select or re-evaluate

a given institution.

33i
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With this in mind, Boston College has undertaken studies to

determine the reasons for withdrawal from the university. The most

recent is an investigation of all student dropouts for the 1977-78

academict.year with an accompanying study of a random group of

sophomore and junio0ersisters. 'The survey was conducted during

the summer of 1978 using the NCHEMS booklet, A Manual for Conducting,

Student Attrition Studies in Institutions of Postsecondary Education,

with its accompanying questionnaire as a model.

The resulting Boston College Retention Questicinaire consisted

of four parts: biographical characteristics, reasons for leaving,

degree of-satisfaction with the college and an assessment of student

expectations vs. actual experience at the institution.

After one mailing and a follow-up to the group of 366 dropouts,

124 useable questionnaires were received,for uresponse rate of

34 percent'. The accompanying mailing to SOO persisters resulted

in 96 useable questionnaires, a 32 percent response rate.

Using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS),

the questionnaires were analyzed. The results provided the mean

.response for each iiriable with accompanying T-tests to detei*ine

statistically significant differences between the responses of the

dropouts and persisters. Further breakdowns were al:o obtained

for the following withdrawal subgroups:

. Males 'and Females

Financial Aid and Non-Financial Aid Applicants
Residents and Commuters
GPA Above and Below 3.0
College of Enrollment

Selected results are shown in Tables I through III.



Findings

Demographic analysis of the dropouts and persisters indicated

that persisters were more likely to possess the following characteristics:

single, female, resident student, caucasian, enrolled in a professional

school, graduated from a public or private rather than a parochial

high school, reside in a medium-sized town, have a part-time job,

a GPA above 3.0, a declared major and extracurriculars. Significant

differences at the .01 level were found for two of these variables:

GPA and extracurriculavs. Results showed that persisters had

accumulated average GPA's of 3.037 while dropouts averaged 2.8.

Similarly,persisters were more involved in extracurriculars with

an average of 2.29 activities compared with dropouts who participated

in an average of 1.86 extracurriculars.

The final question in the demographic section required students

to indicate the cost benefit uf a Boston College education. Fifty

percent of the persisters felt that it was worth the cost compared

with 34 percent of the'dropouts, resulting in significance at the

.001 level. Despite the diffemenie, these dropouts apparently did

not leave for reasons of dissatisfaction with the institution. The

remaining 66 percent who did not feel that BC was worth the cost

have presumably provided us with their reasons in the following

section.

Table I shows the responses given by students to the question,

"Listed below are several reasons why a student might leave school.

To what extent were these your reasons for leaving BC?" Contrary to

expectation, the persisters ranked most variables higher than the

dropouts. Upon further reflectign it was hypothesized that
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TABLE 1

MEAN RATINGS Of REASONS FOR LEAVING1

Reasons Persisters Dropouts T:value of difference'
N85 /0110

Academic:

Low grades 1.88 1.60 1.87
Needed a temporary break

3from studies 2.02 .1.55 3.05**
Major or courses'not available at BC 2.22 1.75 2.60**
Unsure of major 1.78 1.57- 1.46
Unsure of career goals 2.02 1.78 1.53
Dissatisfaction with major
department 2.30 1.76 3.27***

Lack of Motivation 1.74 1.75 -0.07

Employment:

Conflict between job and studies 1.47 1.32 1.29
We-t into miliery service 1.44 1.08- 3.05**

Fidancial:

Not enough money tO go to school 2.67 1.92 4.20***

Personal:

Found commuting too time-
.

consuming 1.70 1.50 1.33
Illness, peisonal or family. 1.87 1.56 1.56
Personal problems 1.98 2.02 4.23
Marital situation changed MY

education plans 1.45 1.17 2.43*
Moved out of the area 1.32 1.20 1.06
Wished to attend school closer

to home 1.57 1.54 0.19

University:
,

Disriked BC's location , 1.33 1.23 0.92
Housing problems 2.05 1.66 2.34*
Unable to get housing 2.04 1.41 3.78***
Lack of advising or counseling 2.02 1.81 1.31
Desired courses closed out 1.96 1.39 4.24***'
Rejected for internal transfer 1.73 1.32 2.74**

1Sca le : 4 major reason 3 moderate reason
2 minor reason 1 not a reason

2
An ipproximation tO the student's T is used which does not assume variances are equal

** p (.01 *** p (.001



the persisters were able to consider all types of reasons why they

might leave while the dropouts could inore easily focus in on their

actual reason for withdrawal.

Therefore, the significant differences noted between the two

groups reflect their differing peiceptions. Persisters can onl,

speculate poisible reasons for withdrawal, and they apparently

prefer to list socially acceptable reasons such as lack of money,

houstng difficulties or academic concerns. On the other hand,

dropouts indicated their most important reason for withdrawal

was posonal problems. This same item was one of only two ranked

lower by persisters. Apparently it is unlikely that students

consider the likelihood of a personal problem but its occurrence

can outweigh another factors.

This, of course, does not diminish the importance of financial

concerns which dropouts have rankedls their second most important

reason for withdrawal. However,' ledoes show how perceptions

regarding possible reasons for withdrawal may differ from actual

reasons.

When further breakdowns were performed for the same question,

interesting differences emerged between the dropout subgroups. For

exaxple, when male and female reasons for leaving were compared, no

significant differences were found between the two groups. It-was a

common hypothesis a decade ago that women were more likely to leave

for marriage while men were often headed for the military. It was

a pleasure to find that inequality is not statistically significant

at Boston Colleges

Other subgroups examined included student applicants and non-

applicants for financial aid. The greatest difference between these
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two groups was, not surprisingly, the variable not enough money. (p4(.001).

Thus we see that for approximately half of the dropout group, financial

aid applicants, monetary concerns are of the utmost importance while

this issue is of minimal interest to those who do not apply for aid.

This latter group indicated that they were more likely to leave because

of housing problems (p4.05), perhaps sending us a signal that they

were accustomed to better accommodations elsewhere!

Boston College has only recently transformed itself from a

commuter institution, servicing students of the greater Boston area,

to a nationally-known institution with an expanding array of on campus

h using accommodations offered to a greater geographical distribution

of students than ever before. Although the commitment to those greater

Boston students has been mainta1n2d, these same students are now seeking

the limied housing space previously reserved for those coming from

a distance. The problem is compounded by the fact that housing is.

available for onl 55 percent of the undergraduate population while

85 percent wish to live on campus. It was, therefore, interesting

to see the results of the breakdown between those sIudents who were

on-campus residents compared with those who were not. The greatest

differences between these two groups included: commut;ng too time

consuming and needed a break (p 4.001), unable to get housing and

job/study conflict (p4..01), and no motivation (p(.05). Astin (1977)

has repeatedly cited the importance of on-campus residence and our

results affirm the importance of such accommodations. The ability

to live on campus and take part in the activities and events asiociated

with campus life remain among the most attractive benefits of going

to college. Additionally, factors such as needed a break and no

motivation might have been less likely to occur among students living '
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with and shaving in the motivation of their peers in campus housing.

Our final breakdown took into consideration the fact that students

who leave the school fall into two academic groups: GPA above 3.0

.and GPA below 3.0. Students falling into these bwo categories had

mean GiPs of 3.3 and 2.3 respectively. Significant differences

were observed for the following items: low grades and needed-a

break jp.001), no motivation, job/study conflict and illness (p4/.01).

Iiiese results are not surprising and are traditionally characteristic

of*udents with below average GPA's.

Piat.does all of this mean? Presumably it can be said with some\

confideke that there is no dropout "profile". Students are likely

to leave for a variety of reasonsrg to do with their own personal

lives, the services and facilities provided by the institutton and

their financial situation. The next question shifts to focus on the

persisters to investigate their satisfaction with the institution.

Table 11 provides the results of dropout and persister responses

to the question, "The following are factors which students consider

when leaving school. Please rate them according to your degree of

satisfaction." Unlike the responses given in reasons for leaving,

the persisters now rank themselves above the withdrawals and show a

greater satisfaction with the institution than the dropouts. The

most significant differences (p(.001) were in the areas: extra-

curricular opportunities, intellectual, stimulation, relevance of
1

major and the school in general. Cope and Hannah (1975) have mentioned

the importance of "fit" between the student and the institution. The

responses to thics question appear to bear this out showing that

students areamore likely to persist if their environment is satisfactory

including extracurriculars, academics and the institution in general.
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TABLE II

MEAN RATINGS OF DEGREE OF SATISFACTION 1
WITH THE INSTITUTION

Persisters
No95

Dropout
No109

T-value of
difference 2

Counseling services 2.7/ 2.61 0.96

Academic advisement 2.71 2.40 2.03*
3

Library services 3.18 3.05 0.78

Employment opportunities 3.04 2.94 0.66

Financial aid opportunities 2.66 2.55 0.63

Cost of attending BC 2.34 2.11 1.62

Ec.J11ment size of BC 3.49 3.07 2.68**

Extracurriculir opportunities 4.04 3.45 3.70***

Intellectual stimulation , 3.86 3.38 3.24***

Cultural opportunities' 3.82 3.63 1.13

Social opportunities 4.01 3.52 3.13**

Recreational facilities 4.46 4.43 0.20

Location of BC 4.57 4.31 1.99*

Residence/living accommodations 3.10 3.09 0.05

Course Content in your major field 3.56 3.35 1.34

Teaching in your major field 3.56 3.40 1.09

Amount of contact with your teachers 3.28 2.96 1.96*

Relevance of your major to career goals 3.70 3.14 3.48***

Quality of students 3.67 3.39 1.98*

The School in general 4.04 3.50 3.88***:

1 SCALE : 1 Unsatisfactory 5 Excellent

2
An approximation to the student's T is used which does not assume
variances art equal

3*p <.05 **p 4.01
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TABLE III

A COMPARISON OF MEANS iETWEEN COLLEGE EXPECTATIONS AND VIAL EXPERIENCES
1

I .

EXPECTATIONS 0
Persister Dropout T-valve of* Persister

EXPERIENCES ip

Dropout T-value of-096 Ne109 difference N=96 Als109 difference
,Perugia, growth

3.85 3.96 -0.81 3.92 3.41 3.60***3Intellectual growth 4.08 4.22' -1.35 3.62 3.30 2.30*Career'path clarification
Clarifitetion of Oarsonal valies

3.97 3 74
3.36 3148

1%58

-0.62
;AO
3.49

2.54 3.10**
3.12 303**0..,,sqoPment of.written communicatten skills

moveiogoint of oral comunliation All Is
3.61 3.56
3.47 3.46

0.36
0.08

3.111

3.15
2.99 ,0.98
2.84 2.10*Expansion of general knowledge

4.18 4.16 0,20 3.95 3.57 2.86**'Artistic experience
2.28 2.60 -1.85 2.19 2.19 -0.01Athletic experience
2.80 2.73 ..34 2.79 2.47 1.79Clarification of social issues 3.10 3.16 , -0.40 3.15 2.75 2.41*MAN of ability in interpersonal relations 3.65 3:70 -0.31 3.78 3.28 3.02**

ISCALE: EXPECTATIONS

EYPERIERCE

Low to 5 Very High

1 Poor to 5 Excellent

. 2An approximation of the student's T is used:which does not assume variances are equal

OS
"P 4.01 ***P < 001
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This reinforces responses provided under biographical data where

differences also existed 6etween GPA and extracurricOlars..

Finally, Table III provides the responses students gave when

z

asked to consider their expectations ror-to entering Boston College.'

compared totheir.actual experience. 'While everyone'expected the

same at the tire of enrollment their experience very likely determined

whether or not thei woutd persist at BC slice statistically sitinificant.

differences abounded; Perhaps this has less to do with actual experience

than with rationalizing or affirming a decision to'stay or leave.

Nevertheless, the results show largest differences (p .001) between

the personal growth experienced by the dropout vs. the persister.

This is followed by career path clarification, clarification of

personal values, 'expansion of general knowledge, and growth in

interpersOnal relations, all significant at the .01 level. Of'

somewhat less importance, but still significant at the .05 level,

was clarification of social issues and intellectual growth. Thus,

for those who do not feel that they are experiencing growth ih their

personal and academic pursuits, withdrawal is more likely. This .

coupled with their earlier responses regarding the cost benefit of

a BC education affcrim that they come in search of growth and stimulation

and are willing to pay the price if they find it.

-Conclusion

The pursuit of research often yields its rewards when one is able

to view changes resulting from that research. This study has clearly

shown the importance that housing and financial aid can play in

encouraging retention. At Boston College construction is now underway

on a new 800-bed dormitory. Simultaneously, policies which would

provide more housing for lower division students, those most likely
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to drop out, are also under serious consideration.

Another significant change haroccurred in financial aid,

resulting in a 100 percent increase in the amount of institutional

aid available to students. Results Of this study have also been

presented to faculty, staff and administrative groups thus heightening

campus awareness of the retention issue and stressing the importante

of making it a campus-wide concern.

Certainly other factors were considered prior to the construction

of a,new dormitory yet the small part which this study may have

played in that and other decisions has reaffirmed the importance of

conductieg in-house surveys to determine studePt reasons for

withdrawal.
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Optimizing Quality_With Need Based

Financial Aid At Boston College

James Scannell

John Maguire

Boston College

The shrinking pcpulation of college bourd youth, rapidly

rising college costs, and the labor market's declining need for'

a college-educated work force, will all impact enrollment in

the 1980'3. University and College administrators will be

managing at best a dynamic equilibrium, at worst a severe,.

potentially catastrophic decline. Need-based financial aid

will become not only ar instrument to influence access and

choice, but also a marketing tool to induce enrollment,

particularly the enrollment of those students the institution

-most desires.

Aa a result of market research on financial aid, Boston

College considerably,increased its commitment of discretionary

financial aid to freishmen (Maguire, NEAIR 1978). In addition

an examination of data collected on approximately 10,000

accepted aid applicants to the classes of 1975-1977 Indicated

that for a constant gip (the difference between need and total

a\id from all sources) yield will increase with increasing

need. With this in mind Botton College readjusted its funding

policies to increase enrollments from the most desireable

ac'cepted applicants who also displayed a financial need. "Most

desireable" generally means the highest ability students as
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measured by the overall admissions rating (1 to 10, nori-linear,'

scale based on the combined evaluation of academic and personal

achievement and promise such as rank in class, SAT's,

extra-curricular activities, essays recommendations,

interviews, etc.)

As can be seen from Table I the readjustment in policy

resmlted in an increased yield of the highest quality students

(Rated f1) from the Class of 1977 to the Class of 1979.

However, because of a fixed budget for discretionary

institutional funds and increasing costs (tuition, room and

board) during this time, this increase came at the expense of

other highly qualified'students (those rated 2-4). With the

market research data in support, discretionary aid was doubled

(first effects seen in 1981). Finally, the Class of 1982

enrollees show more consistently Ancreased yields across all

ratings. Table II provides quality comparisons by raw numbers.

Table I

Yield Percentages by Rating for Applicants to

the Classes of 1977 through 1982

A1l_A221icants

Rating 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982

1 20.6 30.4 37.3 13.9 20.9 28.5

2 32.0 30.9 28.6 21.6 28.0 36.4

3 37.6 33.3 28.3 26.4 31.0 38.3

4 38.0 35.7 35.0 34.3 35.9 43.9

5 36.6 39.7 41.4 34.2 35.4 42.3

31.1.J
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6 38.4 40.5

7 43.0 43.9
\

8 51.6 94.6

9 61.0 54.3

10 62.5 83.6

Table II

Rating 1

Rating 2

Rating 3

Rating 4

Rating 5

41.6 38.2 39.8 47.3

47.0 46.1 45.9 61.6

49.7 53.7 49.5 69.5

80.7 53.7 59.0 87.5

89.7 ' 83.3 42.8 100

FRESHMAN CLASS - QUALITY COMPARISONS

Deposits Deposits Deposits

Class of 1982 Class of 1981 Class of 1980

24 17 12

144 100 77

365 293 206

449 335 299

287 329 293

During this same period of time a number of other events

were simultaneously impacting the world of student financial

aid:

1. B.E.O.G. - A federal government entitlement program

created in 1972 became one of the largest student aid

programs. (veterans benefits and social security being the

other two)

2. C.S.S. and A.C.T. after long negotiations and

considerable compromising, announced sweeping revisions in

needs analyses (Uniform Methodolcvv) in 1974, thereby

drastically reducing the expected level of parental

contrfbutions. For a family of four with an income of

$17,900, home equity of $25,000 nnd $9,000 savings (all in

1978 dollars) \expected parPntal contributions calculated by
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C.S.S. fell from $853 in 1974 to $103 in 1979 as a result

of these revisions.

3. Late in 1978 the Middle Income Student Assistance Act

reduced the taxation rate for the maddle income group in

eligibility for B.E.O.G. and made it possible for families

to borrow against their own P.C. (Parental Contribution)

through the Guaranteed Insured Loan Programa (G.I.L.). In

addition income ceilings for 0.I.1. were also erased.

RESULTS OF FUNDING STRATEGIES: CLASS OF 1983

There were 12,500 freshman applicants to the Class of

1983. 4,514 were accepted and 2,081 eventually enrolled.

2,148 of the 4,500 accepted applicants applied for and

completed their financial aid application: 1,117 of all

accepted aid applicants enrolled for a yield of 52%. The

average need of the accepted applicants who applied for aid was

$4,029. The average award received was $2,598. Awards were

made by computer employing a Quality/Need grid. See table III.

As can be seen by this example, money was awarded in this

admissions rating category by need. In general an attempt was

made to underfund all need categories by a fixed gap ($1,000)

except for those students rated #1 and #2 (Equity packaging)

Beyond this the goal was to distribute aid so as to reduce the

factor of net cost in a student's decision to enroll across all

quality categories.

Table IV displays the yield Oh those cells. Gap is the

vertical aris Ln 1,000 increments, need is the horizontal axis
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in increments of 1,000. Therefore, in cell 3-1 there were 69

accepted aid applicants with a need between $2,000 - $3,000 and

a gap of between $0 - $1,000 after aid was awarded.

Approximately one out of two students from this category

enrolled at Boston College.

By looking at the yields it can be seen that, for a fixed

need, as gap increases there is little change in yield. This

is contrary to previous findings (Maguire, 1978) but consistent

with the goals of our new funding strategies. Quality is the

prim'ary cause of this phenomenom. Significant funds were

a'located to those cells where quality/need was high, thereby

increasing the yield. On the other hand, little if any,

.discreticnary money beyond federal money was awarded to thoae

accepted applicants'of lesser ability. The lesser ability

applicants however, enroll at a higher rate for'a given gap

because they look upon Boston College in a much more favorable

light, having fewer and (in their view) less attractive offers

than the higher quality students. They (lower ability students

and their families), were prepared therefore to make greater

.sacrifices to attend Boston College.

By redefining need, the yields became more significant.

Table V displays the response rate of accepted financial aid

applicanta, iaoldting the effect of discretionary Boston

College funds (scholarship and grants)." Freeneed" on the

horizontal ax9ts is defined as need minus total aid plus

discretionary aid or

(Freeneed = Need - (ill aid - discretionary aid).
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Gap remains the same and the ranges are still in intervals of

$1,000.

By isolating how people respond to only discretionary money

within need categories, response from high quality students can

be studied. With the exception of minority students

(approximately 100), all discretionary money was awarded by

quality and need. Therefore, for a fixed gap, yield increases

with need as more discretionary aid is awarded. In like

fashion, for a fixed need, yield decreases aa gap increases.

For the most part the enrollees in the high gap categories are

those lower rated students (admissions rating 9-10).

CONCLUSIONS

By comparing the old and new data, especially allowing for

changes that have taken place in student aid over the past five

years, it is possible to award dfscretionary funds' in :Lich a

way as to impact the decision.to enroll by high quality

students. Certainly the value placed on education.by each

student and his family remains of utmost importance.

Trends do evolve however after disaggregating financial aid

tables, assess,ing probabilit'es of enrollment, for individuals

and reaggregating to predict yields according to need and

quality. Although some modeling is needed to trend these

patterns perfectly, most inconsistencies arg the result of

small celln.

Costs will 46.ontinue to escalate in this inflationary

economy. It is unlikely that resources can increase fast



enough to match 'costs. As) the demand on funds therefore gtows

or, to state -it another wa.y, as discretionary aid becomes

more scarce -- strategies which will optimize enrollment,

quality, etc., will become more important. The distribution of

aid will affect quality at the,most.selective colleges and

universities, while it will influence survival at those schools

where demand for admission is less competitive.

Not all conclusions reached with these data are

transferable, but hopefully some frame work for other

institution-based studies has been provided.



Student/Parent litrceptions of Financial Aid
and the Resulting Impact on Financial Aid Operations

J. Stephen Collins, .Robert.r. Turner, John 3. Maguire

Boston College

It has long been an operating prknciple of those involved

with all types of Kuman interaction that one must deal with the

way in which a written document, a Aervice, an event, a dis.

cussion, etc. is perceived and. not meref:with the way in which

it is intended or objectively described. Financial Aid Officers,

like many others in service-oriented Professions, are evec

mindful of this distinction and are well-advised to identify the

types of student or parental perceptions about financial aid

which.appear to be the Most significant, evaluate them against

existing operaions ond strategies, and modify these operations

and strategies as necessary.

At Boston College,.a number of studies and observations

have been made which have provided an insight into the perceptions

held by its clientele in the areas of Financial Aid and Admissions,
1

The'se perceptions could h3ve an impact on the way in which finan-

cial aid services, or indeed financial aid packages, should be

developed and provided.

Preliminary research has provided interesting results and

has raised more questions to be investigated further. Perception

problems have been divided into those that affect an admissions

decision and those related to financial aid after the student

has made the decision to attend the university. The former group,

4dYission8 aw,lieants who are aso first-time aid applicants, are

the families most confused the process and yet they represent
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the group most in need of accurate information since the aid

decision has a very strong bearing on college choice. For

this reason, they were determined to be a group worth further

study.

P student's financial need is defined as the budget of a

i3articular institution leas a calculated family contribution.

The family contritution is determined by a uniform need analysis

methodology taking into consideration variables such as income.

assets, taxes, sizo of the hoUsehold and number in postsecondary

education. While colleges and universities are reouired by

federal regulations to use an approved need analysis system,

in many cases families themselves appear to use instead a self-

estimated need based upon more subject3ve'Jactors such as life-

style, willingness to contribute to education, and their percepr

tions of the value of an education. In connection with an article

on unmet need,that is, need minus aid (Collins et al. 1979,

.pp. 4-16), research has begun on the topic of College Scholarship

Service (CSS) need versus self-estimated need and its impact

upon the decision to attend Boston Collece. While the initial

data seem to indicate that CSS need is greater than self-estimated

qeed, the self-estimated need is lower for those who deposited

at Boston Col.lege than it is for those who did not deposit. The

CSS need, however, was identical for both populations and thus

it appears that families are more concerned with how awarded

aid relates to a self-estimate of need than how it compares with

a k:SS need figure. in addition, the unmet need based upon self-
MIIIMP

estimated need and aid offered was 42% higher for resident students

and 109% higher for commuters who did not deposit than for those

who did.
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Da'ta from the cls!; on aid filers at Boston College also

seem to support the hypothesis that self-estimated need is

especially critical at the freshman level. Table I lists number

of filers and calculiaed parents contribution (PC) amounts for

the past three years for all undergraduate students who reque/sted

that a Financial Aid Form (FAF) 1.e sent Ito Boston Colleae. ?the

larger number for the freshrLan year reflects the fact that all

those who filed for aid, regardless of /Whether or not they were

accepted or deposited, are included.

Table I

Parental Contributionl for Aid
Applicants at BostoniCollege

1977-78 to 1979 JO

imi+NM/..rNre .
Year in
School

1977-78

*
PC

A978-79
It PC

1974-80
PC

INNI.11.111

Freshman 6075 1928 5333 1 2136
\

5424 2456
\

Sophomore 968 1381 1114 \ 1540 1301 1611

Junior 917 1497 935 1502 1051 1685

Senior ;. 622 1390 628 \1050 689' 1443

In each year, while the upper three classes were grouped fairly

close together in terms Of parental contrit4tion, those applying

as Freshmen differed in PC by a range of 556\450 from those

applying as sophomores. Again. the hypothesiAs subject to further

testing is that the higher PC from CSS diffei,s from what families

feel they can contribute. Srice aid may not meet their expecte-

ations, families from higher! incour.: categories pay fail to enroll
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due to the disepancy between aid offered and their estimate

of need, Parental Contribution (pc) is based on.income as well

dS assets (liquid and non-liquid) and middle and upper.middle

income families may feel they cannot meet this higher expectation

due to a higher style of living which income and assets have

provided and which cannot easily be relinquished.

Once a student decides to attend a particular school, per-

ceptions continue to enter into the.aid process. For example,

many schools typically are forced intu a sitvation of funding

aid applicants below their calculated need due to limited

dollars in certain programs and an expanding population of

e'igible aid applicants. In an attempt to determine how students

closed this need gap, the recently revised student aid appli-

catIon at Boston College requires students to balance their

resources and expenses for the previous academic year. This

new application, now entering its thirclyear of use, has sig-

nificantly increased students' awareness of their educational

expenses and the resources necessary to meet these expenses.

In the first year of operation, however, many applications had

to be returned because students had listed amounts.for tuition.

room, and board that were significantly less than the actual

amounts they had been charged. Others listed total expenses

that exceeded total resources by $2000 or mores a clearly im-

possible situation.

Along with problems related to balancing resources and

expenses, students seemed unaware of the types and amounts of

aid they.were actually receiving. Thus,the new application

procedure has also served to reinforce information supplied to

the student at the time an award was made and has reguired them
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to consider the parental and selt-help (loan or employment)

aspects of budgeting tor educational costs.

In order to reet the problem of underfunding of need,

many students must increase funds availalle by resorting to

additional loan sow-ces, additional wori,, (sumer and term) ,

and a parental contriLution above that which is reouired by

a CSS need analysis calculation (Collins et al, 1979, p. 4-16).

While.the institution is the beneficiary of such a positive

attitude toward higher education in general or Boston College

in particular, this situation is not without its inherent

risks. A recent study done hy the Financial Aid Office, for

example, compared borrowing patterns for two freshmen classes.

those who entered the university in 1975 and those entering

in 1978. While the Lwo classes were identical in size, the

percentage of students who were borrowing from some educational

loan program had risen from 34% in 1975 to 50% in 1978. Of

those borrowing in 1978, 27/, found it necessary to borrow from,

two loan sources with an average indebtedness of $2750 for one

year in college versus 16% who borrowed from two sources in

1975 (average indebtedness - $2450). If left unchecked, this

type ot borrowirui could have a negativeinpact on the student

while he or she is still in school and could seriouEly affect

alumni relations for years after (!raduation as well, (NACUBO,

l974, p. 41.)

The results of the ouantitotive researCh discussed aLove,

as well as the untested hypotheses or unconfirmed suspicions

which have resulted, suggest a nuriber (4 steps which the Roston

College Admissions and Financial Aid Offices shr,uld take to
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minimize the negative effect of perceptions on parents and

students. This endeavor should begin by educating parents and

students prior to admission (and continuing during the upper-

class years) as to the facts that govern the financial aid

process and the context within which financial aid for college

should be considerei. More emphasis will need to be placed,

for example, on the standard operating principle that financial

aid for a traditional dependent student is a family responsibility

with contributions expected from both the student and parents.

In addition to factual information on costs and the like, the

more routine aspects of filing a financial aid application need

to be stressed (e.g., deadlines) since each Year many students

jeopardize their chances of receiving financial assistance by

failing to comply with one or more of these requirements.

In some cases, the self-imposed psychological barriers of

the student or parent will need to be confronted when a feeling

exists that there is a stigma attached to completing a financial

aid application. Parents and students should also be reminded

that there are a number of variables which affect a need analysis

(income, assets, family size, number in college, etc.), that one

of the factors influencing decision on.attendance should

be the financial aid package offered in liyht of the school's

particular cost ofra7iendance, and that a school's policy on the

amount ( and tyEL!) of renewal aid should be known in advance.

Finally, the entire family needs to be encouraged to set up

a long-range financial plan which analyzes the expected cost of

attendance at Various institutions and the ability of the family

to meet these costs. If loans are part of the plan, consideration
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should be (liven to the amount of debt which the student/family

can reasonably manage and the relative importance of education

tc the family when compared with other consumer purchases which

may involve the usu of debt. If part time or summer employment

by'the student is part of the plan, realistic estimates of

'earnings should be devised which make full use of the employment

time available but which do not seriously interfere with the

student's academic schedule.

Like most postsecondary institutions,,Boston College has

literature available which provides some of this information and

other factUal data to current and prospective students, but

written information often has limited impact when it is not

accompanied by personal contact. As a result, more effort has

been made during the last year to acquaint Admissions Counselors

and student volunteers with some of the considerations mentioned

above so that these might be included in presentations to

students and parents both on and off campus: In addition, and

when work schedules allow, a member of the Financial Aid Offiice

staff is available to talk with individual students or parents

on request when they visit the campus for an admissions inter

view. Finally, an information packet tailored to the financial

planning process is being developed for distribution to the

parents of prospective freshmen in particular. All of these

efforts, as well as the continuing contact with upperclass
q.

students and their parents, should succeed in ma%ing the approach

or attitude toward financial,aid more objective and in fostering

a more positive impressic,n of the institution in the minds of

those attected.



While thes efforts are worthwhile, however, they are hV

no.means a substitute for other activities which should t)e

taking place within the Financial Aid Office or the institution

itself. Among these activities at Boston College are the de-

velopment of financial aid packaging strategies and the develop-

me4 of a long range financial aid plan fOr the institution,

including some attention to pricing policy.' Particularly at

private institutions without substantial endowments, costs of

attendance and the resulting number of financial aid applicants

typically are growing faster than most of the financial aid

progvams. Although some federal or state aid programs have

experienced significant increases during the last few years,

leveling off of this growth is almost inevitable and this

suggests that more must be done at the instiLutional level.

Other research at Boston College has indicated that relation-

ships do exist between the willingness of a student to attend

and the amount or type(s) of aid received relative to need.

Mo,:e research in this area of packaging will need to be done by

the University, and by institutions with similar circumstances,

to determine how far existing resources can be spread. This

resarch should be done with a view toward maximizing the quality

and yield of financial aid recipients and at the same time offer-

ing a financial aid package which is equitable and not excessively

ladeo with loans and employment. More importantly, however, the

si:uation.indicates strongly a more comprehensive method of

allocating institutional aid must be developed, one which does not

m4.rely increment financial aid by a percentage equivalent to the

rkhe in tuition but...which looks as well at the increase in all
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costs of attendance, the annual increase in.the number of

financial aid applicants, the gross need of these apPlicants,

and the amount and type of other aid available. For Boston

College and other institutions heavily dependent on (perating

ievenue, studies should also be conducted on the amount of

operating relsenue needed to fulfill projected financial aid

requirements and the effect of this decision on the annual

process of setting tuition and fee levels. This entire analysis

lends itself to a simulation or modeling technique which would

seek to quantify all relevant variables and provide alternatives

to different sets of assumptions. It is important for Bostin

College to obtain this.information by one method or another in

order to facilitate long range planning for he institution

as a 'whole.

This paper has attempted to analyze some typical percep-

tions of financial aid identified by research and by normal

daily activity among Boston College financial aid applicants

and their, parents. The advantages and disadvantages of these

perceptions were stressed, along with the advisability of re7

moving the negative effect of incorrect perceptions by means of

improved written materials and more personal contact. Other

major implications included the need to develop gtrategiesyhich

will maximize the use of available financial aid funds and the

necessity of long range financial aid projections as part of

the overall financial plan for the ,institution.
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SUNDAY, ocromt 14, 1979

130 to
4:30

4:15 to
4:30

...,
410 to
5130

NORTH EAST AR)OCIATION TOR INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH

SIXTH ANNUAL CONFERENCE

OCTOBER 14 - 16, 1979

COOPERSTOWN, NEW YORK

INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH AND CREATIVE CIIANGE

REGISTRATION trimly

WELCOME AM) OPENING BALLROOM

"THE VIEW FROM HERE" BALT.ROOM

(NEA1R panelists from Coverurne,!.. State Svstems. Univercities and
Colkges look ahead to posg)ilties for Institutional Research)

Molly C. Broad, Syracuse Uuivrsity
Eric Brown, Nv II:unpshire Collev and University Council
Roger C. Andersen, Alkgany Community Collev
lames R. Speegk, Rochester Institute of Tedinolov

5:30 to
8:30

8.30 to
7:45

SOCIAL IIOUR CASH liAR TEMPUTON LOUNGE

CONFERENCE LINNEn - MAIN DINING ROOM'

7:45 to
8:30

0:00 to
10:00

BALLROOM

KEYNOTE SPEAKEII: Pr.,fessor. Benjamin DeMott
(Author, critic: columnist)

Creative Changes Ahead in HOuer Learning

STATE ROOM

I. R. Newcomers Reception with NV %IR Stucriqg Committee as liost

(Those new to the field are invited to g.t riequainted with NEAIR officers)



MONDAY, OCTOBER 15, 1979

8:00 to
10:00

REGISTRATION -- LORRY

BALLROOM

SPV %On Loren Could
Worcester s:ate coa,

8:30 3NEW TIIIN(.s- 1.0i, Ta-r,.,ee and Prefes.
sor Chides NIcLairl,tilin of the University of Cm-
neetieut Itcport on ACT's College Wteotne...
Meastael PW! 'ct tCOMV1

0:15 "NEW THIV:S" B. A presentation by Inte-
Sof.1%.ne Systems Corp. (ISSCO) of out-

standing computer 7,ranhici
Charlie Saunders Apphed Urbanetics

1060 to
10:30

STATF ROOM

Convener and Session Chair: Paul Wing
Education Dtpartinent of N.:w York

8:30 SPECIAL SY\IPO§IUM
"Institutional Planning (or-a Decadt of Decline"
Glenwood L. Rowse
Jane C. Frank
Paul Wing

Office of Postsecondary Res,..ar.eh'Informatiott
Systems and Institntional Aid,
State Elueation Departnient of New York

corrEE noun - ROTUNDA

STATE ROOM-

10:30 PAVER SLS"SlON I -s; COSTS

Session Chair: Albert Elwell
University System ot New Hampshire

"A Locally .Diseriminate Econo-
mic Impact Study Deiign and
Results"
David L. Rumpf
Ahcon Cey
Gail Hill
University of Massachusetts-

Amherst

11:00 "Costs. Costs, Who Cets the
Costsr
Michael 1:. Baker
Frederick A. hogers
Carucgie-Mdlon University

11:25 "Instinctional Cost Analysis at a
Small Colitge"
William W. watti
The King's College

11:45 "A Fornmla Builizeting Incentive
Factor in a Declining Enroll-
ment Environmint"
John J. Kehoe
Pennfylvania Department of
Education

12:05 "An Academic Income-Cost
. Model for Institutional

Planning"
Ethyard D. Jordan
The Catholic University 0
America

12:30 to
2:00

COUNCIL ROCK RQOM

10:30 PAVER SESSION II
. STUDENTS

Session Chair: Helen S. Wyant
SUNY - Buffalo

"Determining the 'Importance' of
Reasons for Choosing ludividdul
Colleges"
Jean M. Stern

'Siena College

10:50 "A.Discussion of the Validity of
the Student -Consumer Mndd
when Compared to Consumei ism
in General'
Ronald H. Stein
SUNY- Buffalo

11:15 "Perception Is it just In the
Mind of the Beholderr
Ami Meganathan
Carnegie-Mellon University

11:40 "Assessing the Quality of Student
Life"
Robert F. Orose
Amherst College

12:00 "Grade Inflation: A Review of
the Literature"
Wendell C. Lorang, Jr.
SUNY- Albany

BASEBALL ROOM

10:30 PAPER SESSION. Ill
METHODS AND SYSTEMS

Session Chair: Jan ilasthigs
Keene State College
"A Conceptual and Methodoiog-

. ical Appirtrch to lite identifica-
tion ot Peer Institutions"
Patrkk T. Terenzini
Leif Hartmark
Wendell G. Lorange Jr.
Robert C. Shirley

'SUNY - Albany
10:55 "On the Use and Misuse of

Systems Approaches.' .

Allen H. Kuntz
SUNY-Bufhlo

11:20 PA1:ER SESSION IV
Session Chair: Eric Brown
New Hampshire College and
University Covnell
"Creative Change Through

Cooperation"
linger C. Andersen
James T. Tscheehtelin
Allegany Community College

11:40 "Tbe Eurellnieut and Funding of
Higher Edwation for .Urban.
Suburban, and Rural BeAdents
of Maryland.'
Thoina.s M. Edwards
Frostburg State College

12:00 "Energy Conservation
Techniques for Shools"
Peter. J. Plulliou
Wentworth Insiitille of

Technology

LUNCHEON MAIN DINING Rom



Meniday, 9,°/.10.!:

BALLIWOM .

2;00 to---firECIAL SY \1IfNUM
4.11' MANAGINC sit'iwyr ENROLLMENT:

TI1E BOSTON COL( .ECE STORY
Convener and Sescion Chair: John J. Maguire

'Mr t:n'i of i ntrainenit

Johnl.
"Inloinia,titm-Sv..t.-1;1; in. Enrollment

Malia_Oment.
Willi" T. Griffith
John J.', M:r4mre

"A SezrriAltAtiim Ana'vs Uking
i,ure of Quality"

A Itolkit Lay
Jelin J iiiriY

"A Stinly ot Drivouts. and Persisterc at
(2!,1!--1,"
Lonabocker

John J. Maguire
Robert Lly

"Optimiv.ing Quality v.-:th
Fanei31 Aid at 110.(on

James Scannell
John J. Maguire

"Stook:it and Pavia Perceptions of Neel add-
the Resulting Imp.tct on Financial Aid
Operations"

Ltenhen J. ColLias
1144..t M. Tw-o;ir
John J. Ntagu;ze

an

4:30 to
5:30

Need-Based
College"

--.-

STATE ROOM

2:00 PAPER SESSION V PLANNING

Sc:1sion Chat:: Larry Benedict
University of Masadiusetts
Amhorst

"Stratir Lon.: Pheming for Universities"

Michael . PA:.
Univetsity

230 "Plann:itg' Surpnil Sy.5tcril:
Quarterly Reporti and EFPM".

John W. 11!1(1371

It. Wale Schuette
Corrwil Univrrsity

A

3:30 'Planning Nfarku!: for Adult Lcari.ing*

Albert Elwell
Moe Olivier
University System of New lIan.p...hire

NEAIR ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING BALLROOM

(Eric Brown Presiding)

f

OPEN EVENING

MEFAINGS FOR SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS AS REQUESTED

TUESDAY, OCTOBEI1 10, 1979

7:15 to
8:30

BREAKFAST MEETING FOR NEW STEERING COMMIITEE

BALLROOM

Session Chair: Mihail Heck
l',!kusity

8:30 -NEW TIIINCS- C. Conned for the Advance-
ment of Small Colle4es ((:ASC)
CASG ltinninc and Data System"

E. Ross( II Conilimw
Barrni.4t4n Colk".;.

9:15 "NEW TIIINCS- 1). CEE1;;NCIIEMS
Studcilt .Outcomes Qui ,tininiaircs and
Impkmentation Ifinidbook

36,

STATE ROOM

8:30 SPECIAL SYMPOSIUM III WORK IN
PROGRESS (Thumbnail Sketches of Major
Projects at 1 lace l'istitu(ions)

Convener and Session Chair: Patric.* T. Termini
SUNY - Albany

Wendell C. Loong.
SUNY Albany
Lcuen Cotikl
Woremter Rat, Colkge
Cul Feigenbaum
Brookdale Community College .

=110. a



Tuesday. October 16, 079 (cunt.)

10:00 to
10:30

COFFEE HOUR ROTUNDA

STATE ROOM

10:30 SPECiAL SYMI*OSICM IV

Convener 3nd
'Session Chair. Peter Farago
Boston University

"Concepts and Techniques in
Enrollment Projections"

Adolph I. Katz
New Jer,e,., partmcnt of
Higher

Da% a IL adk
Boston '..?liversity

tudy
Boston Uni%ei sit).

/ BASEBALL ROOM

10:30 PAPER SESSION VI
FACULTY

Session Chair: Edith Daly
Itartwick Collego

"The Departmental Profile
A Better Value-Added Index"

Diana M. Green
Jean V. Morloek

'RINI' - Plattsburgh

1055 "A Software Approach to Un-tscheduled structional Hours

and AeeCill; ilia for their Effect
on FM's and Facilities Utiliza-
tion"

Kathleen, E. Ko
SUNY- Albany

11:15 "FacuIty Activity Analysis
Croup Similarities and
Dn.srences"

Louis M. Spiro
SUNY - Brockport

11:35 "A Faculty flow IodA for Es-
timating Reah.stic Affirmative

\,Action Coals"

Simeon Slovacek
Cornell University

12:00 "Faculty Resource Reallocation.

A Practical Methodology"

Frank Campanella
Boston Collegp

COUNCIL ROCK ROOM

10:30 PAPER SESSION VII
STUDENT MIGRAV1ON 'AND
ATTRITION

Session Chair: Elizabeth Knapp
SUNY Binghamton

"An Analysis of Factors Affecting
Migration of Frechino Appli-
cants at Selected Public Institu-
tions of Higher Edmation in
Connecticut"

Doreen Frankel
Gary Cooley

Connecticut Board of Highcr
Eaucation .

11:00 "A Developmental Wel for'.
A

College 4AttritiOD4

Louis 7.rebiec
SIJNY - Bt:ff:11.c

12:30 ADJOURNMENT


